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Abstract
The objective of the research contained within this thesis is the development of a general
framework for the modeling of general particulate systems. Although many of the physical
mechanisms address the problems of atmospheric aerosols, the procedures and represen-
tations are applicable to situations as diverse as the handling of solid particles, colloidal
suspension behavior, and the production of semiconductor materials.
A variety of particulate dynamics models have already been applied to aerosols, signifi-
cant problems prevent their use in practical air quality applications. Current models have
proven inadequate due to excessive computational expense, an inability to incorporate real-
istic representations of the physics and chemistry involved, and a lack of verification with
observational data. Models that include both coagulation and particle growth must use very
simple parameterized growth laws to allow the resulting equations to be solved. Furthermore,
incorporation of multicomponent coagulation results in prohibitive computational expense,
with only fair accuracy.
These problems arise from the difficulties inherent in dealing with a distribution of particle
sizes where the dynamic particle mass range commonly spans over 14 orders of magnitude.
Furthermore, particles may contain dozens of different components with the composition
varying greatly with size. Due to the wide variations in size and composition, the particles
are affected by several processes, including coagulation, gas adsorption, and transport, cor-
responding to a wide range in associated time scales. Finally, aerosol properties, including
radiative properties, growth rates, and deposition rates, are dependent on both the size and
composition of the particles.
Two of the major goals of this reseai ch are the reduction of the computational expense for
coagulation calculations and the development of an efficient phase determination for aerosols
under changing humidity conditions. These methods are implemented in a framework suit-
able for use with general air quality models that will be demonstrated to be more accurate
than current models, and over three orders of magnitude faster. The end result is an aerosol
module that may be incorporated into either an urban airshed model or a climate model
with equal facility.
For an aerosol model to be useful, the time required for aerosol calculations should be
on the same order as that for photochemical kinetic computation - incorporation of aerosol
effects into urban airshed models must not render them infeasible for practical use due to
computational cost. To eliminate the high cost of multicomponent coagulation, a distributed
variable approach has been used to represent the composition distribution with particle size.
Instead of retaining a full multidimensional surface or compressing the distribution data
into a set of discrete size bins, the number density and particle compositions are separated
into separate functions, although the compositions are treated as random variables. An
approximation technique known as the polynomial chaos expansion allows the conversion of
the reformulated equations into an equivalent deterministic form in a manner such that no
real data is lost. This new representation produces one dimensional integral equations for
coagulation, and extends readily to include source, removal, and growth terms.
To deal with the second major obstacle in aerosol models, particle growth and water
content, it is necessary to be able to estimate the properties of very concentrated, and
thus highly non-ideal, electrolyte solutions. The correlations and mixing rules of Kusik and
Meissner have been found to be sufficiently accurate to predict activity coefficients for many
electrolyte systems. Furthermore, expressions for other solution properties, particularly
water activity and surface tension, were developed and/or examined. A number of mixing
rules utilizing pure solution properties are employed since they not only greatly decrease
the amount of data required, but also avoid restricting pure properties estimation to any
particular method.
Using these correlations and thermodynamic data, it has been possible to predict the
relative humidity required for either a pure or mixed electrolyte particle to spontaneously
form a solution droplet. These calculations have made it possible to substantially reduce the
computational cost of determining particle phase and water content by bounding the range
of relative humidities over which a full phase determination is required. Furthermore, the
distribution of electrolytes between ionic and solid phases may be determined as a function
of relative humidity and temperature with good agreement to reported data under most
conditions. In addition, provisions for the effects of curvature and kinetic regime particle
behavior have been included in the model's microphysical process description. The curvature
of small particles will alter both the deliquescence point of a particle and its water content,
once a stable liquid phase may form.
Finally, each individual component and several combinations of mechanisms have been
verified using available observational data, particularly through the use of solubility tables.
The remaining components have been verified using both one dimensional and multidimen-
sional analytic distribution solutions.
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A Debye-Hiickel parameter, A 0.51 at 250 C for water (6)
Turbulent inertial coagulation constant (2)
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d Solution density (6)
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Avogadro's number, 6.02214 x1023 mol- l (6)
Aerosol number density distribution, L-3L-'
Particle addition rate (4)
Number density of ion i in solution (6)
Number of molecules of water per molecule of solvent (B)
Pressure
Precipitation rate (5)
Peclet number, Pe = RV (5)
Probability density function of x (3,5)
Composition-dependent parameter for van der Waals forces (2,5)
Total mass mass of component i in section 1 (3)
Meissner correlation parameters (6)
External force vector (1,2)
Aerosol removal function (1,2)
Gas constant, 8.3145 J/mol-K (6)
Rebound fraction (5)
Particle radius, L (2)
Reynold's number, Re = vR (2,5)
Radial distance coordinate (2)
Residual term for water activity mixing rule (6)
Particle radius (2)
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I1()
Ia
Ii
J
Jab
K
K
KBr
k
kL
L
1
M
m
Mo
mi
N
NAV
n(x, t), n.
ni
nw
P
Pe
p(x)
Q
Qil
q, qo, ql
qf
R()
R
Re
r
r* Droplet radius at critical supersaturation (7)
r, Ionic radius (6)
rD Shielding ('Debye') length of an ion in solution (6)
S Supersaturation ratio
S* Critical supersaturation ratio (7)
Sc Schmidt number, Sc = 2- (2,5)
Sh Sherwood number, Sh _ kLDp (2)
St Stokes number, St = or 7U_ (turbulent flow) (5)R v
St* Critical Stokes number, St* = 1.2+h (+Re (5)
S() Aerosol source function (1,2)
s Particle radius (2)
T Absolute temperature, K
Dimensionless parameter, T = e- eT (5)
t Time
t9s Time required to attain 95% of equilibrium state (2)
u Particle mass (2)
U, uh Wind velocity at reference height (5)
u* Frictional wind velocity (5)
V Volume, L3 (2,5)
Vs Stokes terminal velocity (2,5)
Dimensionless viscosity ratio, V = ~ (5)
v Velocity, L/t (1,2)
Particle volume (3,5)
vd Deposition velocity, L/t (5)
W Weighting function for activity coefficients in mixtures (6)
W. Correction factor to coagulation for van der Waals interactions (2,5)
w Water content, M (6)
Dimensionless mass coordinate (4)
Gaussian quadrature function weighting value (5)
wi Element width (5)
Xi Ionic fraction, Xi = Ii/I (6)
x Dimensionless mass coordinate in sectional model (3)
ra /r in van der Waals correct-in term (2,5)
Xi Average mass fraction of a component in a distribution (3-5)
Gaussian quadrature function evaluation point (5)
Mole fraction of dissolved species (6)
x(w) Random variable (4)
Yi Charge fraction, Yi = mizi/ E mjzj (6)
y ra/rb in van der Waals correction term (2,5)
Water fraction in a compartment required to produce a
solution of total ionic strength I (6)
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Roughness height of vegetation (5)
Absolute charge on ion i (6)
Cartesian spatial coordinates (2)
Component accomodation coefficient (2,2)
Polynomial chaos coefficient for growth rate (4)
Factor in Cunningham slip-flow correction
Empirical collection efficiency constant (5)
Coagulation kernel L3/t (2-5)
Surface tension parameter for electrolyte solutions (6)
Polynomial chaos coefficient for number density (4)
Coagulation kernel parameters (3,5)
Coagulation kernel coefficients for sectional form (3)
Reduced mean ionic activity coefficient, rij = 7lii' (6)
Laminar shear rate, t - 1 (2)
Ionic activity coefficient (6,B)
Dimensionless mass range factor, 7 = log hi; (4)
Empirical collection efficiency constant (5)
Equilibrium concentration for dissociation (2)
Total collection efficiency (5)
Dielectric constant of solvent (6,B)
Rate of energy dissipation per unit mass in turbulent eddy (2)
Parameters for solution density correlations (6)
Local dimensionless mass coordinate (5)
Dynamic viscosity of air (2)
Hilbert space of functions (4)
Dimensionless removal rate, 0 = R/Novof 1l (5)
E 4ekT (6)
Dimensionless size ratio, /c = R/a (5)
Dimensionless growth parameters (5)
Pitzer three-body interaction parameter (B)
Pitzer two-body interaction parameter (B)
Mean free path of an air molecule, 6.6 x10 -6 cm at 200C, 1 atm.
Chemical potential (2,6)
Ionic stoichiometric coefficients (6)
Total stoichiometric coefficient, v = v + v, (6)
Kinematic viscosity, L2 /t (2)
Set of orthogonal polynomials (4)
Zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian variable N(0,1) (4)
Charge density distribution (6)
Density of particle or component M/L3 (2,6)
Surface tension, F/L (2,6)
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Std. deviation (3)
Fractional growth rate (5)
Dimensionless time (2,5)
Particle relaxation time, r = V/g (5)
General potential function (2)
van der Waals potential function (2)
Generic size measure (mass, volume, radius, etc.) (1)
Average value of any property over a distribution (3)
Electronic potential field produced by ion i centered at ion j
Total electronic potential field centered at ion j
Mixing rule weighting function (6)
Particle washout removal fraction (5)
Probability space (4)
and Subscripts
Reference state property for a pure component
Bulk phase property (2)
Initial condition
First particle or air (2)
anion (6)
Brownian motion contribution (2,5)
Contribution due to coagulation (1)
cation (6)
Corresponding to dry particle property
Excess property, XEX = X- Xid (6)
Forward reaction parameter (2)
Contribution due to aerosol growth (1,4)
Geometric distribution property, ie. mean, std. dev. (3)
Gas phase property (2)
Property of electrolyte composed of cation i and anion j (6)
Cations, anions, electrolytes (6,7)
Property of component if ideal behavior is assumed
Property of component in ionic form
Impaction contribution (5)
Interception contribution (5)
Mixture property
Property of a particle
Rain (5)
Reverse reaction parameters (2)
Snow (5)
Solution - air interface property
Corresponding to solution property
Vapor phase
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w Water property
w/a Water - air interface property
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Numc rous industrial processes involve the dynamics of particulate systems, whether through
the production and/or transport of solid particles or in the form of colloidal solution pro-
cesses. These systems are also encountered in environmental problems; particulates in the
atmosphere can create health and visibility problems, and aqueous suspensions are impor-
tant with respect to water quality and biological systems. In each of these cases, an ability
to accurately model the systems would be very beneficial: process operations and product
specifications could be optimized, environmental impacts could be predicted, and control
strategies analyzed. Unfortunately, the complexities of multicomponent systems has tradi-
tionally rendered these problems intractable. The particles within a system may vary over
many orders of magnitude in size, are subjected to a variety of mechanisms altering either
the total mass or number density, and may contain literally dozens of components, each
of which introduces a new dimension into the problem. If mathematical tools are to be
useful in modeling multicomponent particulate systems, they must be able to address the
above problems in such a manner that a reasonably accurate representation of the particle
dynamics may be obtained with computational costs significantly lower than those required
by current models. This thesis develops the framework for such a model and demonstrates
its use through application to the problem of modeling multicomponent atmospheric aerosol
dynamics.
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1.1 What is an aerosol ?
This thesis deals with modeling the dynamics of particle distributions in general, with certain
mechanisms targeted specifically at atmospheric aerosols. Atmospheric aerosols may be
described as a population of particles, ranging in size from a few thousandths of a micrometer
to over 10 pm in radius, that remain suspended in the atmosphere. These particles arise
from numerous different sources, and their composition is dependent to a large extent on the
particles' origins.
Aerosol particles may be produced, for example, by evaporation of water from sea spray,
resulting in a dry particle with a significant fraction in the form of sodium chlorides and
sulfates. Other processes, such as emissions from combustion or abrasive processes, gen-
erate particles containing a mixture of carbon, organics, light metals (e.g. Na) and heavy
metals (Fe, Pb, Si, etc.). Finally, a number of secondary species (NH+, NO- and SO= for
example), both natural and anthropogenic in origin, may be adsorbed into the particle. The
presence of electrolyte species in the particle also permits water to condense and transform
the particle into a droplet, even under unsaturated conditions. Table 1.1 lists some of the
species commonly found in urban aerosols, as well as typical sources, forms in which each
species may occur, and their most notable properties in an aerosol. The variety in the table
illustrates the complexi' y of the problem in terms of the number of species, differences in
properties, and wide range of possible sources.
The characteristics of an aerosol population are typically described in terms of a size
distribution, such as that shown in figure 1-1, which behaves in a manner identical to
a probability density function. Since the composition of these particles is also of inter-
est, the aerosols are more often described in terms of a size - composition distribution,
n(ml,... , mn, t)dml ... dm,, which is the number density of particles such that the amount
of each component mi in the particles is between mni and mi + dmi. Predicting the evolution
of an aerosol distribution thus involves determining the changes in n(m, t) over time.
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Figure 1-1: An "average" aged urban aerosol size distribution, expressed as the sum of three
log-normal distributions to generate the trimodal feature [77].
1.2 Motivation
Billions of dollars are spent annually for pollution controls, and even more on other environ-
mental issues, yet over 50 cities worldwide are out of compliance with air quality standards
for a significant fraction of each year. As the worldwide energy demand continues to in-
crease, these problems will only get worse unless effective measures are taken to alleviate
them. One of the problems with current policy decisions is that the effects of various strate-
gies are investigated only in terms of gas-phase pollutant concentrations. As illustrated in
figure 1-2, however, there is an implicit coupling between gas phase chemistry, including
ozone formation, and the particulate phase responsible for much of the visibility degrada-
tion, acid deposition and health impacts. An understanding of these interactions is required
before any control strategy may be fully investigated.
Atmospheric aerosols affect the environment on local, regional, and global scales. For ex-
ample, small particles can absorb and/or reflect both short- and long-wave radiation, thereby
modifying the earth's climate. On a regional scale, aerosols are one piece of the very complex
air pollution problem confronting cities worldwide. Aerosols can alter the /v radiation re-
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sponsible for driving tropospheric photochemistry, contribute to visibility degradation, and
cause materials damage through acid and salt deposition. Furthermore, particulate dis-
tributions are significant in a number of industrial processes, ranging from application of
pesticides to powder production and even formation of microdots for semiconductor use.
Accurate modeling of such a distribution may thus aid in ensuring that control strategies,
whether in terms of environmental policy or operating conditions and product form, are both
effective and efficient.
1.2.1 Industrial importance
Particle distributions and their behaviors are vital to many industries. For example, pharma-
ceutical industries must deal with a distribution of particle sizes throughout production: the
product may need to be crystallized during the purification process, ground into a powder,
mixed with a variety of different powders to the create the proper formulation, and formed
into tablets suitable for distribution and consumption. The range of industries concerned
with particulate behavior includes virtually the entire chemical industry, foods, ceramics,
catalysts, plastics, and numerous others [17].
Two applications that involve particles very similar to atmospheric aerosols are the ap-
plication of airborne pesticide sprays and medicinal inhalants, such as asthma medication
nebulizers. In each case, aqueous droplets are generated and intended for specific targets,
passing through regions of varying humidity. In the case of the insecticide, delivery to the
desired region requires knowledge of the rate of deposition onto the vegetation, evaporation
of water from the droplets, and drift of the pesticide cloud prior to deposition.
Similarly, droplets of asthma medication must remain within a given size range to allow
the drug to arrive at the correct location in the lungs and remain. Too large a droplet
size will cause deposition in the larger airways, droplets that are too small will be exhaled
without delivering the medication, and neither case will benefit the patient. These droplets,
however, may change in size during passage through the very humid air passages. Accurate
modeling of particle dynamics in these situations would permit more optimal performance
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of the products.
Furthermore, several processes dealing with electronic materials, including fabrication
of semiconductor quantum dots [19] and synthesis of ultrafine superconductor powders
([81],[50]), depend upon particle dynamics for effective operation. Process optimization
would require a method to predict not only changes in particle size, but also alterations in
composition and properties. An alternate method of representing particle distributions has
been developed in the course of thesis research, and may be effective in improving modeling
efforts for the above industrial problems.
Beyond solid particle distributions, similar dynamics may be seen to apply in an analo-
gous manner to other situations involving population densities with distributed properties.
Systems important to chemical engineering include colloidal suspensions, aqueous cell cul-
tures, and the simultaneous growth of multiple crystals from solution.
1.2.2 Environmental importance
Global Impacts
The role of aerosols in the atmosphere is still poorly understood with respect to both ur-
ban/regional pollution and global climate. The presence of aerosols in the atmosphere alters
the radiative flux at the earth's surface, but neither the magnitude nor sign of the change
is well known. The presence of sulfates in aqueous suspended droplets in sufficient concen-
tration can cause reflection of incoming solar radiation, generating a cooling effect [12]. If,
however, materials such as soot are also in the particle, the aerosol absorbs some of the
incoming energy, and net heating may result (see figure 1-3). An improved understanding
of these properties is required to better predict the true extent of the greenhouse effect be-
cause aerosols may be masking much of it by reducing the net solar radiation at the surface.
This possibility also implies that some policies addressing pollutant emissions may actually
exacerbate any climate problem.
Aerosols may also influence the climate indirectly through their role as cloud condensation
nuclei. Particles of sulfates, nitrates, and other hygroscopic materials may condense water,
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forming solution droplets which, under the proper thermodynamic conditions, will grow to
form cloud droplets. It has also been observed that the concentration of aerosol particles in
the atmosphere influences both the average cloud droplet size and cloud lifetime [2]. The
effect of this alteration on global climate is still uncertain. If the clouds form at the proper
height during daylight hours, they will reflect incoming solar radiation, cooling the surface.
Formation of thin, high-altitude clouds and nocturnal cloud cover, however, prevent heat
from escaping. Prediction of these effects requires high-speed, accurate modeling of aerosol
and cloud size distributions.
Reginnal and Urban Impacts
On a regional scale, the presence of aerosols alters air quality through both radiative effects
and pollutant scavenging. If an urban aerosol layer absorbs radiation, regions of localized
heating may form, decreasing the stability of the atmosphere and increasing the rate at which
pollutants are mixed out of the lower atmosphere. Aerosols also interact with the chemistry
of the polluted atmosphere. The formation of both photochemical smog and the radicals
which scavenge pollutants, principally OH and H02, is dependent upon photolysis governed
by the intensity of v radiation. Aerosols may act to filter out some of this radiation,
reducing the reaction rate for these reactions. Due to the complex relationships between
the substances forming the aerosols, the radicals that remove them, and the solar radiation
required to form the radicals, the overall effect of aerosols in the urban environment remains
uncertain.
Beyond radiative effects, aerosol droplets are able to directly remove pollutants from the
atmosphere. Once solution droplets have been formed, gas-phase pollutants may be absorbed
at the surface and eventually removed through washout. Aerosols may also form directly
through condensation of water vapor and gaseous H2 SO4. As these droplets grow, additional
nitrate and sulfate may be incorporated, forming the precursors to acid rain. At present, air
quality models include very primitive approximations of these effects at best.
In addition to acidity related damage, other aerosol components have been associated
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with structural damage. Due to the presence of electrolytes in aerosols deposited on concrete
or porous surfaces, the dissolution and consequent recrystallization of these substances may
cause cracking and degradation due to bursting from pore pressure [49]. Further damage
results from the sulfate content of the aerosols; as aerosol sulfate is deposited on building
materials, it may react with the component mortars and concretes [79]. To be able to
investigate the effects of various control policies on both the aerosol distribution and the
impact of the aerosols, three characteristics of the distribution must be predictable: number
density as a function of particle size, water content, and the composition of both solid and
aqueous phases of the aerosols.
1.3 Problem Description
In determining the evolution of the particle size - composition distribution with time, the
number density may be seen to be equivalent to a particle concentration measure. The
expression n(, t)dc thus provides the concentration of particles such that their measure X
(i.e. mass, radius, etc.) lies between b and X + do. The advection - diffusion equation
may then be written out in terms of n, providing additional terms for particle - specific
mechanisms. The resulting equation is
Coagulation Growth
Advection Turbulent Diffusion ~ -
at V vn = VKVn + atC + at° (1.1)
+ S(n,, , t)- R(n, , t) + V. qfno
Sources Removal External Forces
which includes advection, turbulent diffusion, coagulation, changes in particle size by mate-
rial uptake and loss, the emission of new particles, removal mechanisms, and the influence of
external forces [32]. The principle microphysical processes are illustrated in Figure 1-4: par-
ticles grow by collision with other particles (coagulation) and either increase or decrease in
mass with the addition and removal of solid and/or aqueous phase components through inter-
actions with the gas phase. It should be noted that both the terms in the general dynamic
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equation resulting from both coagulation and changes in particle size are quite complex,
leading to substantial difficulties when solving this equation for the evolution of the particle
distribution with time. A chart of the proposed model is given in figure 1-5, illustrating the
different modules that will be involved in the total model, as well as identifying the sections
in which they will be discussed.
1.3.1 Thesis Objectives
Although a number of aerosol dynamics models have already been proposed, significant prob-
lems prevent their use in practical air quality applications. Current models are inadequate
in that they are far too slow, contain poor representations of the physics and chemistry
involved, and generally lack verification with observations. Models that include both coag-
ulation and condensation must use very simple parameterized growth laws to allow solution
of the resulting equations. Furthermore, incorporation of multicomponent coagulation cur-
rently results in prohibitive computational expense, with only fair accuracy. Since these
models are useful only under very restrictive conditions, model verification has been lim-
ited to comparison with analytical solutions - very seldom has any attempt been made to
evaluate model performance using laboratory or field data.
These problems arise from some of the difficulties inherent in solving the aerosol dynamic
equation. In representing the distribution, a very wide dynamic size range must be used,
spanning over 14 orders of magnitude in terms of particle mass. Furthermore, particles may
contain a large number of different components and the composition may vary greatly with
size. Due to the wide range of size and composition, the particles may be affected by several
processes, including coagulation, adsorption of gases, and transport, generating a wide range
of associated time scales. Finally, aerosol properties, including radiative properties, growth
rates, and deposition rates, are dependent on both the size and composition of the particles.
The principal objective of this thesis is to develop a new model of the dynamics of systems
of suspended multicomponent particles dealing with both the computational and scientific
problems inherent in aerosol dynamics that create numerous inadequacies in present models.
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1. Representation of the composition - number density function in a computationally
efficient form (Chapter ??).
2. Accurate prediction of the properties of very concentrated, and thus highly non-ideal,
electrolyte solutions (Chapter 6).
3. Inclusion of noncontinuum and curvature effects on microphysical processes affecting
small particles (Chapter 6 and 2).
4. A method of estimating atmospheric concentrations of a variety of radicals and other
highly reactive species.
5. Representation of emissions and meteorology fields in a compact form (Appendix F).
6. Fast, efficient, and accurate aerosol calculations reducing the con,putational expense
by at least three orders of magnitude (Chapter 5).
Table 1.2: Required components of a useful aerosol model and the chapter(s) in which they
are addressed.
A list of the necessary model characteristics are given in table 1.2, along with the chapters
in which these requirements will be addressed. Two key research goals are reduction of the
computational expense of calculating coagulation rat es and development of an efficient phase
determination of the aerosols under changing humidity conditions. The resulting methods
will be implemented in a framework suitable for use with general air quality models. The
new model will be demonstrated to be more accurate than current models, and over three
orders of magnitude faster in computational speed. The end result will be an aerosol module
that may be incorporated into either an urban airshed model or a climate model with equal
facility, as shown in figure 1-6.
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Figure 1-2: Interactions between the gas and aerosol phases under polluted urban conditions.
Figure 1-3: Radiative effects of a tropospheric aerosol layer: reflection, adsorption, and
re-radiation.
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Figure 1-5: The component parts of the aerosol model and their approximate interactions.
Water content and phase determination have an equilibrium base, and so are separated from
the non-equilibrium mechanisms.
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Aerosol Dynamics Model
(composition, number density)
I
Chapter 2
Suspended Particulate Dynamics
As discussed in the previous chapter, an aerosol distribution evolves over time in a manner
specified by the general dynamic equation:
Coagulation Growth
Advection Turbulent Diffusion -
n(m, t) = dvnn(m,t) n a (m at) (2.1)
+ S(n(m, t), m, t) - R(n(m, t), m, t) + V qf n(m, t)
Sources Removal External Forces
where the metric of particle mass has been chosen. The particles are subject to a large
number of growth and transport mechanisms, including:
* Advection - Particles may be transported in to and put of the region of concern due
to movement of the medium in which the particles are suspended. Both total particle
mass and particle number are conserved over the model domain.
* Diffusion - Under atmospheric conditions, this term represents turbulent mixing, as
opposed to a Brownian diffusion type transport. As with advection, total mass and
number density of the distribution are conserved.
* Coagulation - Upon collision, two particles may join to form a new particle with the
combined mass and composition of the original particles. This process conserves total
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mass in the distribution, but decreases the total number density of a population. The
rate of removal is dependent on the mechanism creating the collision, such as Brownian
diffusion, sedimentation, turbulence, or laminar shear.
* Material Uptake and Loss - Vapor phase species, such as SO2, may be adsorbed
onto a particle or absorbed into a droplet, allowing it to participate in a number of
reactions. In addition, volatile species, including water vapor and ammonia, may either
condense onto the particle or evaporate from the particle surface. Although the particle
number density is conserved, a net gain or loss of particle mass will result, altering
particle composition. The rate of change in particle mass is a function of the limiting
step, whether diffusion to the particle, adsorption onto the particle, reaction within a
droplet, etc. As such, growth rates are highly dependent on particle composition.
* Sources - New particles are continually added to the distribution via both direct
emissions (e.g. combustion products, evaporation of sea salt droplets) and spontaneous
nucleation of gas phase species to form condensed phase particles. The strength of these
mechanisms is determined by both direct emission strengths and ambient air quality.
* Sinks - Aerosols are removed by a number of processes, including sedimentation,
deposition, rainout, and incorporation into cloud droplets. Removal rates are generally
strong functions of number density and particle size, with a weaker dependence on
particle composition.
* External forces - Aerosol distributions are also exposed to a number of other forces,
including coulombic interactions due to surface charges and exposure to thermal gra-
dients. In general, most of these effects are several orders of magnitude less than any
of the other mechanisms included, and may often be assumed negligible.
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2.1 A Brief Derivation of the General Dynamic Eqn.
In general, the mechanisms acting upon a distribution of particles may be separated into
two different groups based on how the number of particles is changed within the volume
zxAy/zAml... Am,. The first category contains those mechanisms that change the num-
ber density through movement of particles along a coordinate, whether spatial or composi-
tional. This group includes convection, diffusion, and mechanisms changing particle compo-
sition (such as growth). All other mechanisms either produce new particles or remove old
particles from within the volume in question: coagulation, emissions, deposition, washout,
etc.
For changes in n(m,x, t) due to movement along a coordinate, the mechanisms acting
on spatial coordinates and on composition may be separated and examined independently.
Changes in the total number density within the differential volume, n(m, x, t)AmAx, due
to Brownian or turbulent diffusion and convection are given by
Diffusing in: -AyAzAmK - AxAzAmK -y AxAyAmKz a Oxa Yay 0z
Convected in: yAzam (vn) I + AxAzAm (vyn) ly + AxAyAm (vzn) Iz
Diffusing out: -AyAzAmIK a - azAmKIy a - AxAyAmKz a
Oax ay +Ay z+AZ
Convected out: yAzAm (vn) l+ + AxAzAm (vyn) IY+Y + /AxAyAm (an) I+-
where it can be seen that as all of the dimensions in the hypercube approach zero these
terms reduce to the simple form
On(m, x, t) -V-vn(m, x, t) + VK. Vn(m, x, t) (2.2)
at Transport
as found in the general dynamics equation.
A change in the amount of component i in a given particle also induces movement along
a coordinate, but in this case, it is the compositional coordinate mi. This motion is often
thought of as a particle 'current', Ii Ai, producing a change in number density that isthought of as a p~~~~~~ artl'retI--o,
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analogous to the convective term,
6n(m, x, t) a
a-m _ - [Iin(m, x, t)] (2.3)
where the growth rates for all components must be included. The remaining terms in the
G.D.E., including the effects of coagulation, are functions describing the formation and
removal of particles within the volume of concern and will be discussed later in this chapter.
It should be noted that since there are significant differences in the natures of these
mechanisms (e.g. coagulation conserves particle mass, growth conserves particle number),
the corresponding characteristic times of the processes may vary over several orders of mag-
nitude. This condition indicates both that stiffness problems may be encountered and that
some mechanisms may give rise to equilibrium conditions. Appropriate exploitation of these
features may allow an efficient and accurate representation of aerosol dynamics through the
use of a modified version of the general dynamic equation.
2.2 A Review of Particulate Physics
(with Scale Analysis for Atmospheric Aerosols)
This section will quickly review some of the processes that may affect suspended partic-
ulates in general, and atmospheric aerosols in particular. In addition, the relative effects of
each process on the total number density distribution will be examined to determine which, if
any, processes can usually be ignored for atmospheric aerosols. For example, although it has
been reported that "...agglomeration apparently played an important role in the formation of
new particles in the continuous regime" [23], coagulation is often assumed to be insignificant
for all but the smallest particles. For this exercise, a multimodal log-normal distribution
approximating an average aged continental aerosol population [77] will be assumed.
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2.2.1 Coagulation
As aerosols move in the atmosphere, differences in the speed and direction of movement may
bring two particles into contact. Since the kinetic energy of such collisions is very small,
most of the collisions will result in the production of a new particle with the combined mass
and composition of the original particles, ie. the sticking probability can be assumed to be
nearly unity. For a distribution of particles, the coagulation rate is thus a function of the
mechanism bringing the particles together and the concentration of the particles.
The collision frequency within a particle population is often expressed in terms of the
coagulation kernel, (x, y) [=] L 3 /t, defined as the probability of a collision between two
particles of size x and y, respectively, occurring within a given time. These functions are
determined by the mechanism(s) affecting the distributions, such as diffusion, turbulence,
etc. The total rate of particle collisions may thus be represented in terms of mass by
F = (m, u)n(m, t)n(u, t)dm du (2.4)
where m and u are the masses of the two colliding particles. For a given size, coagulation
thus acts as both a source and a sink; particles of current size m are consumed by collision
with particles of all sizes, but also created by collisions between particles of mass u and
m - u. The total rate of change in number density due to coagulation may thus be obtained
by integrating the above expression for F over the appropriate mass ranges, resulting in
dn(m, t) 1 jM-U(t) 1 o (m - u, u)n(m - u, t)n(u, t)du Production (2.5)dt
- n(m, t) Jo 3(m, u)n(u, t)du Removal
where the production term requires a factor of a half since each set of particles in formation,
(m, m - u), will be counted twice. These equations may be converted to any desired size
measure by recognizing that n(x, t)dx = n(y, t)dy, where x and y may be radius, volume,
mass, etc.
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Coagulation may be driven by any process that is able to force two or more particles
together, whether Brownian diffusion, shear flow, gravitational settling, or any of a number of
other mechanisms (see figure 2-1). In the atmosphere, however, Brownian coagulation tends
to dominate under most circumstances - laminar shear coagulation requires large velocity
gradients usually found only very near surfaces, and sedimentation or turbulence driven
forms are generally significant only for particles greater than a few microns in radius [59].
As a result, the scale analysis will deal only with Brownian coagulation. It should further
be noted that the coagulation kernels are approximately additive. Inclusion of additional
mechanisms therefore consists of adding the appropriate term to the total coagulation kernel.
Derivation of Brownian coagulation kernel
First examine a system containing a single particle of radius ra and a distribution n(r,t) of
particles with radius rb, where the origin of r is defined as the center of the first particle. The
movement of ra particles with diffusivity Da and the rb particle with diffusivity Db towards
each other may be seen to be equivalent to holding the one particle stationary and giving
the other particles an apparent diffusivity of Dab = Da + Db. The collision rate for r and
rb particles is then defined as the flux of particles through the surface at r = rab = r. + rb.
Obtaining this flux involves solving the simple one dimensional diffusivity equation
an Dab 02( (.)
= DabV2n = (2.6)
with the initial and boundary conditions n(rb,t) = 0 and n(r,O) = n, where noo is the
(constant) ambient particle concentration. This equation may be solved to obtain
n(r, t)= no, 1 + r ) rf] (2.7)
such that the flux at rab may be integrated over the surface area. Dividing out the number
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Figure 2-1: Four coagulation mechanisms. Nomenclature: r,s = particle radii, k =
Bolzmann's constant, T = temperature, i, = dynamic viscosity of air, a = 1.257 +
0.4 exp(-1.1Or/A,) (from Cunningham slip-flow correction), A = mean free path of air,
r = shear rate, = 0(10) cm2/s3 is the rate of energy dissipation per unit mass for turbu-
lent eddies, v = kinematic viscosity of air, and Vs,, = Stokes terminal velocity for particle
of radius r [59].
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Figure 2-2: Values of the Brownian diffusion coagulation kernel for particles of radius s
(specified on the plot) as a function of the second particle radius, r.
density of the 'b' particles to agree with the definition of a coagulation kernel results in
p3(r,s) = 4r(r + s)(Dr + D) (2.8)
2k( + ) + - + + (2.9)
-,[ r/ S k r 2 s 2
where the diffusivity expression
D kT( + )),(2.10)
has been employed with a(r) = 1.257+0.4 exp (-1.10r/A,) [59]. As can been seen in figure 2-
2, this function displays a minimum for particles of the same size since it is the difference in
particle velocities that brings them into contact.
The effect of external forces on coagulation rates
As aerosols experience coagulation in the atmosphere, they may be subjected to a variety of
force fields, such as charge-induced electrical fields, due to both the surrounding environment
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10-4
and the particle compositions. Because these additional forces alter the relative motion of
the particles, the associated coagulation rate will also be modified.
If a force Fab is exerted between two particles of radii a and b, respectively, then the flux
of 'b' particles towards a stationary 'a' particle by diffusion is given by
jab = -DabVNb + bFbNb (2.11)
where Dab = Da + Db is the net diffusivity of the particles toward one another and Nb is the
number density of 'b' particles. In general, a force may be expressed as the negative gradient
of the driving potential, ie. Fab = -V4. Using this representation, the steady-state rate at
which 'b' particles pass through a sphere of radius r centered about the first particle may
be expressed as
Jab = 47rr2Dabe(r)/kT a (N2e(r)/kT) (2.12)
where it is assumed that the net flux is towards the first particle [65]. Since Nb(ra + rb) = 0
and (r - oo) = 0, the term may be evaluated and applied to an entire population of 'a'
particles to become
4rDab(ra + rb)NaNb _ KBrNaNb
ab = epOrT - (2.13)( + rb) Wr-+rb Tdr 
where the external force term has been incorporated as a factor applied to the original
coagulation kernel.
Example: van der Waals forces
The largest interparticle forces usually experienced by atmospheric aerosols are van der Waals
forces, electrical interactions between particles generated by temporary fluctuation - induced
dipoles in uncharged particles. The potential between two spherical particles at distance r
due to classical van der Waals forces has been given as
r2Q 2 rarb 2 rarb r2 _ (ra + rb)2H
'VW(r) r2 (r + b)2 + 2 )2 + ln r2 - (r + rb)2 J (2.14)6 r (rr 2 - ( T-b-)2J
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where Q is a composition - dependent constant incorporating molecular volume, energy, and
length constants [28]. Setting x = ra/r and y = ra/rb, the correction factor may be expressed
in terms of a constant and the particle size ratio y,
W-1 (y + 1) 2/(a+I) 2x2y + 2x2y 4 - X2(1 + )2
- 2 Jo exp A 4 - x2(y + 1)2 4-z2(y - 1)2 + log - 2(y- 1)2J
(2.15)
where all the constants have been adsorbed into A = Q6kT
Scale analysis
For the scale analysis, Brownian coagulation will be assumed, with the van der Waals en-
hancement effects neglected. Three different quantities will be calculated: the rate at which
particles are produced, the rate at which they are consumed, and the net change in number
density due to coagulation. As can be seen in figure 2-3, while the net change in particle
number in greatest for the smallest particles, larger sizes are characterized by production
and removal rates that are nearly identical in magnitude. This effect means that while the
number density might not change significantly, composition could slowly change due to a net
'flow' of particles along the size coordinate.
2.2.2 Material uptake into particles
Particles suspended in a fluid, whether aqueous or gaseous, may either absorb components
from their surroundings or release them into the system. For example, atmospheric aerosols
are strongly linked to air quality, such that ambient pollutant concentrations both modify and
are modified by the composition and number density of the aerosol distribution. An accurate
model of such a situation must thus be capable of handling the adsorption and evaporation
of volatile species, such as HNO3, SO2 and NH3, since these rates help determine the acidity
of the droplets. A less obvious application of the same basic representation is the uptake of
nutrients and the release of products and waste by a cell culture in solution.
As shown in figure 2-4, a vapor phase in contact with a droplet may be adsorbed into the
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Figure 2-3: Rates of change in the number density due to Brownian coagulation for the
initial trimodal log-normal distribution shown. The three curves depicted are the particle
production rate (a), the removal rate (b), and the net change in number density (c).
droplet and subsequently dissolve. These dissolved species may then be involved in a variety
of aqueous phase processes, such as oxidation and acid-base equilibria. As a result, the net
rate of adsorption into a particle may be limited any of the following steps: diffusion of the
vapor to the droplet, mass transport of the gas across the droplet interface, diffusion of the
dissolved species within the droplet, dissolution into solution, or aqueous phase reaction.
Since the droplets are assumed to be internally mixed, there will be no gradients within the
droplet, and aqueous phase diffusion may be neglected. Each of these potential rate limiting
steps will be discussed, as well as the equilibrium criteria for both reacting and non-reacting
species.
Vapor diffusion
The rate of diffusion limited particle growth for trace species is given by
dmi 4Dr (Ci,o - Ciq) (2.16)dt 1 + Ax9(2.16)
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Figure 2-4: Different mechanisms that may act as the rate limiting step for droplet growth
and the corresponding expressions for the mass growth rates.
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where Ci,eo and Ci,, are the mass concentrations in the bulk phase and at the particle
surface, respectively [76]. If, for the purpose of a time scale analysis, the particle volume is
assumed approximately constant, then i = VdfC[, where Ci is the species concentration indt dt i
the droplet. The equivalent equilibrium gas phase concentration may be given by [C]i,,, =
[Ci]/HiRT, where Hi is the Henry's law constant for species i. Substituting these expressions
into the growth law, defining C' = [C]i,,q/[C]i, and neglecting the effects at small radius
results in
dC' 3D-
dt HiRTr2
with the initial condition C[(0) = 0 for a droplet initially free of the species. The dimension-
less concentration is thus given as a function of time by C' = 1 - e- ' where ri H RTr If
the characteristic time t is defined as that required for the droplet concentration to reach
95% of the equilibrium level, then ti = - In (0.05) ri. As shown in table 2.2, this time is
much less than 1 second for radii of interest. Since the total mass that must be adsorbed
is a function of the gas solubility, species with greater solubilities, i.e. larger values for Hi.
require a longer time to attain equilibrium.
2.2.3 Mass transfer
Once a molecule of the vapor has diffused to the particle surface, it must be transported
through the interface into the droplet. If this process is the rate limiting step, then the
concentration at the particle surface is equal to the equilibrium concentration for an aqueous
solution in contact with the bulk phase, and the droplet growth rate for this process is
dti = 4lrr2 kL (Coo,eq -Ci)
where kL is the mass transfer coefficient and C,,,q is the aquous phase concentration that
would be in equilibrium with the bulk phase concentration. Once again assuming volume
to be nearly constant and expressing Coo,,q in terms of the equivalent equilibrium bulk gas
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phase concentration, this may be rewritten as
di = 3kL (HiRTC, - Ci)dt r
where Hi is once again the Henry's law constant. This equation may be solved easily, and
the time required to reach 95% of the final concentration approximated by an equation of
the same form as for diffusion, but with ri = r/3kLi.
Evaluation of the characteristic time now requires an estimate of the mass transfer coef-
ficient for a moving droplet. This parameter may be estimated with the use of a correlation
for the Sherwood number, such as
Sh= 2LR 2 + O.6Re112 Sc 113Dg D
where Rp is the droplet radius, D9 is the gas-phase diffusivity, Re = VDp/v is the Reynolds
number, and Sc = v/D 9 is the Schmidt number [33]. Under typical atmospheric conditions,
the Sherwood number does not vary significantly from 2, so that the mass transfer coefficient
is approximately kL = 2500r- 1 cm/s. Inserting the expression to obtain a characteristic time
once again produces values much less than one second.
2.2.4 Dissolution reaction
Upon transport into the aqueous medium, the species dissolve through combination with
water. For an example, the dissolution reaction for SO2 is SO2 * H20 = H+ + HSO,
characterized by a forward reaction rate constant kf and a reverse rate constant kr. The
rate at which additional SO2 may be adsorbed is thus equal to its net removal rate, such
that
1 dm d [HSO;]
Vdt dt . [S021.q - k, [H+] [Hso;]
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where [SO2] is assumed constant at its equilibrium concentration. Using the substitutions
= k and = 1/2 yk, this equation may be solved to obtain the solution
\r-tz = e t/r
+ x
where x is the concentration of either dissolved species. The characteristic time to reach 95%
equilibrium is therefore the time at which x = 0.957; t = - n (5) r where it can be seen
that y is really the equilibrium concentration of either of the dissociation products. Under
typical conditions, the rate constants are given as kf = 3.4 x 106 s- l, kr = 2 x 10 1 mole- '
s - 1, and the characteristic time when pSO2 = 30ppb is on the order of 10-4 s [65].
2.2.5 Aqueous phase reaction
One final mechanism that may limit the rate of uptake by a particle is the rate at which
the absorbed species is removed through aqueous phase reactions. One such example is the
oxidation of sulfur from S(IV) to S(VI) by other dissolved species, such as 03, H20 2, NO2 ,
etc. For the reactions
HSO3 + H 202 k HSO +H20 (2.17)k, (2.17)
HSO H+ + H2SO4
the conversion rate has been given in the form of
d[SO ] kif k [HSO] [H202 [H+ ]
dt klb + k2[H+]
where k 1f, klb, and k2 are the rate coefficients for the forward and reverse oxidation reac-
tion and the association, respectively. Since the second reaction is given as irreversible, no
equilibrium condition exists, and comparison with other mechanisms must be accomplished
through growth rates. As demonstrated in table 2.2, the growth rate for reaction limited
growth is significantly slower than for the previously discussed mechanisms. It should be
noted, however, that for mechanisms driven by deviations from equilibrium, growth will be
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Species H' 25°C
03 0.23
NO 2 0.24
SO2 30
NH 3 1.52 x 103
HCI 6.11 x 104
H20 2 1.74 x 106
HN03 5.13 x 106
Table 2.1: Some pollutants important to aerosol chemistry and their dimensionless Henry's
law coefficients (H' = HRT) at 250C.
7r dm/dt,g/s for S02 t(r=O.1 m), s t(r=l m), s
Mechanism r = 0.1 m r = 1 m SO 2 HNO 3 SO2 HNO 3
Diffusion 3r 2 f 10-15 10- 14 10o- 10- 3 10-6 0.2D.
Mass Transfer i0- 1 4 10-12 10- 10 10-10 10-8 103kh
Dissociation 2/kl k2[S02] 10-17 l0 - 14 10- 4 - 10-4 -
Oxidation N/A 10-21 . 10- 19 - -
Table 2.2: Characteristic time expressions,
mechanisms as a function of particle size at
= 10ppb, H2 0 2 = 1 ppb.
growth rates, and characteristic
25°C. Assumed conditions: SO2
times for growth
= 30 ppb, HNO3
significantly reduced near equilibrium.
Effect of growth on number density
The effect of particle growth by adsorption is fundamentally different from coagulational
growth in that the total number density is conserved. This condition, however, should not
be taken to mean that the number density function does not change. Rather, the growth
(and evaporation) of mass from particles in a distribution creates an apparent flow along the
size coordinate, leading to changes in particle concentration for a given mass. The resulting
effect on number density for a given size is often expressed in terms of a 'particle current
density', I, which is equivalent to the growth rate of the particle. The effect of particle
growth on number density is thus expressed as
n(r,t) =
Ot= - [I(r)n(r)]Ot Or (2.18)
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Figure 2-5: Maximal particle growth rates for diffusion-limited growth.
where I(r) = dt , is the growth rate of the particle as specified by the appropriate mechanism.
Scale analysis
Using the parameters given in table 2.3, the expression for gas phase diffusion limited growth
becomes
dr 1.2 x 10- sC i, (2.19)
dt r (1 + 0.067)19)
where r is in gm, dr/dt in m/s, and C is in pg/m3. This rate as a function of particle size
is given in figure 2-5 for three levels of pollutant representing upper bounds, lower bounds,
and average values for urban polluted air, with the effect on n(r) illustrated in figure 2-6.
For reaction limited growth, the case of oxidation of S(IV) to S(VI) will once again be
examined. The rate at which H2 02 oxidizes S(IV) to S(VI) in slightly acidic solutions (pH
< 6) is given by
d[S(IV)] = k[H+][H202 ][S(IV)]a (2.20)
dt 1 + K[H+]
where a is the mole fraction of HSO- [65]. Given the parameters in table 2.3, this rate is on
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Diffusion- limited
T 298.15 K
k 7.45 x 10 7 M-'s 1
M so2 64 g/mole
K 13 M -
Table 2.3: Parameters used for calculation of particle growth
reaction - limited adsorption of SO2.
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10
particles per second using the shown initial
growth (a) and reaction - limited growth (b).
the order of 10-6 M/s for polluted urban conditions. The growth rate is thus
dr dr dm dr dM rMso2 dM
= --- = -Mso -- = 1.25 x 10-8 rdt dm dt dm dt 3 p dt (2.21)
where V is the droplet volume and Mso2 is the molecular weight of SO2.
2.2.6 Sources
Aerosols are continuously emitted to the atmosphere as a result of both natural processes
and human actions. The source strength and composition of the resulting particles are
thus determined by both the physical process generating the particles and the nature of the
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D,) 2 x 10 5m2/s
p 1.7 x 106 g/m
,a 6.7 x 10-2pm
.... 
I I
r ; 
I I Reaction - limited
I Sea salta
Component
C1
Na
SOl
Ca
K
Br
wt%
55.0
30.6
7.67
1.2
1.1
0.19
Brush Fireb
Component
Volatile C
NO3
C1
Non-vol. C
so04
Al
wt%
68.5
8.5
4.9
3.9
2.5
1.31
Auto exhaustb Diesel'
Component (unleaded) wt %
Soot 43.3 54.0
Org. C 36.1 38.0
SO 13.3 -
NH+ 3.6 -
" Data from [48],b Data from [32]
Table 2.4: Typical compositions of aerosols produced from sea spray, forest and brush fires,
automobile engine exhaust, and diesel combustion (water content not included).
material originating the particles, such as sea water, soil, and volcanos. Particle sources
may be divided into two basic categories, direct and secondary. Direct sources are those
that emit preformed particles into the atmosphere, such as dusts, solution droplets, or other
condensed forms. Secondary sources, however, contribute vapors that may either condense
onto pre-existing particles to provide additional mass or nucleate and/or react to form a
new condensed particle. These sources are therefore far more dependent on surrounding air
quality than direct sources. The remainder of this section will briefly discuss the primary
sources of particles in the troposphere, including typical size ranges, source strengths, and
characteristic compositions.
Direct Emissions
* Sea spray - spray produced by waves and bubbles breaking at the ocean's surface
generate droplets that subsequently evaporating, producing a solid sea salt particle.
The size distribution corresponding to sea spray aerosols has been found to follow
n(r) oc r- 2.5, where the particles produced are greater than about l1m in radius [32].
Typical sea salt compositions are given in table 2.4.
* Soil dust - wind stresses at the ground surface may suspend soil and mineral particles of
small to moderate size (0.02 < r < 100m). The required surface speeds are a function
of soil type, and may range from less than 0.5 m/s for loose, dry soils to over 1.5 m/s
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Compound Wt%
SiO2 65.0
A120 3 16.9 N(r < 10pm): 94-99%
Fe2O3 4.8 N(r < 2pm): 58-88%
CaO 4.9 V(r < 10pm): 0.2-10.2%
Na2O 4.6 V(r < 2pm) : < 0.3%
MgO 2.2 rg: 0.13-0.74 m
K2 0 1.5 r9g: 15-155 m
Table 2.5: Average characteristics of atmospheric aerosols emitted during volcanic eruptions:
composition, number average mean radius, and volume average mean radius [20].
for soils with high clay content [26]. Since the corresponding wind speeds at two meters
above the ground were reported to be about 20 times the average surface speed, stickier
soils are unlikely to provide a significant fraction of soil emissions. The composition
of the resulting particles corresponds closely to that of the surface, generally high in
silicates and carbon in the form of organic material.
* Volcanic eruption - while very sporadic in nature, volcanic eruptions emit enormous
amounts of ash and gases into the atmosphere in a very short time. Both of these
components may be significant aerosol sources in that the volatile gases often condense
quickly, whether on the accompanying ash or forming new particles. Ash particles vary
widely in size from sub-micron to over 200 Pm in radius, and are composed primarily
of metal oxides [20]. The average composition and size ranges for volcanic particles are
given in table 2.5. It should be noted that while most of the particle mass is in very
large particles (r > 10pm), the majority of the particles by number are below this size.
* Forest and brush fires - the natural combustion of vegetation is generally very in-
complete, leading to large amounts of partially oxidized organic matter, as shown in
table 2.4. In addition to various volatile and nonvolatile carbon compounds, significant
amounts of nitrate, sulfate, and chlorine may be contained in the aerosols [32], sug-
gesting that these aerosols may often be quite acidic. The size spectrum of vegetation
smoke is rather broad, with average particle sizes near 0.1pm in diameter based on
particle number, but an average particle mass of about 10-6g.
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% of total mass
1-3
3-8
8-13
13-20
20-53
53-105
105-520
250-200
3.5
19.8
15.5
12.7
16.2
16.2
7.2
1.8
Table 2.6: The average particle size distribution and composition of coal fly ash [51]. A
power law distribution, n(r) oc r 4 , provides a reasonable fit to data based on integrated
mass with pp 2.3 g/cm3 .
* Industrial processes and combustion - numerous anthropogenic contributions are made
to the total aerosol emissions through combustion processes, whether by coal-fired
electricity generation or fuel combustion for transportation. Both auto and diesel
exhaust (see table 2.4) include large numbers of particles in the 0.1 - 1.0 ,im diameter
range, composed primarily of organics and soot. Coal combustion, however, produces
larger particles composed primarily of metal oxides in the form of fly ash (table 2.6).
Other significant sources of particles include waste incineration, mining operations,
and construction activities.
Secondary particles
Perhaps the best-known example of secondary particle production is the formation of sulfuric
acid droplets through binary homogeneous nucleation. It is also possible, however, for two
gases to react in the atmosphere to produce a nonvolatile solid, e.g. NH3(g) + HCl(g) =
NH4CI(s). In either case, estimation of the nucleation rate requires the determination of the
critical radius, the smallest radius at which a droplet or particle may exist as a stable state.
One characteristic of the critical radius is that equilibrium exists between the surrounding
vapor and the newly formed embryo, such that the Gibbs free energy of nucleus formation
is at a minimum. If the embryonic species has a surface tension a, the Gibbs free energy is
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1.7
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0.5
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Element Wt %
given by
AG = nl(ilu,c - p1l,) + n2 (i 2,1 - 12,9) + 47rr2o (2.22)
where r is the radius of the nucleus, i,g is the chemical potential of species i in the gas
phase, and i,c is its chemical potential in the condensed phase. It has been reported that
under typical atmospheric conditions, very small amounts of sulfuric acid are capable of
nucleating water droplets at a significant rate, but that earlier works which n ' -t the
effects of hydrates on nucleation may overestimate the rate by 5 to 6 orders of magnitude
[35]. Current studies, however, indicate that failure to account for the presence of other
species, particularly ammonia, has resulted in underprediction of nucleation rates by better
than three orders of magnitude [46].
2.2.7 Sinks
Aerosol sinks, or removal processes, may be divided into two primary categories; dry pro-
cesses and wet processes. While dry processes, such as gravitational settling and dry deposi-
tion involve only the particles and possibly a target surface, wet processes are characterized
by interactions with droplet distributions. Due to these interactions, wet removal processes
are inherently connected to two other components of aerosol dynamics - condensational
growth (to form new cloud droplets) and coagulation, this time between aerosol particles
and droplets. This difference is also exposed in the form in which each of these mechanisms
appears in the governing equation. The rate of loss of suspended aerosols due to these sinks
takes the form of
9n
a= Vd a - (r)n(r,t), (2.23)
where vd is the deposition velocity, including settling, and b(r) is the size-dependent washout
rate. Therefore, in the general dynamic equation, dry particle removal mechanisms appear
as alterations to the convection field with the rate dependent on the vertical aerosol profile,
whereas wet removal is proportional to particle concentration.
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Sedimentation
Although gravitational settling is only significant for the largest of the aerosol particles, it
is noteworthy in that this is the one process for which a general representation is reasonably
well defined. Aerosol particles falling through the atmosphere may be assumed to be falling
at their terminal velocity with respect to the surrounding air. In other words, the drag force
on a particle will be equal to the gravitational force. This balance may be expressed as
4 1pg7rr2CV
4(pp - P9)gTr 3 p97rr 2 CDV, 2 (2.24)
.3 P
gravity Drag
where pg and pp are the densities of the gas and the particle, respectively, Vs is the Stokes
terminal velocity of the particle, and CD is the drag coefficient of the particle at the terminal
velocity [32].
Calculation of the settling rate is complicated by the fact that not only is the drag
coefficient of a particle a function of both shape and velocity, but for very small particles,
non-continuum effects must be incorporated. For slip-corrected Stokes flow (Re<1, viscous
forces dominate), it has been suggested that the drag coefficient may be approximated as
R2 (1 + ),) such that the sedimentation velocity is given by
2r2g(pp - p9)(1 + c/r)25)
where q, is the dynamic viscosity of the medium [59]. For larger particles, such as those
produced as precipitation, the surrounding flow does not obey Stokes law, and thus requires
a different form for the drag coefficient. A set of empirical rules for the drag coefficient as a
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Figure 2-7: Deposition velocities of spherical particles for p = 2 g/cm3 .
function of Reynolds number has been given as
12 (1 + aA) Re < 0.05(Stokes law)
12CD = [1 + Re + 9 ln(4Re)] 0.05 < Re < 0.5Co = (2.26)
12 (1 + 0.2415Re 68 7) 2 < Re < 500
Re
0.44 500 < Re < 2 x 105
where the Reynolds number is based on the particle radius and the fall velocity. Unfortu-
nately, since Re is a function of velocity, the terminal velocity of particles larger than a few
microns in radius must be obtained through an iterative procedure.
The sedimentation velocity of spherical particles is shown in figure 2-7 for typical con-
ditions as a function of particle size. From this diagram, it is clear that only the largest
particles will be significantly affected by sedimentary removal. For example, for a particle
to fall just 1 km in under an hour, the particle radius must approach 40 m. As a result, it
will be neglected in the scale analysis.
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Dry deposition
A more significant dry removal process, dry deposition, involves the attachment of particles
entrained in a turbulent fluid to some form of a solid surface. The efficiency with which
particles are captured will be a function of the characteristics of this surface, and since it
may range from a forest canopy to grasslands to the side of a concrete skyscraper, it may
be expected that developing an accurate description of the process would be quite difficult.
This process will be discussed in greater detail in § 5.5.1
Wet removal processes
Removal of aerosols via 'wet' processes may take essentially two forms: growth of water
vapor on the particle to the extent that it becomes a cloud droplet and absorption into a
pre-existing cloud droplet (washout) or precipitation particle (rainout, snowout, etc.). In
general, "wet" removal processes are significantly more efficient than dry deposition, but
while dry deposition is a continuous process, wet removal takes the form of periodic events.
As a result, despite the difference in removal rates, the long-term average contributions of
each mechanism to particle removal are of similar magnitude [69].
Both washout and rainout involve the collision with and subsequent absorption of an
aerosol particle by a condensed phase, whether a cloud droplet, rain drop, or ice particle.
The rate of removal is therefore determined by the collision efficiency between the aerosols
and the droplets in the same manner as the coagulation rate is determined by the collision
rate between aerosols. Since these are periodic events, they will not be included in the scale
analysis, but will be further examined in § 5.5.2.
2.2.8 Results of Scale Analysis
A first glance at the scale analysis results in figure 2-8 would seem to indicate that for
most cases, the effect of coagulation is negligible in comparison to diffusion limited growth,
and thus unimportant. This conclusion, however, would be in error for two reasons - the
results are presented for conditions of maximal condensational growth, and in many cases,
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Figure 2-8: The rate of change in the number density of particles in initial distribution (a)
per second due to diffusion - limited condensation (b), removal by Brownian coagulation
(c), formation through coagulation (d), net effect of coagulation (e), and reaction - limited
condensation (f).
condensation will not be diffusion limited. For example, in particles less than about 0.1
pm in radius, the net rate of change in particle number due to coagulation may be quite
significant and several times greater than that induced by reaction limited condensation.
Even in regions where the net change in particle concentration is virtually zero, co-
agulation may still significantly affect the particle size distribution by influencing particle
composition. These larger particles can collide with a large number of small particles, slowly
altering the composition. Even for particle greater than 1 m in radius, this effect may be im-
portant as a mixing mechanism. Trace species in the atmosphere, particularly metal oxides,
may alter reaction rates through a role as either catalyst or inhibitor. The extent of mixing of
these species into larger particles, largely governed by coagulation, would determine particle
growth rates. Therefore, coagulation is important not only in terms of particle concentration
for small particles, especially under conditions of reduced condensational growth, but also as
a mixing mechanism modifying the properties of larger particles. In conclusion, coagulation
should not be summarily ignored in aerosol models.
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2.3 Aerosol Modeling Requirements
A scale analysis of the general dynamic equation for aerosols has demonstrated that both
condensation and coagulation may be important under the proper conditions. Combined
with the variety of species and phases found in typical atmospheres, it is apparent that an
effective and accurate aerosol model must include the following characteristics and features:
1. The composition - number density function must be expressed in a form that is com-
putationally efficient. Since both coagulation and condensation can be significant,
both particle size and composition must be known. Clearly current multidimensional
representations are impractical due to the high computational requirement, but the
sectional approach is also incapable of handling physically realistic aerosol processes
effectively.
2. Properties of very concentrated, and thus highly non-ideal, electrolyte solutions must
be predicted. Atmospheric aerosols contain significant quantities of electrolytes that
may form highly concentrated solutions by the condensation of water vapor. Both the
water content of aerosol droplets and the rates at which gas phase species are incor-
porated into the droplets are highly dependent on its solution properties. Since many
of these growth and evaporation rates are a function of deviations from equilibrium
concentrations, thermodynamic properties and activity coefficients must be able to be
predicted to a reasonable degree of accuracy for all possible dissolved species.
3. Provisions for the effects of curvature and kinetic regime particle behavior must be
included in the microphysical processes description of the model. Atmospheric aerosols
commonly occur that are small relative to the mean free path of air. For these particles,
treatment of the gas phase as a continuum is neither appropriate nor likely to be
accurate. Furthermore, the properties of small droplets may be significantly altered
due to the effects of their surface curvature, even for droplets within the continuum
particle regime.
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4. A method of estimating atmospheric concentrations of a variety of radicals and other
highly reactive species must be available. For reaction limited particle growth, reaction
rates are often limited by the concentration of highly reactive species such as hydrogen
peroxide (H202) and ozone that are absorbed into the droplet from the atmosphere.
Although the absorption rate may be fast relative to the rate at which the reaction con-
sumes the species, the concentration within the droplet is determined by the ambient
atmospheric concentration. Therefore, given the concentrations of primary pollutant
species, atmospheric concentrations of species such as OH and H202 must be predicted
to handle aqueous phase chemistry effects.
5. Data for emissions and meteorology fields must be represented in a compact form.
Spatially resolved models require these fields as inputs, but since they often take the
form of highly complex time - varying fields, their use may constitute an impractical
storage burden for extended model runs. Ideally, these fields could be represented in a
form requiring only a fraction of the data for the full fields while retaining most of the
pertinent information.
6. The model must be fast and efficient such that the time required for aerosol calcu-
lations is on the same order as that required for photochemical kinetic computation
- incorporation of aerosol effects into urban airshed models must not render them
infeasible for practical use due to computational cost. As discussed earlier, one of
the primary problems with current approaches is that computational expense for more
than two components is on the order of an hour or more for each minute of simulation.
This cost must be reduced by at least two orders of magnitude for the model to be
useful. To ensure accuracy, each component of the model should be tested not only
in terms of numerical accuracy (ie. comparison with analytic solutions), but also with
experimental and observational data whenever possible. Finally, due to the wide range
of conditions and mechanisms encountered, as well as to allow for future improvements
and developments, the model should be easy to modify.
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Throughout the remainder of this thesis, techniques that may satisfy these requirements
will be presented. While derived in the context of atmospheric aerosol modeling, it should
be remembered that each of these techniques will generally be applicable to a much broader
range of problems.
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Chapter 3
Representation of Size Distributions
The number density of particles as a function of particle size is given by a size distribution
function n() such that the number of particles between size X and + dq is represented by
n(q)d. Different moments of the distribution may thus be used to obtain characteristics of
the aerosols in the following manner:
N = J n(O)d (3.1)
= fq' n(O)do (3.2)
N
M = 1 mn(m)dm (3.3)
where N is the total number density of all size particles, X is the number averaged particle
size, and M is the total mass density of aerosols in the distribution. It should be noted that
since the size coordinate for a distribution may cover a range of over 10 orders of magnitude,
the distributions often incorporate a log scale. Some of the more common measures of particle
size include particle diameter (Dp), volume (v), total mass (M), and composition-resolved
mass or mass fraction (m).
Given a number density function in terms of measure , it may be easily converted to
a function of measure b by recognizing that n(O)do = n(Vb)d. For example, a commonly
used measure of aerosol size is total particle mass. Coagulation rates, however, are generally
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functions of particle radius. Assuming particle density to be independent of particle size,
the number density in terms of radius may be obtained from
dM
n(r) = n(M) = 47rpr2n(M) (3.4)
where p is the particle density. The question remains, however, of what the actual form of
n(r) really is.
3.1 Observed distributions
Due to the variety of physical processes that may be responsible for producing and/or altering
the features of a particulate suspension, the size-composition distribution may be expected
to be quite complex. For atmospheric aerosols, this is indeed the case, with distributions
often exhibiting a multimodal nature and concentrations varying over several orders of mag-
nitude [77]. Despite these complications, this observational data may often be represented
reasonably well as a combination of multiple simple distributions.
Two forms commonly encountered in atmospheric aerosol studies are the power law and
the log-normal distributions. The power law form, given by n(Dp) = aD-b, is a monoton-
ically decreasing function as shown in figure 3-1, and is most commonly associated with
aerosols dominated by a strong source (ie. volcanic ash). The log-normal distribution, also
shown in figure 3-1, or more commonly a multimodal distribution composed of two or more
of them, has often been found to provide a better fit for older atmospheric aerosols that have
been allowed to react with their surroundings and each other [77]. These forms are defined
by
ni(Dp) = Nln g iD e (In D- In (3.5)
where Ni is the total number density of particles in mode i, D is the geometric mean
diameter of these particles, and ag is the geometric standard deviation. Unfortunately, while
the log-normal distribution possesses a number of properties that make it convenient for
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Figure 3-1: Size distribution forms commonly employed to fit atmospheric aerosol data: (a)
the 1-parameter power law and log-normal distribution, and (b) a multimodal representation
using three log-normal distributions.
analysis of aerosol measurements, it possesses few favorable properties for use in modeling
studies.
3.2 Modeled distributions
3.2.1 Single-component models
It is apparent from the complexity of the governing equation that no general analytic solution
is possible. For certain reduced forms of growth and coagulation, however, analytic solutions
are available if a very simple initial distribution is assumed. Coagulation solutions assume
that the coagulation kernel is either constant ( = fo) or proportional to the total volume of
the colliding particles (i.e. P = 1 (v + v)). Similarly, condensational growth can be included
if the growth laws are functions only of particle size, corresponding to diffusion - limited
growth (I oc r), surface reactions (I oc r2), and volume reactions (I cx v), where I is the rate
at which mass is added to a particle.
For any of these cases, only very basic initial conditions may be used, typically requiring
either a uniform distribution or exponential distribution. The uniform distribution is defined
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by
n() = N/(b - a) a < b
where the number density outside the bounds of a and b is zero. Although this form is math-
ematically very simple, it also is very seldom found in physical situations. The exponential
distribution is a two parameter form given by
n(M) = M exp (- 
where Mo is the average mass of a particle and No is the total number density of particles
in the distribution. One benefit of this form is that it is extendible to multicomponent
distributions, and an analytic solution still exists for certain simplified cases. References to
these solutions are included in table 3.1, which compares features of some earlier aerosol
models.
In contrast, particulate models seeking only numerical solutions are not restricted by a
need for a simple distribution representation. Whether modeling a multicomponent system
or one where all particles have the same composition, numerical distribution representations
fall into two basic categories: sectional or continuous. The sectional representation, shown in
figure 3-2, discretizes the particle distribution into a set of size bins. Simulation of particle
dynamics thus takes the form of adding new particles to the appropriate bins, removing
them, and transferring particles from bin to bin. For multicomponent particles, each of
these bins will also be characterized by the total mass of each species within the bin. In
comparison, the continuous representation takes the form of a set of nodes and interpolation
functions, such as cubic splines. For a multicomponent population, the function becomes
a multidimensional surface as depicted in figure 3-3, with one dimension required for each
species.
Using numerical representations of these distributions, the numerical solution of the
aerosol dynamics equation for a single component allows the use of more general coagulation
and condensational growth expressions. These methods, while of mathematical interest, are
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Figure 3-2: Multicomponent sectional representation of an aerosol distribution. Total mass
is conserved, but number densities and individual particle compositions must be assumed.
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Figure 3-3: Continuous representation form for a two component aerosol distribution using
exponential functions: n(ml, M2 ) = No0 exp (- ) exp (- 2)-MoM20 \ 7ro lo ] .20]'
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# Coagulation Condensation Solution Method Ref.
1 lo, ,ij - Analytic (Discrete) [73]
1 . o, 3P I c v Analytic [61]
1 fo, /1 I c v Collocation on finite elements [21]
1 _ _-- I c r, r 2, v Analytic [22]
1 .- . .I oc r, r2 , v Analytic [8]
M /(r, s) Ii Distribution splitting [74]
M - Ii Moving sectional [38]
M . ijk Iik Multicomponent sectionalization [22]
M _ ijk Iik "", applied to plumes [6]
M do I oc r, v S-dimensional surface [39]
M - Equilibrium Water content, aerosol phase [76]
determined via NLP solution
* 1 = single component, M = multicomponent
Table 3.1: Some earlier models of aerosol dynamics for single and multicomponent systems.
of limited practical use in that single component descriptions of an aerosol distribution are
generally insufficient. Since the physical properties of atmospheric aerosols, particularly the
condensational growth rates, are often functions of both particle composition and size, a
single component model would be of limited use even for a distribution in which all particles
are initially identical in composition. Accurate simulation of aerosol dynamics thus requires
multicomponent solution methods.
3.2.2 Multicomponent models
The solution of the general dynamic equation for a multicomponent aerosol distribution is
significantly more complex than that for the single component case, such that the choice of
representation determines the solution method, and vice versa. Currently, four methods of
handling multicomponent systems have been developed - coupling a single component solu-
tion with equilibrium criteria and correlations, separation of a distribution into multiple one
dimensional distributions, use of multidimensional surfaces, and a multicomponent sectional
approach.
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Single component models
Single component solutions are convenient in that the multidimensional integration for co-
agulation is avoided and a number of solution methods are available for the one dimensional
problem. Unfortunately, single component solution methods generally conserve the total
mass of only one of the species involved. Amounts of other species are either calculated
through the use of equilibrium criteria and correlations or merely ignored (i.e. [29],[30]). As
a result, these methods are inadequate for general use with multicomponent aerosol distri-
butions in which more than one or two species are chemically significant.
Distribution splitting
The second method incorporates multiple species by representing the distribution in terms
of single components [74]. For example, an aerosol population containing two species, a
and b, would be split into 4 distributions: the number density for particles of pure a, pure
b, particles containing both a and b, and one function indicating the amount of a or b
in the mixed particles. The obvious problem with this method is that the number of one
dimensional distributions required increases very rapidly with the number of species, scaling
as s2s- 1 for an s-component distribution. A small 4 component system solved using this
method would require the solution of 64 one dimensional problems!
Multidimensional surfaces
The third approach for use with the general dynamic equation is using a full s-dimensional
representation of the distribution, such as shown in figure 3-3, without concern for computa-
tional expense [39]. In this manner, all composition information may be retained as well as
number density. Furthermore, the distribution and its derivatives are continuous, a property
that is useful when condensational growth must also be included. Unfortunately, inherent
in this solution method are numerous s-dimensional integrations and interpolations for the
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# species 1 2 3 4
time, s 4.4 408 40541 59908
median % error 8.17 4.81 1.95 8.19
Table 3.2: Time required to simulate 10 seconds of coagulation and the corresponding median
error using a multidimensional surface approach [39]. Initial distribution is exponential and
the coagulation kernel is constant.
coagulation term:
an(m, t) 1 m
n(mt) -l *... j ,(m - u, u)n(m - u, t)n(u, t)dul ... du, (3.6)
coag.
-n(m, t) - . /(m,u)n(u,i t)dul ... du
where the integral is over all species in the distribution. This term thus generates enormous
computational expense, as shown in table 3.2. For a four component system, nearly 16 hours
of computational time is required, and the median error of the solution with respect to the
analytic solution is still over 8%. Clearly the time requirement for such a method renders it
infeasible for use in grid-based models.
Multicomponent sectionalization
The last, and most successful, method reported is multicomponent sectionalization [24],
which considers only conservation of mass. For each section, spanning the size range v_l1 - v,
the total mass flux of each species due to coagulation is a combination of four components:
movement into the section by the combination of two particles from lower sections, collision
of a smaller particle within the section to form another particle still within the larger section,
combination of two particles within the section to form a particle above the current section,
and loss of particles by collisions with other (larger) sections. The resulting coagulation
equation takes the form of
dt 2 E E[ aijlIQj,kQi .lbi,ij,Qi,kQj] - [ i,lQiQl,k -- P2blQlQik]
dtC =1=l i=1
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13 m
_ _ 3IIQQIk - Ql,k ,Qi
where Qi is the total mass in section i, Qi,k is the mass of component k in section i, m is the
number of sections in the distribution, and each P term is a sectional coagulation coefficient.
These coefficients take forms such as
2b~., =. ( ~- (, r- _) d y d
"2bil, = r' fJI(V1-) vi3(u, v) dy dx (3.7)
_ J..1- 2] UV(Xi - xi-)(Xi -x1-1)
where xi = f(vi), y = f(ui) translate between size and mass. Although these coefficients
are expensive to calculate, they need only be determined once for a given size range and
section size as long as the coagulation mechanism does not change.
Although a model solution may be obtained reasonably quickly, a number of problems
arise concerning its accuracy. In solving this type of model for only coagulation, two approx-
imations are required. First, a size distribution must be assigned to each section, usually
assuming constant particle size within each section. In addition, it is assumed that all parti-
cles within a section have the same mass fraction. These assumptions generate the potential
for significant discretization error by eliminating any gradients within a section. If the num-
ber density within a section should be increasing with size, the rate of mass lost to the next
section via coagulational growth will be underestimated. Similarly, if the number density is
decreasing with size, the loss rate will be overestimated. Finally, some error may be intro-
duced by failing to account for collisions between particles within the same section that do
not outgrow the section. This error, however, is reduced by the fact that collision efficiencies
are smallest between particles of the same size.
The greatest weaknesses of the model, however, involves its representation of conden-
sational growth processes. Inclusion of these growth mechanisms introduces new integral
terms into the equation:
dQjk -_ ,f(vI-v) k( 1.. ) V,. zGk(V1,,V)
dt conQ. v:k(, - dX..,1 ) + Q f(v ..- k) dv(dt Qoi. ~,_, V(, - i-f(v,_i-v;) V(X-1- -: 
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Ql,k - Q-,k . d
i=l L f(vl-v) X1- x-1 Jf(vt-v') lX-1 - -2
where vi = vQl,i/Ql, Gi is the rate of uptake of species i into particles within the section,
and Gk is the total growth rate. Reducing the problem to a reasonable computational level
requires the use of two assumptions: the growth ate of each component in a section is a
linear function independent of particle composition, and that < nkGi >=< nk >< G; >;
the average product of number density and species uptake rate is equal to the product of
the average value for each within the section. Condensational growth via. uptake of species
such as SOs2 and water, however, are highly nonlinear and very strong functions of particle
composition. Introduction of these assumptions produces errors that can not be eliminated
by reducing the size of the sections. Since an aerosol model must be able to include accurate
representations of both coagulation and condensation, as well as other processes, it is clear
that the current state of aerosol models is far from optimal.
3.3 Proposed Representation - the Split Composition
Distribution
For the model developed in this work, a different representation of a multicomponent parti-
cle distribution will be adopted, one that separates the number density distribution function
from the compositional description of the system. Part of the reason for choosing such an
approach is that currently, a large percentage of the computational expense associated with
aerosol dynamics arises from multicomponent coagulation. The physics of coagulation, how-
ever, dictates that it is a function of particle size only - particle composition is irrelevant, if a
constant sticking probability is assumed. In contrast, the growth and reaction rates are also
dependent on the compositions, so that a method must be developed that takes advantage
of the physical nature of coagulation without precluding knowledge of the compositions.
It is proposed that an aerosol distribution can be broken into two distinct parts: a one
dimensional number density distribution based on either total particle mass or dry particle
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Figure 3-4: Proposed representation of an aerosol number density - composition distribution.
Number density is a function of total dry particle mass, with the amount of each species in
a particle of given size forming a probability density function.
mass, and a set of functions describing the composition of the particles, also functions of
total particle mass. In addition, it will be assumed that the compositions of all particles
of a given size will follow some probability density function, rather than all being identical
in composition. This new representation may be clarified by examining figure 3-4, which
illustrates the form for a possible two-component distribution.
Instead of using a multidimensional function that specifies number density as a function
of the individual amounts of each species, a one dimensional function provides the total
number density, and for a given size coordinate, a distribution of mass fractions is required
for each species present. Two points concerning this representation must be emphasized:
1) all particles of a given size are not required to have the same composition, and 2) the
composition distributions for any given component are not necessarily the same for particles
of different sizes. Once the equations of change for number density and composition are
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recast in terms of the new variables, one more tool will be required: a method of converting
the resulting equations into deterministic forms solvable by traditional methods.
As one might expect, replacing a multidimensional surface containing information about
every possible combination of species amounts with a set of equations based only on the
total mass of the particles results in the loss of information about the system. This loss,
however, does not truly affect efforts to model physical situations due to limitations on the
data available to initialize any model. Although one might be able to model a completely
compositionally resolved aerosol model, current measurement techniques are inadequate to
initialize such a model. Collected or counted particles are separable by size and, to a lesser
extent, by components present. Unfortunately, the resolving power of these experiments is
too low and the uncertainty in the observations too high to accurately provide data more
detailed than average particle compositions and number densities as a function of particle
size. Therefore, the proposed model can make use of the most detailed data currently
available, and results in no practical information loss when compared to a multidimensional
surface model.
3.4 Field Representatio,ns
As mentioned above, a certain amount of observational data is required to drive an aerosol
model. In addition to initialization data, required inputs may include information about
meteorological conditions, air quality, or geographical features, such as those indicated in
table 3.3 and illustrated in figure 3-5. Since the aerosol model is intended for use with either
regional airshed models or climate models, these inputs will take the form of highly complex
fields, and the amount of data required to drive the model can quickly become unwieldy.
Furthermore, changes in these fields, with the exception of a uniform scaling, would require
the generation of an entirely new field. To avoid problems with storage and efficiency, a
collection of fields with similar characteristics and structures could be used to create a more
compact form of representation. One possible method of accomplishing this task is to utilize
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Figure 3-5: An example of an emissions field for air quality studies (NO). Values are in ppb
over a typical model grid.
a technique known as the Karhunen-Lo6ve method. The theory and possible application of
this method are discussed in detail in appendix F.
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Field
Temperature
Humidity
Wind
Air quality (N species)
Direct Emissions
Clouds and Precipitation
Surface features
Table 3.3: Various fields that might be
that would utilize them.
Area of Use
Virtually all components
Condensation, droplet removal
Convection, deposition, coagulation
Adsorption, nucleation
Emissions
Wet removal processes
Deposition
required by a regional aerosol model and mechanisms
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Chapter 4
Model Development
As discussed in the previous chapter, a new distribution representation will be employed for
multicomponent particulate populations in which the number density and the compositions
will be separately determined as a function of dry particle mass. Since the compositions will
not be deterministic values, but rather distributions, a method of representing and solving
the dynamic equations involving random variables must first be determined.
4.1 Polynomial chaos expansion
A series expansion, poorly named a 'homogeneous chaos,' has been used as a tool for approx-
imating random variables in such applications as multidimensional integration of Brownian
motion [78]. This method permits the approximation of any arbitrary random variable by
decomposing it into a unique series expansion, termed a polynomial chaos expansion [25],
defined and described by the Cameron-Martin theorem [10]:
Definition 4.1.1 Let {e(w), i = 1,...,oo}be a set of orthonormal Gaussian random vari-
ables. Consider the space S(Ep) of all polynomials in {e;(w), i = 1,...,oo}of degree not
exceeding p. Let p represents the set of all polynomials in S(.p) orthogonal to S(-p_1).
Finally let SS(?p) be the space spanned by ,p. Then, the subspace SS(.p) of is called
the p-th homogeneous chaos, and ,p is called the polynomial chaos of order p, where e is a
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Hilbert space of functions defined by mapping the probability space, fl, onto the real line, R.
Using this definition, any arbitrary random variable x(w) from space fl may be repre-
sented as:
00 00 i
x(w) = aOo + E ai, 1((i, (w)) + E E aili2 2( 1 (), ) 2(w))
il -1il = i2
io il i 2
+ E EE aiii2 i3 33(6i (Wl) i 2(W), i 3(W)) + ''' (4.1)
il = i2=1 i3=1
where i is a zero mean, unit variance Gaussian variable, N(0,1). One benefit of using the
expansion is that it is convergent in the mean-square sense, resulting from a generalization
of the Cameron-Martin theorem. Furthermore, choosing the functionals .p to be Hermite
polynomials, such as those given in table 4.2, simplifies the calculations for the expansion
coefficients [25].
As an example, consider a single random variable described by a p.d.f., pl(x), that will
be expressed by the five term expansion
= + 1 l1 + X262 + 3( - 1) + 4612 2+ ( -1) (4.2)
where the 2 terms indicate correlation with another random variable. Expressions for the
different moments of the approximated distribution may now be obtained from the definitions
of each moments about the mean, as shown in table 4.1. The expansion coefficients may
now be calculated by using least squares to minimize the difference between the moments of
the true distribution and those calculated by the above expressions. If the true distribution
is gaussian, then only coefficients x0, xl, and x2 are nonzero, reducing the procedure to a
simple algebraic problem. For -example, if x is not correlated with any other variable, then
only x0 and xl remain, with x0 = * and xl equal to the standard deviation.
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Moment Definition Equivalent expressions
1st f2x p(x)dx f/_O(Xo +x1, + 2 2 + x3(? - 1) + ... )dP(~)
=- x =
2nd fc%(x - )(x)dX fo.(x1 + X2 62 + X3 (,2 - 1) + x46l1 2 + 5(2 - 1))2dP(6)
= x+ + 2 + 2X + 2 = 2
3rd fo(x - y) 3p(X)dx 6xIx3 + 6xx 2x4 + 6 2 x5 + 8X3 + 6x3X2 + 62X 5 + 8X2
Table 4.1: Examples of the relationship between various moments of a distribution and the
equivalent expressions for the polynomial chaos representation of he random variable with
x is the expected value.
One dimensional Two dimensional
n He,(() / He'()df He.(Cl,2) f He'(fj,Cj)ddfj
0 1 1 1 1
1 1 _1 1
¢2 1
_ _ - _ _ 
2
2 ~2 _ 1 2 _____2 12 2 12 2
13 - 31 6
3 _ 3 61 
- 1 2
42 - 362 62_- 3_ 6
Table 4.2: Hermite polynomials in one
(He.+,(~) = (He.() - nH._())
and two dimensions and their variances.
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4.2 Conversion to an equivalent deterministic form
Once the variables have been replaced by the appropriate homogeneous chaos expansions,
the model must be transformed into a solvable deterministic form. Fortunately, the use of
Hermite polynomials as the basis functions of the expansion in terms of normalized Gaussian
random variables greatly simplifies this procedure. Each random term in the governing equa-
tion is first replaced by the appropriate polynomial chaos expansion, and the approximation
error expressed as a residual. A variational approach is now applied to minimize the error
of the approximation by forcing the residual to be orthonormal to the approximation space.
To better elucidate this process, the simple stochastic equation ax = b will be solved as an
example, where a and b are both uncertain parameters and x is thus a random variable.
The first step is to apply the polynomial chaos expansion to a and b based on their
correlation property:
a =a + aj + a2C2+ a(C - l) + a4 12+ a(- ) + ..
b = bw + bh, r+ b2 -v) +o ar +b 2 b5(2 -s ) +-
where the values of ai and b are obtained as described above. It should be noted that if a
and b are uncorrelated, then a2, a4, a5, bi, b3, and b4 are zero and only the highlighted terms
remain.
The unknown x is now replaced by a chaos expansion up to the order needed. For this
example, three terms will be used and it will be assumed, without loss of generality, that a
and b are uncorrelated. The approximation equation may thus be expressed as
(ao + a1g1 + a3(2 - 1))(xo + x1 + X ) - b2 + b252 + b5(2-1) = (4.3)
in which the left hand side of equation 4.3 is the residual function. Since only a finite
number of terms may be used in the approximation, there will be an error of approximation
represented by this function.
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To minimize this error, the residual is forced to be Orthogonal to the approximation space
spanned by the basis functions, i.e.
J [(ao + aj16 + a3(-+ - 1))(Xo + xl'l + X2 ) - b0 + b2C2 + b5(2 - 1)] dP(C) = 0 (4.4)
J [(ao + ai + a3 (C - 1))(Xo + XIl + x 242)- bo + b2 2 + b5(2 - 1)] dP() = 0 (4.5)
J 2 [(ao + a,¢1 + a3 (¢2 -1))(Xo + x + x¢26) - b0 + b2C2 + b5(~2 -1)] dP(C) = 0 (4.6)
where dP(C) is the probability measure of C. Since the number of unknowns in this system
(3: so, X1,X 2) equals the number of equations, these unknowns can be calculated.
The integration operation in equations 4.4-4.6 is equivalent to the expectation operation,
and as {(i}i°, is a set of independent normalized Gaussian random variables, evaluation of
these integrals is trivial. In this case, the deterministic equivalent equations are
aoxo + ax = bo (4.7)
alxo + aoxl + 2a3xl = 0 (4.8)
ao 2 = b2 (4.9)
where it can be seen that the value of b5 will not affect the computation of xo, xl, or x2
since the number of terms used in the approximation of x is less than the dimension of the
approximation space of a and b. The unknowns can thus be computed as:
(ao + 2a 3)bo
Xo a° + 2aoa3 - a (4.10)
al bo
X = a2 + 2 (4.11)a0 + 2aoa3 - a,
2 = - (4.12)
ao
In addition to approaching the perturbation result, o -b, for a 'small' randomness, the
model also provides the deterministic result in the event that a and b are not actually random
variables (al = a3 = b2 = b5 = 0).
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4.2.1 Application to aerosol composition
For a given differential mass interval, the compositions of the aerosols within this interval
form a distribution with some mean, variance, etc. As such, the composition of an aerosol
of given mass may be considered as a random variable belonging to this distribution, and
may then be represented with the use of the polynomial chaos expansion. Using only linear
terms in the expansion, this effort results in
xi(M) = aoi(M) + alj(M)j (4.13)
j=1
where the i are once again zero-mean, unit variance gaussian variables. The coefficients
aki may be obtained from moments of the original distribution and constraints between the
variables. While the mass fractions xi must be correlated since E xi = 1, if the correlation
is not known and the species treated as uncorrelated, the variances will be an upper bound
to the correlated case.
As an example, take a simple two component system of a and b. Using only a linear
approximation, the polynomial chaos expansion is given by
a = ao+al + a2 2 (4.14)
b = bo+ bll +b2 2 (4.15)
where six coefficients must be determined. Using the moments as defined above and the
constraint that the sum of the mass fractions must equal unity produces the equations
a0 + bo=l1 (4.16)
al + b =0 (4.17)
a2 + b2 =0 (4.18)
ao = (a); bo = (b) (4.19)
aa = a+ a2 (4.20)
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ab = b +b2 (4.21)
so that all coefficients may be calculated. These expressions may now be inserted into
equations derived for the new distribution representation.
4.3 Derivation of Reformulated Aerosol Model
With the above tools, it is now possible to recast the general dynamic equation in terms of the
split composition distribution. First, the equations of change for both number density and
the compositions must be developed for the case where the mass fractions are deterministic
functions of total particle size. In this section, the terms corresponding to each mechanism
will be derived for the new representation, and then transformed to reflect the distribution
characteristics of the composition.
4.3.1 Coagulation
Since the new representation separates composition and number density, the equation of
change for number density in this formulation is identical to the original single component
equation,
dat|-A /(M - U, U)n(U, t)n(M - U, t)dU-n(M,t) /(MU)n(U,t)dU (4.22)
where the masses M and U now refer to the total particle mass. The factor of one half is
absent from the first term, having been replaced by an adjusted integration limit since n(M)
and n(U) are different locations in the same distribution. Since the range of mass for the
particles may extend over many orders of magnitude, the mass scale will be replaced by a
normalized log scale. Setting M = MoeY where 7 is the log of the mass range, = In ( M),
and recognizing that n(M, t)dM = n(w, t)dw, the substitutions
n(M - U,t)dU n(w', t)edv (4.23)
ew'- ev'Y
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dw n(w,t)
n(M,t) = n(w, t) dw = nw t (4.24)
yield the final form of the number density for coagulation,
6n(wrt)| =,' 1 (W' nt)0(WIt)d (w, t)j(w v)n(v, t)dv (4.25)
where w' = - ln(e - e ).
The composition balance equations will be derived in terms of the total amount of each
species contained in all particles of a given size. The corresponding equation for coagulation
is thus a simple extension of the number density equation, and may be obtained recognizing
that the total amount of component i in the particles being formed by coagulation is simply
the total amount of i in the two original particles. The masses of each component species may
also be replaced by their mass fractions, xz, so that the final expression for the composition
equations is
8 [xi(w, t)n(w, t)] e /- 1(w', v)n(w', )n(v,t) t) + exiv, )] dv
At Co e J ~1 - e /e
-xi(w, t)n(w, t) |0/(w, v)n(v, t)dv (4.26)
with one equation required for each component and the xi are still assumed to be determin-
istic. From this equation, it can be seen that the compositional equations for coagulation are
only linear in terms of the xi. As a result, if the mass fraction distributions are treated as
being uncorrelated, substitution of a polynomial chaos expansion for each xi merely produce
a set of equations identical to the original equation, with the exception that all xi's will be
replaced by the expansion coefficients, ai, Ai, etc. The coagulation problem now consists of
a single one dimensional equation for number density and s one dimensional equations for
each term of the expansion for composition.
Using this expansion also provides a gauge for the accuracy of calculations made using
only average compositions, rather than allowing the mass fractions to vary among particles
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of the same size. If the distribution of each mass fraction is approximated by a two term
expansion and assumed to represent a truncated Gaussian distribution, the second term
of the expansion becomes the standard deviation. As the value for this term decreases,
signifying a narrower distribution, the average composition approximation becomes more
accurate.
4.3.2 Particle growth
As discussed in chapter 2, changes in the size of particles will also alter the number density
distribution in a manner analogous to convection. Once again, the number density equa-
tion for the new split-composition distribution is the same as the original equation for one
dimensional growth,
at (M,) a [IMn(M, )] (4.27)
where IM is the total mass rate of particle growth such that IM = dI = E -' for a
multicomponent particle.
The effect of growth on the amount of any component i is once again driven by the
formation of a 'current' moving along the size coordinate, and includes two components:
composition change due to the total particle growth and the change produced by uptake or
loss of species i. The balance on total species mass now yields
Growth
_ .. -Uptake
a [n(M, t)mi] _ [min(M, t)I m ]a2t AM + n(M, t)IMi (4.28)
Mi _(M, t) )-(M t)IM + nIMi
where the equation for change in number density due to growth has been inserted into the
second form of the equation. Converting these equations into the mass scale w and mass
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fractions xi results in the equations
9n(w, t) = a [n(w, t)I] (4.29)
at aw
O [n(w, t)xi] -n(w, t) axi
G t = X at) n(w,t)l, yjxi + w) + yn(w t )I i
where gamma is the mass range factor, I = IM = MIM, and Ii = MI.dti M = M , and IM= M i
From the above equations, one complication may be recognized when employing the
distribution representation. As illustrated in section 2.2.2, the rate at which mass is added
to or removed from a particle may be described by the general form dm = air where the
value of n is determined by the growth mechanism; 1 = diffusion limited, 2 = mass transfer
or surface reaction limited, and 3 = volume reaction - limited. The coefficient ai, however,
will be a function of particle composition. Since the composition of an aerosol of given size
is a random variable, then the growth rates associated with these particles will also form a
distribution.
One consequence of having a distribution of growth rates is that the change in number
density may no longer be determinate due to its dependence on I. If, however, it is assumed
that the total growth rate of all particles of a given size will be approximately the same,
then the change in number density may still be approximated by its expected value. In this
case, if the rate of uptake of species j is represented by a two term expansion similar to that
for the mass fractions, i.e. Ij =- Ij + cbj, the new growth equations take the forms
An(w, t) 8 [n(w, t)I,] (4.30)
at G at
[(w, t)xi] An - + a7i + ai 
At G= Xit G (w tu, ti ) aw ) + a- d 
= i -t -n(w, ) Ige + ri Zi + - -si yai 
where the change in number density due to particle growth is treated as being determinate.
It can be seen that the change in composition, both with respect to mean composition and
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variance, is composed of contributions from both the 'flow' of particles along the size coor-
dinate and the uptake of each species. A particularly interesting feature of these equations
is the fact that the linear expansion coefficients for both the mass fractions and the growth
rates appear in the rate equation dealing with the average mass fractions of each compo-
nent. Therefore, two distributions with identical initial average compositions but different
variances will diverge in terms of mass fraction since the resulting uptake rates of each species
will also differ. The presence of these terms also emphasize one of the problems with the
sectional methods assumption that (ab) = (a)(b) - there may be significant differences if the
distributions are not very narrow.
For comparison, analogous equations may be derived if the number densities are also
expressed using the same expansion variables, ie. n = n + Ek P3kk. The variance in the
growth rates now translates into a distribution of number densities, as described by:
an(w, t) 
at G
9/j (w, t) i _
At G
4 [7n(W, t)ix] 
at G
8 [n(w, t)ao + xi3i] 
at G
[n(w, t)I, + Ej aji]
ow
a [n(w, t)cj + Ipj] j = 1s
low
- (xij a + xii ) n(w, i)Iw + ai) + yn(w,t)J,
- x + + xi a ) (n(w, t)a + Iu/) + y (n(w, t)aj + I.,I/5B)
-(yOi +7a + oi ) (n(wt)IwL + 2asip3 + 2 a -)aw TwI 
where the distribution of compositions changes not only the mean composition as before,
but also the expected value of the number densities.
4.3.3 Source and Sink terms
From the sources discussed in section 2.2.6, it can be seen that there may be enormous
variation in source strengths and composition from one simulation to the next. Although this
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problem will require careful specification of the sources for a given model, the representation
of the sources may be handled in a consistent manner. In practice, most sources can be
represented in terms of one cr more simple size distributions over an applicable size range.
For example, it has been found that several classes of sources may be characterized fairly
well through the use of a power law description, ie. hi(r) = ar D, where is a particle
emission rate. It should be noted that this rate expression should be converted to a function
of particle mass for consistency in the model. The set of equations required for this model
now tkes the form of
ans = ii(M,t)
at So.
at[nx] = fi(M)Xi(M) (4.31)
at So.
a [nas = i(M)i(M)
at so.
where additional source terms are included for each component to complete the composition
description: average mass fraction of each component as a function of total particle mass and
the associated standard deviation (where it has been assumed that n(M) is deterministic).
Incorporation of aerosol sinks into the reformulated aerosol model is quite simple in that
both deposition velocities and washout rates are largely independent of composition. A
simple mass balance produces the set of terms
at =n -n (4.32)
R
anAt = -e'/j j = 1,s (4.33)
a [nxi][t Ri] = -Inxi (4.34)
at [nR + = -W (nai + /3ixi) (4.35)
at R
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where qT is the washout rate, T ( + (w)) is the total fractional removal rate, and H is
a characteristic height. In these equations it has been assumed that n(w) is being expressed
as a polynomial chaos expansion, whereas if n(w) is determinate, all terms containing i
vanish. It should be noted that when incorporated into a grid-based air quality model, only
the gravitational component of the depositional velocity will apply for regions not in contact
with a removal surface.
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Chapter 5
Implementation
Solution of the new system of aerosol dynamics equations requires numerous implementation
decisions concerning treatment of the number density distribution, evaluation of the integral
terms, and the actual time integration to obtain the evolution of the distribution. For
example, integration of this equation in time requires a balance among stability, accuracy,
and efficiency. While the fastest and easiest method is the use of a simple Euler time step,
it is only conditionally stable, i.e. stable for sufficiently small t, and not especially accurate
for larger time steps even when stable.
5.1 Distribution storage and interpolation
The distribution and solution will be represented through the use of collocation on finite
elements. Unlike other weighted residual methods, no integration is required over the domain
of interest. Furthermore, use of a finite element technique allows representation of the
distribution by a low order polynomial, even though the number density may vary rapidly
over several orders of magnitude. Finally, the convergence and stability of the deterministic
equivalent model using the collocation method follows the same result as the deterministic
form.
The interpolating polynomials over the finite elements are chosen to be cubic, subject
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to the conditions of continuity of both the function value and the first derivative over the
elements. Since 4 values are required for a cubic fit, the approximation will be required to be
exact at sufficient nodes within an element to generate a solution. By requiring these nodes
to be placed at the roots of the shifted Legendre polyn... il, a method known as orthogonal
collocation on finite elements [11] is obtained.
Applying the above conditions to the finite element grid, one must solve
ai+l = a + b + c di (5.1)
bi+l Wi+l (bi + 2c + 3d) (5.2)
Wi
fik = ai + 7rkbi + 7kci + r3di (5-3)
where wi is the width of element i, fk is the exact value at node k, and r7 E [0, 1] is the
local coordinate of the element. These equations may be reduced to banded matrix form
in which the elements are time - independent, such that the inverse of the matrix need be
calculated only once and stored [23]. At each time step, the node values for each variable
are calculated and coefficients for the cubic spline determined. It should be noted that since
number densities vary over several orders of magnitude, their coefficients will be calculated
in terms of log(n), which also prevents negative concentration estimates.
5.2 Time integration
Improved accuracy and stability may be obtained through both implicit and multi-step
methods. These solutions, however, require numerous function evaluations. Although the
integrals in the equations have been reduced to one dimension, numerical integration is still
fairly expensive. The current implementation of this model provides the user with a choice
of three time integration methods:
1. Semi-implicit: The variables within the integrals are taken at the current value (ex-
plicit) and the number density, etc. outside the integrals are taken at t + At [74]. In this
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manner, stability is assured, reasonable accuracy may be achieved, and non-negativity
of the concentrations is guaranteed, subject to numerical roundoff errors. The disad-
vantage to this method is that a good guess for the (constant) time step interval must
be known to obtain reasonable accuracy.
2. Fifth order Runge-Kutta with adaptive stepsize control [58]: The strengths of this
method lie in its robustness, even for non-smooth functions, and the ability to contin-
uously monitor and modify stepsize based on an estimate of the local truncation error.
The downside of this route is that it tends to be far more computationally expensive if
the stepsize is constant throughout the entire integration domain, due to the overhead
required for error monitoring.
3. The Bulirsch-Stoer method with Richardson extrapolation [58]: The integrated solu-
tion is determined for two different, but large, time steps and extrapolated to the case
of an infinitesimal step using rational polynomial extrapolation. As with Runge-Kutta,
stepsize may also be monitored based on local truncation error. This method may be
faster than Runge-Kutta, requiring fewer function evaluations when the integrand is
well behaved. This condition, however, also implies that the procedure does not behave
well for non-smooth functions.
Since the functions required by the different O.D.E. solvers are the same, replacement of
these routines by other methods such as Gear-based algorithms(e.g. LSODE), is trivial.
The computational expense associated with each of these methods was investigated for
a variety of desired solution accuracies and total integration times, with the following con-
clusions:
* The semi-implicit method, with its small overhead, can be most efficient since compu-
tational time may be decreased by increasing the stepsize. Unfortunately, insufficiently
small time steps in regions of rapid change may create significant error in the solution.
* For simple coagulation kernel forms, the Bulirsch-Stoer method was the most efficient
for a given solution accuracy, particularly for long simulation times. For more complex
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coagulation kernels, however, the rapid changes in the particle removal rate required
a far larger number of function evaluations due to the repeated changes in step size
required to achieve the desired convergence.
* The Runge-Kutta method was nearly as fast as the Bulirsch-Stoer method for similar
solution accuracies in the constant coagulation kernel example. Furthermore, the more
rapid the change in particle removal rates, the faster this solution method is compared
to the other two. The method required fewer function evaluations when changing step-
size, and was able to increase the stepsize faster when little change in the distribution
was observed.
5.3 Coagulation
The most important aspect of the coagulation term is the evaluation of the coagulation inte-
grals. Three methods of integration were investigated: gaussian quadrature, Runge-Kutta,
and Bulirsch-Stoer. The simplest and one of the fastest numeric integration techniques is
gaussian quadrature. Since both the total mass and element widths are scaled from 0 to 1,
implementation of such a scheme is trivial,
w N,,-1 1 w T,-I M M
]f(x)dx = f ()d7 + f(q)d1 = wjf()+f(z)+ j(7 ) (54)
~i=~ 2~=1 j=1 j=1
in which N, is the number of the element containing w, is the local element coordinate, wj
are the quadrature weights, and xj the integration points. An alternate integration method
is to use an ODE solver with a zero initial condition. Use of such a solver may be more
expensive, but higher accuracy may be achieved if necessary. For this model, use of Runge-
Kutta and Bulirsch-Stoer type ODE solvers with adaptive ste ize control (described above)
are compared to various orders of gaussian quadrature.
Since the coagulation equation may be solved analytically if the initial distribution is
exponential and the coagulation kernel is constant, the accuracy of the different integral
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evaluation methods may be compared, but caution is required. For example, comparison to
the analytic solution demonstrated that the results from evaluation via. quadrature were
very close (within 0.5%) to the ODE generated solutions using as few as 10 integration points,
and differed by less than 0.001% allowing 20 integrating points per element. Furthermore,
the 10 point evaluation was significantly faster than the ODE solution, and the 20 point
calculation only slightly slower.
From this study, it could appear that gaussian quadrature would be satisfactory for co-
agulation integral evaluation. There is, however, a major problem that is not exposed by the
simple analytic comparison. Since quadrature methods are exact when the function being
integrated is a polynomial of the same or lower order as the quadrature order, a change in
the form of the coagulation function will change the number of points required for a given
accuracy. For the coagulation equation, the form of the number density function will not
change - it is fixed at a cubic polynomial in the log of the number density. The coagula-
tion kernel, however, may take numerous forms, depending upon the type(s) of coagulation
encountered, e.g. Brownian, turbulent shear, etc. Integrating the equation for Brownian
coagulation illustrates this problem quite clearly. Although 10 points was sufficient for the
constant coagulation condition, the result generated differs substantially from the ODE so-
lution. As the order of the integration is increased, the values slowly approach the ODE
solution (see table 5.1), but even using over 60 points, the integral values are still moving
monotonically towards the ODE result. One of the ODE solvers will therefore be used for
evaluating the coagulation integrals.
The choice of ODE solver was similarly determined by a quick comparison of computa-
tional costs to achieve the same accuracy. Due to the nature of the integrands, an accurate
solution requires very small incremental steps over a fairly small region of particle sizes,
with larger increments possible over much of the remaining region. Since the Bulirsch-Stoer
method uses a constant step size, more small steps (and more function evaluations) are re-
quired to achieve comparable accuracy, resulting in about 30% more computational time.
Therefore, the Runge-Kutta ODE solver is currently used for the coagulation integrals.
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- I,, ,;s , ., he,)<-st,>S - * 51'.N
N %A itN/lODE
(ODE) -- 1
10 35 0.85
20 24 1.7
30 17 2.5
40 11 3.4
60 7 5.2
80 3 6.9
Table 5.1: Average percent difference in model result between quadrature and ODE integra-
tion for nodes with n(M) > 1.0 and relative computational times as a function of the number
of integrating points (N). Model solutions compared after 10 minutes for a log-normal initial
distribution experiencing Brownian coagulation
5.3.1 Van der 'Waals forces
The coagulation kernel most commonly used in the model will be that of Brownian motion
induced coagulation, including the van der Waals enhancement factor, as developed in § 2.2.1.
Since the correction factor is defined by
17-1 =(Y + 1) 2/(y+l)p 2 o2y 242y 4- 2( + 02
2 Jo exp-A 4 - 2(y + 1)2 4 - x 2(y - 1)2 x2(y 1)2
where x = ra/r, y = ra/rb and A is a physical constant, a second integral may need evalua-
tion. Unfortunately, while this function may be numerically integrated in a straight forward
fashion [37], repetition of this calculation during solution of the coagulation portion of the
model would significantly increase the computational cost.
This equation may, however, be tabulated and fit to a simple functional form in terms of
A and y. It can be seen that for all cases where the exponential term grows very large, the
correction factor will approach unity. Therefore, the fitting equation should take the form
ITic- = 1.0 + f(A, y); lim f(A, y) = lim f(A, y) = 0 (5.5)A--*0 y-_C0
where function f(A, y) is yet to be chosen. For atmospheric species of interest, the parameter
A varies only over a range from about 3.37 (water) to 16.47 (octane). Over this range, the
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correction term for a given value of y may be fit with a relative error well under 1 percent
to an equation of the form
wy(A) = 1.0 + bv/A- + cA (5.6)
where coefficients by and cy are functions of y, and must approach zero as y increases.
Evaluating b and c for different values of y via. least squares methods produces a functional
form that approaches a power law for large y. The resulting correlation is given by
ti - ' = 1.0 + b(y)v-Ai+ c(y)A (5.7)
b(y) = exp (-1.5423 -0.082361n y- 0.177331n2 y + 0.011378 n3 ) (5.8)
c(y) = -exp (-4.08744 - 0.10894 In y - 0.209761n2 y + 0.01495 ln3 y) (5.9)
where the relative error is less than 2% for 0 < A < 20 and y > 1.0. A comparison of the
numerically integrated solution with the approximation for different values of y may be seen
in figure 5-1.
5.3.2 Model verification vs. analytical solutions
The reformulated coagulation equation produces a one dimensional integral equation for the
number density distribution. Therefore, the first step in verification of this model is a com-
parison between the numerical and analytic solutions for different forms of the coagulation
kernel as applied to a single component distribution. In terms of particle volume, analytic
solutions may be obtained for coagulation kernels that are either constant, ie.,8(u, v) = 0o,
or proportional to the combined particle volumes, /(u, v) = 3l1(v + u), if the aerosol initially
obeys an exponential distribution law.
For an initial distribution described by n(v) - exp (- , where vo is the initial mean
volume of the distribution, a dimensionless time may be defined by either r = NoSot or
r = Novoplt as required by the coagulation kernel. The analytic solutions have been found
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Figure 5-1: Correction factor to the Brownian coagulation kernel due to van der Waals forces
as a function of size ratio and composition dependent parameter A.
to take the forms
n(v,t) = o( + )2exp v 0( = 0 (5.10)
n(v,t)- Ne- exp - i (2vv- e-/vo) = Pl(v + u) (5-11)
where I1 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order one [21]. These solutions
and the corresponding numerical results are given in figure 5-2 at different times, with very
good agreement over the entire distribution range.
Two-component comparison The number density of a multicomponent aerosol popula-
tion as a function of composition takes the form of an s-dimensional surface, n(m,t). There is
an analytic solution available for the coagulation equation if the coagulation kernel is assumed
constant and the particles initially follow an exponential distribution [39]. For comparison
of model results, a two - component system will be examined. The initial distribution will
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Comparison for Coagulation Proportional to Volume
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Figure 5-2: Comparison between numerical and analytical solutions for pure coagulation
with the coagulation kernel proportional to the total volume of the two colliding particles.
Analytical solutions are provided for r =0, 1, 2 and 5 (lines), with corresponding numerical
results represented as points.
thus be given by
no(m) N o [ , m 2no(m)= - exp [2 (5.12)
m10 m20 [ m1 0 m 2 0
where No is the total number concentration and mio is the mean mass of species i in a
particle. The exact solution then takes the form of
4No exp [- _m2] 2 + Im1m2 k 2
n(m, -) ( + 2)2 m10 k=0 2+ T 10 20 (5.13)
in which r = 0oNot is the characteristic coagulation time and Po is the coagulation constant[39].
Use of the two component solution, however, requires conversion of the number density
and composition from a surface to a function of total particle mass. The number density
may be obtained by integrating the multidimensional distribution over a region of constant
particle mass, for example
n(M, r) = J n(m,,M -m,)dm, (5.14)
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in t o dimensions. Other moments of the distribution, such as average mass fraction and
var.ance, mayw be obtained as a function of total particle mass by using an appropriate
equation such as
(M) M m 1n(m,, .A - m, )dm, (5.15)
(M) Mn(M(5.15)
where the mass of the second component is expressed in terms of the total particle mass and
the mass of the first component. This transformation is illustrated in figure 5-3 in which
a two - component exponential distribution is split into a number density distribution and
two mass fraction functions, all of which are functions of total particle mass. The initial
distribution is now given by
no(M) = No (e-M/mio e-M/m20) (5.16)
mo10 - m20
e- M /m lo mlom20
xa° - (e-M/mo - e-M /m20) M(mlo - 20)
if moo mn20o. Since the mass fraction of both components are always 0.5 when mlo =
m2 0, resulting in a trivial solution, it will be assumed the reference masses are significantly
different. The analytic solution, however, must be numerically integrated at each time of
interest to obtain n(M) and xi(M).
The initial distribution for comparison between numerical and analytical solutions is
that of equations 5.16-5.17 with an initial total particle concentration of No = 106 cm-3, a
constant coagulation rate of /o = 10- 7 cm 3 /s, and mean component masses m,0 , n20 of 10-16
and 10-18 g, respectively. The distribution was integrated in time over the range r =0-100,
comparing the results with the analytical solutions at r = 1, 2, 5, 10, and 100.
The numerical solution for the number density, shown in figure 5-4a, exhibits very good
agreement with the analytical solution, producing relative errors generally on the order of
1%. The only exceptions are at the tails of the distribution where, at the lowest masses,
the number density is insignificant and the error is meaningless. The largest newly formed
particles also show elevated relative errors, up to 10%, but these rapidly diminish as the
new particles age. As expected, the peak of the distribution gradually moves towards higher
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Figure 5-3: Conversion of 2 dimensional surface to corresponding number density and mean
compositions as a function of total particle mass for a two component exponential distribution
(n(m) = No HJ,1 exp(-mi/mio)/rrm,io).
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particle mass while decreasing in height, corresponding to the removal of large numbers of
small particles to form relatively few large particles.
The evolution of particle composition in figure 5-4b illustrates a problem with the avail-
able analytical solutions - the required initial particle compositions prevent significant changes
in composition, even for very long elapsed times. Figures 5-5a and 5-5b examine the region
of the distribution for r = 0, 10, and 100 where composition does change - the upper end of
the mass spectrum characterized by new particle formation. The most important feature, in
terms of model verification, is that there is once again very good agreement between numer-
ical and analytical solutions. The mass fraction of the primary component decreases by at
most 1%, but the corresponding increase in the trace component is necessarily much larger.
The actual change in mass fraction is also notable in two respects. First, it is clear
that the composition of all the particles are moving toward the composition of the smallest
particles, albeit very slowly. Over a long enough time scale this action serves to make the
distribution more homogeneous in composition. The most rapid change in composition,
however, occurs where the ratio of newly formed to pre-existing particles is fairly high.
Thus, once a significant number of particles are present, compositional change would be most
important in terms of trace species, but generally negligible for dominant species. In practical
terms, this condition also implies that even when coagulation is significant in altering the
distribution, if it does not dominate the dynamics in terms of number density, then the
associated change in composition may be ignored. Furthermore, changes in composition-
dependent properties, such as water content and particle density, may be assumed to be
unaffected by coagulation over all but very long periods of time.
5.4 Growth
Due to the similarity of the growth terms in the dynamics equations to convective terms,
most earlier models employ corresponding numerical methods, particularly repeated upwind
differencing, to avoid instability and numerical dispersion errors created by the discretization
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Figure 5-4: Comparison of the reformulated model solution to the analytical solution for a 2
component exponential distribution experiencing only coagulation with-a constant coagula.-
tion kernel: (a) Number density for r = 0,1,2,5,10, and 100, (b) Mass fraction at r = 0 and
-= 100.
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Figure 5-5: A closer look at the evolution of the composition of particles in the upper end of
the size range subject only to coagulation. The model results (points) and analytic solutions
are given after 1, 10, and 100 time constants worth of simulation.
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of the distribution. Evaluation of the gradients in this model, however, are simplified through
the representation of tle distribution by cubic splines over finite elements. The number
density within each element takes the form of In n(x) = ao + a177 -- a2t 2 + a3nr3 , such that the
gradients in the growth terms are simply
dn
d = n(7) (al + 2a2, + 3a3772) (5.18)
di = b +2b2 1 + 3b37r2 (5.19)
diq
for the number density and mass fraction, respectively. Similarly, if the total particle growth
rate is evaluated at each node, the cubic spline coefficients over the entire domain may easily
be calculated and used to obtain the gradient required by the composition equations.
The routine will then require only one more function, specifying the mass growth rate
of a particle and any other expansion coefficients. Since these rates will vary considerably
among distribution simulations, they will be required in the form of a user defined function
that specifies the mass growth rate of a particle as a function of particle size, composition,
and the surrounding physical conditions.
5.4.1 Model verification vs. analytical solutions
The general dynamic equation may be analytically solved in one dimension for either pure
particle growth or a combination of coagulation and growth if the distribution and coagu-
lation/growth rates are of certain forms. If the initial aerosol distribution is exponential,
the coagulation kernel is constant ( = fo), and the growth rate is proportional to particle
volume, then the evolution of the number density over time has been found to be
n(v, t) = No exp -1/O -A - (5.20)
vo 1 + r) 1 + - a
where No is the initial total number density, v0o is the initial mean particle volume, r =
}Nofot, and A = 2/Nofo with cry as the volumetric particle growth rate [21]. A comparison
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Figure 5-6: Comparison of the single component analytic and numerical solutions of the
aerosol general dynamic equation for the case of an initial exponential distribution, constant
coagulation kernel, and particle growth rate proportional to particle volume. Analytic dis-
tributions are shown for r = 0, 1, 2, 5, and 10 with the corresponding numerical solution at
each node indicated by points.
of this solution to the numerical model solution, as shown in figure 5-6, demonstrates very
good agreement over the full size and time range.
A more important question, however, is how this model compares to a full multidimen-
sional surface solution. As in the case of coagulation, an analytic solution is available for
a distribution experiencing coagulation and growth provided that the initial distribution is
exponential, the coagulation kernel is constant, and the growth rate for each component is
proportional to the mass of that component. Under these conditions, the number density
may be determined as a function of time using
4N 0 S 1 ( mi A
n(m, t) +2)2 i - exp -- e - Ai (5.21)( + 2)'i=1 /io T io
k=O (k!) T + 2 j=1 mjO k
where r = No0 ot and Ai = -ai/Noflo when the rate of uptake of species i is given by Ii = aimi
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[39].
Two-component comparison The first test run investigates the evolution of n(M) when
the fractional growth rates of all of the components are the same, i.e. Ii = armi. The results
of this run are illustrated in figures 5-7 and 5-8, which compare the number densities and
the average mass fractions of the model and analytic distributions as well as the variance of
the analytic distribution to the value of the second expansion term for the model.
In the first two figures, it can be seen that the predicted number densities and mass
fractions compare well to those of the analytic solution. The second term of the expansion,
however, although initially equal to the variance of the starting distribution, decreases in the
model whereas no such decrease is observed in the analytic distribution. The source of this
deviation lies in the composition distributions of the original multidimensional distribution.
Since only two terms are being used to represent the probability density function of the mass
fraction for all particles of similar mass, the best accuracy will be obtained when either the
true probability density is gaussian or it is very narrow. As shown in figure 5-9, however, the
p.d.f. for the mass fraction of a component in a two dimensional exponential distribution
may vary from being almost a uniform distribution to closely approximating an exponential
distribution. Since none of these distributions will be particularly well approximated by
a gaussian function, particularly in terms of variance, it is not surprising that significant
deviations arise between the model and analytic solutions. Even so, it can be seen that for
the larger particles, the narrower composition distribution produces better agreement.
To further demonstrate the effects of a distribution far from the approximated form,
the model and analytic distributions will also be compared when the growth rate of one
component is twice that of the dominant component. The results of this simulation are given
in figure 5-10, where it can be seen that once again, the number densities are in quite good
agreement. The compositions, however, demonstrate increasing error in the predicted mass
fractions at the low end of the mass spectrum, where the actual composition distribution is
broadest.
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Figure 5-7: Comparison of the analytic and numerical solutions of the aerosol general dy-
namic equation for a two component system with an initial exponential distribution, constant
coagulation kernel, and particle growth rates proportional to component mass (Ai = 0.1).
Analytic distributions are shown for r = 0, 1, 2, and 5 with the corresponding numerical
solution at each node indicated by points.
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Figure 5-8: Comparison of the variance for the analytic distribution to the values of the sec-
ond composition expansion term for the model undergoing coagulation and growth. Analytic
distributions are shown for = 0, 1, 2, and 5 with the corresponding numerical solution at
each node indicated by points.
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Figure 5-10: Comparison of the analytic and numerical solutions of the aerosol general
dynamic equation for a two component system with an initial exponential distribution,
constant coagulation kernel, and particle growth rates proportional to component mass,
A = 0.1, A2 = 0.2. Analytic distributions are shown for = 0, 1, 2, and 5 with the
corresponding numerical solution at each node indicated by points.
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5.5 Sinks
Although sedimentation has already been discussed, dry deposition is generally much more
important in regions contacting a removal surface, such as a building wall or vegetation.
Since one of the goals of this model is to be reasonably physically realistic, both wet and
dry deposition will be incorporated using those forms that have already been compared to
observational data, particularly with respect to collection efficiency.
5.5.1 Dry deposition
It is often assumed that dry deposition is driven by the convection of particles via. turbulent
bursts from the fluid phase to the surface. A description of the deposition rate therefore
includes dependence on the mean wind velocity away from the removal surface () and the
wind velocity through the forest canopy, grass, or near-surface obstructions (u), termed the
friction velocity. Defining the the deposition velocity as
flux of particles to the surface
Vd (5.22)
air concentration of the particles
allows the use of a semi-empirical form for the deposition velocity over a smooth surface,
1000rii u
Vd v= V + I+ i (5.23)
Pwgravity _ _
diffusiophoresis Convection
where v, is the sedimentation velocity, rh/p,, is the water vapor mass flux to the surface, 3
is an empirical constant, and Ej is the collection efficiency [69].
Although the collection efficiency is often thought of as a sort of 'fudge factor' to estimate
the fraction of particles removed by a process, a form of Ej has been proposed that is a
function of both the Stokes number and the Schmidt number of the particles, and found to
fit observed data fairly well. Defining the Stokes number in terms of the frictional velocity
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Figure 5-11: Contributions to smooth-surface dry deposition from four mechanisms - grav-
itational settling, inertial impaction, molecular diffusion, and diffusiophoresis produced by
evaporation or condensation at the surface. ( = 10, 20, 30 mph; u = /20)
u,, the collection efficiency may be given by
Ej = 10-3/St + SC- 0.6 (5.24)
where r- is a second empirical constant [69]. The two terms in this expression account for
the two separate mechanisms that may bring the particle into contact with the removal
surface. The first term represents the probability of inertial impaction of a particle onto the
surface resulting from turbulent convection whereas the second term incorporates molecular
diffusion motion. As can be seen in figure 5-11, these two mechanisms are influential at
opposite ends of the size spectrum.
The total dry deposition velocity for smooth surfaces is shown in figure 5-12 for different
levels of evaporation and condensation. An interesting point to note on this plot is that since
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Figure 5-12: Total deposition velocities as predicted by equation 5.23 with the following
parameters: 9 = = 0.4, U = 20 mph, u. = 1 mph, and rh as labeled.
diffusiophoresis acts on particles independently of size, it is constant for a given water vapor
mass flux. Furthermore, although condensation on the surface will set a lower bound on
the deposition velocity, evaporative forces can prevent deposition of a wide range of particle
sizes (vd < 0). It should be noted, however, that diffusiophoretic forces are significant only
when very close to the surface experiencing evaporation or condensation. While deposition
to smooth surfaces may be of interest for urban situations such as sulfate deposition to
buildings, this description is insufficient for removal by vegetative surfaces.
The problem of particle deposition onto vegetation is complicated by several factors
involving the vegetation and convective flow. The velocity field will be diminished due
to a transfer of momentum to the vegetation, and the rate of this loss will change with
vegetation type, whether it is dry or wet, etc. To get around this problem, an empirical form
of velocity field may be used and the deposition velocity assumed to be proportional to the
rate of momentum dissipation [69]. With these assumptions, the deposition velocity may be
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expressed in the form
Vd = VS + CDUr [1 + - (5.25)
Ur x+tanhy V
where CD is the total canopy drag coefficient, the collection efficiency, uh is the wind
velocity at some reference height within the canopy, U, is the wind velocity outside the
canopy at the reference height, and 7 is an empirical parameter used to characterize the
velocity profile within the vegetation. The ratio uh/U, may be estimated from
Uh - In lzo (5.26)
u, 0.4u,
where is the characteristic eddy size at height h, often taken to be equal to that height,
and z is the roughness height of the vegetation.
Vegetation
The collection efficiency for vegetation is defined in terms of the contributing mechanisms,
modified for particle rebound, such that
= (1 - (1 - EB,) (1 - EIN) (1 - EM)) R - (EB, + EIN + EIM)R (5.27)
where the subscripts refer to Brownian diffusion, interception by moving vegetation, and
turbulence-driven impactions. The rebound fraction R, the fraction of particles with too
much kinetic energy to stick upon collision with the vegetative surface, has been given as
R=exp (-bv/t (5.28)
where the parameter b is chosen by vegetation type, such that b = 0 indicates no particle
rebound [69].
The individual collection efficiencies are slightly different in form compared to the smooth
surface case due to the effect of the vegetation on the velocity field. Suggested forms for
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Figure 5-13: Deposition velocities predicted from equations 5.25 through 5.31 using data
from table 5.2 and the following parameters: F = 0.01, Ao = 10m, Al = lmm, b = 2, c = 1.
these efficiencies are
EBr = (C./CD)SC- 2/ 3 (5.29)
EIN = C." [F r + (1- F) (r A) (5.30)EIN CD r
StElM (5.31)
1 + St2
where C, CD are the viscous and total drag coefficients for the vegetation, respectively, Ao
and Al are the characteristic radii of the small and large vegetative collectors, and F is
the fraction of intercepted particles attributed to the small collectors. Using these forms,
the resulting deposition velocities are plotted in figure 5-13 for conditions representative of
natural grass. Typical data for use with these equations, including that of grass, are provided
in table 5.2.
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Vegetation h (cm) z (cm) CD I I u b c
Grassy surface 10 1.73 4.0 10-3 2.5 0.35 35 2 1/3
Field, grass 10 3.94 7.3 10- 3 4.3 0.24 42 2 1/3
Field, wheat 130 4.5 8.1 10- 9.0 0.17 45 2 1/3
Grass, plastic 7.5 1.0 0.04 0.46 35 0 1/4
Table 5.2: Typical parameters for vegetative surface and artificial grass [69].
5.5.2 Washout and rainout
In general, "wet" removal processes are significantly more efficient than dry deposition, but
while dry deposition is a continuous process, wet removal takes the form of periodic events.
As a result, despite the difference in removal rates, the long-term average contributions of
each mechanism to particle removal are of similar magnitude [69]. Removal of aerosols via
'wet' processes may take essentially two forms: growth of water vapor on the particle to
the extent that it becomes a cloud droplet and absorption into a pre-existing cloud droplet
(washout) or precipitation particle (rainout, snowout, etc.).
Water vapor can condense onto aerosol particles containing hygroscopic materials, such
as electrolytes, to form solution droplets where equilibrium exists between the water in the
droplet and the surrounding water vapor. As long as the relative humidity does not exceed
a critical level, the solid aerosol particle may be recovered when the humidity drops to a
sufficiently low state. If the humidity exceeds the critical value, however, an equilibrium state
will not exist for the droplet, and rapid non-equilibrium growth will ensue as the particle
becomes a cloud droplet. Since these growth processes will be treated from an equilibrium
basis, they will be discussed separately in chapter 7.
Both washout and rainout involve the collision with and subsequent absorption of an
aerosol particle by a condensed phase, whether a cloud droplet, rain drop, or ice particle.
The rate of removal is therefore determined by the collision efficiency between the aerosols
and the droplets in the same manner as the coagulation rate is determined by the collision
rate between aerosols.
The removal rate, represented by Ob(r)n(r) in equation 2.23, takes the same form as the
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coagulation removal term, i.e
0° <
,b(r) = j *ra 2v(a)E(a, r) n(a)da (5.32)
P(r,a)
where v is the fall velocity of a droplet of radius a, n(a) is the size distribution of the
droplets, and E(a,R) is the collision efficiency between the droplet and the aerosol particle
[69]. Evaluation of the washout parameter may therefore be handled in the same manner
as the coagulation integrals. Since the terminal velocity may be calculated in the manner
described earlier, evaluation of this integral requires only a number density distribution for
the droplets and expressions for the collection efficiency.
Droplet distributions
Since these wet removal mechanisms apply to both precipitation and suspended cloud droplets,
it may be expected that number distributions will be required for both circumstances. One
possible distribution for clouds, known as the Khrgian-Mazin distribution, is depicted in
figure 5-14 and given by
n(a) = Aa2exp(-Ba) (5.33)
where the parameters A and B may be obtained from two moments of an observed distribu-
tion, such as total number density, average droplet radius, or total liquid water content [59].
For example, given the total number density N and average droplet radius a, the parameters
are found to obey the relations B = 3/Z and A = NB3/2. It should be emphasized that
such representations of clouds are only averages, since a true cloud droplet distribution will
exhibit many of the same complexities as an aerosol distribution (ie. multimodal natures,
skewness, etc.).
Raindrop distributions are similarly expressed in a parameterized form, but in this case
the distribution is a function of the intensity of the rainfall. One of the most commonly used
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Figure 5-14: The Khrgian-Mazin cloud droplet distribution for N = 400 cm - 3 and a = 15,um.
descriptions is the Marshall-Palmer distribution,
n(a) = Nexp(-Aa) (5.34)
where N = 1.6 x 104 m- 3mm - 1, is the total raindrop concentration, and parameter A =
8.2P -0 2 1 mm 1- is a function of the rainfall rate P (mm/hr) [59]. A similar distribution is
employed for snowflakes, with A = 51.0P-0°48mm- 1, N = 7.6 x 103 P-0 87m- 3mm-1, where a
is the equivalent radius of a melted ice particle and the number density is now a function of
the precipitation rate [59]. Both of these distributions are illustrated in figure 5-15 for two
rainfall and snowfall intensities. From this figure and the form of the distribution equations,
it may be seen that more intense precipitation is characterized by a broader size spectrum
and larger drops. Obviously, larger ice particles such as hail and sleet may be expected to
differ in the size distribution, but generally the same Marshall-Palmer distribution forms are
employed.
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Figure 5-15: The Marshall-Palmer distribution for raindrops (Pr) and snowflakes (Ps) at
precipitation rates of 1 mm/hr and 1 cm/hr.
Collection efficiencies
The collection efficiency of a droplet or ice particle is actually the product of two factors, col-
lision efficiency and retention efficiency. Due to lack of better information, however, retention
efficiency is almost always assumed to be 100 percent. As with the case of aerosol coagula-
tion, the collision efficiency between aerosols and a droplet is a function of the mechanisms
bringing the two participants into contact, such as diffusion or turbulence.
Somewhat similar forms for the efficiencies have been suggested for both droplets and ice
particles which take into account particle diffusion, interception, and impaction. For snow,
a minor complication is encountered in that the collection efficiency is a function of some
collection length that is not necessarily related to the total size of the ice crystals. The
suggested forms for rain and snow are
Er(r, a) = 4 (1 + 0.4Rel/3Scl/3) 4 + 1 VR /2 )+ ( _ St + c ) (5.35)Pe + 1 + VReI/2 St + c
Es(r, a) S + 1 -exp[-(1 + Re)r2/l 2] + (St-St) / (5.36)
Diffusion Inece'o ImpatioInterception Impaction
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Figure 5-16: Collision efficiencies for rain and snow as predicted by equations 5.35 and 5.36.
where = R/a, V = 7w/7a (the ratio of the dynamic viscosities of water and air), c =
(2/3 - St*), and the efficiency is a function of the Peclet (Pe), Reynolds (Re), Schmidt (Sc),
and Stokes (St) numbers [69]. The resulting total efficiencies, illustrated in figure 5-16, are
quite similar in shape to the dry deposition velocities, and it can be seen that the dominant
mechanisms are similarly determined by particle size. Since the droplet sizes involved with
rainout may be over 1 mm in diameter, however, the terminal velocities will not be defined
by Stokes flow, as discussed earlier. Furthermore, internal circulation and mixing will alter
the average fall velocity of a raindrop. There are, however, empirical fits of raindrop fall
velocities to observational data, such as
vs(a) = -27.2692 + 1026.2884a - 348.0768a2 0.05 < a < 0.7mm
(5.37)
v,(a) = 155.6745 + 613.4914a - 123.3392a2 0.7 < a < 2.9mm
where the terminal velocity is given in cm/s [16].
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5.5.3 Model verification vs. analytical solutions
Once again, an analytic solution is available for a simple form of the intial distribution,
coagulation kernel, and removal rate. Specifically, the removal rate is assumed proportional
to the number density (R(v) = -Ron(v)), the coagulation kernel is proportional to the
combined particle volume, and the initial distribution is exponential. For this case, the
evolution of the number density with time is given by
NoTexp(To)
n(v,t) = exp (-(1 + g)v/vo) IA (2v/g/vo) (5.38)
where r = No/lvot, 0 = R/NovoP/, T = e- °T and g = 1 - e(T-')/T [21]. As shown in
figure 5-17, the agreement between the numerical and analytic solutions for these conditions
is actually even better than for the corresponding case of pure coagulation. Recalling that the
error in the pure coagulation example was greatest in regions where net particle production
greatly exceeded the number of pre-existing particles, the damping effect of the removal term
would be expected to similarly suppress the error in the same regions.
5.6 Conclusions
By approximating the composition distribution via. the polynomial chaos expansion and
generating a deterministically equivalent form, the aerosol dynamics equation may be solved
for not only the number density and average particle compositions as a function of total
mass, but also for additional modes of the distribution, such as variance. If the variance
is determined, then a measure of the accuracy may be obtained for the case of using only
deterministic compositions in that as the variance in the composition distribution decreases,
the model results using only the average compositions will approach the true results.
With this reformulation of the aerosol dynamics equation, the computational cost scales
linearly with both the number of species and the number of expansion terms (see table 5.3).
For systems of more than two components, the time requirement can be reduced by over
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Figure 5-17: Comparison of analytic and numerical solutions for coagulation with a particle
removal term proportional to the current number density. Analytic solutions are represented
by solid lines for r = 0, 1, 2, 5, and 10 with the numerical solutions at all nodes indicated
by filled circles.
three orders of magnitude compared to solution of the s-dimensional surface equations. In
addition, while computational cost of this model is comparable to that of the multicomponent
sectionalization method, this method possesses four distinct advantages over it. First, the
number density is explicitly determined, ensuring the proper shape of the number density as
a function of mass. Furthermore, the method is not as susceptible to the discretization prob-
lems encountered in sectional models in that it is able to use a twice differentiable function
for node interpolation. This model is also not restricted in terms of growth laws - full com-
positional and size dependence is possible. Finally, this method is able to handle nearly any
composition distribution by increasing the number of terms in the polynomial chaos expan-
sion. In practice, distributions as far from gaussian as lognormal and exponential functions
rarely require more than five expansion terms. Thus, in addition to the mean composition,
the variance, skewness, and other moments of the distribution may be determined.
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Coagulation Only
Computational time and % relative error
# of species 1 2 3 4
FS 21 4.4 s 408 s 40541 s 59908 s
o error 8.17 4.81 1.95 8.19
MS 10 2.5 4.8 5.8 -
MS 21 15.3 33.3 34.7 -
SD 10 5.6 s 5.9 s 6.2 s 6.5 s
% error < 5%
SD 21 13.0 1 13.8 14.6 1 15.4
... error <2%
Coagulation and Growth
Computational time and % relative error
# of species 1 2 3 4
FS 21 4.9 s 431 s 43035 s 60217 s
% error 2.62 3.34 1.54 24.0
MS 10 2.4 4.9 5.4 _
MS 21 15.1 32.7 33.6 _
SD 10 5.6 s 5.9 s 6.6 s 7.2 s
% error < 5%n(M)
SD 21 17.3 18.4 21.4 24.6
% error < 2%n(M)
Table 5.3: Time requirement and median relative error for solution of the multicomponent
coagulation equation for one time constant (10s) using the full s-dimensional surface (FS)
[39], the multicomponent sectionaliztion (MS) and split distribution (SD) representations
for the composition distribution. The number following the method indicates the number of
nodes used for the distribution. The times for the FS and MS are from a Sun386i computer,
and from a DEC5000/20 for the SD method.
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Chapter 6
Estimation of Electrolyte Solution
Properties
Although concentrated electrolyte solutions may at first appear to be unrelated to the dy-
namics of particulate systems, these solutions may be encountered in numerous situations
involving an aqueous phase either as a component of the particles (droplets) or acting as the
suspending medium (eg. in a colloidal suspension). As such, the properties of such solutions
may have a significant impact on the dynamics of a system, affecting growth rates, equi-
librium conditions, physical properties, etc. The importance of these properties is also not
restricted to particulate systems, but extends to a number of industrially important areas,
including electrochemical systems, aqueous phase reaction kinetics, metals processing, and
water purification. The goal of this chapter is therefore to examine the tools available for
describing concentrated solutions and predicting the properties of complex mixtures.
With regards to the importance of electrolyte solutions to the sample application of the
model to atmospheric aerosols, these aerosols are, as discussed earlier, composed of a number
of different chemical species, including a significant fraction in the form of electrolytes. Upon
condensation of water vapor, these particles become highly concentrated mixed electrolyte
solutions, greatly altering the physical and chemical properties of an aerosol. Both the
radiative properties of the aerosol and its interactions with gas - phase species are functions
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of water content and composition. Determination of these properties therefore requires
estimation of the activities of the solution and electrolytes, or more specifically, the activity
coefficients of electrolytes in aqueous solutions.
Since this problem is encountered in numerous other areas, such as those listed earlier, a
number of activity coefficient correlations have been developed. These range from extensions
of the Debye - Hiickel law (e.g. Bromley [9] and Meissner [47]) to virial expansions of
the excess Gibbs free energy (Pitzer, [14]). This chapter discusses the requirements for a
correlation suitable for a general aerosol model, reviews some of the more promising methods,
and examines various methods of determining mixture properties, particularly water activity.
6.1 Activity Coefficients
The activity of an electrolyte (MX) in a non-ideal solution is given by
adj = m 'm y (6.1)
where vi and j are the stoichiometric coefficients for the cation and anion, respectively, v =
vi + vj, and 7ij is the mean activity coefficient of the electrolyte. At very low concentrations,
the activity coefficient is given by the Debye - Hiickel limiting law,
AV7
log i j = Izizjl A (6.2)
where A is a function of the solvent and temperature (A - 0.51 for water at 298 K), and
A* = f(rI/rD) depends on the ratio of the ionic radius to the shielding ("Debye") length
in the solution. Unfortunately, this expression is valid only in weak solutions, typically
on the order of 0.1 molal or less, but a number of correlations have been developed using
modifications of this expression.
The problems encountered in estimating activity coefficients in more concentrated so-
lutions arise from the changing nature of the interactions involving solute and solvent
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molecules. At low concentrations, ion-ion interactions are reduced due to the distance be-
tween the dissolved ions and the shielding effects of the intervening solvent molecules. Under
these conditions, interactions between ions of similar charge are virtually non-existent, and
there is relatively little structure to the solution. As solute concentrations increase, however,
the ions are forced closer to each other and to any other nonionic dissolved species. The
nature of the charge interactions changes as the attractive and repulsive forces between the
ions increase, and more and more structure is gradually forced upon the solution until it may
become difficult to label one species as the solvent and the other as the solute. Therefore,
while the ion potentials in a weak electrolyte solution essentially obey coulombic interactions,
more complexity is introduced as more interactions are required: similarly charged ion-ion,
ion-neutral, three-body interactions, etc.
A second problem involving electrolyte solutions is that as the number of different dis-
solved ions increases, the total number of interactions grows combinatorially. As a result,
correlations for mixed solutions may require increasing numbers of parameters for the various
possible interactions. These parameters are normally obtained from experimental data, but
the amount of quality data required is often unavailable, particularly for complex, unusual,
or problematic mixtures. An alternate possibility is the use of a mixing rule incorporating
only pure solution properties. In either case, many of the correlations available for activity
coefficient predictions are modifications of the Debye-Hiickel law. As such, a brief examina-
tion of its derivation will aid in understanding both the limitations of Debye-Hiickel theory
and the justification for extensions of this rule.
6.1.1 Debye-Huiickel Theory
If a single ion in an electrolyte solution is conceptually isolated from the remainder of the
solution, the potential field produced by this ion is given by T1 = Zi! where e is the protonic
charge and e is the dielectric constant of the solvent. The total potential in the solution is
the sum of the potential of this single ion and the combined potential of all other ions, ie.
XT = gT + Tvi4j, where the superscript indicates that the coordinate system is centered
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around (moving) ion j. Therefore, given the total potential of the solution, the potential
exerted on ion j may be determined.
The Poisson equation for coulombic interactions between charges is given by
V2 = 4rp(r) = d r2dqH (6.3): : d-7 d.
in spherical coordinates where p(r) is the charge density distribution and the potential has
been assumed to be spherically symmetric. Since the system as a whole must be neutral,
the total charge of the solution surrounding ion j must be -ezj. This condition produces an
integral constraint on the form of the charge density,
j 47rr2pj(r)dr = -ze (6.4)
where a is the ionic radius of j.
Determination of p(r) now requires the assumption of an ion distribution about j. The
Bolzmann distribution, given by
pj(r) = eniziexp( zie,(r)) (6.5)
would appear to be a reasonable choice, but the potential must obey the principle of linear
superposition - if the charge on each ion is doubled, the resulting potential must also double.
A Bolzmann distribution violates this rule, but the exponential term may be expanded and
the linear terms retained. The expansion generates
pj (r) = .nizie- nzie
ot t
_ 
|+[, 2! (i\ k' T .... (6.6)
where the first term will be zero by electroneutrality. From this expression, it can be seen
that the charge density will be valid provided that zieqj << kT, that is, the thermal energy
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of the system must be much greater than the ionic interaction energy.
Substitution of this expression into the Poisson equation now yields
1 d d[ P 47reGi nizd
r 2 d ( 2dr = 2 j where c2 47re (6.7)
which is a simple linear differential equation solvable using the substitution x = Fjr. The
two boundary conditions are provided by the charge density constraint and the requirement
that the potential remain finite for all r, producing the potential field
j ej e a e- er
l + a r
for the contribution from the single ion j. Using this single ion potential, the potential
experienced by ion j due to all of the other ions is given by
qlj =, ,o_ ~(a)= ezj [ e- '" cca l] =_ zieTot (a) r 1+ Ka e(1 + a)
where the single ion potential was evaluated at the ionic radius.
The electronic energy of an ion in a potential field is merely the product of its charge
and the ion-ion potential, AG'°n = -zjej, where the one half factori, required due to the
double counting of ion pairs. The total energy for one mole of these ions is thus obtained by
multiplication with Avogadro's number. Since the total energy of these ions in the system
is given by
AGj = AGdeal + AGi°n = (AG° + RT In mj) + RT ln y
the activity coefficient is given by
In j = e2 z 2ekT(1 + ia)
for a single ion.
Since individual ion activity coefficients are experimentally impossible, this expression
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may be converted to mean ionic activity coefficients using the definition ,7j I ('77t) 1/ (v + j )
Recognizing that
(87rNAve2 hi 1000niz? / (8rNAve2 / 2
= l000ekT 2NAV lOOOekT 
yields the standard form of the Debye-Hiickel equation,
A Izjl vqin 7ij = A - ZI
1 + BaV7
where
A_ N /e 87rNe 2A 1000 ___ and B = 000lkcT
such that the activity coefficients are a function of ionic strength, solvent dielectric constant,
temperature, and ionic radius. This equation provides good agreement for ionic strengths
of up to 0.1 molal when Ba = 1.0, and addition of a linear term can significantly improve
estimates for ionic strengths approaching unity [62].
6.1.2 Activity coefficient correlations
Currently, there is no general theoretical treatment for determination of activity coefficients
at high ionic strengths from first principles, so use of a correlation method is necessary.
For a correlation to be useful for either pure or mixed solutions in this system, a number
of criteria should be satisfied. First, the form must both exhibit the proper behavior at
low concentrations and be well behaved at high ionic strengths. Since the behavior of an
electrolyte in a mixture is governed in part by the total ionic strength of the solution,
extrapolation of the equations beyond the range of available experimental data must generate
reasonable values.
A second equally important requirement is that any parameters used by a method should
be easily obtainable from experimental data for the system(s) in question. This specification
is of particular importance for both mixtures containing large numbers of different species and
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processes occurring under extreme conditions. In either case, it is unlikely that much data
will be available, and it is vital that the number of parameters be kept to a minimum. This
condition also leads to the final criteria: multicomponent properties should be determined
from pure component properties whenever possible. Three of the more plausible possibilities
for correlations are briefly described below:
1. Curve fitting to experimental data - given a table of activity coefficients as a function
of ionic strength, the data is represented in terms of polynomials chosen to minimize
some measure of error over the range of the data.
Benefits: Excellent agreement within data range
Problems: Extrapolation outside data range is hazardous.
Data lacking for multicomponent solutions
Multidimensional fitting required
2. Pitzer's method - the excess Gibbs free energy of system is given in terms of a virial
expansion,
EX
GEX 1 1RT = nf(I, T) + Aij(I)ninj + 2 E E E jkninjnk (6.S)RT nw j nw j k
where f(I,') is a function incorporating the long range electrostatic effects, Aij(I) ac-
counts for short range inter-ionic effects, and Aijk contains triple ion interactions,
assumed independent of concentration. The activity coefficients may derived from this
expression by recognizing that
In = [ n T] PnT,n (6.9)
where nj, j t i are held constant.
Benefits: Agreement with data generally good to around 6 molal.
Extended forms able to predict mixture properties well.
Problems: Parameters require adjustments at high ionic strengths.
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Difficulty handling partial dissociation of electrolytes.
Requires parameters for all possible binary/ternary interactions between
different components (large number of parameters, may not have sufficient
data).
Although not employed in the current aerosol model, Pitzer's method is very versatile
and potentially very accurate in describing electrolyte properties, and is thus deserving
of a more detailed examination (see appendix B).
3. Method of Kusik and Meissner - the reduced activity coefficient (rij- 7YijlJ) is
assumed to follow a non-intersecting 1-parameter family of curves.
Benefits: Simple one parameter form well behaved over full concentration range.
Reasonably good agreement for most electrolytes.
Parameter may be function of temperature
Problems: Not all electrolyte follow the proposed family of curves
Difficulty handling partial dissociation of electrolytes.
6.1.3 Method of Kusik and Meissner
The method chosen for this model is that of Kusik and Meissner, primarily because very little
data is required for its use and for the systems under consideration, Pitzer's method is not
consistently more accurate [80]. This correlation generates a one parameter family of curves
in terms of the reduced activity coefficient (rij- 7l//zZ) that approximates the behavior of
a wide range of electrolytes surprisingly well. The functional form for the reduced activity
coefficient is given by
logr° = log[1 + B(1 +0.1I) - B]- (6.10)
1 + C(I) (1
C = 1.0 + 0.055q exp (-0.023I3) (6.11)
B = 0.75-0.065q (6.12)
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where I is the ionic strength of the solution and q is the one parameter that must be deter-
mined [42].
A comparison of this correlation to the Debye-Hiickel law provides some insight into
the origin of each of the terms. The last term of the equation for Pr corresponds to the
original Debye-Hiickel law where A = 0.5107 at the reference state and C(I) replaces A*. As
mentioned earlier, A' is function of both the ionic radius and the shielding length within
the solution. As the shielding length increases, there is less interaction among the dissolved
ions, the solution behavior is more ideal, and the activity coefficient approaches unity. An
examination of the expression for C shows that this behavior will be created: a decrease
in ionic strength will decrease the value of C as the shielding length is increased, and the
introduction of the parameters q helps incorporate the effects of both temperature changes
on and differences in ionic radii for different electrolytes.
Similarly, the first term in the equation corresponds to a correction in A due to changes
in temperature and in the dielectric constant due to its dependence on concentration. Since
the value of 0.5107 was chosen for an infinitely dilute solution, the first term should approach
zero as the concentration decrases, and this condition may be easily verified by inspection.
This family of curves thus produced, shown in figure 6-1, possesses a number of desirable
characteristics. It is easily seen that as the ionic strength approaches zero, the proper
limiting law is recovered. Furthermore, the curve family is well behaved at very high ionic
strengths, allowing for reasonably safe extrapolation well beyond the range of experimental
data. Finally, as previously mentioned, only a single data point is required to generate the
complete curve at a given temperature.
As shown in figures 6-2 through 6-10, agreement between reported activity coefficients
and the correlation are generally very good for species common found in atmospheric parti-
cles. With the exception of NaNO 3 and H2SO4, data almost always lie on or very near the
correlation over a wide range of ionic strengths.
The activity coefficient for NaNO3 agrees very well with the reported values up to an
ionic strength of about 7 or 8 molal, but beyond this range, the reported coefficients rapidly
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Figure 6-1: The figure shows the Kusik and Meissner family of curves, defined by equa-
tions 6.10-6.12, for the reduced activity coefficient (r = 71/Z1Z2) as a function of the ionic
strength of the solution and the parameter q.
increase whereas the correlation predicts a slow decrease. Using the observed solubility of
NaNO3 and the relevant thermodynamic properties, the activity coefficient at saturation
may be estimated from
'- (vip4 + vj) = RTln (mm ) (6.13)
where Yi and vj are the stoichiometric coefficients for the cation and anion, respectively,
v = vi + vj is the total number of ions in the electrolyte, and the activity of the solid phase
is assumed to be unity. This point, indicated on the graph as a filled circle, lies along the
correlation curve. Although the cause of this difference is uncertain, the location of the
calculated saturation coefficient indicates that the error introduced by the correlation when
determining solubility should not be excessive.
The second major deviation from the correlation occurs with sulfuric acid. In this
case, the reason behind the deviation is well known - incomplete dissociation at high ionic
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Activity Coefficients for NH 4 Cl at 25°C
0
Figure 6-2: A comparison of the ac-
NH4Cl at 25°C as predicted by Meis
experimental values (points, [44]).
2 4 6 8
I, mol kg- '
coefficients
correlation
as a function of ionic strength for
(solid line, q = 0.72) and reported
strengths. At low ionic strengths, sulfuric acid completely dissociates as a 2:1 electrolyte
(H2SO4 <-+ 2H+ + SO-), whereas in highly concentrated solutions, only partial dissociation
is achieved (H2SO4 o H+ + HSO;). Clearly, a more complex correlation would be required
to significantly improve estimation of the activity coefficient for such a system.
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Figure 6-3: A comparison of the activity coefficients as a function of ionic strength for NaC at
250 C as predicted by Meissner's correlation (solid line, q = 2.43) and reported experimental
values (points, [44]).
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Activity Coefficients for NH 4 NO 3 at 250 C
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Figure 6-4: A comparison of the activity coefficients as a function of ionic strength for
NH4NO3 at 250C as predicted by Meissner's correlation (solid line, q = -1.21) and reported
experimental values (points, [44]).
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Figure 6-5: A comparison of the activity coefficients as a function of ionic strength for
NaNO3 at 250C as predicted by Meissner's correlation (solid line, q = -0.50) and reported
experimental values (points, [44]). The single filled circle represents the activity coefficient
at saturation as calculated from solubility and thermodynamic data.
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Figure 6-6: A comparison of the activity coefficients as a function of ionic strength for
(NH4 )2 SO4 at 250C as predicted by Meissner's correlation (solid line, q = -0.20) and reported
experimental values (points, [44]).
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Figure 6-7: A comparison of the activity coefficients as a function of ionic strength for
Na2SO4 at 250C as predicted by Meissner's correlation (solid line, q = -0.19) and reported
experimental values (points, [44]).
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Figure 6-8: A comparison of the activity coefficients as a function of ionic strength for HC1 at
25°C as predicted by Meissner's correlation (solid line, q = 6.0) and reported experimental
values (points, [44]).
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Figure 6-9: A comparison of the activity coefficients as a function of ionic strength for HNO3
at 25°C as predicted by Meissner's correlation (solid line, q = 2.6) and reported experimental
values (points, 44]).
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Figure 6-10: A comparison of the activity coefficients as a function of ionic strength for
H2SO4 at 25°C as predicted by Meissner's correlation (solid line, q = 0.7) and reported
experimental values (points, [44]).
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6.1.4 Temperature dependence of activity coefficients
From thermodynamic considerations, the activity coefficient of an ion in solution is a function
of the excess Gibbs free energy, composition, and temperature, i.e.
in [0, (nGXIRT)] (6,14)
T,P,n.
where all nj,j 0 i are held constant [70]. Since the excess free energy is also a function of
temperature, the activity coefficients may vary significantly with temperature. The chemical
potential and activity of a solute are related by
H- tz? = RTlnai = RTln miyi (6.15)
where #? is the chemical potential of pure i at the reference state. Regrouping and differen-
tiating with respect to temperature results in
d ln(m-yi) d T) 61
dT R dT
Li
RT2
where Li = Hi - H is the relative partial molar enthalpy [3]. In practice, however, these
relationships are of limited use, such that temperature variations are often incorporated into
either the parameters or the functional form of the correlation.
Using Meissner's correlation, these temperature variations may be incorporated into the
parameter q. Originally, a correction in the form of q(T) = q + (aq° + b)(T - To) was
proposed, with a and b given as one set of values for sulfates and a second set for all other
electrolytes [42]. This relation was recently revised to q(T) = q(l - 0.0027(T - T)/zizj),
reportedly giving better agreement than the original form [47].
With these forms, however, the value of q completely determines the effect of temperature
on 7, i.e. the activity coefficient decreases with an increase in temperature when q > 0, but
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increases if q < 0. Unfortunately, several electrolytes appear to behave in a contradictory
manner. To avoid this problem, a temperature dependence of an analogous form will be
used,
q(T) = ( + , (T T )) (6.17)
where qo is the value of the parameter at the reference temperature, usually (but not neces-
sarily) 250 C, and ql is the linear temperature dependence parameter that is a function of
electrolyte type. Although the temperature dependence of q is linear, it is obvious that the
resulting change in the activity coefficient is not. As shown in figures 6-1la and 6-llb, the
best agreement often results from a value of ql significantly different from the recommended
value of -0.0027.
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Figure 6-11: Predicted (lines) vs. experimental variation of activity coefficients with tem-
perature for (a) NaCl (ql = 0.0035) and NH4 C1 (ql = -0.0035), (b) NaNO 3 (ql = -0.025)
and NH4NO3 (ql = -0.0086) using the KM correlation and revised temperature modifier.
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6.1.5 Activity coefficients in mixtures
In general, the activity coefficient of an electrolyte in a mixed solution of total strength I
will not be the same as that for the pure solution. It is therefore necessary to use either a
correlation developed for mixtures or a mixing rule that makes use of pure solution properties.
Although there are correlations that directly calculate mixed solution properties [14],
these methods typically require parameters to describe all possible two and three-body in-
teractions among ions. Quality data for multicomponent solutions is often unavailable for
determination of binary interaction parameters, and far less available for ternary systems.
To avoid these problems, a mixing rule will be used to generate mixture properties from a
combination of pure solution properties and concentration fractions.
In a pure solution, the mean ionic activity coefficient of an electrolyte is defined as
·;j r V 1/(v, log,, + vj log j( j ) or logy = vil + Vog (6.18)
Vi + Vj
where yj and yj are the individual ion activity coefficients. In a multicomponent solution,
however, -yi and yj are influenced by other ions present, i.e. their value is altered by contri-
butions from each electrolyte.
The activity coefficient of an ion in a mixed solution may thus be approximated as
a weighted composite of the contributions from each electrolyte involving the ion. The
resulting expression would take the general form
log 7i = E Wij log 7,Y (6.19)
where yij is the activity coefficient for electrolyte ij at the total ionic strength of the solution
and Wij, the weighting coefficient, may be a function of charge and/or composition. The
mean activity coefficient of an electrolyte in a mixture is then given by
mix VI 'j Wlj log 7'' + VJ Ei WJ log (6.20)
log + V (6.20)
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Recognizing that vizi = vjzj and using log y,, = Z)ZJ log rij, the mixing rule in terms of the
reduced activity coefficients is
l mor Ej zjWj log rF + i ziJij log r' Jlog.IJ : =EI+ (6.21)
ZI + ZJ
where the summations are over all anions and all cations, respectively.
Although a simple weighting function of ionic fractions or charge fractions works reason-
ably well for mixtures of similarly charged electrolytes, the quality of agreement for other
combinations is highly variable. One problem that is encountered in these schemes is that the
coefficients for higher order electrolytes are often overpredicted due to excessive contributions
from the lower order electrolytes. Meissner and Kusik have recommended a weighting form
that alleviates this problem, but at the expense of occasional underprediction for certain
systems. Taking the weighting coefficients to be
= (ZI + Z)2 XI = (Zi + ZJ)2XJ (6.22)
WI ·= - 2z2 Wij 2 z 2 -- (6.22)
where Xi = Ii/I is the ionic fraction of i decreases the contribution of lower order electrolytes
relative to those of higher order and provides relatively good agreement with data [42].
To be able to verify the accuracy of the mixing rules, mixed solution activity data is ob-
viously required. Although virtually no tabulations of activity coefficients for these systems
have been reported, solubility data is available for a small number of systems of interest.
With knowledge of the concentration and equilibrium solid phase of a solution at saturation,
approximate activity coefficients may be calculated once again using equation 6.1.3. Agree-
ment between the mixing rule and this data, shown in figures 6-12 through 6-14, is typically
within 5%, although larger deviations are occasionally noted.
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Figure 6-12: A comparison of the mixed solution activity coefficients for the systems com-
posed of NaCl-NaNO 3 and NaC1-Na2SO4 at 250 C as calculated from solubility data (,
[43]) to those computed with Meissner's correlation and mixing rule (c).
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Figure 6-13: A comparison of the mixed solution activity coefficients for the systems com-
posed of NaC - NH4C1 and NH4Cl - (NH4 )2SO4 at 200 C as calculated from solubility data
(-ym, [43]) to those computed with Meissner's correlation and mixing rule ().
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Figure 6-14: A comparison of the mixed solution activity coefficients for the systems com-
posed of NH4 NO3 -NaNO 3 and NaCl-NaNO 3-Na 2 SO 4 at 200C as calculated from solubility
data (',, [43]) to those computed with Meissner's correlation and mixing rlle ().
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6.2 Water activities
Once activity coefficients can be predicted, the activity of water in a solution may be calcu-
lated for either pure or mixed solutions. The activity may be obtained through the use of
the Gibbs-Duhem equation for a mixture,
E nkdpk =
k
-nd In a =
- .d n a =
1000
0 = Z nkd In ak
k
nid in ai
E mid In ai
where the activity of the solvent, water, has been removed from the summation in equa-
tion 6.23. Conceptually separating the contributions of electrolytes and nonelectrolytes, the
water activity may then be expressed by
- 1000 d In am = E { vijvdm1, + miivijd In ij + E dmk + mkd In k
i j k
Electrolytes Nonelectrolytes
(6.25)
where ij refers to the electrolyte composed of cation i and anion j. Noting that Iij =
0.5zizjvijmij and log 7ij = zizj log Frj, the electrolyte portion of the expression becomes
d loga={500 zzj In 10 + Iijd log rT (6.26)
where M, is the molecular weight of water. Letting Iij = XijI, and letting I vary propor-
tionally to the molality, the total equation for water activity may be integrated to obtain
-- MW Izxij500 i
+ 2 Xk (n 1 +
i z j in 10 -+ Id l og tJ(I')
jL mdog (m))]
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(6.23)
(6.24)
log a = (6.27)
log(aiE j log(a)), + k (6.28)
i j k
where xl is the total mole fraction attributed to electrolytes, Xij is the ionic fraction of the
electrolyte in the solution, and Xk is the mole fraction of nonelectrolyte k. The electrolyte
portion of this expression will be referred to as form I. Although this expression may be
easily integrated numerically, use of a mixing rule for the activity coefficients of a mixture
both increases the computational cost of such a calculation and introduces excess error.
Calculation of the water activity in a mixture from pure solution water activities may
avoid introducing additional error provided that an accurate mixing rule is available. The
original mixing rule proposed by Kusik and Meissner (form II) is given as
loga = xj (z + zj) log(a')ij + r (6.29)
i j zizj
where Xi/j is once again ionic fraction and (a° )ij is the water activity of a pure solution
at the total ionic strength of the mixture [42]. The problem with this equation lies in the
last term (r), described as a residual term. While this term should vanish in a mixture of
similarly charged electrolytes, the form presented for it is in error, and no suitable alternate
form has been found.
A second rule proposed by Meissner [47] revises the activity coefficient parameter q in a
manner intended to replace the mixed solution with an equivalent pure component solution
(form III). The water activity of the mixture would then be calculated using an ionic fraction
weighting of the same form as that obtained from the Gibbs-Duhem equation. Unfortunately,
such a method requires use of the KM correlation for all components, whereas it would be
preferable to have the option of using a better correlation for components that agree poorly
with KM predictions.
A more promising candidate (form IV) is a member of a set of mixing rules developed
from a conceptual separation of the individual components of a multicomponent solution.
Given a solution of total ionic strength I containing cations i and anions j, the solution is
first separated into a series of compartments, each containing a single cation and all the
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anions in the same proportion as the total solution, with the same total ionic strength as
the mixed solution. To satisfy these conditions, it may be shown that the water fraction in
compartment i must be
yi =Xi + Y l (6.30)
where Xi is the ionic fraction of cation i, Yi the charge fraction of i, and Ia the total anionic
strength of the solution.
Similarly, each of these compartments is separated such that each new compartment now
contains only a single cation-anion combination at the total ionic strength of the original
solution. The fraction of water in compartment ij must now be
Yij = XiYj + XjY (6.31)
and the mixing rule for water activity takes the form (IV)
log a = E E yii log(a )ij (6.32)
i j
where a is once again the water activity of a pure solution at the total ionic strength of
the solution [52]. Use of this expression allows both calculation of a, by any method and
the option of using experimental values. When experimental pure solution values are used,
this rule has been found to provide very good agreement with mixed solutions, generating
deviations of less than 5%.
Since the pure component properties will be calculated using the KM correlation, these
mixing rules were compared for two systems over a range of concentrations. These results,
given in tables 6.1 and 6.2, demonstrate only minor deviation between results for the various
methods, easily within the range of uncertainty due to experimental and correlation error.
Since the aerosol problem requires both pure and mixed solution properties, form IV has
been chosen for use in the general aerosol model, as shown in figures 6-15a and 6-15b.
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NH4NO3 (NH4)2SO4 a, caic. via form a.
(mol) (mol) I II IIi IV (exp)
0.00 5.82 0.800 0.801
2.28 5.26 0.776 0.781 0.779 0.781 0.767
7.29 4.12 0.729 0.739 0.736 0.738 0.727
9.49 3.76 0.707 0.718 0.715 0.718 0.700
14.28 3.00 0.664 0.675 0.673 0.675 0.655
15.40 2.81 0.655 0.666 0.665 0.665 0.662
17.10 2.48 0.643 0.653 0.652 0.653 0.657
18.97 2.00 0.633 0.642 0.641 0.642 0.651
20.55 1.79 0.620 0.628 0.628 0.628 0.625
25.30 0.00 0.614 0.615
Table 6.1: A comparison of water activities in saturated solutions of NH4NO3 and (NH4)2 SO4
at 25°C as calculated by the four equations/mixing rules to the reported experimental values
[71].
LiCi CaC12 a, calc. via form a
(mol) (mol) I II III IV (exp)
2.81 0.00 0.880
2.22 0.38 0.878 0.880 0.877 0.877 0.882
0.93 1.20 0.875 0.877 00.874 0.873
0.00 1.80 0.871
9.22 0.00 0.478
4.74 2.57 0.484 0.488 0.481 0.472 0.460
1.56 4.14 0.515 0.517 0.513 0.508
0.00 5.32 0.489
14.35 0.00 0.235
8.52 3.39 0.245 0.248 0.242 0.233 0.225
5.86 5.00 0.245 0.248 0.242 0.233
2.76 6.87 0.244 0.246 0.243 0.238
18.93 0.00 0.115
13.87 3.54 0.105 0.107 0.103 0.973 0.125
10.24 5.82 0.104 0.106 0.102 0.956
Table 6.2: A comparison of water activities in solutions of LiCl and CaC12 at 250 C as
calculated by the four equations/mixing rules to the reported experimental values.
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Water Activity of NH4 NO3 - (NH 4 )2SO4 Solutions
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Figure 6-15: Predicted vs. experimental water activities for (a) saturated solutions of
NH4NO3 and (NH4 )2S0 4 and (b) the solutions of LiCl and CaC12 indicated in table 6.2.
Predicted water activities are from equation 6.32 using Meissner's correlation for the pure
solution activity coefficients.
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6.3 Surface Tension
In an aerosol distribution, particle radii may range from tens of micrometers down to the
order of a few nanometers. At these small sizes, the effects of curvature on droplet formation
and solution properties and the associates vapor pressures may become important, modifying
the growth cycle of the particles. Since these effects are due to the tension at the droplet -
air interface, surface tensions are required not only for pure water, but also for electrolyte
solutions.
It has been found that the surface tension generally exhibits linear dependence with
electrolyte concentration, [45] and [59], allowing the surface tension of an electrolyte solution
to be given as
Osla(m, T) = a,,,/(T) + Bm = w,/,a(T) + /3I (6.33)
where
a,/,a(T) = 76.10 - 0.155T(°C) (6.34)
is the surface tension of pure water, m is the molality of the solution, and B and P are
constants dependent on the solution composition [59]. Furthermore, it has been observed that
the dependence of the surface tension on temperature for electrolyte solutions is generally
very close to that for pure water, so that no temperature effects need be included other than
that already provided by equation 6.34.
For a mixture, since the total effect on curvature is a function of the dissolved ions
present, a mixing rule of the same form as that for water activities will be employed, i.e.
pmX = E E ,,i (6.35)i j
where Gij is a combination of charge and ionic fractions and /3ij is the pure solution de-
pendency parameter. Values of Bij and 3ij for some common electrolytes are provided in
table 6.3.
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Cation Anion B(),/, --dne e, el, mo 1
H+ C1- -0.38 1.187 0.099
NO; -0.49 1.46 0.19
SO' 0.654 (0.218) 1.84 0.055 (0.0183)
Na + C1- 1.65 2.165 0.035
NO 1.26 1.80 0.063
SO4 - 2.78 (0.927) 2.681 0.07 (0.0233)
NH+ Cl- 0.94 1.32 0.041
NO' 0.5 1.40 0.06
SO4- 2.17 (0.723) 1.4 0.169 (0.056)
Table 6.3: Electrolyte parameters: Bij - dependence of surface tension on concentration or
ionic strength, eo, el - composition dependence parameters for solution density. Note that
for univalent electrolytes, Bij = /3ij.
6.4 Solution densities
The density of a solution droplet is required to determine its radius, but the radius is only
a weak function of the density. Therefore, a fairly simple correlation may be used for pure
solutions and a mixing rule once again applied for more complex solutions. Although tab-
ulations of solution densities are readily available (ie. [44], etc.) and density measurements
are quite simple, a simple parameterized equation is more desirable to limit computational
cost.
For an electrolyte solution in general, the variation of density with solution concentration
is clearly subject to constraints at both extremes of the concentration scale. For very dilute
solutions, the density should approach that of water, while highly concentrated solutions
may be expected to asymptotically approach some maximum value, which may or may not
be the density of the corresponding solid. The simplest equation that satisfies these two
constraints is of the form
p(m) = eko + e- 'klm (p, - ekO) (6.36)
where pO is the density of pure water at the system temperature with parameters kO and
Ekl determined from a fit to density data (see table 6.3). A comparison of this correlation
with the available data is given in figure 6-16, demonstrating errors on the order of only
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Figure 6-16: A comparison of the dependence of electrolyte solution densities on concen-
tration as estimated by the correlation (lines, Eqn. 6.36) to reported experimental values
(points, [44]) for several electrolytes of atmospheric importance.
a few percent. For electrolytes in solution, the effect of temperature on solution density
will be most significant at low concentrations, such that its temperature dependence may be
adequately represented by the change in density for pure water.
For mixed solutions, a mixing rule derived from the compartmentalization process will
be used, such that the density of a mixed electrolyte solution may be approximated by
d = E Ji/EE dod 13i j i j i j
1000 + Ei miMi + Ej mjMj (6.37
1000 YEj Yii/dij + 2I E dji ,z2+ id? (vi z,2+jv tz2
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where Oij = (1000yij + mijMij) and Mij is the molecular weight of the electrolyte composed
of ions i and j [52]. From this equation it may be seen that the numerator is the total mass of
the solution and the denominator approximates the total volume taken up by the solution.
The density of an incompletely dissolved mixed electrolyte system may thus be deter-
mined from the total particle mass and the combined volume of the solid phase and the
solution. The density of such a particle may now be approximated as
d = M+w (6.38)
Vdry + Vsoln
where M is the total dry particle mass and w is the water content of the particle. The
volume of the solids may easily be determined and the solution volume is provided in the
denominator of equation 6.37.
6.5 Conclusions
There are two basic ideas that must be taken from this chapter, 1) there is a need for quality
experimental data measuring the properties of highly concentrated electrolytic solutions, and
2) using the methods described or developed in this chapter, the properties of these systems
may be predicted with good agreement to the data available while expending relatively
little computational effort. While property data is abundantly available for many single
component solutions up to saturated and often supersaturated conditions, multicomponent
solution data is sorely lacking. The difference in accuracy between many mixing rules for
certain solution properties is currently impossible to discern, in that the uncertainty in the
experimental values may be many times greater than any difference in the predictions. To be
able to model the phase state of an electrolyte system, the following mixture data is vital:
· Activity coefficients of electrolytes in mixtures containing multiple anions and cations,
in concentrations ranging from dilute to near saturation.
· Water activities for the same solutions.
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* Repitition of these measurements over a range of temperatures.
While such measurements would be tedious and time consuming, the data analysis and
computer controlled experimentation techniques currently available could greatly improve
both the speed and quality of such measurements.
The correlations and mixing rules investigated in this chapter have been chosen because
they fulfill three important requirements. First, they exhibit good agreement with observed
properties for the majority of the species of interest. One objective of this process was to
choose methods where the difference between predicted and reported quantites is comparable
to the uncertainty inherent in experimental measurements. If this can be done, the amount
of error introduced into the model through the correlations can be kept to a minimum.
Furthermore, the methods should require only parameters that could be determined from
available quality data. For example, one reason that Pitzer's method was not chosen is
that some of the parameters require data from ternary solutions, which is often not readily
available. Finally, if more than one approach satisfies both of these criteria, the method
presenting the lowest computational burden was chosen. Such was the case with the water
activity predicition for mixtures - while there was not much variation between the methods
in terms of accuracy, those using pure component properties required the least computational
effort.
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Chapter 7
Water Vapor Condensation: Phase
Determination and Water Content
7.1 Introduction
As previously discussed, atmospheric aerosols often contain substantial quantities of hygro-
scopic materials, particularly electrolytes, that permit the formation of aqueous droplets
even in unsaturated conditions. The presence of water in the aerosol distribution signifi-
cantly alters a number of properties required for climatic studies (e.g. radiative properties)
as well as urban/regional air quality modeling (acidity, gas adsorption). Estimation of these
properties requires the ability to predict three characteristics of the particles: water content,
the phase state of the particle, and the composition of each phase. This chapter describes a
method by which these conditions may be efficiently and accurately determined, eliminating
the deficiencies of current techniques.
7.1.1 Time scale and equilibrium
The formation of a droplet by condensation of water vapor onto a dry particle is depicted in
figure 7-1. Within the droplet, the electrolyte may proceed to dissociate until either all the
electrolyte is dissolved or equilibrium is reached between the ions in solution and all solid
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Figure 7-1: Conversion of a dry aerosol particle into a droplet through condensation of water
vapor and dissolution of electrolyte.
phases. If the growth of an aqueous droplet is assumed to be limited by the diffusion of
water vapor to the particle, the growth rate may be given by
dm 47rDr
dm 4r + (Cw,oo - Cw,eq.) (7.1)
twr
where VD, is the diffusivity of water vapor through air, A is the mean free path of an air
molecule, acw is the accommodation coefficient for water on a droplet, C~,o is the mass con-
centration of water vapor in the surrounding atmosphere, and C,,,,. is the mass concentration
that would be in equilibrium with the particle surface [76].
Given that the influence of the accommodation coefficient for the condensation of water
on droplets is generally quite small for droplets 1/lm in diameter or larger, a characteristic
time for diffusion limited growth may be determined. Using a value of 0.26 cm 2s- 1 for water
vapor diffusivity at 250 C [34] and a mass concentration of 16 g m-3 (corresponding to about
70% relative humidity at 250C), this time is on the order of 0.1 seconds for a 10 Im particle,
and decreases rapidly with decreasing radius. Since this growth process is very fast relative
to the other atmospheric processes affecting the particle, it may be assumed that the water
in aerosol droplets is in equilibrium with the surrounding water vapor.
This assumption is corroborated by a series of detailed calculations examining the time
required for total evaporation of pure water and salt solution droplets as well as the time
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Relative Droplet NaCl (0.1 pm) Water Droplet NaCl (10.0 pm) Water
Humidity Dia., .m s 95 ta p Dia., pm ... t,,,p
0.84 1.41 0.07 0.06 14.5 2.0 2.2
0.92 1.72 0.13 0.15 17.8 5.0 6.2
0.96 2.13 0.31 0.43 22.1 17.4 17.4
0.98 2.65 0.80 1.22 27.6 44 49
Table 7.1: Growth and evaporation times for salt and water droplets, respectively, as a
function of initial/equilibrium diameter and relative humidity [18].
required for a dry salt particle to approach its equilibrium size [18]. These calculations incor-
porate corrections for curvature and non-continuum effects in very small particles, include
an energy balance, and investigate the dependence of these times on the accommodation
coefficient for water. As may be seen in table 7.1, even for salt particles 10 pm in diameter,
the growth time is on the order of only a few seconds at high humidities, decreasing rapidly
with particle size. Since this time is that required for 95% growth following an instanta-
neous change from a relative humidity below the deliquescence point to the final value, it is
clear that for the slowly varying relative humidity conditions found in the atmosphere, the
equilibrium assumption should hold.
The corresponding equilibrium condition is simply pw,, = Pw,T - the vapor pressure of
water at the droplet surface is equal to that of the surrounding atmosphere. It should be
noted that thermal equilibrium need not be assumed, such that the saturation vapor pressure
of water is not necessarily the same for both the droplet and the surrounding atmosphere,
even if the effect of curvature is neglected. Rewriting the equilibrium condition in terms of
vapor pressure over a flat surface at the droplet temperature, the expression becomes
Pw,oo _ P,r [2M s,/a ]l=t0,00 pf exp [ (7.2)
p (Tr) P (Tr) RTpsr 
where p° (Tr) is the saturated vapor pressure of water at the droplet temperature, pw,r is the
vapor pressure over the same solution for a flat interface, p is the density of the solution, and
a,/,, is the surface tension of the solution/air interface. For droplets in thermal equilibrium
with the surrounding water vapor and large enough that curvature effects are negligible,
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the requirement for equilibrium reduces to merely a = (rh) -- the water activity of the
electrolyte solution is equal to the ambient relative humidity.
Not only is there equilibrium between the droplet and its surroundings, but also within
the droplet between the ionic and undissociated phases of the component electrolytes. By
definition, a system must be at the highest possible state of entropy to be at equilibrium.
Since the Gibbs free energy is related to the entropy by
G = U - TS + PV
it can be shown that
dG =-SdT + VdP
such that at constant temperature and pressure, the Gibbs free energy at equilibrium is
minimized. The energy surface of G, however, often exhibits local minima, corresponding
to metastable thermodynamic states, such as supersaturation. This situation arises due
to the presence of an energy barrier between the state where a droplet is saturated with
no solid present and the state at the global energy minimum, i.e a dry particle. If an
appropriate nucleation site for the solid is present, such as an insoluble inclusion, the energy
barrier may be lowered sufficiently for the solid to form. For example, observations of
atmospheric droplets have indicated the presence of metastable droplet phases at fairly low
relative humidities. The changes in state may be seen more clearly in the form of a growth
curve.
7.1.2 Equilibrium growth curve
Since the water content of atmospheric aerosols is normally an equilibrium problem, vari-
ations in the ambient relative humidity cause droplets to grow and shrink along a growth
curve, such as that shown in figure 7-2. Starting with a dry particle at very low humidity,
the particle will remain dry as humidity increases up to the particle's deliquescence point.
If the particle follows equilibrium growth, it will continue to gain water as humidity rises,
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Figure 7-2: Equilibrium growth/evaporation curves
and may pass the condensation critical point and become a cloud droplet. Assuming the
particle never makes this transition, it will gradually decrease in size from evaporation as the
humidity drops once again. The particle size traces backward down the growth path until
it approaches the deliquescence point, at which point the growth and evaporation curves
might diverge. While the growth curve would drop quickly to zero water if the solid phase is
recovered, lack of suitable nucleation sites may force the droplet to become supersaturated
until until the degree of supersaturation is sufficient to initiate homogeneous nucleation. At
this humidity, known as the effiorescence point, the dry particle is recovered. An interesting
consequence of this effect is that two particles of identical dry composition may have two
possible equilibrium water contents, depending on their history.
7.2 Current Approach
With the equilibrium assumption, the phase determination of an aerosol is generally posed
as a nonlinear programming problem:
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/ I NLP I
in which the free energy of the system is minimized subject to water equilibrium and mass
balance constraints. At constant temperature and pressure, dG = Fi +i,sdni,s - Fi i,ldni,I,
and the gradient with respect to solid species k is given by
aG 9k = -= ks Vk,ii,I, ks_
= , [,I + RT In (mm+'R)l (7.3)
where vi and v are the stoichiometric coefficients for the cations and anions of electrolyte k,
respectively, and unit activity of the solid phases has been assumed. From these equations,
it can be seen that both thermodynamic data and activity coefficient expressions will be
required.
Typically, the NLP is solved using the following procedure:
1. Assume W = Ci ,m- - water content is calculated using the Zdanovskii-Stokes-mi,o(rh)
Robinson (ZSR) relationship. Mi is the number of moles of species i present in the
aerosol, and mi,o is the molality of a pure solution of the species that would be in
equilibrium at the ambient relative humidity. The total water content is thus estimated
as the sum of the water required by each electrolyte for total dissolution.
2. Set nI,i = nT,i Vi; DP(i) < rh - all electrolytes whose deliquescence points are lower
than the relative humidity are assumed to be completely dissolved and removed from
consideration for the NLP solution.
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min (G)
s.t. a, = (rh) water equilibrium constraint
Zi n,,i + nl,i = nT,i ion mass balance
n,i, nI,i > 0 Vi non-negativity
I
I I . u _ II
3. Min (G) - solve the NLP using a constrained steepest descent method. Electrolytes
are distributed between solid and ionic phases (but the total amount of each electrolyte
is fixed).
4. Min (G,) - solve linear programming problem (LP) to minimize the Gibbs free energy
of the solid phases. Ions in solid electrolytes are redistributed among the complete set
of solid species.
This procedure is fairly easy to implement, but it suffers from a number of potentially
significant deficiencies. During the solution procedure, the first problem encountered involves
the use of deliquescence point data to determine which electrolytes must be completely
dissolved. These data are generally provided at a given reference temperature, and the
temperature dependence predicted with a version of the Clausius - Clapeyron equation,
d n a AHs
dT =-ms RT2 (74)
where ms is the solubility of the salt in moles of solute per moles of water and LAHs is the
integral heat of solution. Although these predictions are generally quite accurate, as shown
in figure 7-3, they may produce discontinuities in the NLP solution. Since the NLP solu-
tion incorporates a combination of thermodynamic data and activity coefficient correlations,
the points at which components completely dissolve may be slightly lower than would be
predicted by the NLP solution. These inconsistencies can lead to spurious jumps in water
content and solid phase composition at the experimental deliquescence points. In general,
however, this problem should be of only minor consequence due to the small range of relative
humidities involved.
Of greater significance is the estimation of the water content through the use of the ZSR
relationship. This formula was originally developed for use with non-electrolyte solutions,
and is based on the assumption that interactions between solute molecules may be neglected
[72]. Even with this restriction, the rule has been found to be surprisingly accurate at
moderately high relative humidities. i.e. greater than about 75-80% [31]. Under atmospheric
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Figure 7-3: Variation of deliquescence points with temperature as predicted from experi-
mental data at 250C and the Clausius-Clapeyron equation for (NH4)2S0 4 (filled circles) and
NaCl (open circles).
conditions, however, aerosols may deliquesce at relative humidities of 60% or lower, and use
of the ZSR equation to predict water content may introduce considerable error, as shown in
figure 7-4. This figure shows the predicted water content of an electrolyte system containing
NH4Cl and (NH4)2SO4 in two different ratios. At relative humidities below the deliquescence
point of pure ammonium sulfate, not all of it is necessarily dissolved. As a result, if more
(NH4 )2 SO4 is added to the system, no additional water is expected to condense, and the
overall ratio of water to electrolyte decreases. From the ZSR relationship, however, the water
content is predicted to increase by an amount proportional to the increase in ammonium
sulfate. With decreasing humidity, the overprediction in water content increases rapidly to
values easily more than twice the true amount. Furthermore, use of the ZSR relationship does
not allow for hysteresis effects since water content is determined completely by electrolyte
content and relative humidity.
Three other disadvantages to the current solution method concern unnecessary compu-
tational expense introduced by the solution of the NLP. First, the dimensionality of the
NLP may be excessively large. For a given set of ions, a very large number of solid phases
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Figure 7-4: Calculated water content of system in kilograms of water per mole of total
electrolyte as predicted via. the ZSR relationship (points) and as calculated from the water
activity constraint (lines) for two ratios of (NH4 )2SO4:NH4C1. Filled circles and the upper
line indicate a 1:1 ratio, open circles and lower line a 5:1 ratio. Experimental values obtained
from solubility data (not shown) are within 2% of the constraint - calculated values over
the full humidity range. It should be noted that for the 5:1 system, solid precipitate forms
around 80% relative humidity.
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may be generated. In addition to the usual 1:1, 2:1, etc. electrolytes, solid phases may
take the form of hydrates (e.g. Na2SO4 10OH20) or a weakly bound salt complex (e.g.
3NH4N0 3 * (NH4)2 S0 4 ). At equilibrium, however, only a small subset of these solids may
exist simultaneously. If the set of likely solids can be determined, the dimensionality of the
NLP may be significantly reduced.
Another inefficiency in current techniques is that the NLP must be solved unless the
relative humidity is higher than the highest deliquescence point for an electrolyte in the
system. Thus the NLP must be solved even at such low humidities that the presence of
droplets in the distribution is highly unlikely. If a lower bound on the humidity required for
droplet formation may be established, the need for an NLP solution may be eliminated over
much of the humidity range.
Finally, most current solution methods utilize a constrained steepest descent method
for the minimization. These methods, however, are notoriously slow to converge for ill
conditioned systems. In the case of aerosols, the conditioning of the system is a function
of the relative solubilities of the electrolytes present. Since the solubilities may range from
less than 2 mol/kg H2 0 for Na2S0 4 to over 25 mol/kg H2 0 for NH4NO3, steepest descent
methods may require excessive work to achieve convergence.
7.3 Improving the Phase Determination
7.3.1 Calculation of water content
The error in water content introduced by the ZSR relationship is largely due to both an
inability to handle solute - solute interactions and its inclusion of water attributed to the
undissolved fraction of the electrolyte. Using the expressions for water activity in either pure
or mixed solutions that were discussed in chapter 6, however, the water content required to
dissolve a given fraction of electrolyte at equilibrium is obtained from the solution of a single
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Table 7.2: Some of the
aerosol ions.
possible species resulting from a saturated mixture of 6 common
nonlinear equation,
log(a /rh) = E E V/ij log(a6 (w))ij - log(rh) = 0i j (7.5)
that is a function only of the total ionic strength of the solution. Since the ionic strength of
a solution with a fixed amount of dissolved electrolyte is dependent only on water content,
the resulting nonlinear equation may be solved with a combination of an integration method
and nonlinear solver.
7.3.2 Reduction of NLP dimensionality
In electrolyte systems, a relatively small set of ions may give rise to a considerably larger set of
possible solid species, such as listed in table 7.2. From the 6 ions in the table, commonly found
in atmospheric aerosols, over twenty undissociated phases may be generated. Therefore, the
dimensionality of an optimization can increase dramatically with the number of ions. All of
these solids, however, may not exist simultaneously under equilibrium conditions.
From the Gibbs phase rule, the number of degrees of freedom for a system at equilibrium
is given by
F= 2-I + N- C (7.6)
where II is the number of phases present, N is the number of components, and C is the
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Ions H+ Na+ NH+ C1- NO3 SO4
Acids HCI HNO 3 H2S0 4
Solids NaCl NH4Cl
NaNO 3 NH 4NO3
Na 2SO 4 (NH 4) 2SO4
NaHS0 4 NH4HSO4
Na 2SO 4 *10H 2 0 2NH 4 NO3 (NH 4 )2 S0 4
NaNO3*Na2SO 4 *2H2 0 3NH4NO3.(NH4 )2 SO4
Na2 SO4 e(NH4)2SO494H2 0 4(NH4)2SO4 oH2S0 4
(NH 4)3 H(S0 4) 2
number of constraints applied to the system. In general, a system may contain only enough
solid phases to reduce the degrees of freedom in the system to zero. At a given temperature
and pressure, an electrolyte solution may thus contain only N - C different phases. The
system will consist of one aqueous phase containing Ni ions and water in equilibrium with Is
undissociated phases, subject to the equilibrium constraint between water vapor and water
in the droplet. The number of undissociated phases is now given by II = Ni- 1: there must
be fewer undissociated phases present than there are ions in the system. than the number
of ions present in the system. Therefore, rather than six ions existing in the form of twenty
species, at most five solids will (generally) exist at a given time. It should be noted that for
specific combinations of temperature and pressure, additional phases could be present.
Given that the upper bound on equilibrium species is less than the number of ions, the
next task is to determine which of the possible combinations is actually present. For a
given or assumed solution strength, a set of electrolytes may be obtained by solving a linear
minimization of the Gibbs free energy in which the ionic strength (and thus the chemical
potential of ionic species) is held constant. This problem now takes the form
min (G) G= knk
k
s.t. E vi,knk = ni,T Vi (7.7)
k
E Vj,knk = nj,T j
k
where the linear constraints are balances over the cations and anions, respectively, and the
bar over G and yt indicate that the ionic strength is held fixed. This form is a standard linear
programming problem (LP), and may be quickly solved using the simplex method.
Once a set of solids is chosen, the desired calculations are carried out, and a new estimate
of the solution strength (ie. water content and phase state) of the aerosol is obtained.
The chemical potentials may be recalculated and the LP solved once more, repeating this
procedure until the indicated solids do not change. In practice, however, the cycle rarely
requires more than two iterations.
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For the phase determination, the dimensionality of the NLP may be further reduced by
eliminating those solids whose deliquescence points are calculated to be less than the relative
humidity. For this step, the deliquescence point calculations are obtained with the same data
set to be used for the NLP solution, ensuring consistency. Therefore, through the use of an
LP and knowledge of general electrolyte phase behavior, the potential NLP solution expense
may be greatly reduced.
7.3.3 Reduce need for NLP solution
Another method to help reduce the computational cost associated with the phase determina-
tion is to limit the frequency with which the NLP must be solved. Typical growth/evaporation
cycles for multicomponent hygroscopic aerosols are depicted in figure 7-5. The most impor-
tant feature of these cycles is that the only range over which the NLP must be solved is
for relative humidities that lie between the MDP and the highest deliquescence point of the
system. Furthermore, at least one of the species will dissolve completely at the MDP. Using
the growth cycle, the method of phase determination will be governed by the humidity. The
choice of solution method is given by:
(rh) Computational Approach
< EP Dry particle (w = 0)
EP - MDP Dry particle or supersaturated droplet (Solve a, = rh)
MDP - max(DRH) Mixed particle (Solve NLP) or supersaturated droplet
max(DRH)- CP Droplet + insolubles (Solve a,(m) = rh)
> CP Removal as cloud droplet
such that for a significant portion of the relative humidity range, the calculation is only as
complex as the solution of a nonlinear equation.
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Cloud droplet formation
Solution droplet (with possible
insoluble inclusions)
[ max(DRH)
Solid - solution mixture
* MDP
Supersaturated solution
or dry particle
Dry particle
Figure 7-5: Variation of aerosol state and size with humidity. Important points on the
relative humidity scale include the efflorescence point (EP), the mutual deliquescence point
(MDP), the critical point for formation of cloud droplets (CP), and the highest deliquescence
point for an electrolyte in the system. Shading indicates solids, clear objects are aqueous
solutions.
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7.3.4 Reducing the cost of the NLP solution
As mentioned earlier, most current models use a form of the constrained steepest descent for
the NLP solution, a technique that may be unacceptably slow for systems of only moderate
complexity. For the sets of electrolytes commonly encountered in the atmosphere, however,
the Gibbs free energy may actually be minimized quickly by directly solving for the optimality
conditions.
The phase determination involves the minimization of a nonlinear objective function
subject to a nonlinear equality constraint and linear equality and inequality constraints.
The conditions required for optimality are thus
C(x) = 0 All nonlinear contraints must be satisfied.
Ax - b = 0 All active linear constraints must be satified.
ZTg = 0 The projection of the gradient onto the nonlinear
constraint(s) is zero.
ZTGZ pos. def. The modified Hessian must be positive definite.
Ai > 0 Vi The gradient at x' must be directed into the constraint
for all variables subject to active inequality constraints.
The optimality conditions therefore involve the gradient (g), the Hessian (G), the null space
of the active constraints (Z), the jacobian of the nonlinear constraints, and the lagrange
multipliers at the optimum (Ai) in addition to the objective function and constraints. These
conditions now form a set of nonlinear and linear equations that may be solved using, for
example, a newton-type solver with near quadratic convergence.
7.4 Calculation of deliquescence points
One of the difficulties in applying the screening procedure is the need to predict deliquescence
points for both the particle mixture and each of the individual species possible. In theory,
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the calculation involves simply solving a set of nonlinear equations,
#ls,k = W,k, or
#.,k I= I,k + RT In aI,k (7.8)
where the chemical potential for each species in equilibrium is identical in both solid and
ionic phases (assuming unit activity for the solid phases). Unfortunately, a number of com-
plications are encountered in practice.
In addition to the problem of activity coefficient estimation, discussed in chapter 6,
there are difficulties in determining the set of equations that must be solved. Given a, set
of electrolytes, as soon as any water is permitted to condense and dissolve some of the
electrolytes, the solid remaining may be any possible combination of cations and anions.
Although the solution of an LP through the procedure outlined in section 7.3.2 provides a
selection of solids likely to be present, there are cases in which no solution to the resulting
set of nonlinear equations can be found. In these situations, no lower bound on the NLP
requirement is immediately available, but if the NLP indicates a dry particle, a lower bound
for subsequent calculations may be constructed.
A further complication arises from the likely presence of various combinations of elec-
trolytes to form a complex. Before the LP method can account for these species, therino-
dynamic properties for them are required. Although data for common hydrates such as
Na2SO4 10H2O is readily available, it is generally unknown for more complex electrolyte
combinations and must be estimated from solubility data.
7.4.1 Single electrolyte deliquescence
Deliquescence points for single component solutions are relatively simple to calculate in that
the equilibrium solid must be either the pure electrolyte or a hydrate form. The equilibrium
condition may be seen to be equivalent to treating the solid-ionic system as experiencing the
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reaction
CA * nH20(s) = vC(+q) + VaAaq) + nH20(l) (7.9)
where C refers to the cation, A to the anion, n to the number of waters of hydration, and
v to the appropriate stoichiometric coefficients. The chemical potential of the solid phase is
assumed to be the standard free energy of formation, while the potential of an ionic species
is given by pl = p, + RTln ai where ai is the activity of the ion. If heat capacity is assumed
constant over the temperature range of interest, the standard free energy of formation may
be calculated from
I ~o _°_ 1) 5c, p (T o 1 - In1 T' (7.10)
RT RT RTo T R T TJ
for which the Gibbs free energy, enthalpy, and heat capacity must be provided. An addi-
tional contribution to the variation with temperature is provided in the form of the activity
coefficient.
Using the data in appendix A, single component deliquescence points may be determined
in very good agreement with experimental values. Figures 7-6 - 7-8 illustrate these results
for the 6 primary electrolytes for which data is available. On these graphs, the left side
axis corresponds to the molality of the solution at the deliquescence point (the electrolyte
solubility), and the right axis indicates the water activity of the solution at that temperature
(the deliquescence point). As expected, solubility is predicted to decrease as temperature
decreases. Since this action increases the water activity of the saturated solution, the deli-
quescence point increases.
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Solubility and DRH for NII 4CI
0 5 10 15
T, °C
20 25 3C
Solubility and DRH for NaCI
_,.. ...
0 5 10 15
T,°C
20 25 30
Figure 7-6: The deliquescence points and corresponding saturated solution concentrations for
NH4CI and NaCI as a function of temperature. Open circles indicate experimental values for
solubility, and closed circles represent the corresponding water activity. The solid lines are
the predicted values for single component deliquescence points and the associated solution
concentration.
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Figure 7-7: The deliquescence points and corresponding saturated solution concentrations
for NH4NO3 and NaNO3 as a function of temperature. Open circles indicate experimental
values for solubility, and closed circles represent the corresponding water activity. The solid
lines are the predicted values for single component deliquescence points and the associated
solution concentration.
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Figure 7-8: The deliquescence points and corresponding saturated solution concentrations
for NH4NO3 and Na2SO4 as a function of temperature. Open circles indicate experimental
values for solubility, and closed circles represent the corresponding water activity. The solid
lines are the predicted values for single component deliquescence points and the associated
solution concentration.
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Figure 7-9: The effect of hydrate formation on solubility and deliquescence prediction. Solid
lines represent the results obtained when Na2SO4 .10H 2 0 is assumed (as observed), data
points indicate the results when the decahydrate is ignored.
It should be noted that for temperatures below about 30°C, the equilibrium solid for
Na2SO4 is the decahydrate. For comparison, the results for Na2 SO4 are provided in figure 7-
9 for the case in which hydrate formation is ignored. Not only is the solubility significantly
overpredicted, but the resulting deliquescence point is lowered. Failure to include such effects
would therefore lead to errors in water content and phase predictions.
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Species A DP, Species B DPb MDP (obs) MDP (calc)
NH4CI 0.77 NH4NO 3 0.59 0.51 0.54
(NH 4 )2SO4 0.79 0.71 0.69
NaCI 0.75 0.69 0.69
NaNO 3 0.72 NaCl 0.75 0.68 0.68
NH4NO 3 0.59 0.46 0.48
Table 7.3: Comparison of observed deliquescence points [1] with calculated values for simple
common-ion systems at 300 C.
7.4.2 Multicomponent deliquescence points
The determination of the deliquescence point of a mixed particle is significantly mo:' difficult
than single electrolyte calculations due to the large number of possible solids present at the
eutectic point. For simple common ion systems, however, in which the cation or anion is
the same for all electrolytes and no electrolyte combinations occur, the calculation is just a
multivariable version of the single component problem.
Predicted and observed deliquescence points for a number of these systems are listed
in table 7.3, which also includes the single component deliquescence points for comparison.
Once again, there is quite good agreement between the values, well within the range of
experimental error for the data set used. An interesting feature to note in the data is
that for these cases, in which only the individual electrolytes may be present, the mutual
deliquescence point is invariably lower than either individual point. This trend may be
derived theoretically from the Gibbs-Duhem equation, but will not hold for systems in which
electrolyte complexes form near the eutectic point.
Even common ion systems are able to form a variety of complexes, however, and the
LP method of choosing the solid species must be employed. The deliquescence points of
these systems differ from the simple common-ion case by two interesting features. First,
the deliquescence point of the mixed particle is not necessarily lower than the DP of any
of the pure components. This effect is due to the fact that the complex solid represents a
lower energy state than a combination of the pure electrolytes and a highly concentrated
electrolyte solution. Furthermore, the deliquescence point of the mixture is also dependent
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on the mixing ratio of the various components, whereas for simple systems, only a single DP
is possible.
Two examples of this behavior are shown in table 7.4, which also indicates the MDP that
would be predicted if complexes were ignored. From these examples, it may be seen that
the MDP is always underpredicted when complex formation is neglected. This characteristic
may be of use in that since the MDP is needed as a lower bound on the NIP solution range,
failure to include complexes in the MDP calculation will generate no additional error in the
water content and phase determination. By ignoring the presence of complexes associated
with waters of hydration, the MDP calculation need not be concerned with calculating the
water activity at each iteration of the nonlinear equation solver. The benefits of this neglect
include both reducing the time required to calculate the MDP and eliminating one of the
sources of convergence problems in the solution technique.
Simple MDP w/out Solid phases assumed MDP with
Electrolytes Complexes to be present at MDP Complexes
NH4NO3 0.58 NH4N0 3+ 3NH4N0 3 * (NH4)2S0 4 0.58
(NH4)2S0 4 (NH4)2S0 4+ 3NH4 NO3 * (NH4)2S0 4 0.69
NaCI NaCI + NaNO3 + NaNO3 eNa2SO4 *2H20 0.68
NaNO 3 0.67 NaCl + NaNO 3*Na2SO4 .2H 20 0.72
Na 2SO4 NaCI + Na 2S04 + NaNO3.Na 2SO 4.2H20 0.77
Table 7.4: Mutual deliquescence points (MDP) for two systems exhibiting the effect of
complex formation. Note that the different solids formed upon deliquescence are dependent.
on the total composition of the particle.
As mentioned earlier, even if the set of solids at the MDP is known, it may not be possible
to efficiently calculate this point due to the high degree of nonlinearity in the system. The
ability to obtain a physically realistic solution (ie. all non-negative ion concentrations) is a
function of the initial concentration estimate. As a result, with only simple initial guesses,
the MDP might not be found for certain particle compositions. In such cases, the MDP of
the particle is initialized to 0 and no lower bound for the NLP is available until a water
content calculation predicts a dry particle. At this point, the MDP is set to the current
relative humidity. Similarly, whenever an NLP solution results in no water being present,
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the MDP is reset to a new value, and the NLP range incrementally restricted. As long as
the- composition of the particle does not change significantly and the temperature does not
increase, the MDPs act as reasonable lower bounds.
7.4.3 Calculation of the Critical Point
As shown in figure 7-2 and 7-5, if the relative humidity of the air surrounding a droplet
exceeds a critical level, an equilibrium state will not exist for the droplet, and rapid non-
equilibrium growth will ensue as the particle becomes a cloud droplet. Therefore, predicting
the removal of aerosols by this process requires a determination of the critical point as a
function of composition and size.
The condition for equilibrium between water vapor and a solution droplet has been given
as
In S,,, = In a + 2ap' 1" (7.11)RTpwr
where S.,, = Pw/Pw,sat is the saturation ratio and a/r is the surface tension at the solu-
tion/air interface. The critical point may be found as the particle size (or relative humidity)
for which the equation
din S dIn am 2M d a (7.12)
dr dr RTp dr r
is satisfied [59].
The expressions developed in chapter 6 may be used for surface tension and water activity,
but since the solutions at this point may be expected to be very dilute, a form of the K6hler
equations may be employed. For a dilute solution, the density and surface tension of the
'droplet will approach that of pure water, and the equations take the form of
InS = 2Mwa,/ _ 3MwEj ni _ A (7.13)RTpr 47rpr3 -r r 3
r* = /3B/A (7.14)
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S = exp (4A3/27B) (7.15)
where ij ni is the total number of ions dissolved in the solution. Comparison of these
solutions to the complete expressions with water activity and surface tension mixing rules
has indicated generally insignificant variation in the predicted values. One important note
on this relationship is that the critical point is a function only of temperature for a given
mole amount. Composition enters into the problem only with respect to the number of moles
of dissolved ions for a given mass.
For comparison, if the Meissner correlation is employed with the appropriate mixing rules
for surface tension and water activity, one must solve the expression
____-_500_ _- 1 +0.1B i 0.5i07izjz ln 1O/ (7.16)RTp .. r = 500 E E_ zizj j - 2(1 + C/)2
where X, is the mass fraction of water in the droplet and e = 0 when qj 0 1, 1 otherwise.
Since r and I are both functions of the water content, this equation could be solved to
obtain w*, the water content at the critical point, and the water activity obtained for the
corresponding solution.
7.5 Effect of curvature on deliquescence and water
content
In an aerosol distribution, particle radius may range down to the order of a few nanometers.
At these small sizes, the effects of curvature on droplet formation and solution properties may
become important, modifying the growth cycle of the particles. To examine these efiects, it
will be assumed that all droplets are well mixed, such that the concentration of the surface
phase is the same as that of the bulk phase.
The effect of curvature on pressure is well known, taking the form shown in the previous
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section,
(rh) = awexp RTp, r (7.17)
for a solution droplet in equilibrium with surrounding water vapor where p, is the solution
density and ,s/a is the surface tension between the solution and air [59]. From this equation,
it can be seen that there is an increase in the internal pressure of the droplet as radius
decreases. Applied to water vapor condensation, the water content of an aerosol will decrease
for small particle sizes, since water activity increases with particle growth. Similarly, the
deliquescence point for a sma!' particle is greater than that for a large particle.
In addition to vapor pressure, the surface tension of a droplet is also a function of radius.
This variation may be approximated by
-- = (7.18)Ua 2r/r + c
where ao is the surface tension for a plane of the solution, r is the Gibbs adsorption at
the surface of tension, and c is the concentration of the liquid phase [15]. This expression
indicates that surface tension decreases with radius and is a function of droplet composition.
If the critical supersaturation for a droplet of given radius is known (the degree of super-
saturation required for spontaneous droplet formation), the ratio a/a may be calculated.
From such data, this ratio for a 17.2 A radius water droplet at 3 C has been found to be
0.95 [57], implying a value for r of about 5 x 10-12 mole cm- 2 . With such a small variation,
it will be assumed that surface tension is essentially constant with respect to radius, and the
surface tension may be calculated with the expressions presented in chapter 6.
Figure 7-10 illustrates the effect of curvature on the deliquescence of particles of NaCl at
25°C. The solubility of NaCl at this temperature is 6.15 mol, with a density of 1.16 g/cm3 .
It may easily be shown that the droplet formed upon deliquescence increases by a factor that
is independent of dry radius, i.e.
r [-P (1 + 1M00)] 1/3 (7.19)
rd s MMS
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Figure 7-10: Deliquescence point for NaCi particles as a function of dry radius. The radius
of the resulting droplet is larger by a factor of about 1.9 at the deliquescence point.
where Pd and p. are the densities of the dry particle and solution droplet, respectively, h is
the molecular weight of the salt, and m8 is the concentration of the solution. From figure 7-
10, it may be seen that curvature effects are insignificant for particles larger than about 0.1
/m in radius, but particles with a radius smaller than 0.002 /am require supersaturation to
form droplets. From this result, it may be expected that for a given relative humidity, the
water content associated with particles of identical composition will decrease with particle
size. This effect allows a reduction in computational expense at relatively low humidities in
that once a dry particle has been identified, all smaller particles of similar composition may
be expected to be dry. (One exception to this rule would be introduced by the presence of
hysteresis effects, as discussed earlier).
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7.6 Implementation
7.6.1 Procedure
Rather than try to solve for the set of optimality conditions required with nonlinear con-
straints, the water content will be estimated and the NLP solution found while the water
content is held constant. The water content is then updated and the NLP solved until no
significant change in water content is noted. The solution procedure may thus be given as
follows:
1. Determine mutual deliquescence point. If MDP > RH, the particle is dry and the
phase determination is done.
2. All solids with DP < RH are assumed completely dissolved and removed to the ionic
phase.
3. The minimum and maximum possible water contents for the particle are determined.
4. If any undissolved electrolytes remain, determine particle phase:
* Solve NLP
* Get new water estimate and check for convergence
* Solve NLP
* Recalculate water content and modify with Stephensen's method
* If water content hasn't converged, repeat these steps
where the NLP solution solves for the optimality conditions as discussed previously.
Since this iterative solution procedure could potentially produce excessive computational
cost, two methods of improving the solution speed have been utilized. The first method
is to make the convergence criteria on the NLP solution controlled by the change in water
content. Therefore, less accuracy (and less computational time) is required for the NLP
solution when the assumed water content is likely to change significantly between iterations.
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Convergence of the water content has also been accelerated through the use of Stephensen's
method. Since the water content determination is essentially a problem of the form g(x) = x,
this method is equivalent to finding the intersection of the straight line defined by (wa, Aw,)
and (wb, Awb) with the y-axis (ie. Aw = 0). Unfortunately, the nonlinearity of this system
may lead to divergence in the Stephensen revision, so that bounding criteria on w must be
included. Using these methods, water content is generally revised fewer than 5 times, with
significant decreases in computational time as relative humidity increases.
7.6.2 Potential problems with the Hessian
As discussed in § 7.3.4, one of the optimality conditions for an NLP is that the modified
Hessian must be positive definite. Although this condition will be true at the minimum, it
may not necessarily hold at points significantly far from the optimum, creating problems in
various solution methods. Due to the nonideality of the solutions occurring in aerosols, this
problem may arise rather frequently due to situations such as that depicted in figure 7-11,
but is fairly easy to identify.
Since the optimality conditions are being solved directly, an indefinite Hessian drives the
solution to a constraint that violates a second optimality condition, that the gradient of a
component at a constraint must be directed into the constraint. If such a case is identified,
then the variable is assumed to be constrained in the opposite direction until the sign of the
gradient changes. For example, a component driven out of solution is assumed to be totally
dissolved until the gradient with respect to this component becomes negative (indicating a
reduction in energy by removal from solution).
7.7 Verification
Since an aerosol solution containing solid soluble species must generally be saturated with
respect to at least one of the components, electrolyte solubilities may be used effectively
to verify model results for single component and binary systems. For pure electrolytes,
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Indefinite Hessian Problems in NLP
+
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~,~ C'. ' " " "~ - ~ - - ' Solution
-Direction
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Fraction of particle dissolved
Figure 7-11: Illustration of the origin of Hessian problems in the NLP. The arrows indicate
the direction in which the solution would be forced when solving for optimality conditions.
As shown, problems can arise when the gradient possesses a maximum (or minimum).
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however, this comparison is equivalent to a deliquescence points determination, and will not
be repeated in this section.
7.7.1 Phase and solubility diagrams
Phase and solubility diagrams have been produced for a number of binary systems that may
be of atmospheric relevance, and are illustrated in figures 7-12 to 7-29. In each case, two
representations of the same data are presented, with the appropriate solid phases labelled on
each branch of the plots: The solubility diagrams indicate the solubility of one component
in a fixed strength solution of the second component, and the phase diagrams indicate the
variation in particle composition with relative humidity. Although the solubility diagrams
allow the most direct comparison between model results and experimental data, atmospheric
applications are more likely to be concerned with particle variations with humidity. Of
special interest in these diagrams are the minima with respect to relative humidity in the
phase diagrams and the slope discontinuities in the solubility duagrams as they represent
the deliquesence points of the mixed particles.
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7.7.2 Water content
The primary problem with verification by comparison to component solubilities lies in the fact
that by definition, these solutions must be saturated. For a more thorough verification, the
water content of unsaturated particles must be compared to experimental values. Although
compiled data in this area is quite limited, water activities and vapor pressures of mixed
solutions may be used. The concentration of a droplet may be determined for the relative
humidity and total particle compositions specified by the data and the corresponding water
content computed. Examples of water content determinations may be seen in figures 7-30
to 7-37.
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Figure 7-31: The water content of (NH4) 2S0 4 particles as a function of particle radius for
increasing relative humidities at 200 C. For relative humidities below 82%, all particles are
dry.
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Figure 7-32: The water content of (NH4)2S0 4 particles as a function of particle radius for
decreasing relative humidities at 20°C. Note that for the single component solution without
solids present, particles that dissolve at high relative humidities remain aqueous at relative
humidities well below the deliquescence point.
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Figure 7-33: The water content per mass of electrolyte as a function of relative humidity for
a mixed particle of NaCl and NH4Cl at 20°C. The mass fraction of the indicated dominant
electrolyte is 0.9.
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Figure 7-34: The water content per mass of electrolyte as a function of relative humidity
for a mixed particle of NaNO3 and NH4NO3 at 200C. The mass fraction of the indicated
dominant electrolyte is 0.9.
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Figure 7-35: The water content per mass of electrolyte as a function of relative humidity
for a mixed particle of NH4NO3 and (NH4 )2 SO4 at 250 C. The mass fraction of the indicated
dominant electrolyte is 0.9.
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Figure 7-36: The water content per mass of electrolyte as a-function of relative humidity
for a mixed particle of I12S0 4 and (NH4)2SO4 at 250 C. The mass fraction of the indicated 
dominant electrolyte is 0.9.
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Figure 7-37: The water content per total dry mass of aerosol as a function of relative humidity .
for mixed particles with composition typical of the small (r < 0.5pm) and large (2.5 < r <
10um) particles observed during the SCAQS study. Mass fractions of small particles: 0.15
OC/Soot, 0.013 H+ , 0.045 NH+, 0.0663 Cl-, 0.383 NO3, 0.343 SO. Large particles: 0.1
OC/Soot, 0.15 Nat, 0.11 NH + , 0.15 Cl-, 0.30 NO-, 0.18 SOY.
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7.8 Results
In each type of graph in figures 7-12 through 7-37, several common features may be identified.
Although the phase plots, solubility diagrams, and water content plots are all continuous,
discontinuities in the slope are common. These abrupt changes in slope correspond to changes
in the solid phase of the particle: appearance of a different solid phase or the complete
dissolution of another component.
A second notable feature that appears in some phase diagrams is that a single value
along the mass fraction coordinate may give rise to two different solid phases at two different
relative humidities. This effect is also reflected in the corresponding solubility diagram where,
for a single concentration of electrolyte A, two saturation levels of electrolyte B are predicted.
These illustrations are somewhat deceiving in that for the phase diagram, the mass fraction
coordinate corresponds to only the portion of the electrolytes that is dissolved - neither the
phase or solubility plots are able to indicate the total particle composition. For systems in
which only simple electrolytes (ie. 1:1, 2:1, etc.) may exist, the solid phase is determined in
part by the relative amounts of A and B. If, however, the combined solid aA.bB may form,
then the ratio of the two electrolytes in the particle will determined if a simple electrolyte
or the compound will be present as a solid. The existence of these compounds produces
two possible sets of equilibria criteria that may correspond to solutions with identical ionic
fractions, but difference total ionic strengths. Therefore, the total particle composition does
indeed determine a single phase state. By comparison, the water content calculations are
much smoother and simpler, exhibiting monotonic increases in water content with relative
humidity. As with the phase and solubility examples, slope discontinuities may be identified
as the points where another solid enters into solution.
Agreement between the calculated phase/solubility diagrams and those generated from
reported experimental data is generally good, but the quality of the agreement may be seen
to be highly dependent on the accuracy of the activity coefficient estimation for the pure
components. For example,agreement is best for systems of 1:1 electrolytes that do not form
mixed solids under normal conditions. Conversely, the systems that exhibit significant devi-
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ations from observed behavior are primarily those involving electrolytes that may undergo
only partial dissociation in concentrated solutions, e.g. Na 2SO4, (NH4)2SO4, and H2SO4.
As discussed in chapter 6, partial dissociation is not accounted for in most current activity
coefficient correlations, and is thus problematic in these tests. Examination of the diagrams,
however, will reveal that the worst disparities occur only over a very narrow range of relative
humidities, so that the introduced error should not be excessive.
While the partitioning of electrolytes between the solid and ionic phases may be skewed
by inaccuracies in the activity coefficient correlations, the predicted water content behaves
far better, as illustrated by the water content curves for sulfuric acid droplets. Even though
the correlation for H2S0 4 is by far the worst of all the electrolytes considered, there is good
agreement between the expected water amount over a very large range of relative humidities,
particularly in comparison to the corresponding error in predicted acid concentrations.
Finally, the effects of particle size on the deliquescence point and curvature may be seen
clearly in figures 7-31 and 7-32. For particles with a dry radius greater than about O.1ym,
the effects of curvature are largely negligible. Below this size, however, it may be seen that
the expected water content scaled for particle mass is depressed as particle size decreases.
Since the deliquescence point of an aerosol in terms of the resulting solution concentration is
a constant over the particle sizes, the curvature factor applied to the water activity increases
the corresponding relative humidity and is consistent with the general decrease in water
content.
7.9 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, the focus was on reducing the cost of determining the phase and water content
of an electrolytic particle under conditions of varying humidity. This goal was achieved in two
steps: reducing the range of relative humidities over which a Gibbs free energy minimization
was required, and then by reducing the computational cost associated with the minimization
itself.
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Restricting the need to solve a NLP utilized a knowledge of the general variations in phase
state with humidity by recognizing that it is often possible to calculate a minimum bound
on relative humidity required for the formation of a droplet as well as a maximum bound on
the humidity for which an undissociated electrolyte could exist. Outside of these bounds,
the particle is either dry or else is completely dissolved, possibly in a metastable state. Since
more than one set of solid phases could be present in a particle, however, the assumed
set of solids was tested at the predicted solution concentrations, using an LP to ensure
that no other set of solids would generate a lower energy state. Finally, the NLP solution
method was reformulated, solving directly for the optimality conditions and using a more
accurate method of calculating the water content of the particle. The phase determination
procedure was then applied to a series of binary systems and compared to reported solubility
measurements and the corresponding phase diagrams.
For this procedure to be of use, reasonable accuracy must be obtained both for prediction
of the screening criteria and water contents. Deliquescence points calculated for both pure
and mixed particles demonstrated excellent agreement with reported values, even for those
systems involving mixed solids at the mutual deliquescence point. Furthermore, the presence
of these mixed solids has been found to invariably increase the MDP of a particle when
compared to the same calculation ignoring the possibility of a mixed solid. As a result,
failure to include these solids in the MDP calculation will not introduce errors into the water
content estimation, but only decrease the efficiency of the phase determination.
Agreement between predicted and observed solubilities, phase diagrams, and water con-
tents was also generally good, with a number of notable features readily observed. The
quality of the agreement is dependent largely on the accuracy of the activity coefficient cor-
relation for the corresponding pure components. Most notably, species exhibiting partial
dissociation performed significantly more poorly than completely dissociating electrolytes.
Since these effects occur primarily at high concentrations, however, they are encountered
only under a narrow range of conditions. Furthermore, the accuracy of the water content
estimation was found to be more accurate than the distribution of ions between phases,
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possibly due to error cancellation during integration of the water activity equation.
One final problem must be stressed at this point: with the exception of a few very well
studied systems, quality data for verification of these calculations is not readily available.
Very little of the data in the various compilations has been obtained after the 1940's, and the
data from different sources is both highly variable and often reported in inconvenient units (ie.
weight fraction). As a result, differences between different models or using different property
correlations may be smaller in magnitude than the uncertainty in the underlying data. For
more effective testing of phase predictions and water content, high quality complete data sets
for even just a few systems would be valuable. For example, not only the standard solubility
data, but also water activities for unsaturated, saturated, and supersaturated solutions and
perhaps the water content required for equilibrium of a fixed mass of dry electrolyte at
just a few relative humidities. Furthermore, thermodynamic data for hydrates and other
mixed salt solids (e.g. 3NH4NO3 * (NH4 )2SO4) is virtually nonexistent, with the exception
of Na2SO4 * 10H2 0.
In conclusion, the model developed in this chapter has successfully reduced the frequency
with which the Gibbs free energy minimization is required, and has been able to predict
phase, solubility, and water content behavior in generally good agreement with reported
data. Finally, the implementation of this portion of the model on a DEC5000/25 rarely
required more than five seconds to complete the phase-water content determination of a
particle, including the effects of curvature.
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Chapter 8
Integrated Aerosol Dynamics Model
Once the individual model components have been developed, whether governed by kinetics,
transport, or thermodynamic equilibria, they must be coupled into a single consistent, cohe-
sive unit. This section will both discuss how the pieces of the model may be put together and
present some example runs demonstrating the contributions of each section. The coupling
of the particle growth, source, and removal terms is fairly simple, and will therefore be the
addressed first.
8.1 Coupling Between Source, Removal, and Growth
Terms
As shown in chapter 2, the sum of these components is the net rate of change in the number
density or composition of the associated particles. The complete set of equations will thus
take the forms of
an(w,t) a I, + + S(t) - n(w,t)R(w,t) (8.1)
at at c G
Oajn(w, t) Oain + - atf + S(aj, t)- ain(w, t)R(w, t) (8.2)
at t at
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where ai is a coefficient of expansion for the mass fraction of a particle of size w. All of
the terms are added into the final set of equations, but with the use of a semi-implicit or
implicit solution method, the resulting changed in number density and/or composition are
not necessarily additive.
To illustrate the coupling and interactions between the different model components, an
example model run will be examined for a system with the following characteristics:
* There are three indeterminate components, called DUM1, DUM2, and DUM3 for con-
venience, that do not condense water vapor.
· The initial size distribution is trimodal lognormal in nature.
* The mass fraction of component 3 is initially 0.1 for all particle sizes, with the other
two components linearly scaled between 0.0 and 0.9 over the entire initial mass range
(see figure 8-1).
* There is a strong direct source providing particle at the small end of the size spectrum
with an exponential distribution and composed of equal amounts of each component.
* The particles may be removed by dry deposition with a scale height of lkm.
* The distribution is subject to Brownian coagulation, but no van der Waals enhance-
ment.
* The first component accumulates in particles at a rate proportional to the surface area
of the particle, the second component may be gained or lost at rate proportional to
x2r3, and the third component is not involved in mass transfer.
The results of the simulation will be examined after 30 minutes, two hours, and six hours in
terms of both number density and composition. In addition, the results after 30 minutes will
be examined for a series of cases for which one of the mechanisms (e.g. growth, coagulation)
has been eliminated.
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Figure 8-1: Initial average particle compositions used in the simulation of § 8.1.
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Figure 8-2: The number density distributions from example 1 (§ 8.1) for t = 0, 30 min., 2hr,
and 6 hours.
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Figure 8-3: Mass fractions for the example distribution after 30 minutes.
In figure 8-2, the evolution of the number density with time may be seen, initially taking
the form of a trimodal lognormal distribution. As the simulation moves forward in time, there
are three major changes that may be observed. First, the initial small particle mode rapidly
merges with the second mode through a combination of coagulation and particle growth.
This action also serves to increase the peak height, but narrow the width, of the second
mode. The large mass mode also gradually disappears, primarily since particle coagulation
and growth rates are smallest (compared to mass) for the biggest particles and deposition
rates are the highest. Finally, although the initial small particle mode rapidly vanishes, a
new one is formed from the strong direct source. It should be noted that the shape of the
distribution is actually smoother than the figure would seem to indicate - the nodes in the
model are connected with cubic splines, not line segments.
The mass fractions of the three components after 30 minutes are depicted in figure 8-3.
While the compositions have not changed significantly for particles larger than 0.5pm or so,
those of smaller particles bear little resemblance to the initial conditions. For the smallest
particles, the composition of the particle source strongly influence the average mass fractions,
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Figure 8-4: Mass fractions for the example distribution after two hours.
such that the values for components 2 and 3 are virtually identical for particles up to 0.01#lm
in radius. Throughout the small particle range, however, the dominant mechanisms are the
uptake of component 1 and the loss of component 2 from particles with an initial mass fraction
of greater that 0.5. The combination of these actions serves to transform the composition
functions from the simple initial state of figure 8-1 to the fairly complex but understandable
forms of figure 8-3.
Figures 8-4 and 8-5, showing the compositions after 2 and 6 hours, respectively, have
the same general form as the 30 minute composition functions, with the exception of a
broadening in the range of particle sizes for which component 1 dominates. This effect
is to be expected since the uptake rate for component one depends only on particle size.
The smallest particles still display the strong influence of the particle source, but the larger
particles are gradually being affected by the uptake rate of component 1, both through
direct growth and through coagulation with smaller components rich in component 1. As a
result, even though the uptake rate for the component is reduced for large particles (since '
I oc r2 , m oc r3 ), increasing quantities of this component are apparent throughout the
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Figure 8-5: Mass fractions for the example distribution after six hours.
distribution.
As part of this example, the 30 minute simulation was repeated a number of times, but
each time with a different mechanism eliminated: coagulation, growth, emissions, or depo-
sition. In figure 8-6, the results from these different trials may be seen, with the exception
of the no-deposition scenario. If deposition is ignored over a 30 minute period, with a scale
height of 1km, the only noticeable affect is an increase in the number density of the largest
particles as discussed in § 2.2.7. For the other mechanisms, however, some very interesting
effects may be observed.
It has already been demonstrated that one of the biggest effects of coagulation is the
removal of large numbers of small particles to form a small number of larger particles. As a
result, if coagulation is 'turned off' during the simulation, the particle emitted by the trong
source term rapidly build up, being removed primarily through growth. This process results
in a large mode at the small end of the size scale and a much larger peak for particles of
intermediate size. One smaller but related effect is that there is an observable decrease in the
number of the largest particles, since formation through coagulation has been eliminated.
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Figure 8-6: Size distribution functions after 30 minutes when different mechanisms are elim-
inated. The plain curve is the initial distribution, and the different solution curves are
indicated by the type of points used: = all mechanisms used, o = no coagulation, * = no
growth, and ED = no emissions.
The neglect of particle growth mechanisms also changes the shape of the size distribution
considerably. The growth forms employed have the greatest effect on small particles, and
it can be seen that in this region, the two particle modes correspond to smaller particle
sizes when compared to the full solution, and the number density of the larger particles
is depressed. This effect is due to a combination of two changes in the associated particle
dynamics - not only are the particles able to grow only by coagulation, but the small particles
are no longer able to grow to the size required to avoid the influence of coagulation.
The most dramatic difference of all, however, occurs when the strong particle source is
shut down. Since the smallest particles are readily eliminated via. coagulation, they must
be constantly replenished or they will rapidly vanish. This change also propagates a fair
distance along the size coordinate since the continual influx of new particles would normally
ensure the continual growth of larger particle as they incorporate the smallest ones.
The effect of the different mechanisms is far more dramatic if the composition functions
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Figure 8-7: Mass fractions after 30 minutes when particle growth is eliminated.
are compared. In figure 8-7, the mass fractions are depicted for the case where no particle
growth is permitted. Without a mechanism for obtaining the different species from the
surroundings, the composition is dominated by the source composition for small particles
and is elsewhere nearly identical to the nitial composition since changes in composition due
to coagulation occur only very slowly for large particles.
if coagulation is ignored, however, as shown in figure 8-8, a far different situation arises.
Although the composition of particles larger than a 0.1lm or so is still very close to the
initial state, the small particles bear no resemblance to their predecessors. Although the
source particles are initially emitted with equal amount of each component, the uptake rate
of component 1 is extremely high for small particles, whereas component 2 is more than an
order of magnitude slower and component 3 does not participate in growth or loss operations.
As a result, the smallest particles are very high in the first component, even though some
traces of the source effects can be observed.
Finally, if a source term does not exist, then the growth terms dominate the changes
in particle composition (figure 8-9). The small particles become mostly component 1, with
some component 3 in the very smallest. The third component really doesn't show up at all
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Figure 8-8: Mass fractions after 30 minutes when particle coagulation is eliminated.
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Figure 8-9: Mass fractions after 30 minutes when particle emissions are eliminated.
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until the particle size approaches 0.1pm, at which point the effects of small particle growth
haven't begun to be noticeable after only 30 minutes.
8.2 Water content and the distribution function
In chapter 7, the growth of water vapor on particles of differing sizes was examined, and
shown to be a function of both initial particle size and composition. Since the addition and
los of liquid water to a particle changes the particle size, the number density distribution
will similarly change. Furthermore, if the range of particle sizes includes those sufficiently
small for curvature effects to be important, large particles will grow proportionally more
than the smallest, forcing the distribution to broaden. Since the total number density of
particles during this process is constant, the area under the number density curve must also
be constant:
n(m) = n(m+w) d(m + w) = n(m+) 1 + ddm dm
where m is the dry mass and w is the water content of the particle. From this equation, it
may be seen that for particles of similar composition, the ratio of water content to mass will
increase with size. The gradient d must thus remain positive and n(m + w) < n(w).
In figures 8-10 and 8-11, the changes in number density with relative humidity is shown for
a distribution of pure (NH4 )2SO4 particles. It can be seen that there is a slight discontinuity
in the distribution at the particle size for which curvature effects force the deliquescence point
above the current relative humidity. As the humidity increases, the distribution continues
to widen, and smaller particles form droplets. As the humidity decreases, however, since
these are pure electrolyte particles, the metastable supersaturated state is produced instead
of recovering dry particles. One final effect to note is that not only is the peak of the
distribution shifted in the direction of increasing mass, but the number density at the peak
is depressed slightly. This change is required since the total number density is unchanged,
but the width of the distribution is increased.
Figure 8-12 once again illustrates the variation in the water content with relative humidity
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Figure 8-10: Variation in the number density function with relative humidity for an initially
dry exponential distribution of pure ammonium sulfate particles Relative humidities are
increasing and the size distribution is shown at 0, 85%, and 95%.
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Figure 8-11: Variation in the number density function
nential distribution of pure ammonium sulfate particles.
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Figure 8-12: Predicted water content, as a fraction of the total particle/droplet mass, as a
function of relative humidity for particles with composition comparable to those observed
during SCAQS.
for particles with compositions that may be found in urban regions. The most important
feature of this diagram is the manner in which a change in relative humidity has a much
larger impact at higher humidities than at lower relative humidities. For example, there is
only a slight increase in the water content when the relative humidity increases from 65%
it 75%. For a smaller increase, however, from 90% to 95%, the water content for particles
over much of the size range nearly doubles. Therefore, it is to be expected that as relative
humidity increases, the broadening of the number density will also increase. This effect can
be observed in the previous two figures, 8-10 and 8-11, although it is somewhat masked
since the particle size coordinate uses a log scale.
8.3 Dynamic Equation and Water Content Coupling
One of the difficulties in combining the reformulated dynamics equations and the water con-
tent determination is that the phase determination is an equilibrium problem, whereas the
dynamics equations require the solution of a partial integro-differential equation. Given the
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nature of water condensation and evaporation, however, this problem may be eliminated.
Water content is a function of particle size and composition, but as demonstrated in chap-
ter 5, the composition of particles in the distribution changes slowly compared to the changes
in number density. Therefore, for short periods of time, the water content of a particle at a
given size is assumed to remain constant. Instead of calculating the water content at each
time step, it is calculated only periodically based on both elapsed time (for example, every
15 minutes or so) and changes in temperature or relative humidity.
The growth of water on previously dry particles also affects the rates at which the other
processes act upon the distribution. With respect to coagulation, the presence of a liquid
phase may improve the sticking probability of the particles and also allow van der Waals
forces to enhance the coagulation rate, but the reduction in collision rate due to the increase
in particle size results in an overall depression of the importance of coagulation. The rate
of uptake and loss of mass from particles, however, benefits from an increase in the aqueous
phase, since a larger surface area is provided for mass exchange. Furthermore, many growth
processes are dependent on the existence of an aqueous phase [27].
To illustrate the models ability to simulate a realistic situation, a second example will use
conditions that might be experienced by an aerosol formed in an urban region and drifting
out to less polluted air. The initial distribution is specified by the file listed in appendix D,
where the smallest particles contain significant amounts of H2S04, with the larger particles
being more neutral. The ambient air initially contains 50ppb SO2 that decays away linearly
to 5ppb, and an assumed constant lppb concentration of H202. Growth of the particle
is assumed to be governed by S02 uptake and oxidation by H202 [27]. In addition, the
relative humidity and temperature are allowed to vary between 0.60-0.90 and 14-300oC by
the functions
( time '
T = 22+8 cos t\2r24ours}
2(time- 4 hoursrh = 0.70 + 0.2cos time-2r24hours
27r24hours 
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Time RH T, C pSO2, ppb
0 0.80 30 50
30 min 0.82 29.9 49
1 hr 0.84 29.7 48
2 hr 0.87 28.9 46
6 hr 0.87 22 38
12 hr 0.60 14 27
1 day 0.80 30 5
2 day 0.80 30 5
Table 8.1: External conditions for example 2 simulation as a function of time.
respectively. Finally, during the second hour, a strong direct source characterized by a mul-
timodal lognormal distribution, emitted particles with the same composition as the current
distribution at a rate of 100 particles per second per cm3. The distribution was then per-
mitted to evolve for 48 hours. These conditions are listed in table 8.1 at the times for which
results are reported.
The resulting number density functions are illustrated in figures 8-13 and 8-14, where,
except for a temporary interruption by the strong source, the aerosol distribution decays
gradually away. In addition, the peak of the distribution slowly moves to the end of larger
particles due to the combination of particle growth and coagulation. Initially, removal of
small particles is very rapid with both substantial loss through coagulation and rapid growth
due to reasonably high pH and SO2 levels. As the twelve hour mark is approached, however,
particle growth becomes negligible for two reasons. Not only has the sulfur dioxide concen-
tration been halved, but the relative humidity has reached the minimum for the simulation,
corresponding to more concentrated solutions with lower pH. Furthermore, since the SO2
forms H2SO4 in the droplet and no ammonia was provided for neutralization, the acidity of
the droplets has been continuously increasing. The rate at which S(IV) is oxidized to S(VI)
is given by
dm = VM d[S(IV)] = 7.6 x 10PH 2o 2Pso 2Hso 2
dt dt 1.0 + 16 [H+]
where Ms is the molecular weight of the sulfate compound formed, assumed to be sulfuric
acid [27]. As a result, the increase in droplet acidity strongly depresses droplet growth for a
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Figure 8-13: The number density distribution predicted during sample simulation 2 for
the initial time and after 30, 60, and 120 minutes, respectively. The 2 hour distribution,
indicated by points, follows one hour of a strong direct source, and thus is the exception to
the indicated time arrow.
pH lower than 2 or so.
The water content of the aerosols as a function of size also demonstrates behavior con-
sistent with the dynamics. In figures 8-15 and 8-16, the mass of water in a particle per mass
of 'dry' aerosol particle is shown as a function of particle size for the times corresponding
to the number density plots. As can clearly be seen, the dominant force for water content
is changes in the relative humidity. More detail, however, may be seen by examining points
for which the relative humidity and/or temperature are the same. In figure 8-15, the water
contents at 2 and 6 hours match each other quite closely, although the content after 6 hours
is slightly higher for small particles and slightly lower for the larger particles. This effect
arises from the combination of a reduced temperature, which decreases water content, and an
increased amount of sulfuric acid in the droplets, increasing the water content. The increase
from particle growth is sufficient to overcome the temperature decrease only for the smallest
particles.
In figure 8-16, the mass of water is given after 0, 1, and 2 days, where both the tempera-
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Figure 8-14: The number density distribution predicted during sample simulation 2 after 2,
6, 12, 24, and 48 hours, respectively.
ture and relative humidity are identical. Differences in water content are therefore due solely
to changes in the particle composition. As with the number density, the greatest changes
occur during day 1 in the smallest particles. A significant increase in water content may be
seen during the first day, whereas very little change is found during the second day. It should
be noted that for many of these small particles, the number densities at the later times are
sufficiently low to be negligible.
The final variable of interest for this simulation is the particle composition, particularly
the fraction of the particle mass comprised of sulfate ions. As depicted in figure 8-17, the
amount of sulfate in the particles increases throughout the simulation for particles less than
about 0.1 am in radius. Once again it can be seen that as the time progresses, the uptake
rate of sulfur decreases, but another interesting feature evolves as the distribution ages.
Due to the reduced water content from curvature for small particles, their concentration is
greatly increased, and the corresponding growth rate reduced. Growth rates, however, are
also reduced as particle size increases. As a result, a maximum in the SO- mass fraction
forms near particle sizes with a radius of about 0.02 pm.
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Figure 8-15: The mass of water per mass of 'dry' aerosol for the initial distribution and after
30 minutes, 1 hour, 2 hours, 6 hours, and 12 hours as indicated on the graph.
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Figure 8-16: The mass of water per mass of 'dry' aerosol for the initial distribution and
after one and two days of simulation, as indicated by the time arrow. At these times, the
relative humidity and temperature are the same, and water content differences are solely due
to changes in composition.
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Figure 8-17: The fraction of the aerosol mass composed of the sulfate ion as a function of
particle radius for the initial distribution and after 1, 6, 12, and 24 hours. After this point,
changes in composition are negligible due to the defined decrease in background SO2 and
the slowing of coagulation.
8.4 Model Design and Modification
Since the modeling framework developed in the previous chapters may apply to a generic
two phase suspension by changing only the mechanisms of growth, production, and removal,
it is important that the implementation of the model allow easy insertion and removal of
their descriptions. To this end, the model has been given a modular design, such that the
different mechanisms such as growth, coagulation, emissions, and removal are contained
within independent routines. Within these routines, system dependent functions, such as
growth rates and coagulation kernels, are also separated to allow for simple modification.
As an added aid, model variables likely to be required often have been grouped into sets
required for similar operations, and enclosed within structures. In this manner, a minimal
number of parameters will be required for future modules. There are four primary structures,
one of which is important only during the phase determination procedure. The other three
contain nodal distribution values, aerosol component properties, and system/environmental
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data, respectively. Additional information, including the setup of input files and output
options, is included in appendix C ("Use of the Aerosol Model").
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Chapter 9
Verification and Validation
Perhaps the most important aspect of model development is the subsequent verification and
validation of the final product. Since a model is necessarily an approximation to a physical
situation, the quality of its predictions must be demonstrated prior to any confidence in
its application to situations for which no data is available. This chapter will first examine
verification issues common to models in general, and then examine the verification strategies
as applied to the aerosol model developed here.
9.1 General Model Verification and Validation Re-
quirements
Verification of a model essentially consists of checking the model in terms of three sets of
criteria - agreement of numerical solution procedures with analytic solutions, reproducibility
of experimental data by model components, and completeness and appropriateness of model
mechanisms. A few words of warning - the verification activity will require at least six
times the effort as the initial model development and programming effort ... data will be
difficult to find or assess" [67].
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Numerical accuracy
The first issue in numerical accuracy is ensuring that the numerical routine is really solving
the equations that are intended. This step usually takes the form of comparing numerical and
analytic solutions for a set of simple test problems. For example, a method for solving initial
value problems could compare numerical solutions to initial value problems with known
solutions, including definite integrals. In conjunction with this step, susceptibility of the
procedure to numerical errors must be considered - care must be taken to avoid stepsizes
that introduce instability to the method or fail to converge, and the potential for buildup of
roundoff error should be prevented.
Even if the numerical and analytic solutions agree, numerical errors may be introduced
due to dimensional and reference problems. Parameters throughout a model should use
consistent units, and all equations must similarly be tested for consistency. Similarly, com-
ponent properties, such as thermodynamic data, are tabulated with respect to a reference
state in terms of temperature, pressure, concentration, etc. If data are obtained from multi-
ple sources, the appropriate reference states must be noted, or the data may be modified to
correspond to a common state.
Model component accuracy
The second stage of model verification is to demonstrate that reduced forms of the model
agree with experimental data for the corresponding situation. For example, in a reactor
simulation containing convective transport, gaseous diffusion, and reaction kinetics, all three
components should be verified independently. In other words, the convection modeling
section should be run without the rest of the model, the results compared to tabulated
or measured data for a simple convection problem of the same flow type, and a similar
procedure conducted for the other two model components. All reduced model sets for which
there is data should be compared in a similar manner, such that the verification proceeds
from individual mechanisms to the complete model with all mechanisms incorporated.
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Model mechanisms
The final stage in verification is to ensure that all required mechanisms occurring in the
modeled process are present in the model. This procedure is an ongoing process, beginning
with the comparison of the complete model to observations. If all model-data comparisons
are in very good agreement, then a high degree of confidence in the model may be deserved.
If the model does not behave well under certain conditions, however, then either one of the
model components may need revision or the model mechanisms may be incomplete. For
example, the behavior of very small particle is significantly different from large particles due
to non-continuum effects. If these corrections are not included in a model, then the model
would be mechanistically deficient for small particles until the corrections were incorporated.
9.2 Aerosol Model Verification/Validation Strategies
The aerosol model developed here is no exception to the guidelines established above. To
this end, the verification of each of the model components has been presented following their
development. This section will thus serve to emphasize the current extent of verification,
examine areas of deficiency due to lack of experimental or observational data, and propose
experimental and/or observational studies desirable for closure of the verification procedure.
9.2.1 Numerical comparisons to analytic solutions
* Single component coagulation - an analytic solution is exists for one dimensional ex-
ponential distributions experiencing coagulation provided that the coagulation kernel
is constant or proportional to particle volumes. As shown in figure 5-2, there is very
good agreement over the entire range of particle sizes, even after a time equal to five
time constants.
* Multicomponent coagulation - a similar analytic solution exists for more than one
component, but only for a constant coagulation kernel. Due to conversions between
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multidimensional surface results and the quantities determined by the model, only a
two component example was illustrated in figures 5-4 and 5-5. Once again, there is
excellent agreement between the two solutions, both in terms of number density and
particle composition, with the simulation run for a total of 100 time constants.
* Single component growth - general analytic solutions are available for a variety of initial
distributions when the particle growth rate is proportional to particle size. Since this
merely results in a uniform shift on a lognormal coordinate scale, such a comparison
in trivial. Instead, the combination of particle growth while experiencing coagulation
was examined, with the growth rate still proportional to particle volume and the co-
agulation kernel constant. Once again, as shown in figure 5-6, there is good agreement
between the solutions and the effect of particle growth may be clearly seen.
* Multicomponent aerosol growth and coagulation - as with the coagulation comparison,
only a two component distribution was employed. Two different model runs were
completed to illustrate the effect of a very wide composition distribution. In the first
case, where the total growth rate of all of the particles was very close (figures 5-7
and 5-8),.there is still very good agreement for both number density and mass faction
between the full multidimensional analytic solution and the new model. Since the
initial distribution was far from Gaussian, however, the 'standard deviation' predictions
increasingly strayed from the true value.
In the second example, however, there was a wide distribution of both compositions
and particle growth rates for a single particle size. As a result, although the number
densities continued to demonstrate very good agreement with the analytic solution, as
shown in figure 5-10a, the predicted mass fractions begin to demonstrate noticeable
deviations from the analytic results. This demonstration serves as a warning that the
use of the model with only two expansion terms for distributions with highly non-
Gaussian composition distributions must be performed with extreme care.
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* Aerosol removal and coagulation - since the fractional removal rate of all components
within a particle will be the same, only a single component distribution was used for
model comparison. The analytic solution for this situation required a coagulation rate
proportional to total particle volume, and the numerical solution displays even better
agreement in figure 5-17 than for the pure coagulation scenario.
9.2.2 Experimental data comparisons
* Single component electrolyte activity coefficients - although the choice of parameter
values for Meissner's method is not, strictly speaking, validation, it does serve as
a form of confirmation that the correlation is able to reasonably estimate activity
coefficients for pure electrolyte solutions. The calculated coefficients were compared
to tabulated values for concentrations corresponding to very dilute solutions up to
saturated solutions in figures 6-2-6-10 for 9 simple electrolytes that are commonly
encountered in atmospheric aerosols. For the most part, agreement was excellent over
the majority of the concentration range, with the exception of NaNO 3 and H2SO4, as
previously discussed.
* Temperature dependence of activity coefficients - the effects of temperature on activ-
ity coefficients were also compared to tabulated values for concentrated solutions in
figureTact. Once again, the two values are generall within the range of experimental
error for the examined temperatures.
e Activity coefficients of mixed solutions - there is little data tabulating coefficients
for mixtures, particularly those of interest for most atmospheric applications. From
electrolyte solubility data and thermodynamic properties, however, it is possible to
estimate the activity coefficients of the individual electrolytes for various saturated
solutions. The results of these calculations are compared to the mixing rule estimates
in figures 6-12 through 6-14, and demonstrate agreement generally within 5%, with
the worst agreement observed in saturated solutions of XS0 4.
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* Single component solution water activity calculations using Meissner correlation and
Gibbs-Duhem equation - verification of these calculations was performed indirectly
through the calculation of deliquescence points. Since both the deliquescence point and
the corresponding solution strength were known for the simple electrolytes, comparison
of water activity calculations was incorporated as shown in figures 7-6- 7-8.
· Water activities for multicomponent solutions using pure solution mixing rule -in this
case, four possible methods of estimating the water activity of a mixed electrolyte
solution were considered by comparison to tabulated data (tables 6.1 and 6.2). Since
all four were shown to be nearly indistinguishable due to uncertainty in the tabulated
data, the chosen method was based on computational cost and general applicability.
*· Single component deliquescence points - as mentioned above, deliquescence point es-
timation may be verified with the use of solubility data and reported values for the
water vapor pressure over a saturated solution. As shown in figures 6-12 through 6-
14, deliquescence points and the associated electrolyte solubilities are generally in very
good agreement over a range of temperatures.
*· Mixed particle deliquescence point calculations - once again, solubility data was uti-
lized, but in this case, the data was far more limited. For mixed deliquescence points,
the solution is saturated in both components, and the solids are not necessarily the
original simple electrolytes. Even so, sufficient data was present for a small set of
two component mixtures near room temperature and it was demonstrated that the
predicted deliquescence points were fairly accurate in table 7.3.
· Two component solubility and phase diagrams - the predicted water content and phase
allocation of electrolytes in an incompletely dissolved particle were compared once
again to two component solubility data. In figures 7-12- 7-29, it was shown that
for systems of simple electrolytes and over a fairly large range of relative humidities
for more complex systems, the phase determination could be used to replicate both
their solubility and phase diagrams to within a fair degree of accuracy. The biggest
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deviations in this verification study occurred in solutions containing species that do
not necessarily dissociate completely, such as Na2SO4 and (NH4)2 S0 4.
* Water content as function of relative humidity - as a final test of the water content
determination methods, the water content of a variety of pure and mixed particles was
calculated as a function of relative humidity from the deliquescence point to about
95% relative humidity (figures 7-30- 7-37). One important feature was that even for
droplets such as H2S0 4 where the predicted concentrations differ significantly at low
relative humidities, the estimated water content and particle size are in much better
agreement.
9.2.3 Verifications requiring data
To verify the complete aerosol model, high quality data is required for a series of increasingly
complex situations. Unfortunately, very little data is currently available, and the uncertain-
ties in the measurements tend to be at least of the order of the measured values. The data
that would be desired for improved model verifications would include:
* Population studies of pure coagulation - instrumentation is beginning to become avail-
able that is able to produce droplet distributions down to fairly small radii and to
measure these distributions in real time. An experiment may be possible in which the
produced distribution is allowed to decay away by the combination of coagulation and
deposition where the conditions may be controlled closely enough to reduce changes
in particle size due to water exchange. The resulting distribution evolution may be
compared with a simple deposition - Brownian coagulation result.
* Evolution of a particle distribution along a single air parcel trajectory - a coupled
model could be validated if the aerosol distribution could be measured along its ad-
vective transport path. In addition to the particle density-composition measurements,
air quality and meteorological data would also be required: aerosol source time and
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strengths, ambient pollutant concentrations as a function of position -- time, temper-
ature, and relative humidity.
In conclusion, many of the individual components have been verified using physical data
when possible, and analytical or numerical results when data hasn't been available. Due to
the lack of high quality distribution data, however, verification of the model as a whole has
not been possible to the extent desired. Although single particle data may now be obtained
for a variety of mechanisms, the particle interactions obviously require measurements for
an entire distribution. Perhaps the most important next stage in model development is the
formation of a 'standard' set of aerosol measurements under well defined conditions for use
in model validation.
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Chapter 10
Directions for Future Research
The model developed thus far provides a method to include aerosol interactions in large scale
models without excessively increasing computational cost. Now that the phase and dynamics
equations may be solved efficiently, however, the physical descriptions and representations of
certain aerosol processes may be improved. Potential directions for aerosol research include:
1. Condensation and particle formation from organics - only recently has any attempt
been made to understand the presence of organics in atmospheric aerosols, whether in
terms of identifying which organics are present, pathways for the organics to enter an
aerosol phase, or the effects of organics on the surface, growth, and radiative character-
istics of an aerosol. The first phase of this research will be characterization of organic
aerosols - which organics are present in aerosols, the fraction of aerosols composed of
them, and probable sources of the organics. The movement of these species to the
aerosol phase must be determined next, whether the components may homogeneously
nucleate to produce new particles and condensation of the organic vapors onto pre-
existing particle surfaces. Finally, the impact of these organics on properties such as
deliquescence, surface tension, and optical scattering should be incorporated into the
model.
2. Improved nucleation - current nucleation models assume that only sulfuric acid is sig-
nificant for new particle generation. As discussed earlier, however, other trace vapors,
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particularly ammonia, can significantly increase the production rate.
3. Prediction of efflorescence point - although not likely to be significant for aerosols in
polluted environments, sufficiently pure salt solution droplets may form supersatu-
rated solutions when the humidity drops below the deliquescence point, as explained
in chapter 7. The humidity at which these particles will again become solid (the ef-
florescence point) also requires the use of nucleation theory to determine the degree of
supersaturation required.
4. Recovery of particles from clouds - in the current model, it is assumed that all particles
swept up by cloud droplets are permanently lost. Both cloud droplets and rain drops,
however, may evaporate before striking the ground, returning particulate matter to
the atmosphere. Addition of this mechanism to an aerosol would add a new source
term to the governing equation, but would also require assumptions about the average
particle content and composition of the droplets.
5. Improved activity coefficient calculation for incomplete dissociation - some electrolytes,
particularly H2SO4 and Na2SO4, do not dissociate completely upon dissolution at high
concentrations. Currently, the only method that will predict activity coefficients under
these conditions is the use of a virial expansion with higher order terms, such as Pitzer's
method. These terms, however, require parameters for 3 and 4 ion interactions, and
there is insufficient data for their determination.
6. Extension of modeling method to non-aerosol systems - the framework developed for
atmospheric aerosols may also be applied not only to other particulate systems, but also
to problems characterized by population analysis. For example, a biological reactor
contains cells that are in different stages of growth, dividing, and death. Since the
production rate of the desired component may be a function of nutrient concentration,
cell size and state, and other factors, optimization of such a process involves modeling
a population with distributed properties.
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Chapter 11
Conclusions
The model developed here provides a framework for general modeling of not only atmospheric
aerosols, but also particulate systems in general. The procedures and representations are
applicable to situations as diverse as the handling of solid particles, the behavior of colloidal
suspensions, and the mechanics of droplets in a moderately miscible solution. To summarize
the most important features of this model, the model requirements as discussed in chapter 2
will be reviewed.
* The composition - number density function must be expressed in a form that is compu-
tationally efficient. Instead of retaining a full multidimensional surface or compressing
the distribution data into a set of discrete size bins, the number density and particle
compositions are separated into separate functions, although the compositions are dis-
tributed variables. Using the polynomial chaos expansion allows the conversion of the
reformulated equations into equivalent deterministic forms in a manner such that no
real data is lost. This new representation results in one dimensional integrals for coag-
ulation and reasonably simple and convenient forms for source, removal, and growth
terms as well.
* Properties of very concentrated, and thus highly non-ideal, electrolyte solutions must
be predicted. As demonstrated in chapter 6, the Kusik-Meissner correlations are suf-
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ficiently accurate to predict activity coefficients for many electrolyte systems. Fur-
thermore, expressions for other solution properties, such as water activity and surface
tension, were developed and/or examined. A number of mixing rules utilizing pure
solution properties were employed since not only is minimal amount of data required,
but prediction of pure properties is not restricted to any particular method. Using
these correlations and thermodynamic data, (1) deliquescence points of both pure
electrolytes and mixed electrolyte particles have been predicted with close agreement
to experimental data and the variation of water content and (2) the distribution of
electrolytes between solid and ionic phases may be determined as a function of relative
humidity with reasonably good agreement to available data under most conditions.
* Provisions for the effects of curvature and kinetic regime particle behavior must be
included in the microphysical processes description of the model. As demonstrated in
chapters 7 and 8, the curvature of small partic!cs will alter both the deliquescence point
of a particle and its water content, once a stable liquid phase may form. In addition,
the Brownian coagulation kernel employs a slip-flow correction to interpolate between
particles in the kinetic and continuum regimes.
* A method of estimating atmospheric concentrations of a variety of radicals and other
highly reactive species must be available. The model has been developed in such a
manner that it may easily be connected to an air quality model, whether a simple
box model or a spatially distributed airshed model. The results from these models
may be used to drive chemical mechanisms within the aerosol models with only minor
additions.
* Data for emissions and meteorology fields must be represented in a compact form.
This problem was briefly mentioned in chapter 3, but will be explored more fully
in appendix F. In short, concentration and/or meteorological fields that have similar
topological features may often be represented by a linear combination of a small number
of 'eigenfields'. In this manner, only a few fields need to be stored, with a vector of
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time-varying coefficients required for each type of field.
· The model must be fast and efficient such that the time required for aerosol calcu-
lations is on the same order as that required for photochemical kinetic computation
- incorporation of aerosol effects into urban airshed models must not render them
infeasible for practical use due to computational cost. Computational requirement has
been substantially reduced - elimination of multidimensional coagulation integrals de-
creases expense by over three orders of magnitude if more than three components are
present. Further savings have been obtained in the water content and phase deter-
mination by successfully setting lower bounds on humidity for which the Gibbs free
energy minimization is required.
* Verification of model with experimental and observational data - results for individual
model components have been verified both to analytic solutions and observed data
wherever possible. These include simple coagulation forms, activity coefficients, water
activities, and saturated solution predictions.
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Appendix A
Thermodynamic Data
Simple Electrolytes
Species MW, g AHf, kJ/mol AGO, kJ/mol Cp° , J/mol-K qo q
HC1 36.4610 -92.307 -95.299 29.12 6.00 -0.0027
HNO 3 63.0129 -174.10 -80.71 109.87 2.20 -0.0027
H2 SO4 98.0776 -813.989 -690.003 138.91 0.65 -0.0027
NaCI 58.443 -411.153 -384.138 50.50 2.43 0.0035
NaNO 3 84.995 -467.85 -367.00 92.88 -0.662 -0.025
Na 2SO 4 142.041 -1387.08 -1270.16 128.20 -0.32 -0.0027
NH 4CI 53.492 -314.43 -202.87 84.1 0.72 -0.0035
NH 4NO 3 80.044 -365.57 -183.87 139.3 -1.21 -0.0086
(NH 4)2 SO4 132.139 -1180.85 -902.87 187.49 -0.20 -0.0083
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Other Electrolytes
Species MW, g Al;, kJ/mol AG', kJ/mol Cp , J/molK
Na2 SO4 1011H20 322.195 -4327.26 -3646.85 128.2
2NH 4N0 3 (NH4) 2SO4 292.2262 -1900.80 -1275.85 466.0
3NH 4NO 3 · (NH 4 )2S0 4 372.2698 -2264.22 -1460.71 605.4
NaNO 3 * Na,2SO 4 * 2H20 263.0359 -2474.69 -2118.30 221.8
Na 2SO 4 * (NH 4 )2S0 4 * 4H20 346.1802 -3739.80 -3130.82 316.
NaHSO04 120.0594 -1125.5 -992.8 85.
NH4HSO 4 115.1083 -1026.96 -823.00 127.5
(NH 4 )3H(S0 4) 2 247.2473 -1730. -2207. 315.
Ions
Ion MW, g AH', kJ/mol AG', kJ/mol Cp, J/mol K
Na+ 22.990 -240.12 -261.905 46.4
NH + 18.039 -132.51 -79.31 79.9
C1- 35.453 -167.16 -131.228 -136.4
NO- 62.005 -207.36 -110.63 -86.6
SO0 96.062 -909.27 -744.53 -293.0
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Appendix B
Pitzer's Method
Although Pitzer's model was not chosen at this time for use in the aerosol condensation
model, its versatility and potential accuracy (if sufficient data is available) justify a more
extensive review of the method. The following review is a compilation of several published
results of Pitzer, which should be referenced for more information ([55], [54], [53], [13], [14],
[62]).
Pitzer's method assumes the same potential distribution as the Debye-Hiickel law, but
rather than use this distribution to solve the electrostatic equations, it utilizes the osmotic
pressure equation of statistical mechanics. This produces an equation consisting of a term
analogous to the Debye-Hiickel equation modified by a series of terms taking the form of
a virial expansion. The initial equation predicts the total excess Gibbs free energy of an
electrolyte solution using
G~Z. 1 1RT = nf(I) + Aii(I)nin + 2 E pkninjn k + (B.1)RT n, .j . .
where n is the mass of the water and Aij and ijk are essentially the 2nd and 3rd virial
coefficients representing the short range forces between two and three ions, respectively.
Since the activity coefficient of an ion in solution is related to the excess Gibbs free energy
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by
nrzRT In y = r ) PTm, (B.2)( )P,T~nw (B.2)
a similar expansion may be used to describe the activity coefficients. The resulting equations
for cations and anions are
lnflM = ZMF(I) + mj(2BMj + ZCMj) + mi (2Mi + mj j
+ E E mjmj, IMjj, + IZMI E E mimjCjj j'<j i j
Y=n ZxF(I) + mi(2Bi + ZCx) + Em (24xj + ZmiXji) (B.4)
+ j E mim,,xii, + IZx I E mimjCj
i i'<i i j
where the indices M/i/i' and X/j/j' refer to cations and anions, respectively.
In these equations, the D-H term is represented by the first term in function F,
F(I) J= -AO r 1 VF 2A1.2 i .
i it i j'
where the parameter AO is similar to the constant in the D-H equation,
1 27NAvp ( e 2 (B.6)
3 1000 k 2 T
where pw and e are the density and dielectric constants, respectively, of the solvent. The
value for AO for water at 250 C is about 0.392.
The other coefficients in the above equations are given by the definitions
Bi = 8,!P) 9+ f.()9g (CtV) + "(~) (24v) (B.7)
g(z) = 2(1-(1 + ) e)/Xs2 (B8)
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Blj = g (,I) /I + #f()gVI)Ijg (a2v') / (B.9)
g'(x) = -2(1-(l1 + 2x ) e)E /x 2 (B.10)
where the ,(j) are correlation parameters obtained by fitting data for single salt solutions.
For simple 1-1, 2-1, and 1-2 salts, (}2) = a2 = 0 and al = 2.0. Higher valence salts, however,
often demonstrate increased ion association, such that a = 1.4 and a 2 = 12.0.
Other Required Relations
Z= Zi miZil ij =ij +E Oij(I)
Cij= 2 e cii  ~/z, zi q;J = EO~j()
=, (-41) [J(xi)- J,)- JJ(Xjj)]
Eo,.. (EIO) + (Z ) [(Xij) (ij)- iij (ii)- , jj,()]
where zxij = 6ZiZjA"x/I
J(x)= ' -1 +'Q(x) (B.12)
J'(x) = 1 + f .elxev)dy _- .X ( Y))y2dy
where Q(x) = fjO (1 - e) y2 dy
and q = e-
Y
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Electrolyte p(o) l) Co max m
HC1 0.1775 0.2945 0.00080 6
HNO 3 0.1119 0.3206 0.0010 3
NaCI 0.765 0.2664 0.00127 6
NaNO 3 0.0068 0.1783 -0.00072 6
NH4Cl 0.0522 0.1918 -0.00301 6
NH4NO 3 -0.0154 0.120 -0.00003 6
Na2SO 4 0.019575 1.113 0.0049745 4
(NH 4)2SO4 0.040875 0.6585 -0.0011614 5.5
i
H
H
Na
Na
Ji
Na
NH4
Cl
C1
k
Cl
Cl
NO 3
S0 4
Iijk
-0.004
0.00
-0.006
0.007
0
0.036
-0.016
0.016
-0.035
m
3
2
Table B.1: Pitzer model parameters for certain electrolytes. The last column indicates the
highest molality solution for which data was used to fit the parameters.
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Appendix C
Use of the Aerosol Model
The aerosol program actually consists of two separate programs, one to set up the prop-
erties structures for the system components and the program to solve the actual model.
Compilation of the models is very simple, using only the two commands
make setup and make aerosol
to create the two executables, named setup and aerosol, respectively. For each system with
a different set of components in the particles, the setup program must be run using
setup 'name'
where 'name' will be the base name for the input, output, and log files for the model. Once
setup is completed for a system, it need not be rerun unless the species in the system change.
Running the aerosol model now simply consists of
aerosol 'name'
where name is once again the base filename. Both setup and aerosol require input files that
will be discussed in the next section.
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C.1 Input files
Running the aerosol model requires a minimum of three files: a components file 'name'.dat,
the physical properties database data.dat, and a model runtime options file 'name'.inp. In
addition to these files, a user-specified distribution intialization file may also be used. Each
of these input files will be explained in order, followed by user options which may be changed
within the model code.
Name.dat
The first input file, used by the data setup program, must have the extension '.dat' and
contains only a list of the non-electrolyte species, cations, and anions in the system, separated
by a field terminator (%%):
Keyword Following Information
Species List of nonionic species names corresponding
to entries in data file data.dat
%% (list terminator)
Cations List of cation names as in data.dat
%% (list terminator)
Anions List of anion names as in data.dat
%% (list terminator, optional)
where the lists need not be any particular order. If cations are specified, however, at least
on anion must be included, and vice versa. Setup takes this file and uses it to select the solid
electrolyte species from 'data.dat' that may exist, sets up the ion stoichiometry tables, and
obtains the thermodynamic/physical data for all species indicated. This information is then
written to a binary file 'name'.run, to be used by the aerosol program. Examples of this file
are included in appendix D.
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data.dat
The file 'data.dat' contains not only the thermodynamic and physical properties data for the
various possible species, but also the mapping and stoichiometry tables for ionic compounds.
This file is composed of three sections in the following order:
1. The mapping of ions to simple electrolytes, ie. those composed of only one type of
cation and one type of anions, in the format
cationname v, anion name va electrolytenamne
with the last entry in the table followed by the keyword 'end' on its own line.
2. The stoichiometry of complex electrolytes and hydrates in terms of simple electrolytes
and water. Each entry consists of a) the number of simple electrolytes in the complex,
b) a list of the names of each electrolyte in the complex, c) the number of each elec-
trolyte in the complex, in the same order as the previous list, d) the number waters
of hydration, if any, in the complex, and e) the name of the complex. The last line of
this table is indicated by a 0 for the number of electrolytes in a complex.
3. The data entries for ions, electrolytes, and nonelectrolytes, in no required order, but
grouped together for convenience. The entries for the component are dependent on
their species types, but the first three entries are always the name, a type flag (c =
cation, a = anion, e = electrolyte, x = complex, o = other), and the molecular weight,
in grams/mole. Ion entries also include AHf and AGy, in kJ/mole, Cp in J/mole- K,
and the absolute charge of the ion, in that order. The thermodynamic data are for the
standard state (a hypothetical 1 molal solution) at 250C. Electrolytes have the most
complex entries, in that most complex and mixture data is derived in terms of the pure
simple electrolyte components. The first field following the molecular weights is the
specific gravity of the pure component in its standard state, followed by the enthalpy,
Gibbs free energy, and heat capacity of the electrolyte its standard state at 250 C in the
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same units as for the ions. The last five entries are parameters for electrolyte solution
properties: the Meissner correlation parameters qo and qi, the surface tension parame-
ter i, and the solution density parameters 7oi and 71j, repectively (see chapter 6. The
remaining ionic solids have only 7 entries in the file, corresponding to the first seven
of the electrolyte fields, and the 'other' compounds currently specify only the name,
type ('o'), molecular weight, and specific gravity. The last entry of the data section is
once again the keyword 'end' on its own line, but this line will be reached only if an
unkinown or misspelled compound is requested.
Between data sections and fields, comments are permitted, set of by an exclamation point
(!) at the beginning and end of the comment. A version of this data file is included in
appendix D.
Name.inp
The 'name'.inp file contains the run-specific information concerning the dimension of the
discretized distribution (i.e. number of elements, mass range), which mechanisms to include,
and the method of initialization. The entries need not be in any specific order, although
they shouldn't be repeated, and the keywords are case-insensitive with optional plural forms
and: or = separators. The following information may be in the input file, where parenthesis
indicate optional parts of the keyword:
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Keyword
Elem(ents):
Mass (Range):
Coag:
Growth
Emit:
Sinks:
Init(ialize):
Restart/User
Information
Number of finite elements in the distribution
Upper and lower mass bounds, in grams
Flag for type of coagulation calculation
(-1 = none, 0 = number density only, 1 = full)
Flag to include aerosol growth mechanism
(default = 0 = no growth, 1 = include growth)
Flag to include aerosol source emissions
(default = 0 = no sources, 1 = include sources)
Flag to include aerosol removal mechanisms
(default = 0 = no removal, 1 = include removal)
Method of initialization - RESTART = continue
previous simulation, USER = use function defined
in Initialize by USERFUNC. Any other entry will
be treated as the name of a data file containing
the distribution information as outlined below.
These two options don't need the INIT keyword first
User-defined input file
If a user-provided input file
general format:
is specified in the 'name'.inp file, it must take the following
* Line 1: int fsize, int fdens, int fwatr - three flags to indicate options within the data
file. Flag fsize indicates size scale used in input file (O = Mass in g, 1 = radius in
ym, and 2 = volume in gm 3), so that if the number density function is given as n(r),
then the size coordinate must also be sepcified in terms of radius. The second flag,
fdens, indicates if the input particle density is the same for all particle (fdens = 0)
or if a separate entry is required for each particle size. If fdens is not set, the fourth
entry in the data file will be the particle density in g/1um3 , and the density for each
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size entry must be omitted. It should be noted that these densities are used only for
conversion from the input size to dimensionless mass - actual particle densities will
be calculated based on composition during initialization. The last flag indicates the
presence of water in the particles. If fwatr is set to 0, the water content will be set to
zero for all sizes and the water entries must be omitted from the distribution listing.
* Line 2: If fdens=l in line 1, this line contains the constant density for the particles, in
g/pm3.
* Remaining lines: the distribution values for initialization. Each line contains the mass
coordinate as indicated by flag fsize, n(x) the number density function value at n in
particles/cm 3-x, the particle density if fdens=l1, the water content if fwatr=l, the mass
fraction of each component (but not ions) in the order produced by the setup program
in 'name'.log, and the standard deviation of the mass fraction for each component, in
the same order.
An example of an input file of this type is included in appendix D.
C.2 User Modification of Code
In the current model version, the user may need to directly modify the source code to
match simulation needs for output, growth mechanisms, removal mechanisms, and source
terms. Care has been taken to make these modifications as simple as possible, and they are
summarized below.
Changing output options
Since the aerosol number density distribution may be desired in terms of various different
size coordinates, output may be specified by changing definitions in the file 'Output.c'. The
definition of SIZE is a string label for the output coordinate chosen. In addition, the precision
and field width of the output distribution values may be set using the definitions of PREC
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and WIDTH, respectively. The model handles all calculations in terms of dimensionless
mass w, but may be converted to dry mass, total mass, volume, or radius by setting the
appropriate macro names in the definitions of WCNVRT (conversion of dimensionless mass
w) and NWCNVRT (conversion from n(w)).
The data to be output at a given time may also be changed by modifying the second
and third fields of the Display() call in 'Driver.c'. The second field is a flag indicating if
text headers should be printed out before the data. If set to zero, only the data will be
displayed (more suitable for use with gnuplot and other plotting packages. The second flag
indicates which distribution data should be printed out: 1 = number densities (as dN/d(ln
x)), 2 = mass fractions, water content, and density, and 4 = value of 2nd expansion term
for compositions. To display more than one of these fields, the appropriate values should
merely be added together.
Changing growth mechanisms
The rate of component uptake, in terms of mass (in grams) per second for each component,
is given by a user-provided function 'Growth-func', in the file 'Growth.c'. There are two
values that must be provided for each component in the distribution - the rate, in g/s, at
which the component is gained or lost by the particle and the rate of change in the mass
variance during growth. The variance expression is obtained by replacing the composition
terms in the mass growth expression by the expansion, as discussed in section 4.3.2.
There are three important variables accessed through the 'Dist' structure, corresponding
to the mass fraction and variance in mass fraction for all components and the current value
of the activity coefficient for only the simple electrolutes. It is very important that these
values be referenced properly to avoid unpredictable errors in program performance. For
mass fraction and variance, the value corresponding to component #k at node #i is given by
Dist-+NXI[k*Dist--Nodes+i] and Dist-.NSI[k*Dist--+Nodes+i], respectively. The activity
coefficients for electrolyte #k is similarly given by Dist--,GAM[k*Dist--Nodes+i] for 0 <
k <Dist-+NELEC.
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Changing removal mechanisms
The final area for which some user modification might be required is in the choice of removal
mechanisms and the parameters for adjusting them. The types of removal mechanisms, in
terms of deposition and washout, are specified through the calls to the Removal module from
the timestepping routines. The call to the routine requires the Removal rate vector, distri-
bution and information structures, and four removal option parameters: Dmode, Wmode,
amin, and amax. The Dmode flag indicates the choice of dry deposition: 0 = none, 1 =
smooth deposition, and 2 = deposition to a vegetative canopy. Similarly, the Wmode flag
specifies the type of wet deposition: 0 = none, 1 = cloud interactions, 2 = rainout, 3 =
snowout. The last two parameters specify the minimum and maximum droplet size, in gm,
for the wet deposition droplet distribution. The parameters governing the removal processes
are defined in the 'Removal.c' file, and are fairly well explained in terms of the parameters
discussed in section 5.5.
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Appendix D
Sample Input and Output of the
Aerosol Model
D.1 Example 1
The files and output here are those as required by the example run discussed in § 8.1 - the
initial distribution is lognormal, there is a strong source of particles at the low end of the
size spectrum that obey an exponential distribution, and the system is subject to Brownian
coagulation, dry deposition, and growth/evaporation of certain species. The first component
is continuously absorbed into particles at a rate proportional to r2. The growth factor of the
second particle is proportional to the total particle mass, but is also proportional to (0.5-x 2 )
- mass is gained if the mass of the component comprises more than half of the total particle
mass, and is lost otherwise. For further discussion of the run, the aforementioned section
should be referenced.
File Examplel.dat
Species: DUM1 DUn2 DUM3
I I
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....................... File Exaplel.log 
******************* INPUT SUMMARY *******************
3 Non-electrolytes: DUM1 DUM2 DUM3
Non-ionic Species M.W. S.G.
DUMI 70.000 1.700
DUM1 70.000 1.700
DUH3 70.000 1.700
File Examplel.inp
Mass: 1.Oe-20 1.0e-6
Elem: 14
COAG = 
GROWTH = 1
ENIT=I
SINKS = 1
init: user
File Examplel.out
3 Components
3 Non-ionic species
Non-ionic Species H.W. S.G.
DUI 70.000 1.700
DUM2 70.000 1.700
DUM3 70.000 1.700
14 finite elements requested
Min mass: le-20 Range factor = 32.2362
Aerosol simulation includes:
Complete coagulation calculation
Growth mechanisms
Removal mechanisms
Emissions
Distribution initialized by function
Aerosol Distribution after 0 seconds
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Number density
Radius dN/d(ln x)
0.001221 404.04
0.0016437 2018.3
0.0022127 7367
0.0026306 13547
0.0035412 30110
0.0056675 56260
0.0076293 56036
0.01221 31004
0.016437 16699
0.026306 8553.1
0.036412 7675.6
0.056675 5824
0.076293 3998.7
0.1221 1544
0.16437 674.49
0.26306 128.19
0.35412 37.051
0.56676 5.3627
0.76293 2.4293
1.221 1.1168
1.6437 0.64319
2.6306 0.20244
3.5412 0.080428
5.6675 0.013727
7.6293 0.0036956
12.21 0.00034069
16.437 6.2138e-05
26.306 3.0938e-06
35.412 3.8228e-07
47.671 4.0624e-08
Composition Information
Node Radius DUN1 DUM2 DUM3 Water Density
0 0.001221 0.029032 0.87097 0.1 0 1.7e-12
1 0.0016437 0.058065 0.84194 0.1 0 1.7e-12
2 0.0022127 0.087097 0.8129 0.1 0 1.7e-12
3 0.0026306 0.11613 0.78387 0.1 0 1.7e-12
4 0.0035412 0.14516 0.75484 0.1 0 1.7e-12
5 0.0056675 0.17419 0.72581 0.1 0 1.7e-12
6 0.0076293 0.20323 0.69677 0.1 0 1.7e-12
7 0.01221 0.23226 0.66774 0.1 0 1.7e-12
8 0.016437 0.26129 0.63871 0.1 0 1.7e-12
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10 0.036412 0.31935 0.58066 0.1 0 1.7e-12
11 0.056676 0.34839 0.556161 0.1 0 1.7e-12
12 0.076293 0.37742 0.62268 0.1 0 1.7e-12
13 0.1221 0.40645 0.49356 0.1 0 1.7e-12
14 0.16437 0.43548 0.46452 0.1 0 1.7e-12
16 0.26306 0.46452 0.43548 0.1 0 1.7e-12
16 0.35412 0.49355 0.40646 0.1 0 1.7e-12
17 0.56675 0.52258 0.37742 0.1 0 1.7e-12
18 0.76293 0.55161 0.34839 0.1 0 1.7e-12
19 1.221 0.68065 0.31935 0.1 0 1.7e-12
20 1.6437 0.60968 0.29032 0.1 0 1.7e-12
21 2.6306 0.63871 0.26129 0.1 0 1.7e-12
22 3.5412 0.66774 0.23226 0.1 0 1.7e-12
23 5.6675 0.69677 0.20323 0.1 0 1.7e-12
24 7.6293 0.72581 0.17419 0.1 0 1.7e-12
25 12.21 0.75484 0.14516 0.1 0 1.7e-12
26 16.437 0.78387 0.11613 0.1 0 1.7e-12
27 26.306 0.8129 0.087097 0.1 0 1.7e-12
28 35.412 0.84194 0.058065 0.1 0 1.7e-12
29 47.671 0.87097 0.029032 0.1 0 1.7e-12
N = 90015.1 cm^-3 = 89.1254 ug/m^3 W = 0 ug/m^3
Aerosol Distribution after 1800 seconds
Number density
Radius dN/d(ln x)
0.001221 1230.2
0.0016437 4312.9
0.0022127 11750
0.0026306 18414
0.0035412 24064
0.0056675 17205
0.0076293 13904
0.01221 35218
0.016437 48619
0.026306 15426
0.035412 9704.8
0.056675 7202.8
0.076293 4865.8
0.1221 1825.3
0.16437 771.54
0.26306 139.86
0.35412 38.966
0.56675 5.2559
0.76293 2.2693
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9 0.026306 0.29032 0.60968 0.1 0 1.7e-12
1.221 0.98005
1.6437 0.333
2.6306 0.014929
3.6412 0.0017145
5.6675 6.8044e-05
7.6293 9.6072e-06
12.21 3.796e-07
16.437 3.9403e-08
26.306 6.0829e-10
35.412 2.5904e-11
47.671 9.3063e-12
Composition Information
Node Radius DUMI DUH2 DUM3 Water Density
0 0.001221 0.47844 0.26067 0.26089 0 1.7e-12
1 0.0016437 0.60889 0.24561 0.2455 0 1.7e-12
2 0.0022127 0.54268 0.22864 0.22868 0 1.7e-12
3 0.0026306 0.56949 0.21581 0.21471 0 1.7e-12
4 0.0035412 0.65333 0.18255 0.16412 0 1.7e-12
5 0.0056675 0.73891 0.22005 0.041044 0 1.7e-12
6 0.0076293 0.60355 0.34669 0.049756 0 1.7e-12
7 0.01221 0.59607 0.35132 0.052612 0 1.7e-12
8 0.016437 0.73506 0.22972 0.035225 0 1.7e-12
9 0.026306 0.64791 0.30247 0.04962 0 1.7e-12
10 0.035412 0.54289 0.38995 0.067158 0 1.7e-12
11 0.056675 0.50164 0.42188 0.076481 0 1.7e-12
12 0.076293 0.49729 0.42197 0.08074 0 1.7e-12
13 0.1221 0.48553 0.42795 0.086525 0 1.7e-12
14 0.16437 0.49009 0.42035 0.089558 0 1.7e-12
15 0.26306 0.49726 0.40902 0.093717 0 1.7e-12
16 0.35412 0.51443 0.38998 0.095589 0 1.7e-12
17 0.56675 0.62837 0.37286 0.098764 0 1.7e-12
18 0.76293 0.55315 0.34723 0.099622 0 1.7e-12
19 1.221 0.58138 0.31881 0.09981 0 1.7e-12
20 1.6437 0.6097 0.2903 0.099992 0 1.7e-12
21 2.6306 0.63871 0.26129 0.1 0 1.7e-12
22 3.5412 0.66774 0.23226 0.1 0 1.7e-12
23 5.6675 0.69677 0.20323 0.1 0 1.7e-12
24 7.6293 0.72581 0.17419 0.1 0 1.7e-12
25 12.21 0.75484 0.14516 0.099999 0 1.7e-12
26 16.437 0.78387 0.11613 0.099999 0 1.7e-12
27 26.306 0.8129 0.087103 0.099999 0 1.7e-12
28 35.412 0.84193 0.058076 0.099998 0 1.7e-12
29 47.671 0.87096 0.029037 0.099999 0 1.7e-12
N = 76280.2 cm'-3 = 58.2485 ug/m'3 W = 0 ug/m-3
Done!
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File arowthFunc-Exl .c
#include math.h>
#include 'NRutil.h"
#include "aerosol.h"
#define NMIN le-8
/* ----- A ---------------m _-- -_________
* GrowthFunc.c Version 1.0 July 12, 1994
* Tim Resch MIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Last modified: July 12, 1994
* Purpose: This is an example of the user-defined routine that calculates
* the mass rates for particle growth, as required by the Growth()
* function.
*
* Variables
* Dist :distribution dimensions, pointers into node, coefficient vectors
* Ii :Individual growth rates at the current node
* Isi :Change in variance due to uptake at current node
* mass :Particle mass
* radius :Particle radius* Procedure -
* For each node that has a 'significant' number density, calculate
* the mass rate at which each component is taken into or lost from
* the particle. Using the expansion for mass fractions in these rates,
* also calculate the change in variance due to this growth.
*
* The index for the jth component at node i is given by
* X[ j*Dist->NODES + i 
* where X = Dist->NXI (mass fraction), Dist->NSI (variance) j=O,#comp-1
* = Dist->GAM (activity coefficient) j=O,#simple electrolytes-i
void Growthfunc(int Node, int NS, double *Ii, double *Isi, struct aer *Dist)
{
int j;
double mass, radius;
if (Dist->NNOFM[Node] > NMIN) {
mass = Dist->Mmin*exp(Dist->Wgam*Dist->NMASS [Node);
radius = pow(3.0 *mass/(4.0*MPI*Dist->NDEN[Node]), (1.0/3.0));
Ii[O] = .Oe-5*mass/radius;
Ii [l] = 1. Oe-6*mass*(0.5-Dist->NXI [Dist->NODES+Node]);
Ii[2] = 0.0;
Isi[O] = 0.0;
Isi [1 = 1. Oe-6*mass* (Dist->NSI Dist->NODES+Node]);
Isi[2 = 0.0;
} else for(j=O;j<NS;j++) Ii[j] = Isi[j] = 0.0;
l 
. ... 
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; ........... .......... m, , ,
File Example2.dat
Species: OC DUMI
Cat: H Na NH4
Anions: Cl N03 S04
I
Fila rXmfnnla2 I. ln
******************* INPUT SUMMARY *******************
2 Non-electrolytes: OC DUM1
3 Cations: H Na NH4
3 Anions: C1 N03 S04
9 Electrolytes identified.
Ion map I Cl N03 S04
H I HC1 HN03 H2S04
Na I NaCl NaN03 Na2S04
NH4 I NH4Cl NH4N03 (NH4)2S04
Electrolyte Cation Anion
_ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - -
HC1
HN03
H2S04
NaCl
NaN03
Na2S04
NH4C1
NH4N03
(NH4)2S04
H
H
H
Na
Na
Na
NH4
NH4
NH4
C1
N03
S04
Cl
N03
S04
C1
N03
S04
Full stoichiometry table
HC1
HN03
H2S04
NaCl
NaN03
Na2S04
NH4Cl
NH4N03
(NH4)2S04
Na2SO4*10H20
3NH4N03*(NH4)2S04
H Na NH4 C1 N03 S04
I 1 0 0 1 0 0
I 1
12
10
10
10
10
10
10
I0
10
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
1 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0
2 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0
0 2 0 0 1
2 0 0 0 1
0 5 0 3 1
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F_
2NH4N03*(NH4)2S04
baNO3*Na2S04*2H20
4(NH4)2S04*H2S04
Na2SO4*(NH4)2SO4*4H20
NaHS04
NH4HS04
0 0 4 0
0 3 0 0
2 0 8 0
10 2 2 0
1i 1 0 0
I1 0 1 0
Possible complexes: 8
Complex stoichiometry
Na2SO4*10H20
3NH4N03*(NH4)2S04
2NH4N03*(NH4)2S04
NaNO03*Na2SO4*2H20
4(NH4)2S04*H2S04
Na2S04*(NH4)2S04*4H20
NaHS04
NH4HS04
HC1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
HN03
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Non-ionic Species
OC
DUM1
H.W. S.G.
12.011 2.267
70.000 1.700
Ion H.W. de dG Cp z
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
H
Na
NH4
C1
N03
S04
1.008
22.990
18.039
36.453
62.005
96.062
0.000
-240.120
-132.510
-167.159
-207.360
-909.270
0.000 0.000 1
-261.905 46.400 1
-79.310 79.900 1
-131.228 -136.400 -1
-110.630 -86.600 -1
-744.530 -293.000 -2
Electrolyte M.W. S.G. dH dG Cp qO qi B' pC
HC1
EN03
H2S04
NaC1
NaN03
Na2S04
NH4C1
NH4N03
(NH4)2S04
Na2SO4*10H20
3NH4N03*(NH4)2S04
2NH4N03*(NH4)2S04
NaN03*Na2SO4*2H20
4(NH4)2S04*H2S04
Na2SO4*(NH4)2SO4*4H20
36.461
63.013
98.078
58.443
84.995
142.041
53.492
80.044
132.139
142.041
372.270
292.226
227.036
626.634
274.180
1.187
1.503
1.841
2.165
2.261
2.680
1.527
1.725
1.769
0.645
2.000
2.000
1.220
2.000
1.584
-92.307
-174.100
-813.989
-411.153
-467.850
-1465.800
-314.430
-365.570
-1180.850
-4327.260
-95.299
-80.710
-690.003
-384.138
-367.000
-1272.680
-203.440
-183.870
-902.870
-3646.850
-2264.220 -1460.710
-1900.800 -1275.850
-2474.690 -2118.300
0.000 90.000
-3739.800 -3130.816
29.120 6.00 -0.0027
109.870 2.20 -0.0027
138.910 0.65 -0.0027
50.500 2.43 0.0035
92.880 -0.66 -0.0250
128.200 -0.32 -0.0027
84.100 0.72 -0.0035
139.300 -1.21 -0.0086
187.490 -0.20 -0.0083
128.200
605.400
466.000
221.800
10.000
316.000
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2 1
1 i
0 5
0 2
0 1
0 1
H2S04
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.5
0.5
NaCl
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
NaN03
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.380
-0.488
0.218
1.650
1.260
0.927
0.943
0.550
0.720
1..
1.E
2.1
1.[
1.
1.'
1..
120.059 2.435 -1125.500
115.108 1.780 -1026.960
-992.800 85.000
-823.000 127.500
File Example2
1 00
1.6e-12
0.00030201
0.00070788
0.0024171
0.0082533
0.028181
0.096226
0.32857
1.1219
3.8308
13.081
44.664
2.0076
3437.2
1.9762e+06
5.4154e+06
2.4746e+05
27665
213.7
1.0989
0.019711
2.9035e-05
3.6325e-09
0.1376
0.1286
0.1195
0.1105
0.1016
0.0925
0.0835
0.0744
0.0654
0.0564
0.0564
0.0104
0.0100
0.0096
0.0092
0.0088
0.0084
0.0080
0.0076
0.0072
0.0068
0.0068
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3476
0.3090
0.2704
0.2317
0.1931
0.1545
0.1159
0.0772
0.0386
0.0000
0.0000
0.3643 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0934 0.0467 0.0000
0.3238
0.2833
0.2429
0.2024
0.1619
0.1214
0.0810
0.0405
0.0000
0,0000
0.027
0.053
0.080
0.106
0.133
0.159
0.186
0.212
0.239
0.239
0.039
0.077
0.116
0.154
0.193
0.231
0.270
0.308
0.347
0.347
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0830
0.0726
0.0623
0.0519
0.0415
0.0311
0.0208
0.0104
0.0000
0.0000
0.0415
0.0363
0.0311
0.0259
0.0208
0.0156
0.0103
0.0050
0.0000
0.0000
0.0390
0.0780
0.1169
0.1559
0.1949
0.2339
0.2728
0.3118
0.3508
0.3508
I
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Appendix E
Aerosol model program Istings
File Nakefile
NRFILES = NRutil.o NRprog.o
AEROSOLI = Aerosol.o Driver.o Initialize.o Splines.o ReadRunfile.o ReadInput.o
AEROSOL2 = Output.o Timesteps.o Coagulation.o Growth.o Removal.o Emissions.o
ELECI = PhaseScreen.o DrhAwWater.o GetIsfEtc.o Solids.o
ELEC2 = Gradient.o MixedParticle.o PhaseCalc.o odes.o GrowthFunc.o
SETUPFILES = Setup.o lex.setup.o
aerosol: $(NRFILES) $(AEROSOL1) $(AEROSOL2) $(ELECi) $(ELEC2)
cc - $(NRFILES) $(AEROSOL1) $(AEROSOL2) $(ELEC1) $(ELEC2) -11 -lm -o aerosol
NRutil.o: NRutil.h
cc -c - NRutil.c
NRprog.o: NRprog.h NRutil.h
cc -c - NRprog.c
Aerosol.o:
cc -c - Aerosol.c
Driver.o: aerosol.h
cc -c - Driver.c
Initialize.o: aerosol.h NRutil.h
cc -c - Initialize.c
ReadRunfile.o: aerosol.h NRutil.h
cc -c - ReadRunfile.c
ReadInput.o: aerosol.h
cc -c - ReadInput.c
Output.o: aerosol.h
cc -c - Output.c
Splines.o: NRprog.h NRutil.h
cc -c -O Splines.c
Timesteps.o: NRprog.h NRutil.h aerosol.h
cc -c -O Timesteps.c
Coagulation.o: NRprog.h NRutil.h aerosol.h
cc -c -O Coagulation.c
Growth.o: NRutil.h aerosol.h
cc -c -O Growth.c
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Growthfunc.o: NRutil.h aerosol.h
cc -c - Growthfunc.c
Removal.o: NRprog.h aerosol.h
cc -c -0 Removal.c
Emissions.o: aerosol.h
cc -c - Emissions.c
PhaseScreen.o: NRprog.h NRutil.h aerosol.h
cc -c -O PhaseScreen.c
DrhAwWater.o: NRprog.h NRutil.h aerosol.h
cc -c - DrhAwWater.c
GetIsfEtc.o: NRutil.h aerosol.h
cc -c -O GetIsfEtc.c
Solids.o: NRprog.h NRutil.h aerosol.h
cc -c -O Solids.c
Gradient.o: aerosol.h
cc -c -O Gradient.c
MixedParticle.o: NRprog.h NRutil.h aerosol.h
cc -c - HixedParticle.c
PhaseCalc.o: NRprog.h NRutil.h aerosol.h
cc -c -O PhaseCalc.c
Modes.o: NRprog.h aerosol.h
cc -c - Hodes.c
setup: $(SETUPFILES)
cc - $(SETUPFILES) -11 -lm -o setup
rm $(SETUPFILES)
Setup.o: aerosol.h
cc -c - -Olimit 750 Setup.c
lex.setup.o: aerosol.h
cc -c - lex.setup.c
File aerosol.h
#include <stdio.h>
* Include file aerosol.h Version 3.0 March 3, 1992
* Tim Resch MIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Last modified: June 14, 1994
* Purpose: Contains structures and macros used in the aerosol dynamics model
* as well as function prototypes for common routines.
Structures -
* props :component properties
* info :miscellaneous data required by aerosol module
* aer :distribution data and pointers into aerosol/coeffs vectors
* Droplet :data generated for each droplet during phase determination
struct props {
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char ame[303;
double MW;
double SG;
double DHf;
double DGf;
double Cp;
double KmqO;
double Kmql;
double Bst;
double SdenO;
double Sdenl;
double Dp;
int Chrg;
struct aer {
int NODES;
int NFED;
int NCOEF;
int AER;
int COF;
double Mmin;
double Wgam;
double DW;
double *Eta;
double **CMAT;
double *NMASS;
double *NNOFM;
double *NDEN;
double *NWTR;
double *NXI;
double *NSI;
double *GAN;
double *NU;
double *DEN;
double *WTR;
double *XI;
double *SI;
};
struct info {
double Temp;
double Press;
double rh;
double Time;
double PTime;
double **Vx;
int COAG;
int GROW;
int SINK;
int SOURCE;
int NELEC;
int ECNPX;
/* species name
/* Molecular Weight
/* Specific gravity
/* enthalpy of formation, kJ/mole
/* Gibbs free energy of formation, kJ/mole
/* heat capacity, J/mole K
/* Kusik and Meissner parameter (electrolytes only)
/* Temperature dependence coefficient for KM
/* Surface tension linear dependence factor
/* Solution density parameter eO
/* Solution density parameter alpha
/* Single component deliquescence point
/* ionic charge (ions only)
/* number of collocation nodes in aerosol distribution
/* number of finite elements in aerosol distribution
/* number of coefficients required for cubic eplines
/* total number of entries required in aerosol vector
/* total number of entries required in coeffs. vector
/* minimum dry mass in aerosol distribution, in grams
/* mass range factor for distribution, = ln(Mmax/Hmin)
/* element width in dimensionless coord. (1.0/# elem)
/* vector of local node coordinates
;/* inverted matrix for cubic splines
/* pointer into aerosol at start of mass entries
/* pointer into aerosol at start of number densities
/*1
/*
/*I
/*c
/*c
/*
/*
/*I
/*c
pointer
pointer
pointer
pointer
pointer
pointer
pointer
pointer
pointer
pointer
into
into
into
into
into
into
into
into
into
into
aerosol at
aerosol at
aerosol at
aerosol at
aerosol at
coeffs for
coeffs for
coeffs for
coeffs for
coeffs for
start of particle densities
start of water contents
start of mass fractions
start of variances
start of variances
number densities
particle densities
water contents
mass fractions
variances
system temperature (in K)
system pressure (in mbars)
system relative humidity
Total simulation time for distribution
Time of last phase determination
stoichiometric electrolyte-complex mapping
flag to indicate type of coagulation calculation
flag to indicate if particle growth is possible
flag to indicate if particle sink term requested
flag to indicate if particle source term requested
number of electrolytes
number of salt complexes possible in aerosols
*/
*/
*/
*/
*t/
*/
*/
*~/
/
/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
/
*/
/
*t/
/
*t/
*t/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*t/
*/
*/
*/
/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
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int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
NCAT;
NANI;
NOTHR;
NSPEC;
NE1;
NC1;
NA1;
NX1;
NO1;
*Vc;
*Va;
**Vk;
**Ionmap;
ruct Droplet {
int Ncp,
Nap,
Nxp;
int *Cid,
*Aid,
*Id,
*Xid,
*Na,
*Nc;
double **Kmq,
**gmix;
double *mi,
*Mu,
*Isf,
*Isj,
*Solubl
*Ions,
*Wet,
*Cf,
*Cfj,
*Zi,
*Zj;
double Aw,
Dens,
Fac,
Itot,
Mass,
Scale,
Temp,
VIns,
VSol;
/* number of cations
/* number of anions
/* number of "'other" components
/* total number of species (ions, elec., other)
/* starting index for electrolytes
/* starting index for cations
/* starting index for anions
/* starting index for complexes
/* starting index for "other" species
/* id number of cation in electrolyte
/* id number of anion in electrolyte
/* stoichiometric electrolyte-ion mapping
/* cation and anion to electrolyte mapping
/* Number of cations present
/* Number of anions present
/* Number of hydrates/complexes present
/* Global id mapping vector for cations present
/* Global id mapping vector for anions present
/* Global id mapping vector for electrolytes present
/* Global id mapping vector for complexes present
/* Local id of anion in electrolyte k
/* Local id of cation in electrolyte k
/* Temperature correct6d Heissner parameters
/* Mixed solution mean activity coefficients
/* Ion molality vector
/* T-corrected standard state chemical potentials
/* Ionic strength fraction vector
/* Pointer for anions in ionic fraction vector
e, /* Vector containing total amounts of all ions
/* Vector containing total amounts of all ions
/* Pointer into Ions for ions in solution
/* Charge fraction vector
/* Pointer for anions in charge fraction vector
/* Ion charge vector
/* Pointer into ion charge vector for anions
/* Solution water activity
/* Current droplet density (solution + solids)
/* Water pressure factor due to curvature
/* Total ionic strength of solution
/* Unscaled mass of dry particle
/* Scale factor to convert mass to true particle mass
/* Current temperature of the solution
/* Unscaled volume of insoluble material in droplet
/* Unscaled volume of soluble material in droplet
/* MACRO DEFINITIONS */
#define BMK(q) (0.75-0.065*(q)) /* These two are from Meissner's eqns. */
#define CMHK(q,I) (1.0+0.055*(q)*exp(-0.023*(I)*(I)*(I)))
/*_ _ _ _ _ _
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st:
*1
*1
*1
*1/
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1/
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1/
*1
* Macros to get ionic stoichiometries using struct Misc
* VC(k,i) => #cat(i) in elec(k), VXC(k,i) => #cat(i) in complex(k), etc.
* ---------------------------- __-- -- --- +/
#define VC(k,i) ((double)Misc.Vk[IdEk] CidEi])
#define VA(k,j) ((double)Misc.Vk[Idk] H[Misc.NCAT+Aid[Cj])
#define VXC(k,i) ((double)Misc.Vk[Misc.NELEC+Xid[k] [Cid[i])
#define VXA(k,j) ((double)Misc.Vk[Misc.NELEC+XidCk]] Misc.NCAT+Aid[j)])
#define VXK(kx,k) (Misc.Vx[Xid[kx] [Id[k]3)
* Macros to get ionic stoichiometries when struct Misc is in pointer form
* VCp(k,i) => #cat(i) in elec(k), VXCp(k,i) => #cat(i) in complex(k), etc.
* ----------------------------------------
#define VCp(k,i) ((double)Misc->Vk[Drop->Id k][ Drop->CidEi] )
#define VAp(k,j ) ((double)Misc->Vk[Drop->IdEk][ Misc->NCAT+Drop->Aid[j )
#define VXCp(k,i) ((double)Misc->Vk [isc->NELEC+Drop->XidEk] Drop->Cid [il )
#define VXAp(k,j) ((double)Misc->Vk[Misc->NELEC+Drop->Xid [k] [Misc->NCAT+Drop->Aid[j )
#define VXKp(kx,k) ((double)Misc->Vx[Drop->XidEkx] [Drop->Id[k] )
* Commonly used physical constants, etc.
#define Rg 8.31441
* FUNCTION PROTOTYPES =================== */
extern void Initialize(char *fname);
extern void CRem(double *Int2, struct aer *Dist);
extern void CProd(double *Intl, struct aer *Dist);
extern void FreeStorage(struct info *Misc, struct aer *Dist);
extern void CubicSpline(double **cbspln, double *eta, int Nel);
extern void Grouth(double Adsorb, struct aer *Dist, struct info *Misc);
extern void SemiImplicit(double dt, struct aer *Dist, struct info *Misc);
extern void Emissions(double *Sources, struct aer *Dist, struct info *Misc);
extern void Density(struct aer *Dist, struct info *Misc, struct props *Data);
extern void TimeOde(double dt, struct aer *Dist, struct info *Misc, int type);
extern void WriteRestart(char *fname, struct info *Misc, struct aer *Dist,
double *aerosol);
extern void CalcCoeff(double **Invmatrix, double *Collvector, double *Coeffs,
int NNodes, int NCoeff, int Mode);
extern void Display(FILE *fp, int flabel, int mode, struct aer *Dist,
struct props *Data, struct info *Misc);
extern void Removal(double *Sinks, struct aer *Dist, struct info *Misc,
int Dmode, int Wmode, double amin, double amax);
extern double EffPoint(double Mdp);
extern void GetCf(struct Droplet *Drop);
extern void GetIsf(struct Droplet *Drop);
extern double AMix(struct Droplet *Drop);
extern void Meissner(struct Droplet *Drop);
extern double CritPoint(struct Droplet *Drop);
extern double Water(double *Ions, double Rh, struct Droplet *Drop);
extern void GetKmq(struct Droplet *Drop, struct props *Data, struct info *Misc);
extern void GetChrg(struct Droplet *Drop, struct props *Data, struct info *Misc);
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. .
extern void GetMu(int Nep, struct Droplet *Drop, struct props *Data,
struct info *Misc);
extern double CalcMdp(double *Wtr, struct Droplet *Drop, struct props *Data,
struct info *Misc);
extern double Drh(int Np, double *mk, double *mole, struct Droplet *Drop,
struct info *Misc);
extern double GetCfac(int flag, double water, struct Droplet *Drop,
struct info *Misc, struct props *Data);
extern double GetCfac(double water, struct Droplet *Drop, struct info *Misc,
struct props *Data);
extern void Gradient(int Np, double *Gk, double Aw, struct Droplet *Drop,
struct info *Misc);
extern void PhaseScreen(double Rh, double Temp, struct aer *Dist,
struct info *Misc, struct props *Data);
extern void MixedParticle(int *Fsol, double *Wtr, double Rh,
struct Droplet *Drop, struct props *Data, struct info *Misc);
extern void Getsolids(int flag, int *map, double Rh, double water, double *Solid,
struct Droplet *Drop, struct props *Data, struct info *Misc);
extern double PhaseCalc(int n, int n2, int *map, double *nwet, double *wet,
double Rh, double wtry, double min, struct Droplet *Drop, struct info *Misc);
File Setup.c
#include <ctype.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <strings.h>
#include "aerosol.h"
#define DATAFILE "data.dat" /* Name of file containing mapping and data */
#define EMAX 40 /* Max. number of simple electrolytes */
#define XHAX 20 /* Max. number of electrolyte complexes */
#define IAX 10 /* Max. number of cations or anions (each) */
/* 
* Program setup Version 2.0 September 16, 1993
* Tim Resch MIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Last modified: March 24, 1994
* Purpose: This program takes input from two files -- (1) a user-provided
file, 'name'.dat, which lists the cations, anions, and nonionic species
expected in the system, and (2) a datafile (defined in DATAFILE)
t* that contains ion-electrolyte and elec.-complex mappings as well
* as physical property, thermodynamic constants, and other
miscellaneous data for each component.
c* The program reads the ions and nonionic species from the input
file and uses the data file to determine the electrolytes and
* complexes possible, generate the appropriate maps and form-the data
structures for each component. This information is stored in a
binary file 'name'.run, and written to a log file 'name'.log.
* The input file consists of the following:
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Keyword
Species
Cations
%n
Anions
%
Following information
__--_______________________
list of nonionic species names corresponding to entries
in data file
(list terminator)
list of cation names corresponding to entries
in data file
(list terminator)
list of anion names corresponding to entries
in data file
(file terminator)
* Example:
* Species: ACETONE %%
* Cation: Na %/
* Anions: C1 N03 S04
* %%
* Note: the keywords need not be in any particular order
* Binary data file format:
* Ncomp - Nani (int)
* comp[0,Ncomp+Nelec-1] (struct props)
* complex[O,Ncx-1] (struct props)
* cation[O,Ncat-1] (struct props)
* anion[O,Nani-1] (struct props)
* Vc[O,Ncat-1] (int)
* Va[O,Nani-1) (int)
* Nelec*Vk[O,Ncat+Nani-1] (int)
* Ncat*Ionmap[0,Nani-1] (int)
* Ncx*Vcplx[O,Nelec] (int)
* Functions
* yylex - routine generated by lex to read user input file
* readcomment - routine to read past comments in data file
* Variables
* File pointers
* fin :input file flog :log file
* fdat :data file frun :binary run file
* Property structures
* comp :nonionic species and electrolytes cation :cations
* complex :complex electrolytes and hydrates anion :anions
* Counters
* Ncomp, nc :nonionic species Nelec, ne :electrolytes
* Ncx, nx :complexes/hydrates Ncat, nc :cations
* Ntot, nall :total of all types Nani, na :anions
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
* i,j,k :miscellaneous It[6]: (Ncomp,Nelec,Ncx,Ncat,Nani)
* Stoichiometry tables
* Vck :cation - elec. Vak :anion-elec. Vcx :elec-complex
* Vxc, Vxc2 :cation - complex Vxa, Vxa2: anion - complex
* Mapping vectors/tables
* Vc: elec-cation Ionmap: cation - anion - electrolyte table
* Va: elec-anion Vcplx: elec-complex (temporary)
* Temporary input variables
* dl-dlO, vct, vat, z, nl, n2, name, dum
* Flags
* flag: complex elec. match found found: species match found
* type: species type (o/e/x/c/a)
* Other:
* oname: file name for log, binary run files
*
extern int yylex(FILE *fin, int *Ncomp, int *Ncat, int *Nani,
struct props sl[], struct props s2[], struct props s3[]);
main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
void readcomment(FILE *fp);
void ferr(char *sl, char *s2);
FILE *fin, *flog, *fdat, *frun;
struct props comp[EMAX], complex[XMAX], cation[CIAX], anion[INAX];
char nlt30], n2[30], name[30],oname[30] ,dam[80], type[l];
int Nt[6],Ncomp,Nelec,Ncx,Ncat,Nani,Ntot,no,ne,nx,nc,na,nall;
int i,j,k,flag,found,vct,vat,z;
int Vck CEMAX] [IMAX], Vak [EMAX C[IMAX], Ionmap [IMAX] [IMAX];
int Vxc2EXMAX] [IMAX], Vxa2[XMAX] [IMAX], Va[EMAX,Vc[EMAX ,VcplxEMAX];
double dl,d2,d3,d4,dS,d6,d7,d8,d9,dlO;
double Vcx[EMAX] EXMAX], Vxc [XMAX] [IMAX], Vxa[XHAX] CIMAX];
* Open & check input, runfile, log, and data files
*if (argc<2 /
if (argc<2) {
fprintf(stderr,"\nUsage:: /%s infile \n",argv [0);
exit(l);
}
strcpy(oname,argv[1]); strcat(oname,".dat"); /* Species list file */
if ((fin=fopen(oname,"r")) == NULL) ferr("Unable to open input file",oname);
strcpy(oname,argv[1]); strcat(oname,".log"); /* Log file to check input */
if ((flog=fopen(oname,"w")) == NULL) ferr("Unable to create log file",oname);
strcpy(oname,argv[1]); strcat(oname,".run"); /* Binary runfile */
if ((frun=fopen(oname,"wb")) == NULL) ferr("Unable to create run file",oname);
if ((fdat = fopen(DATAFILE,"r"))==NULL) /* Species, ion data file */
ferr("Unable to open data file",DATAFILE);
/*-
* Call yylex to read input file
* …/
Ncat = Nani = 0;
yylex(fin, &Ncomp, &Ncat, &Nani, comp, cation, anion);
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- - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -
-
iclose(fin);/* ---- -- _____
* Report number and name of each type in input file
* 
_-- __--_----------_-------------------- /
fprintf(flog, ******************* INPUT SUMMARY *******************\n");
if (Ncomp) fprintf(flog,"%d Non-electrolytes: ",Ncomp);
for(i=O; i<Ncomp;i++) fprintf(flog, "%s ",compEi]. Name);
if (Ncat) fprintf(flog,"\n%d Cations: ",Ncat);
for(i=O;i<Ncat;i++) fprintf(flog,",%s ",cation[Ci.Name);
if (Nani) fprintf(flog,"\n%d Anions: ",Nani);
for(i=O; i<Nani; i++) fprintf(flog, "%s ",anion Ci]. Name);
fprintf(flog,"\n");
/* --
* Determine simple electrolytes composed of input ions:
* 1. Read in cation name, make sure that end of map not encountered
* 2. Read in remainder of mapping line (vi, anion, v2, electrolyte)
* 3. Try to match cation name to one from input file
* 4. If cation matched, try to match anion name
* 5. If anion matched, electrolyte found, set mappings, etc.
* 6. If 'end' rad in, ion combination not found - print error
Nelec = 0;
while (Nelec<(Ncat*Nani)) {
if (fscanf(fdat,"%s",ni) != 1) ferr("Ion map damaged",DATAFILE);
else if (niO[0=='!') readcomment(fdat);
else if (strcmp(ni,"end")) 
if (fscanf(fdat,"%d %s ,d %s",kvct,n2,&vat,comp[Ncomp+Nelec ].Name) !=4)
ferr("Ion map damaged in data file",DATAFILE);
for(i=found=O;(!found k& (i<Ncat));i++) /* Match cation */
if (!strcmp(nl,cationCi] .Name)) found=i+1;
i = found-1;
if (found) for(j=found=O;(!found kk (j<Nani));j++) /* Match anion */
if (!strcmp(n2,anion[j].Name)) found=j+l;
j = found-i;
if (found) { /* Set stoichiometries and mappings */
k = Nelec++;
Vc[k] = i;
Va[k] = j;
Vckk] Ci] = vct;
VakCk]Cj] = vat;
IonmapCi] Cj] = k;
} else { /* label 'end' found - ion combinations missing */
fprintf(stderr,"Error - unable to map following ion combinations:\n");
for(i=O;i<Ncat;i++) for(j=0;j<Nani;j++)
if (!Ionmap i] [j) printf ("%s\+s\n",cation Ci].Name,anion[Cj].Name);
ferr("Check for missing entry or input file error.",oname);
}
* Skip to end of ion mapping section
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* ---------*------- - */
if (fscanf(fdat,"/,s",ni) = 1)
ferr("Ion map damaged in data ile",DATAFILE);
while (strcmp(nl,"end")){
if (ni[O]'!') (
read_comment(fdat);
if (fscanf(fdat,"%,s",nl) != 1)
ferr("Ion map damaged in data ile",DATAFILE);
} else if (fscanf(fdat,",d %,s %d %s %s",vct, dum,&vat,dum,nl) !=5)
ferr("Ion map damaged in data file",DATAFILE);
}
/* ----------------------------------------
* Print # of electrolytes, stoichiometry, and mappings to log file
* */
if (Nelec) (
fprintf(flog,"%d Electrolytes identified.\n",Nelec);
fprintf(flog,"\nIon map I ");
for(j=O;j<Nani;j++) fprintf(flog,"%-7s%7s",aniontj ].Name,"");
fpr:ntf(flog,"\n");
for(j =0;j<Nani;j++) fprintf(flog," -----------------'");
for(i=O;i<Ncat;i++) {
fprintf(flog, "\n%-7s I ",cation[i] .Name);
for(j=O;j<Nani;j++) fprintf (flog,"%-15s",comp[Ncomp+Ionmap[i] [j] ].Name);
}
fprintf (flog, "\n\n%-25s %-6s %-5s\n", "Electrolyte" ,"Cation", "Anion");
fprintf(flog,"%-25s %-6s %-Ss\n"," ----------- "," ------", "-----");
for (k=O;k<Nelec;k++) fprintf(flog,"%-25s %-6s %-5s\n",
comp[Ncomp+k].Name, cation[Vc[k]].Name,anion[Va k]].Name);
}
/,…
* Determine complexes possible with specified electrolytes:
* 1. Read in number of electrolyte in complex.
* 2. Read each electrolyte and compare to those in system
* 3. If all electrolytes are present, read in stoichiometry of
* each electrolyte and the associated numer of waters.
Ncx = 0;
do {
if (fscanf(fdat,"%c",&type[O]) != 1)
ferr("Data file damaged between ion map and complex list",DATAFILE);
if (type[O] == '!') readcomment(fdat);
) while (!isdigit(type[0]));
while ((ne = atoi(type))>O) { /* match each electrolyte */
for(i=flag=O;((!flag) kk (i<ne));i++) {
if (fscanf(fdat,"/.s",name) ! 1)
ferr("Data file damaged in complex list.",DATAFILE);
for(k=found=O;((!found) kt k<Nelec);k++) {
if (! strcmp(comp[k+Ncomp] .Name,name)) 
found++;
VcplxEi] = k;
}
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- - -- - - - - - -- - - -- - -- - - -- 
- - -- - --- - --- - ---- --- 
- - ---- - ---
if (found==O) flag++;
if (!flag) { /* Complex may exist - read in stoichiometry */
for(i-O;i<ne;i++) if (fscanf(fdat,"%lf",&Vcx[NcxJ CVcplxCi3J) != 1)
terr("Error in complex mapping stoichiometry", DATAFILE);
if (fscanf(fdat,"/,lf s" ,Vcx[Ncx] [Nelec ],complex[Ncx].Name) != 2)
ferr("Unrecognized complex name",DATAFILE);
Ncx++;
} else fgets(dum,80,fdat);
do {
if (fscanf(fdat,"/c",ttype[CO) != 1) ferr("Complex list error",DATAFILE);
if (type[O] == '!') readcomment(fdat);
} while (!isdigit(type[0]));
}
/ --
* Calculate stoichiometry of ions in complexes
* ----------------------------------------
for(k=O;k<Ncx;k++) {
for(ne=O;ne<Nelec;ne++) if (Vcx[k] Cne>O.O0) {
i = Vc[ne]; j = Va[ne];
Vxctk] i] += VcxCk] Cne]*Vck[ne] Ci];
Vxa[k] Cj] += Vcx[Ck] ne]*Vak[ne] Cj];
}
}
for(k=O;k<Ncx;k++) {
for(i=O;i<Ncat;i++) Vxc2C[k]i] = (int)Vxc[Ck i];
for(j=O;j<Nani;j++) Vxa2Ck]Cj] = (int)Vxa[k][j];
}
/* 
* Report total stoichiometry table to log file
-------------------- /--------------------
if (Nelec) {
fprintf (flog, "\n%-30s" ,"Full stoichiometry table");
for(i=O;i<Ncat;i++) fprintf(flog, "%Ss ",cation i].Name);
for(j=O;j<Nani;j++) fprintf(flog,"%Ss ",anion[j] .Name);
fprintf (f log, "\n,30s", "");
for(i=O; i<Ncat+Nani; i++) fprintf (flog,"------");
fprintf(flog,"\n");
for(k=O;k<Nelec;k++) {
fprintf(flog,"%-30s I ",comp[Ncomp+k].Name);
for(i=O; i<Ncat; i++) fprintf(fog,"%-Sd ",Vck[k] [i]);
for(j=O;j<Nani;j++) fprintf(flog,"%-Sd ",Vak k][j]);
fprintf(flog, "\n");
for(k=O;k<Ncx;k++) {
fprintf (flog,"%-30s I ", complex [k].Name);
for(i=O;i<Ncat;i++) fprintf(flog,"%-Sd ",Vxc2 k] Ci]);
for(j=O;j<Nani;j++) fprintf(flog,"%-5d ",Vxa2[k C[j]);
fprintf (flog, "\n");
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/* ----
8 Report complex mapping to log file
* ___ ___ -- ------- */
it (Ncx>O) {
fprintf(flog,"\nPossible complexes: d\n\n",Ncx);
fprintf (flog,"Complex stoichiometry\n%-26s ","==== …..==.=====.=== =");
for(i=0;i<Nelec;i++) fprintf(flog,"%-15s ",comp[Ncomp+i ].Name);
fprintf (flog, "%-15s\n","Water");
for(k=O;k<Ncx;k++) {
fprintf(flog,"%,-25s ",complex [k].Name);
for(i=0;i<=Nelec;i++) fprintf (flog," %3.lf%lls ",Vcx[k [i] ,"");
fprintf (flog, "\n");
}
* Obtain thermodynamic and physical data for all species:
* 1. Read species name and ensure that not at end of list
* 2. Read species type flag (e = simple electrolyte, c = cation,
* a = anion, x = complex electrolyte, o = other)
* 3. Read in remainder of data entry, dependent on species type
* 4. If not all of this type have been found, search properties
* structure to find a match.
* 5. If match found, assign data to appropriate elements
----------------------------------------
Ntot = Ncomp+Nelec+Ncx+Ncat+Nani;
nall=nc=na=ne=nx=no=O;
nameCO] = '\O';
do {
if (fscanf(fdat,"%s",name) != 1) ferr("Damage type 1",DATAFILE);
if (name[O] == '!') readcomment(fdat);
} while (name[O] == '!');
while (strcmp(name,"end") && (nall<Ntot)) {
if (fscanf(fdat,"%s",type) != 1) ferr("Damage type 2",DATAFILE);
if (type[O] == '!') readcomment(fdat);
else if (type[O] == 'e') { /* electrolytes */
if (fscanf(fdat,"%lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf", &dl, d2,
&d3, &d4, &dS, &d6, d7, d8, d9, dlO) != 10)
ferr("Damage in electrolyte data section",DATAFILE);
if (ne<Nelec) for(k=found=O;(!found && (k<Nelec));k++) {
i = Ncomp+k;
if(!strcmp(name,comp[i].Name)) {
comp[i].HW = dl;
comp[i.SG = d2;
compEi].DHf = d3;
compEi].DGf = d4;
compEi].Cp = d5;
compEi].KmqO = d6;
compEi].Kmql = d7;
compEi].Bst = d8;
compi].SdenO = d9;
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comp[i].Sdenl = dlO;
found++;ne++;nall++;
}
}
} else if (type[O] == 'x') { /* complexes */
if (fscanf(fdat,"%lf %lf %lf %lf %lf", &dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, d5) != 5)
ferr("Damage in complex data section",DATAFILE);
if (nx<Ncx) for(k=found=O;(!iound && (k<Ncx));k++)
if(!strcmp(name,complex[k].Name)) {
complex[k].MW = dl;
complex[k].SG = d2;
complex[k].DHf = d3;
complex[k].DGf = d4;
complex[k].Cp = d5;
found++;nx++;nall++;
}
} else if (type[O] == 'c') { /* cations */
if (fscanf(fdat,"%lf %lf %lf %lf %d", &dl, d2, d3, &d4, &z) != 5)
ferr("Damage in cation data section",DATAFILE);
if (nc<Ncat) for(k=found=O;(!found &t (k<Ncat));k++)
if(!strcmp(name,cation[k].Name)) {
cation[k].MW = dl;
cation[k].DHf = d2;
cation[k].DGf = d3;
cation[k].Cp = d4;
cation[k].Chrg = z;
found++;nc++;nall++;
}
} else if (type[O] == 'a') { /* anions */
if (fscanf(fdat,"%lf %lf %lf %lf %d", &dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &z) != 5)
ferr("Damage in anion data section",DATAFILE);
if (na<Nani) for(k=found=O;(!found && (k<Nani));k++)
if(!strcmp(name,anion[k].Name)) {
anion[k].MW = dl;
anion[k].DHf = d2;
anion[k].DGf = d3;
anion[k].Cp = d4;
anion[k].Chrg = z;
found++;na++;nall++;
}
I else { /* all other species */
if (fscanf(fdat,"%lf %,lf", &dl, &d2) != 2)
ferr("Damage in 'other' data section",DATAFILE);
if (no<Ncomp) for(k=found=O;(!found && (k<Ncomp));k++)
if(!strcmp(name,compk] .Name)) {
comp[k].MW = dl;
comp[k].SG = d2;
found++;no++;nall++;
}
do {
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if (fscanf(fdat,"%s",name) != 1) ferr("Damage type 1",DATAFILE);
if (name[0] == '!') readcomment(fdat);
} while (name[0] == '!');
}
fclose(fdat); /* All data read in from DATAFILE */
* Make sure that data has been read in for all species
* ----------------------------------------
if (nall<Ntot) {
fprintf(stderr,"\n\nError: Unidentified species in input file:\n");
if (no<Ncomp) for(k=O;k<Ncomp;k++) if (comp[k].MW<=O.O)
fprintf(stderr,"%s (type o)\n",comp[k].Name);
if (ne<Nelec) for(k=O;k<Nelec;k++) if (comp[k+Ncomp] .MW<=O.O)
fprintf(stderr, "%s (type e)\n",comp[k+Ncomp].Name);
if (nx<Ncx) for(k=O;k<Ncx;k++) if (complex[k].MW<=O.O)
fprintf(stderr, "Y.s (type x)\n",complex[k].Name);
if (nc<Ncat) for(k=O;k<Ncat;k++) if (cation[k].MW<=O.O)
fprintf(stderr, "%s (type c)\n",cation[k] .Name);
if (na<Nani) for(k=O;k<Nani;k++) if (anion[k].MW<=O.O)
fprintf(stderr,"%s (type a)\n",anion[k].Name);
ferr("Either correct input file or modify data file",DATAFILE);
}
* Report data to log file
if (Ncomp) { /* Nonionic species */
fprintf (flog,"\nY.-30s %/7s %5s\n","Non-ionic Species","M.W. ","S.G.");
fprintf(flog,"%30s %7s %5s\n","------------------------------
II _,, _ _ _ _ -- U , ) ;
for(k=O;k<Ncomp;k++) fprintf(flog,"%-31s%7.31f %5.31f\n",
comp[k].Name,compEk].MW,comp[k].SG);
fprintf(flog,"\n");
}
if (Nelec) {
fprintf(flog,"%-30s %7s %9s %9s %8s %2s\n","Ion","M.W. ","dH ",
"dG ","Cp ""z")
fprintf(flog,"%30s %7s %9s %9s %8s %2s\In",------------------------------
I .... I_____ ....._ _II__Sl )
for(k=O;k<Ncat;k++) /* cations */
fprintf(flog,"%-30s %7.31f 9.31f %9.31f %8.31f %d\n",cation[k].Name,
cationEk].M W,cation[k].DHf,cation[k].DGf,cation [k].Cp,cation k]. Chrg);
for(k=O;k<Nani;k++) /* anions */
fprintf (flog, "%-30s %7.31f %9.31f %9.31f %8.31f -%d\n",anion[k ].Name,
anion[k].MW,anionk]. DHf,anion k].DGf,anion k].Cp, anionk].Chrg);
fprintf(flog,"\n%-30s %7s %5s %9s %9s %.8s %5s %7s %6s %5s %6s\n",
"Electrolyte","M.W. ","S.G.","dH ","dG "," Cp ","qO ","qi
"B' ","pO ","pi ");
"B) *~, P  p1
fprintf(flog,"%30s %7s %Ss %9s %9s %8s %5s %7s %6s %5s %6s\n",
*I____ __ ______ 
_____ 
I_._ 
_ II.
**._____ ____ I, __I _I II );
for(k=Ncomp;k<Ncomp+Nelec;k++). { /* electrolytes */
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fprintf (flog, "%-30s %7.31f %5.31f %9.31f %9.31f %8.31f ",comp [k]. Name,
comp k]. MW,comp [k].SG,comp[k] .DHf,comp[k]. DGf,comp [k].Cp);
fprintf(flog,"%5.21f %7.41f %6.31f %5.31f %6.31lf\n",comp[k].KmqO,
comp[k].Kmql,compEk].Bst,comp[k] .SdenO,comp[k].Sdenl);
}
for(k=O;k<Ncx;k++) /* Complexes */
fprintf (flog, "%-30s %7.31f %5.31f %9.31f %9.31f %8.31f\n",
complex[k].Name, complex[k] .MW,complex[k].SG,complex[k].DHf,
complex[k].DGf,complex[k].Cp);
}
fclose(flog);
/*
* Write info to binary run file
/*
* Number of organics, electrolytes, complexes, cations, and anions
* ----------------------------------------- /
Nt[O] = Ncomp; Nt[1] = Nelec; Nt[2] = Ncx;
Nt[3 = Ncat; Nt[4] = Nani; Nt[5] = Ntot;
if ((fwrite(Nt, sizeof(int), 6, frun)) != 6)
ferr("Error while writing counters",oname);
* Property structures for organics & elec, complexes, cation, anions
found = fwrite(comp, sizeof(struct props), Ncomp Nelec, frun);
found = fwrite(comp, sizeof(struct props), Ncomp + Nelec, frun);
found += fwrite(complex, sizeof(struct props), Ncx, frun);
found += fwrite(cation, sizeof(struct props), Ncat, frun);
found += fwrite(anion, sizeof(struct props), Nani, frun);
if (found<Ntot) ferr("Error while writing property structures",oname);
/*
* Electrolyte-ion lists
* --------------------- /
found = fwrite(Vc, sizeof(int), Nelec, frun);
found += fwrite(Va, sizeof(int), Nelec, frun);
if (found< 2*Nelec) ferr("Error while writing ion-elec. lists",oname);
* Ion stoichiometries, ion map, and complex map
----------------------------------------
for (k=found=O;k<Nelec;k++) {
found += fwrite(Vck[k], sizeof(int), Ncat, frun);
found += fwrite(Vak[k], sizeof(int), Nani, frun);
}
for (k=O;k<Ncx;k++) {
found += fwrite(Vxc2[k], sizeof(int), Ncat, frun);
found += fwrite(Vxa2[k], sizeof(i. ;), Nani, frun);
}
if (found< ((Ncat+Nani)*(Ncx+Nelec)))
ferr("Error while writing ion stoichiometry matrix",oname);
for (k=found=O;k<Ncat;k++) found += fwrite(Ionmap[k],sizeof(int),Nani,frun);
if (found<Nelec) ferr("Error while writing ion map",oname);
for (k=found=O;k<Ncx;k++)
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found += fwrite(Vcx[k],sizeof(double),Nelec+l,frun);
if (found<(Ncx*(Nelec+1))) ferr("Error while writing complex map",oname);
fclose(frun);
}
* Functions to read comments and write errors messages
void readcomment(FILE *fp)
* This function reads past a comment
* encountered in the data.dat data file
* marked by a '!' at the end
$*/
{
char type;
for(;((type=getc(fp)) != '!'););
void ferr(char *sl, char *s2)
{
fprintf(stderr,"Error in SETUP module, file = %s\n\t%s\n",s2,sl);
fprintf (stderr, "SETUP terminated - runfiles incomplete\n");
exit(1);
l l
File Set-up. l
%{
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "aerosol.h"
#define COMM 0
#define CPND 1
#define CATION 2
#define ANION 3
* Lex - generated function to read input file Version 2.0 March 23, 1994
* Tim Resch MIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Purpose: Read species names from input file
* THE FOLLOWING CHANGES MUST BE MADE TO THE 'LEXED' C SOURCE CODE FILE
* BEFORE COMPILATION:
* (1) Remove yylex(){ declaration line (replace with proper one)
(2) Move #define YYNEWLINE line to join other definitions
(3) Move line "yyin = fin; " to after all variable declarations
in calling function
* (4) Rename generated 'C' program as 'lex.setup.c'
*
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* Provide yylex prototype as and declare parameters in calling routine.
----------------------------------------
void lexerrors(char *s);
int yylex(FILE *fin, int *nspec, int *Ncat, int *Nani, struct props comp[],
struct props cations[], struct props anions[]){
int i,state;
int erstate=O;
yyin = fin;
[%Ss] [Pp% [Ee [Cc] [Ii%] Ee] [Ss]?:? {state = CPND;%
'[Cc] [Aa] [Tt] ([Ii] [Oo ][Nn] )?[Ss]?:? {state = CATION;}
i[Aa] [Nn] ([Ii] [Oo] [Nn])?ESs]?:? {state = ANION;}
\(?[a-zA-Z] [a-zA-ZO-9\(\)]* {
* If in an ION mode (ion list), indicates an ion name,
* otherwise, indicates an error in the input file
* - check to make sure that each name is unique (if not,
* ignore second occurrence of the name but print warning
* - if unique, add to array of species names
----------------------------------------
if (state==ANION) {
for(i=O;i<(*Nani);i++)
if (!strcmp(anions[i].Name,yytext)) {
erstate++;
printf ("Warning - duplicate anion in input file: s \n", yytext);
}
if (!erstate) {
strcpy(anions[*Nani].Name,yytext);
(*Nani)++;
} else erstate = 0;
} else if (state==CATION) {
for(i=O;i<(*Ncat);i++)
if (!strcmp(cations[i].Name,yytext)) {
erstate++;
printf ("Warning - duplicate cation in input file: %s \n", yytext);
}
if (!erstate) {
strcpy(cations [*Ncat].Name,yytext);
(*Ncat)++;
} else erstate = 0;
} else if (state == CPND) {
for(i=O;i<(*nspec);i++)
if (!strcmp(comp[i].Name,yytext)) {
erstate++;
printf ("Warning - duplicate species in input file: %s \n", yytext);
}
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if (erstate) {
strcpy(comp[*nspec].Name,yytext);
(*nspec)++;
} else erstate = 0;
} else lexerrors("Illegal entry");
\%\% { /* Terminator character to indicate end of current mode or file */
if (state != COMM) state=COMM;
else return;
}
[ \t\n.] /* ignore white space, other characters */
void lexerrors(char *s)
{
fprintf(stderr, "Error in input file: %s\n",s);
exit(1);
} 
File Aerosol. c
#include <stdio.h>
extern void Driver(char *s, double rh, double T, double P, double t, int flag);
* Program Aerosol Version 1.0 September 16, 1993
* Tim Resch MIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Last modified: September 16, 1993
* Purpose: This routine would be replaced by a call to the driver in an
* airshed model, global climate model, etc. where the arguments would
be the appropriate file base name, ambient relative humidity, aerosol
* distribution temperature (in K), amount of simulation time required
(in seconds), and a flag indicating the time stepping method desired
* ( = semi-implicit, 1 = Bulirsch-Stoer, 2 = Runge-Kutta)
* ---------------------------------------- */
main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
double rh, Temp, Press, time;
int fstep;
if (argc<2) {
fprintf(stderr, "Usage:: %s <filename>\n",argv [0);
exit(1);
Press = 1013.24;
printf("Enter rh, T, time, ODE code: ");
while (scanf("%lf %lf %lf %d",&rh,&Temp,ttime,&fstep)==4) {
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if (Temp*Press>O.O) Driver(argvCl],rh,Temp,Press,time,fstep);
printf("Enter rh, T, time, ODE code: ");
}
printf("Done ! \n");
File Driver.c
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "aerosol.h"
#define TPHSE 600.0 /* Time (in sec) permitted between condensation calls */
#define dTPHSE .0 /* Max. temperature change (K) '' 
#define dRH 0.02 /* Max. change in relative humidity '' '' */
double *aerosol = 0, /* Distribution nodal values w,n,p,wt,xi,si */
*coeffs = 0; /* Distribution spline coefficients n,p,wt,xi,si
struct aer Dist; /* Distribution info. and pointers into aerosol/coeff */
struct info Misc; /* Miscellaneous run and distribution data */
struct props *Data; /* Structures for physical properties
* Routine Driver Version 3.0 September 16, 1993
* Tim Resch MIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Last modified: March 24, 1994
*
* Purpose: This routine is the driver for the aerosol module. Given the name
* of the associated files, the relative humidity, the temperature (in K),
* length of simulation (s), and choice of time stepping, the driver
* performs the following actions:
* 1) Initialize the distribution and data if this is the first call to
* the program (indicated by fINIT=1) and output initial conditions
* 2) Check if the time, temperature, or humidity change is large enough
* to require immediate recalculation of aerosol phases, water content
* 3) If required, call phase determination routine and reset indicators
* 4) If the requested simulation time is greater than the time permitted
* between phase determinations, divide time step into equal segments:
* each less than the maximum time permitted.
* 5) For each time segment, integrate aerosol GDE by requested method,
* recalculate water contents, and update restart file
* 6) Display final results, free temporary storage, and return
*
* Functions
* Initialize - Read species data from Setup-generated run file,
* initialize aerosol, coeffs, Dist, and Misc.
* Display - Output current distribution data (n,w,xi,si)
* PhaseScreen - Determine aerosol phases and water contents
* SemiImplicit - Advance GDE solution using semi-implicit time stepping
* TimeOde - Use ODE solver methods to advance GDE solution in time
* WriteRestart - Write new aerosol distribution to binary restart file
* Variables
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* fname :root name for input, data, log, etc. files
* rh :new relative humidity of the system
* Temp :new system temp, K
* Press :system pressure, mbar
* time :GDE integration time, s
* fstep :time integration mode (O=semiimplicit, =Bulirsch-Stoer, 2=RK)
* fINIT :flag if initialization is needed
* fPHSE :flag if phase determination is required
* nDT,nT :Total number of timesteps required, current timestep number
* dt :length of each time step
* TP,RHP :Temperature and pressure of last phase determination
----------------------------------------
void Driver(char *fname, double rh, double Temp, double Press,
double time, int fstep)
static int fINIT=i;
static double TP, RHP;
int i, nDT, nT, fPHSE;
double dt, duml, dum2, dum3;
* Initialize the distribution and data if this is the first call to
* the program (indicated by fINIT=i), estimate the initial particle
* densities, and print out the initial distribution information
----------------------------------------
Misc.Press = Press;
Misc.Temp = Temp;
Misc.rh = rh;
if (fINIT) 
Initialize(fname);
Density(&Dist,&Misc,Data);
Display(stdout,1,3,&Dist,Data,&Hisc);
fINIT=O;
}
/,
* Check if the time, temperature, or humidity change is large enough
* to require immediate recalculation of aerosol phases, water content
* If required, call phase determination routine and reset indicators
* ---------------------------------------------
fPHSE = ((fabs(rh-RHP)>dRH) II (fabs(Temp-TP)>dTPHSE)) ? : 0;
if (fPHSE) {
PhaseScreen(rh,Temp,&Dist, &Misc, Data);
RHP = rh; TP = Temp;
fPHSE = 0;
}
/*…
* Initialize coefficients vector
------------------------------ /
CalcCoeff(Dist.C_MAT,Dist.NNOFM,Dist.NUM,Dist.NODES,Dist.NCOEF,1);
CalcCoeff(Dist.C_MAT,Dist.NDEN,Dist.DEN,Dist.NODES,Dist.NCOEF,O);
CalcCoeff(Dist.CMAT,Dist.NWTRDist.WT,Distt.NODES,Dist.NCOEF,O);
for(i=O;i<Misc.NSPEC;i++) {
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CalcCoeff(Dist.CMAT,&(Dist.NXI[i*Dist.NODES]),
&(Dist.XI[i*Dist. NCOEF),Dist.NODES,Dist.NCOEF,O);
CalcCoeff(Dist.CMAT,&(Dist.NSI[i*Dist. NODES]),
&(Dist.SI[i*Dist.NCOEF] ),Dist.NODES,Dist.NCOEF,O);
}
Modes(&duml, &dum2, dum3);
printf("N = %,lg cm^-3 M = %lg ug/m^3 W = %lg ug/m^3\n",
duml, 1.0e12*dum2, .Oel2*dum3);
* If the requested simulation time is greater than the time permitted
* between phase determinations, divide time step into equal segments,
* each less than the maximum time permitted.
----------------------------------------
if (time>TPESE) {
RHP = rh;
TP = Temp;
fPESE = 1;
nDT = (int) (time/TPHSE);
if (nDT*TPHSE<time) nDT++;
dt = time/(double)nDT;
} else {
nDT = 1;
dt = time;
}
* For each time segment, integrate aerosol GDE by requested method,
* recalculate water contents, and update restart file
----------------------------------------
if (dt>O.O) for(nT=l;nT<=nDT;nT++) {
printf("Timestep %d of %d (%lf s)\n",nT,nDT,dt);
if (fstep==O) SemiImplicit(dt,&Dist,&Misc);
else if (fstep==i) TimeOde(dt,&Dist,&Misc,O);
else TimeOde(dt,&Dist,&Misc,1);
Misc.Time += dt;
if (fPHSE) {
PhaseScreen(rh,Temp,&Dist, Misc, Data);
Misc.PTime = Misc.Time;
}
WriteRestart(fname,&Misc,&Dist,aerosol);
}
* Display final results, free temporary storage if last call, and return
Display(stdout,1,3,&Dist,Data,Misc);
Modes(&duml, &dum2, &dum3);
printf("N = %lg cm^-3 M = %lg ug/m^3 W = %lg ug/m^3\n",
dumi, i.Oel2*dum2, .0e12*dum3);
if (nDT==O) FreeStorage(&Misc, &Dist);
return;
void FreeStorage(struct info *Misc, struct aer *Dist)
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free_dvector(Dist->Eta,0,2);
freedmatrix(Dist->CMAT,O,Dist->NODES-1,O,Dist->NODES-1);
free_dvector(aerosol,O,Dist->AER-1);
free_dvector(coeffs,O,Dist->COF-1);
}
File Initialize.c
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <strings.h>
#include "NRutil.h"
#include "aerosol.h" /* definitions for aerosol module structures
#define USEPDEF 0 /* distribution given by function USERFUNC
#define RESTART 1 /* distribution recovered from restart file
#define FILEREAD 2 /* distribution read from specified file
#define USERFUNC(m,n) Lognormal(m,n) /* function to define distribution */
* Function Initialize Version 3.1 April 1, 1993
* Tim Resch MIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Last modified: June 15, 1994
* Purpose: This routine prepares the data structures, model parameters,
* and distributions for the dynamics simulation. These duties include
* reading the species data from the 'name'.run file, reading options
* and distribution specifications from the file 'name'.inp, setting up
* the distribution and spline coefficients vectors and structures,
* calculating the inverted cubic spline matrix, and initializing the
* distribution and spline coefficients.
*
* IThe input file 'name'.inp consists of the following:
Keyword
Elem(ents):
Mass (Range):
Coag:
Growth:
Emit:
Sinks:
Init:
Following information
Number of finite elements in the distribution
Upper and lower mass bounds, in grams
Flag for type of coagulation calculation
(- = none, 0 = number density only, 1 = full)
Flag to include aerosol growth mechanism
(default = 0 = no growth, = include growth)
Flag to include aerosol source emissions
(default = 0 = no sources, 1 = include sources)
Flag to include aerosol removal mechanisms
(default = 0 = no removal, i = include removal)
Method of initialization -- RESTART = continue
previous simulation, USER = use function defined
in Initialize by USERFUNC. Any other entry will
be treated as the name of a data file containing
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{
*
*
*o
*t
*c
*t
*L
*c
*t
f
Restart/User
the distribution information as outlined below.
These two options don't need the INIT keyword first
* If a user-provided data file is chosen for initialization, the format is:
First 3 entries: int fsize, int fdens, int fwatr
fsize indicates size scale used in input file: 0 = Mass in g,
I = radius in um, and 2 = volume in um^3
fdens indicates if the input particle density is the same for
all particle (fdens = O) or if a separate entry is required
for each particle size. If fdens is not set, the fourth entry
in the data file will be the particle density in g/um"3, and the
* density for each size entry must be omitted. It should bw noted
that these densities are used only for conversion from the
input size to dimensionless mass -> actual particle densities
will be calculated based on composition during initialization.
fwatr flags if water is present. if fwatr=O, water content will
be set to zero for all sizes, and the water entries must be
omitted from the distribution listing
Entry 4: double density -> only if fdens=l (see above)
The remaining entries provide the distribution data as follows:
*
mass coordinate x used to define n(x) (is,. r, v, m)
n(x) in particles /x*cm-3 (density in g/um-3)i
(water content in grams) mass fractions for each component
standard deviations for each component
Only the nonionic solids and simple electrolytes are initialized,
with the nonionic species first, followed bt the electrolytes in
* the order given in the log file. Ionic species will be redistributed
during the phase determination.
*
Functions
ReadRunfile - Recovers the species data structures and indices from
the binary file 'name'.run created by 'setup'.
ReadInput - Reads the runtime input file 'name'.inp to get aerosol
distribution dimensions and options. Generated by lex.
CubicSpline - Calculates the inverse matrix used to calculate the
cubic spline coefficients from distribution node values
ReadRestart - Recovers aerosol distribution from previous simulation
as saved in binary restart file 'name'.res.
Fileinit - Uses a user-supplied input file, formatted as specified
above, to initialize the aerosol distribution.
Exponential - Initializes a multicomponent distribution using an
exponential distribution based on particle mass.
VExponential - Initializes a one component distribution using an
exponential distribution based on particle volume.
Lognormal - Initialize a multicomponent distribution as the sum of
multiple log-normal distributions, based on radius
Density - Estimates the initial densities of the particles based
on the dry composition and water content
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*
*
*
* Variables - see Variables.h
* File names
, fname :root name run:file :runfile infile :input file
* File pointers
* finp :input file frun :binary run file
* fout :output file fres :binaxy restart file
* Flags
* fINIT :initialization mode fwatr :water content init flag
* fdens :density entry form fsize :input file size measure
* Counters
* i,j,k :node and species counters
* Temporary storage (Fileinit,c)
* ma,mb :aerosol size wa,wb :dimensionless mass
* pa,pb :density ha,hb :water content
* na,nb :number density xa,xb :mass fraction
* sa,sb :variance dw :mass step
* Other
* v :total particle volume m :total particle mass
* Nsp :species count total w :dimensionless mass
* md :dry mass xl :mass fraction of species 
* dm1/2 :temp. storage (Exp) den :particle density
* number :tot. mode number density radius :geometric mean radius (Logn)
* sigma :geometric std. deviation for each mode (Lognormal distribution)
* ---------------------------------------- */
void Lognormal(struct info *Misc, struct aer *Dist);
void Exponential(struct info *Misc, struct aer *Dist);
void VExponential(struct info *Misc, struct aer *Dist);
void ReadRlmfile(FILE *frun, FILE *fout, struct info *Misc);
void Fileinit(FILE *file, struct info *Misc, struct aer *Dist);
void ReadRestart(FILE *fres, struct info *M, struct aer *D, double *a);
int ReadInput(FILE *fp, int *fl, char *name, struct aer *D, struct info *M);
void Initialize(char *fname)
{
extern struct info Misc;
extern struct aer Dist;
/* extern struct props *Data; */
extern double *aerosol, *coeffs;
FILE *finp, *frun, *fout;
char runfile[20], infile[20];
int i, fINIT;
* Open input file, binary data file, and output file
---------------------------------------- /
fout = stdout;
strcpy(runfile, fname); strcat(runfile,".run");
if ((frun = fopen(runfile,"rb")) == NULL) 
fprintf(stderr,"Unable to open binary run file %s\n",runfile);
exit(i);
strcpy(infile, fname); strcat(infile,".inp");
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if ((finp = fopen(infile,"r")) == NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,"Unable to open input file %s\n",infile);
exit(1);
}
* call routines to read binary runfile, input file
----------------------------------------
ReadRunfile(frun, fout, Misc);
ReadInput(finp, fINIT, infile, &Dist, &Misc);
fclose(frun); fclose(finp);
* Initialize counters in distribution structure
* -/
Misc.Time = 0.0;
Dist.NCOEF = 4*Dist.NFED;
Dist.NODES = 2*Dist.NFED+2;
Dist.DW = 1.0/ (double)Dist.NFED;
Dist.Wgam = log(Dist.Wgam/Dist.Mmin);
Dist.AER = (4+2*Misc.NSPEC+Misc.NELEC)*Dist.NODES;
Dist.COF = (3+2*Misc.NSPEC)*Dist.NCOEF;
* Allocate memory for aerosol, coeffs, etc. and assign Dist pointers
----------------------------------------
Dist.Eta = dvector(0,2);
coeffs = dvector(O,Dist.COF-1);
aerosol = dvector(O,Dist.AER-1);
Dist.CMAT = dmatrix(O,Dist.NODES-1,O,Dist.NODES-1);
Dist.NUM = coeffs;
Dist.WTR = &(coeffs[Dist.NCOEF);
Dist.DEN = &(coeffs[2*Dist.NCOEF]);
Dist.NNOFM = &(aerosol[Dist.NODES]);
Dist.XI = &(coeffs[3*Dist.NCOEF]);
Dist.SI = &(coeffs[(3+Misc.NSPEC)*Dist.NCOEF);
Dist.NMASS = aerosol;
Dist.NWTR = &(aerosol[2*Dist.NODES]);
Dist.NDEN = &(aerosol[3*Dist.NODES]);
Dist.NXI = (aerosol[4*Dist.NODES]);
Dist.NSI = &(aerosol[(4+Misc.NSPEC)*Dist.NODES]);
Dist.GAM = &(aerosol[(4+2*Misc.NSPEC)*Dist.NODES]);
for(i=O;i<Dist.AER-Misc.NELEC*Dist.NODES;i++) aerosol[i] = 0.0;
for(i=O;i<Misc.NELEC*Dist.NODES;i++) Dist.GAM[i] = 1.0;
* Report distribution data, simulation options to output file
* …-----------------------------------------------------------
fprintf(fout,"%d finite elements requested\n" ,Dist.NFED);
fprintf(fout,"\nMin mass: %lg Range factor = /,lg\n",Dist.Mmin,Dist.Wgam);
fprintf(fout,"Aerosol simulation includes: \n");
if (Misc.COAG==O) fprintf(fout,"\tCoagulation for number density only\n");
else if (Misc.COAG==i) fprintf(fout,"\tComplete coagulation calculation\n");
if (Misc.GROW>O) fprintf(fout,"\tGrowth mechanisms\n");
if (Misc. SINK>O) fprintf(fout,"\tRemoval mechanisms\n");
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/*
/*
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - -
------ ------ ----- ------ 
----- - - --- ----- ------ -----
*/
if (Misc.SOURCE>O) fprintf(fout,"\tEmissions\n");
if (fINIT) fprintf(fout,"Distribution initialized from %s file %s\n",
(fINIT==I) ? "restart" : "user defined", (fINIT==I) ? "" : infile);
else fprintf(fout,"Distribution initialized by function\n");
* Calculate inverse cubic spline matrix, dimensionless mass t each node
* ___________------------------------- ./
CubicSpline(Dist.CMAT, Dist.Eta, Dist.NFED);
for(i=O;i<3;i++) Dist.NMASS[i] = Dist.Eta[i]*Dist.DW;
for(i=3;i>0;i--) Dist.NMASS[Dist.NODES-i] = 1.O+(Dist.Eta[3-i]-l.0)*Dist.DW;
for(i=2;i<Dist.NFED;i++){
Dist.NMASS[2*i-1] = (i-1.O+Dist.Eta[O])*Dist.DW;
Dist.NMASS[2*i] = (i-1.O+Dist.Eta[El)*Dist.DW;
}
* Call routine to initialize distribution as specified by fINIT
if (fINIT == RESTART) {
strcpy(infile, fname); strcat(infile,".res");
if ((finp = fopen(infile,"rb")) == NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,"Unable to open binary restart file %s\n",infile);
exit(l);
} else ReadRestart(finp, &Misc, &Dist, aerosol);
fprintf(fout,"Aerosol restarted at time = %lg sec.\n",Misc.Time);
} else if (fINIT == FILEREAD) {
if ((finp = fopen(infile,"r")) == NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,"Unable to open initialization file s\n",infile);
exit(l);
} else Fileinit(finp, &Misc, &Dist);
} else USERFUNC(&Misc, &Dist);
}
* DISTRIBUTION INITIALIZATION ROUTINES
#define NMIN le-10 /* Lower bound on number density function */
#define DENSITY (1.7e-12) /* particle density in g/um^3 */
#define FAC 0.620350490901 /* cube root of 4/3pi
#define MTOW(m,mO,g) (log((m)/(mO))/(g)) /* convert dry mass to w */
#define WTOM(mO,g,w) ((mO)*exp((g)*(w))) /* convert w to dry mass */
* INITIALIZE DISTRIBUTION FROM INPUT FILE
* ----------------------------------------
#define MASS 0 /* M, n(M) expected in file */
#define RADIUS 1 /* R, n(R) expected in file */
#define VOLUME 2 /* V, n(V) expected in file
void Fileinit(FILE *file, struct info *Misc, struct aer *Dist)
double *xa, *xb, *sa, *sb, d, ma,mb, na,nb, pa,pb, ha,hb, wa,wb, wka, xt;
int fdens, fsize, fwatr, i, j, k, kO, Nsp;
* allocate vectors for mass fraction and variance inputs
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* ----------------------------------------- -
Nsp = Misc->NOTHR + Misc->NELEC;
xa = dvector(0,Nsp);
xb = dvector(0,Nsp);
sa = dvector(O,Nsp);
sb = dvector(O,Nsp);
ha = 0.0;
* Read in size type flag, density flag, and water flag.
* If density flagged, read in (constant) density value.
----------------------------------------
if (scanf(file,"%d %d %d",&fsize, &fdens, &fwatr) != 3)
errors("Invalid first line in distribution file");
if (!fdens) fscanf(file,"%lf",&pa);
* Read in first record of size, number, (density),
* (water), mass fractions, and variances
---------------------------------------- */
fscanf(file,"%lf %lf",&ma, &na);
if (fdens) fscanf(file,"%lf" ,pa);
if (fwatr) fscanf(file,"%Y.lf",&ha);
for(i=O;i<Nsp;i++) fscanf(file,"%lf" ,&xa[i]);
for(i=O,xt=O.0;i<Nsp;i++) xt += xa[i];
for(i=0,xt=O.O;i<Nsp;i++) xa[i] /= xt;
for(i=O; i<Nsp; i++) fscanf (file, "Ylf" ,&sa[i]);
/*…
* calculate dimensionless coordinate, check that mass is below upper bound
----------------------------------------
if (fsize == RADIUS) {
wa = 4.0*MPI*pa*ma*ma*ma/3.0 - ha;
wa = MTOW(wa,Dist->Mmin,Dist->Wgam);
na *= Dist->Wgam*ma/3.0;
} else if (fsize == VOLUME) {
wa = MTOW(pa*ma-ha,Dist->Mmin,Dist->Wgam);
na *= Dist->Wgam*ma;
} else {
wa = MTOW(ma,Dist->Mmin,Dist->Wgam);
na *= Dist->Wgam*ma;
if (wa>1.0) errors("First distribution entry exceeds upper size limit");
/* 
* Set all nodes below this size to default values (minimum number density,
* zero water content, composition data same as for smallest file entry.
----------------------------------------
k=O;
while ((k<Dist->NODES) && (Dist->NMASS[k]<wa)) {
Dist->NNOFM[k] = NMIN;
Dist->NDEN[k] = pa;
Dist->NWTR[k] 0.0;
for(i=O;i<Misc->NOTHR;i++) {
Dist->NXI[Dist->NODES*i+k] = xali];
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Dist->NSI[Dist->NODES*i+k] = sa[i];
}
for(i=O;i<Misc->NELEC;i++) {
j = Misc->NOTHR+i;
Dist->NXI[Dist->NODES*(Misc->NE1+i)+k] = xa[j3;
Dist->NSI[Dist->NODES*(Misc->NEl+i)+k] = sa[j];
}
k++;
* Loop over file until all entries have been read or mass range
* has been filled. Entries: size, number density, (particle
* density) (water content) mass fractions, variances. At each
* step, make sure that the DRY particle size is increasing.
*---------------------------------------
kO = k; pb = pa; hb = 0.0;
while((kO<Dist->NODES) && (fscanf(file,"%lf %lf",&mb, &nb) == 2)) {
if (fdens) fscanf(file,"%lf",&pb);
if (fwatr) fscanf(file,"%lf",&hb);
for(i=O;i<Nsp;i++) fscanf(file, "%lf",&xb [i);
for(i=O,xt=O.O;i<Nsp;i++) xt += xb[i];
for(i=O,xt=O.O;i<Nsp;i++) xb[i] /= xt;
for(i=O;i<Nsp;i++) fscanf(file, "%lf",&sb [i);
if (fsize == RADIUS) { /* calculate dimensionless coordinate */
wb = 4.0*MPI*pb*mb*mb*mb/3.0 - hb;
wb = MTOW(wb,Dist->Mmin,Dist->Wgam);
nb *= Dist->Wgam*mb/3.0;
} else if (fsize == VOLUME) {
wb = MTOW(pb*mb-hb,Dist->Mmin,Dist->Wgam);
nb *= Dist->Wgam*mb;
} else {
wb = MTOW(mb,Dist->Mmin,Dist->Wgam);
nb *= Dist->Wgam*mb;
if ((dw=wb-wa)<=O.O) errors("Input file particle size must increase.");
* Interpolate node values between input file data points and set all
* lower bounds to current upper bounds before reading next entry
for(k=k0; (k<Dist->NODES) && (Dist->NMASS [k<=wb); k++)
if (Dist->NMASS[k] >= wa) {
wka = Dist->NMASS[k] - wa;
Dist->NNOFM[k] = na*exp(log(nb/na)*wka/dw);
Dist->NDEN[k] = pa + (pb-pa)*wka/dw;
Dist->NWTR[k] = ha + (hb-ha)*wka/dw;
for(i=O;i<Misc->NOTHR;i++) {
Dist->NXI[Dist->NODES*i+k] = xa[i] + (xb[i]-xa[i])*wka/dw;
Dist->NSI[Dist->NODES*i+k] = sa[i] + (sb[i]-sa[i])*wka/dw;
}
for(i=O;i<Misc->NELEC;i++) {
j = Misc->NOTHR+i;
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Dist->NXI[Dist->NODES*(Misc->NEl+i)+k =
xa[j]+(xb[j-xaEj])*wka/dw;
Dist->NSI[Dist->NODES*(Misc->NEl+i)+k =
saEj] +(sb [j] -sa [Ej )*wka/dw;
}
kO = k; na = b; wa = wb; pa = pb; ha = hb;
for(i=O;i<Nsp;i++) {
xa[i] = xb[i]; saCi] = sb[i];
}
* Set all remaining nodes to default values, as with lower nodes
kO = --k;
for(k=kO;k<Dist->NODES;k++) {
Dist->NNOFM[k] = NMIN;
Dist->NDEN[k] = pb;
Dist->NWTR[k] = 0.0;
for(i=O;i<Hisc->NOTHR;i++) {
Dist->NXI[Dist->NODES*i+k] = xb[i] + (xb[i]-xa[i])*wka/dw;
Dist->NSI[Dist->NODES*i+k] = sb[i] + (sb[i]-sa[i])*wka/dw;
}
for(i=O;i<Misc->NELEC;i++) {
j = Misc->NOTHR+i;
Dist->NXI[Dist->NODES*(i+Misc->NEI)+k] = xb[j);
Dist->NSI[Dist->NODES*(i+Misc->NE)+k] = sb[j];
}
}
freedvector(xa,O,Nsp);
free_dvector(sa,0,Nsp);
freedvector(xb,O,Nsp);
freedvector (sb, O, Nsp);
}
C* RECOVER DISTRIBUTION FROM RESTART FILE
---------------------------------------- *
void ReadRestart(FILE *fres, struct info *Misc,
struct aer *Dist, double *aerosol)
{
double mass, gam;
int nsp, nodes;
/* 
* Read in minimum mass, mass range factor, number of nodes, number
* of distributions, number of species, and time of restart file----------------------------------------*/
fread(&mass, sizeof(double), 1, fres);
fread(&wgam, sizeof(double), i, fres);
fread(&nodes, sizeof(int), 1, fres);
fread(&nsp, sizeof(int), 1, fres);
fread(&Misc->Time, sizeof(double), 1, fres);
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* Make sure that number of nodes and species of recovered distribution are
* the same as those from input file (need consistency with allocated space)
----------------------------------------
if ((nodes != Dist->NODES)II(nsp != Misc->NSPEC)) {
fprintf(stderr,"Error: Dimensions of restart file distribution are\n");
fprintf(stderr," different from those specified in input file:\n");
fprintf(stderr,"\n\tRestart file: %d nodes, %d species\n",nodes,nsp);
fprintf(stderr,"\tInput file: %d nodes, %d species\n",
Dist->NODES,Misc->NSPEC);
fprintf(stderr, "Unable to continue ...\n");
exit(1);
* If mass range in restart file differs from that in input file,
* print warning message and overwrite previous mass range
* ----------------------------------------
if ((Dist->Mmin != mass)ll(Dist->Wgam != wgam)) {
fprintf(stderr,"Warning: Mass range in restart file differs from that\n");
fprintf(stderr,"of input file. Recovered mass range:");
fprintf (stderr,"%1Olg to %Olg grams\n",mass, mass*exp(wgam));
Dist->Mmin = mass; Dist->Wgam = wgam;
}
/* 
* Read in node values for dimensionless mass, number density,
* water content, mass fractions, and variances
----------------------------------------
fread(aerosol, sizeof(double), Dist->AER, fres);
}
#define MODES 3
#define NCOMP 3
INITIALIZE AS MULTIPLE LOG-NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS BY RADIUS
* Ni/r / log-2(r/rg) \
Ni(r) = --------------- Exp I- -------------I
sqrt(2pi) ln Si \ 2 ln'2 Si /
* ----------------------------------------
void Lognormal(struct info *Misc, struct aer *Dist)
{
static double number[MODES] = {7.7e4, 1.3e4, 4.2};
static double radius[MODES] = {0.0065, 0.035, 0.495};
static double sigma[MODES] = {1.7, 2.03, 2.15};
double den,md,num,r,w;
int i, k;
* Make sure there are sufficient components present for this routine
* ----------------------------------------
if (Misc->NSPEC > NCOHP) {
printf ("Warning: Distribution initialized for %d - components.\n",NCOMP);
printf("(%d components requested in data file)\n",Misc->NSPEC);
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} else if (NCOMP>Misc->NSPEC) {
printf("Error: %d components in distribution, LogN routine needs %d\n",
Misc->NSPEC, NCOMP);
exit(1);
}
* At each node, calculate radius and number density, converting n(r) to n(w) /----------------------------------------
for(i=O;i<Dist->NODES;i++) {
w = Dist->NMASS[i];
den = Dist->NDEN[i] = DENSITY;
md = WTOM(Dist->Mmin,Dist->Wgam,v);
Dist->NWTR[i] = O.O*md;
r = FAC*pow(md/den,(1.O/3.0));
for(k=O,num=O.0;k<MODES;k++)
num += number[k]/(r*sqrt(2.0*MPI)*log(sigma[k]))*
exp(-SQR(log(r/radius[k]))/(2*SQR(log(sigma[k]))));
num *= Dist->Wgam*r/3.0;
Dist->NNOFM[i] = (num > NMIN) ? num : NMIN;
/* ----------------------------------------
* Initialize mass fraction at each node (currently arbitrary)
for(i=O;i<Dist->NODES;i++) {
Dist->NXI[i]=O.9*(double)(i+1)/(double)(Dist->NODES+1);
Dist->NXI[Dist->NODES+i] = 0.9 - Dist->NXI[i];
Dist->NXIC2*Dist->NODES+i] = 0.1;
Dist->NSI[i] = O.O5*Dist->NXI[i];
Dist->NSI[Dist->NODES+i] = Dist->NSI[2*Dist->NODES+i] = Dist->NSI[i];
}
#undef MODES
#undef NCOMP
#define NCOMP 2 /* Number of components in distribution
#define NO (.Oe6) /* Total number density of distribution */
#define MIO (1.Oe-16) /* Average mass of component 1 in a particle */
#define M20 (1.0e-18) /* Average mass of component 2 in a particle */
INITIALIZE AS MULTICOMPONENT EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION BY MASS
N(ml,m2) = NO/(mlO-m20) [Exp(-M/mlO) - Exp(-M/m20)] (mlO != m20)
* ----------------------------------------
void Exponential(struct info *Misc, struct aer *Dist)
{
int i;
double ,md,nofm,xl,dml,dm2;
* Make sure there are sufficient components present for this routine
if (Misc->NSPEC > NCOMP) {
printf("Warning: Distribution initialized for two - components.\n");
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printf("(%d components requested in input file)\n" ,Misc->NSPEC);
} else if (NCOMP>Misc->NSPEC) {
printf ("Error: %d components in data file, Exp distribution needs %d\n",
Misc->NSPEC,NCOMP);
exit(i);
}
for(i=O;i<Dist->NODES;i++) {
w = Dist->NMASS[i];
md= WTOM(Dist->Mmin,Dist->Wgam,v);
dm = (md/M1O <30) ? exp(-md/M1O) : 0.0;
dm2 = (md/M20 <30) ? exp(-md/M20) : 0.0;
if (MiO != M20) {
nofm = NO*(dm2-dmi)/(M20-MiO);
xl = (dml>O.O) ? (M20*MiO/(md*(M20-M1O))-dml/(dm2-dml)) : 0.99999;
} else {
nofm = md*NO*dml/(MlO*M1O);
xi = 0.5;
}
nofm *= md*Dist->Wgam;
Dist->NNOFM[i] = (nofm > NMIN) ? nofm : NMIN;
Dist->NDEN[i] = DENSITY;
Dist->NWTR[i] = 0.0;
Dist->NXI[i] = xl;
Dist->NSI[i] = O.1*xl;
Dist->NXI[Dist->NODES + i = 1.0 - xl;
Dist->NSI[Dist->NODES + i = O.1*(1.0-xl);
}
#undef NO
#undef NCOMP
#define MDTOV(md,wt,p) (((md)+(wt))/(p))
#define NCOMP 1 /* Number of components in distribution
#define VO (1.0) /*Average particle volume, in um^3 */
#define NO (.Oe6) /* Total number density of distribution in 1 um^3 */
/* ----------------------------------------
* INITIALIZE AS 1 COMPONENT EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION BY VOLUME
N(v) = NO*Exp(-V/VO)
void VExponential(struct info *Misc, struct aer *Dist)
{
int i;
double ,v,md,nofm,dml;
/* ----------------------------------------
* Make sure there are sufficient components present for this routine
----------------------------------------
if (Misc->NSPEC > NCOMP) {
printf("Warning: Distribution initialized for two - components.\n");
printf("(%.d components requested in input file)\n",Misc->NSPEC);
} else if (NCOMP>Misc->NSPEC) {
printf ("Error: %d components indicated, VExp initialization needs %d\n",
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Misc->NSPEC,NCOMP);
exit(i);
}
for(i=O;i<Dist->NODES;i++) {
w = Dist->NMASS[iJ;
md = WTOM(Dist->Mmin,Dist->Wgam,w);
v = MDTOV(md,O.O,DENSITY)/VO;
dm1 = (v <60) ? exp(-v) : 0.0;
nofm = NO*dml*Dist->Wgam*v;
Dist->NNOFM[i] = (nofm > NMIN) ? nofm : NMIN;
Dist->NDEN[i] = DENSITY;
Dist->NWTR[i] = 0.0;
Dist->NXI [i = 1.0;
Dist->NSI[i] = 0.0;
}
#undef NO
#undef VO
#undef NCOMP
void Density(struct aer *Dist, struct info *Misc, struct props *Data)
{
int i,j,ND, NS;
double mass, wtr, vol;
ND = Dist->NODES;
NS = Misc->NOTHR + Misc->NELEC;
for(i=O;i<ND;i++) {
mass = Dist->Mmin*exp(Dist->NMASS[i]*Dist->Wgam);
wtr = Dist->NWTR[i];
for(j=O, vol=O.O;j<NS;j++) vol += mass*Dist->NXI ND*j+i]/Data[j].SG;
Dist->NDEN[i] = (mass+wtr)/(vol+wtr)*l.Oe-12;
}
I
File Splines.c
#include <math.h>
#include "NRutil.h"
#include "NRprog.h"
#define SQRTS15 (3.8729833462)
/ ----------------------------------------
* function CubicSpline Version 2.0 October 4, 1992
* function CalcCoeff Version 3.0 October 4, 1992
* Tim Resch MIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Last modified: October 10, 1992 (CSpline), March 3, 1194 (CalcCoeff)
* Purpose: CubicSpline calculates the inverse matrix (Cbspln) used to generate
* the cubic spline coefficients for orthogonal collocation with Nelem
* finite elements. Eta(0,2) contains the local node coordinates for an
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element: Eta = {(5-sqrt(15))/10, 0.5, (+sqrt(15))/10}.
CalcCoeff uses the inverse matrix Cbspln to calculate the
cubic spline coefficients fit to the node values contained in the
Collvector array (length = NNodes), returning the results in the
Coeffs vector (length = NCoeff). The flag Mode indicates whether
the cubic spline is a log fit (ie. number density), or a normal fit.
On output, function f at local coord. eta in element N is given by
f = Coeffs[4N]+eta(Coeffs[N+1]+eta(Coeffs[N+2]+eta*Coeffs[N+3])).
* Function bndnvrt - Inverts a banded matrix (NRinC based routine)
*
* Variables
* Cbspln
* Collvector
* Coeffs
* Eta
* Nelem
* Kn
* Colmat
* NNodes
* NCoeff
* Mode
* i,j,k,m,n
* istrs,iend
* b
*
:inverted coefficient matrix
:vector of node values to be fit to cubic spline
:vector of coefficients for the cubic spline
:local coords. of collocation pts.
:number of elements
:repeated collocation matrix entries
:collocation matrix in compact form, given below
:total number of collocation points in distribution
:total number of coefficients in cubic spline
:flag if spline fit to original values(O) or log values (1)
:vector and matrix indicies
:first and last indicies for Colmat entries
:temporary storage variable
* Collocation matrix Colmat is banded and stored in compact-form:
*
* x x x KOO K10 K20 K40
* x x KO1 K11 K21 K31 0
* x K02 K12 K22 K32 0 0
* ._-
* 0 0 KOO K10O K20 K30 0 (repeating
* 0 K02 K11 K21 K31 0 0 section)
0 0 1 ni n1^2 n1^3 x
0 1 n2 n2^2 n2^3 x x (nk = Eta[k])
* n3 n3^2 n3'3 x x x
* Repeating collocation entries: (k = 1,3)
* Kn(O,k) = - 3nk^2 + 2nk^3 Kn(2,k) = 3nk^2 - 2nk^3
Kn(l,k) = nk - 2nk-2 + nk^3 Kn(3,k) = nk-3 - nk-2
* ----------------------------------------
void CubicSpline(double **Cbspln, double *Eta, int Nelem)
{
double **Kn, **Colmat;
int NNodes,i,j,k,istrt,iend;
/* ----------------------------------------
* Determine number of nodes, initialize Kn, Eta, and Colmat
* ----------------------------------------
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NNodes = 2*Nelem+2;
Kn = dmatrix(0,3,0,2);
Colmat = dmatrix(O,NNodes-1,0,6);
for(i=O;i<NNodes;i++) for(j=0;j<7;j++) Colmat[i][j] = 0.0;
for(k=0;k<3;k++) Eta[k] = 0.5+((double)k-1.O)*O.l*sqrt(15.0);/* ----------------------------------------
* initialize repeated matrix entries in Kn
for(k=O;k<3;k++) {
Kn[O][k] = 1.0 + Eta[k]*Eta[k]*(2.0*Eta[k]-3.0);
Kn[] [k] = Eta[k]*(1.O+Eta[k]*(Eta[k]-2.0));
Kn[2] [k = Eta [k] *Eta[k] *(3.0-2.0*Eta [k);
Kn[3] [k] = Eta[k]*Eta[k]*(Eta[k]-1.0);
}/ ----------------------------------------
* initialize non-repeating sections of Colmat
for(j=l;j<7;j++) {
istrt = (j<3) ? 3-j : 0;
iend = (j>4) ? 6-j : 2;
for (i=istrt;i<=iend;i++) {
Colmat[i E[j]=Kn[i+j-31 [i];
Colmat[NNodes+i-3] [j-1] = pow(Eta[i],(double)(j+i-3));
}
/ ---------------------------------------
* initialize repeating sections of Colmat
for (i=2;i<Nelem;i++) for(j=i;j<5;j++) {
Colmat[2*i] [j] = Kn[j-1 E[1];
Colmat[2*i-l [j+1] = Kn[j-1] [0];
}/…
* Invert collocation matrix and free temporary storage
bndnvrt(Colmat, Cbspln, NNodes, 3, 3);
free_dmatrix(Kn,0,3,0,2);
free_dmatrix(Colmat,O,NNodes-1,0,6);
}
* CUBIC SPLINE COEFFICIENT CALCULATION ROUTINE
void CalcCoeff(double **Cbspln, double *Collvector, double *Coeffs,
int NNodes, int NCoeff, int Mode)
{
int nelem, i,j,m,n;
double b;
/* ------------------------------------
$ Calculate A(NCoeff-4) to A(NCoeff-1)· /
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nelem = NCoeff/4;
for (i=l;i<=4;i++)
for (j=O,Coeffs[NCoeff-i] = O.O;j<NNodes;j++) {
b = (Mode) ? log(Collvector[j]) : Collvector[j];
Coeffs[NCoeff-i] += Cbspln[NNodes-i] [j]*b;
}
/* 
* calculate A(i,1) and A(i,2) -
* multiply inverse matrix row by vector B -> K(-I).B
----------------------------------------
for (i=O;i<nelem-1;i++) {
m = 4*i; n = 2*i;
Coeffs[m] = (Coeffs[m+l] = 0.0);
for(j=O;j<NNodes;j++) {
b = (Mode) ? log(Ccllvector[j]) : Coll_vector[j];
Coeffs [m += Cbspln[n] Ej]*b;
Coeffs[m+1] += Cbspln[n+l][j]*b;
}
* Calculate A(i,3) and A(i,4):
* A(i,4) = A(i+1,2)-2A(i+i,1)+2A(i,l)+A(i,2)
* A(i,3) = A(i+1,1)-A(i,1)-A(i,2)-A(i,4)
for(i=O;i<nelem-; i++) {
m = 4*i+3;
Coeffs [m] = Coeffs [m+2]-2. 0*Coeffs [m+1l +2. 0*Coeffs Em-3] +Coeffs [m-2];
Coeffs [m-1] = Coeffs [m+l] -Coeffs [m-3]-Coeffs [m-2]-Coeffs [m];
}
File ReadRunfile.c
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "Rutil.h"
#include "aerosol.h"
/* 
* Function ReadRunfile Version 2.1 April 1, 1994
* Tim Resch MIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Last modified: April 1, 1994
* Purpose: This routine reads in the species index pointers and property
* data structures from the binary file 'name'.run created by running
* the Setup program.
* Variables - see Variables.h
* File pointers: frun :binary run file fout :output file
Index counters: i,j,k
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* ----------------------------------------
void ReadRunfile(FILE *frun, FILE *fout, struct info *Misc)
{
extern struct props *Data;
int i,j,k;
/* -
* Read in number of each species type and determine starting index in
* data structure (non-ionics, electrolytes, complexes, cations, anions
* ----------------------------------------
fread(&Misc->NOTHR, sizeof(int), 1, frun);
fread(&Misc->NELEC, sizeof(int), 1, frun);
fread(&Misc->NCMPX, sizeof(int), 1, frun);
fread(&Misc->NCAT, sizeof(int), 1, frun);
fread(&Misc->NANI, sizeof(int), 1, frun);
fread(&Misc->NSPEC, sizeof(int), 1, frun);
Misc->NO1 = 0;
Misc->NE1 = Misc->NO1+Misc->NOTHR;
Misc->NX = Misc->NEi+Misc->NELEC;
Misc->NC1 = Misc->NXI+Misc->NCMPX;
Misc->NA1 = Misc->NCI+Misc->NCAT;
* allocate memory for data structures, mapping vectors and matrices
*
Data = (struct props *) malloc((unsigned)Misc->NSPEC*sizeof(struct props));
if (!Data) errors("Unable to allocate memory for component structures");
Misc->Vc = ivector(O,Misc->NELEC);
Misc->Va = ivector(O,Misc->NELEC);
Misc->Vx = dmatrix(O,Misc->NCMPX,O,Misc->NELEC);
Misc->Ionmap = imatrix(O,Misc->NCAT,O,Misc->NANI);
Misc->Vk = imatrix(O,!isc->NELEC+Misc->NCHPX,O,Misc->NCAT+Misc->NANI);
_________________________
Write info to output file
fprintf (fout, "%2d Components\n-------------------\n",Misc->NSPEC);
if (Misc->NOTHR) fprintf (fout,"%2d Non-ionic species\n" ,Misc->NOTHR);
if (Misc->NELEC) {
fprintf(fout,"%2d Simple electrolytes\n" ,Misc->NELEC);
fprintf (fout,"%2d Electrolyte complexes\n", Misc->NCMPX);
fprintf(fout,"%2d Cations\n",Misc->NCAT);
fprintf(fout, "%2d Anions\n",Misc->NANI);
}
/-
Read in data structures and echo data to output file /----------------------------------------
fread(Data, sizeof(struct props),Misc->NSPEC,frun);
if (Misc->NOTHR) {
fprintf(fout,"\n/.-30s %7s %Ss\n","Non-ionic Species","M.W. ","S.G.");
fprintf(fout,"%30s %7s %5s\n","-----------------------------",
,, ......... ,,__ ..,,);
for(k=O;k<Misc->NOTHR;k++) fprintf(fout, "%-31s%7. 31f %5.31f\n",
Data[Misc->NO+k].WName,DataM[isc->NO+k+k].SG);
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fprintf (fout, "\n" );
}
if (isc->NELEC) {
fprintf (fout,"%-20s %7s %9s %9s %8s %2s\n","Ion","H.W. ","dH ",
"dG "Cp ""z");
fprintf(fout,"7.20s 7s %9s %9s %8s %2s\n",' -------------------- "
I_______ .._. _______ , I_________ I.. . ________, ..__..i ).
for(k=O;k<Misc->NCAT;k++)
fprintf(fout,"%-20s %7.31f %9.31f %9.31f %8.31f %2d\n",
Data[Misc->NCl+k].Name,Data[Misc->NC +k].MW,Data [Misc->NCl+k].DHf ,
Data[MHisc->NC+k] .DGf,Data[Misc->NCI+k].Cp,Data[Misc->NCl+k]. C.-g);
for(k=O;k<Misc->NANI; k++)
fprintf(fout,"%-20s %7.31f %9.31f %9.31f %8.31f -%d\n",
Data[Misc->NAl+k].NameData[Misc->NAI+k].MW,Data[Misc->NA1+k].DHf,
Data[Misc->NAl+k].DGf,Data[Misc->NA+k]. Cp,Data[Misc->NA1+k].Chrg);
fprintf(fout,"\ne%,-30s %7s %5s %9s %9s %8s %5s %7s %6s %Ss 6s\n",
"Electrolyte" . . ","S. G.","dE ","dG ","Cp ","qO ","ql "
"B' ", " pi "
fprintf(fout,"%30s %7s %5s %9s %9s %8s %/,5s 7s %6s %5s %6s\n",
I ___ S S_,I I _ __ __ 5  _5 _ ,IS I.
for(k=O;k<Nisc->NELEC;k++) {
fprintf(fout,"%-30s %7.31f 7,5.31f %9.31f %9.31f %8.31f ",
Data[Misc->NEi+k].Name,Data[Misc->NE1+k].iW,DataEMisc->NEl+k].SG,
Data[Misc->NE1+k].DHf,Data[Misc->NEl+k].DGf,Data[Misc->NE1+k].Cp);
fprintf(fout, "%5.21f %7.41f %6.31f %5.31f %6.31f\n",
Data[Misc->NEl+k].KmqO,Data[Misc->NEl+k].Kmql,Data[Misc->NEl+k].Bst,
Data[Misc->NEl+k].SdenO,Data[Misc->NE1+k].Sdenl);
}
if (Misc->NCMPX >0) {
fprintf(fout,"\n%-30s %7s %Ss %9s %9s %8s\n",
"Complexes","H. W. ","S.G.","d " ,"dG ","Cp ");
fprintf(fout,"%30s %7s %5s %9s %9s /,8s\n",
.- - .. . . . . . . ._ ..... _l _ ... .__ __, .....- ... I
,.._....., . .....,,);
}
for(k=O;k<Misc->NCMPX;k++)
fprintf(fout,"%-30s %7.31f %5.31f %9.31f %9.31f %8.31f\n",
Data [Nisc->NXi+k]. Name, Data [Hisc->NX1+k]. MW ,Data [Misc->NXl+k]. SG,
Data [Misc->NXI+k].DHf,Data[Hisc->NXl+k].DGf,Data[Misc->NXI+k].Cp);
* Read in ion identifiers and stoichiometries, echo data to output file
---------------------------------------*/
if (Misc->NELEC) {
fread(Misc->Vc, sizeof(int), Misc->NELEC, frun);
fread(Misc->Va, sizeof(int), Misc->NELEC, frun);
for(k=O;k<Misc->NELEC+Misc->NCMPX;k++)
fread(Misc->Vk[k], sizeof(int), isc->NCAT+Misc->NANI, frun);
fprintf (f out, "\n%-25s -6s %-Ss\n", "Electrolyte", "Cation", "Anion");
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fprintf(fout,"%-25s %-6s %-Ss\n","---- ","------",' -----");
for (k=O;k<Misc->NELEC;k++)
fprintf(fout,"%-25s %-6s %-Ss\n",Data[Misc->NEl+k].Name,
Data[Hisc->NC1+Hisc->Vck] ].Name,Data[Misc->NA1+Hisc->Vak] ].Name);
fprintf (f out, "\n%30s", "" );
for(i=O;i<Misc->NCAT;i++) fprintf(fout,"%Ss ",Data[Misc->NCl+i].Name);
for(j=O;j<Misc->NANI;j++) fprintf(fout,"%Ss ",Data[Misc->NAl+j].Name);
fprintf (fout, "\n%30s","" );
for(i=O;i<Misc->NCAT+Misc->NANI;i++) fprintf(fout," ------");
fprintf (fout, "\n");
for(k=O;k<Misc->NELEC;k++) {
fprintf(fout,"%-30s I ",Data[Misc->NEl+k].Name);
for(i=O;i<Misc->NCAT+Misc->NANI;i++)
fprintf(fout, "%-5d ",Misc->Vk[k] i]);
fprintf(fout, "\n");
}
for(k=O;k<Hisc->NCMPX;k++) {
fprintf(fout, "%-30s I ",Data[Misc->NXl+k ].Name);
for(i=O;i<Misc->NCAT+Misc->NANI;i++)
fprintf(fout,"%-Sd ",Misc->Vk[Misc->NELEC+k] i]);
fprintf(fout,"\n");
}
fprintf(fout, "\n");
* read in ion - elec. and elec. - complex mappings, echo to output
for(k=O;k<Misc->NCAT;k++)
fread(Misc->Ionmap[k], sizeof(int), Misc->NANI, frun);
for(k=O;k<Misc->NCHPX;k++)
fread(Misc->Vx[k], sizeof(double), Misc->NELEC+I, frun);
fprintf (fout, " );
for(j=O;j<Misc->NANI; j++)
fprintf (fout, "%Ss%-Ss%Ss", " ",Data[Misc->NA+j. Name,"");
fprintf(fout,"\n");
for(j =O;j <Misc->NANI; j++) fprintf (fout, "---------------");
for(i=O;i<Misc->NCAT;i++) {
fprintf(fout,"\n%-Ss I ",Data[MHisc->NC1+i].Name);
for(j=O;j<Misc->NANI;j++)
fprintf(fout,"%-15s" ,Data[Misc->NEl+Misc->Ionmap i] j] ].Name);
}
fprintf (fout, "\n");
if (Misc->NCMPX>O) {
fprintf (fout, "\n%25s ", "");
for(i=O;i<Misc->NELEC;i++)
fprintf (fout, "%-15s ",Data[Misc->NEl+i ].Name);
fprintf (fout, "%-15s\n", "Water" );
for(k=O;k<Misc->NCMPX;k++) {
fprintf(fout, "%-25s ",Data[Misc->NX1+k].Name);
for(i=O;i<=Misc->NELEC;i++)
fprintf (fout," /.3. lf'%hls ",Hisc->Vx k] Ci],"");
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fprintf (fout, "\n");
} }
File Read-inp.l
/,-
* Function ReadInput Version 2.0 March 15, 1992
* Tim Resch MIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Last modified: June 14, 1994
* Purpose: Lex-generated routine to read in input file containing
* distribution, aerosol mechanism information
* THE FOLLOWING CHANGES MUST BE MADE TO THE 'LEXED' C SOURCE CODE FILE
* BEFORE COMPILATION:
* 1) remove yylex(){ declaration line
* 2) move #define YYNEWLINE line to join other definitions
* 3) move line "yyin = fin;" to end of variable declarations
* -> must declare ylex prototype and parameters in calling routine
*/----------------------------------------
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "aerosol.h"
#define ELEM 0
#define MASS 1
#define INIT 2
#define CFLAG 3
#define GFLAG 4
#define SFLAG 5
#define F,,J.AG 6
void lexerrors(int type, char *s);
int ReadInput(FILE *fp, int *fINIT, char *fname,
struct aer *Dist, struct info *Misc)
{
double mass;
int i,state;
int erstate=O;
yyin = fp;
%}
[-+] ? ( [0-93 + ( [0-9 ]*\. [0-9+) ( [eE] [-+] ? [0-9 +)?) { /* General float format */
if (state==ELEM) {
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if(Dist->NFED != 0) lexerrors(O,"Elements multiply specified");
Dist->NFED = atoi(yytext);
state = -1;
} else if (state==MASS) {
if ((mass = atof(yytext))<=O.O)
lexerrors(l,"Particle mass must be greater than zero.");
if (mass>Dist->Wgam) {
Dist->Mmin = Dist->Wgam;
Dist->Wgam = mass;
} else Dist->Mmin = mass;
if (Dist->Mmin == Dist->Wgam)
lexerrors(l,"Upper and lower mass bounds are identical");
} else if (state == CFLAG) {
Misc->COAG = atoi(yytext);
if (Misc->COAG > 2) lexerrors(l,"Coagulation flag too high");
} else if (state == GFLAG) {
Misc->GROW = atoi(yytext);
} else if (state == SFLAG) {
Misc->SINK = atoi(yytext);
} else if (state == EFLAG) {
Misc->SOURCE = atoi(yytext);
} else lexerrors(O, "Unrecognized number entered");
[Ee] Ll Ee C[Mm] ([Ee CNn] Tt Ss])?(: I\ ?=)? { state = ELEM; }
[Mm] [Aa] [Ss] [Ss] (\ Rr] [Aa] CNn] [Gg [Ee])?(: \ ?=)? {
if (Dist->Mmin*Dist->Wgam != 0.0) lexerrors(O,"Multiple mass specifications");
state = MASS;
}
[Ii] CNn] CIi] CTt (EIi] [Aa] Ll] [Ii] CZz C[Ee])?(: I\ ?=)? { state = INIT; }
[Rr] lEe] [Ss C[Tt] CAa][Rr] [Tt] { *fINIT = 1; }
[Uu] [Ss C[Ee] [Rr] { *fINIT = 0; }
[Cc][ o][ Aa [Gg](:l\ ?=)? { state = CFLAG; }
[Ss][Ii] C[Nn][Kk]([Ss])?(: I\ ?=)? { state = SFLAG; }
[Gg] [Rr] [0o] [Ww] (CTt] [Hh])?(: \ ?=)? { state = GFLAG; }
Ee [Hm] C[Ii] CTt](:I\ ?=)? { state = EFLAG; }
[A-Za-zO-9\.]+ {
if (state==INIT) {
strcpy(fname,yytext);
*fINIT = 2;
state = -1;
} else lexerrors(O,"Unrecognized command encountered");
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}[ \t\n.] ; /* ignore white space, other characters */
void lexerrors(int type, char *s)
{
if (type) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error in input file: s\n",s);
exit(1);
} else fprintf(stderr,"Warning: %s in input file\n",s);
}
!___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ____ ___ ____ ___ File Output.c
#include <stdio.h?
#include <strings.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "aerosol.h"
#define SIZE "Radius" /* Size text label */
#define PREC /* Output precision */
#define WIDTH 10 /* Output field width */
/* 
* Conversions from dry particle mass to other size measures
----------------------------------------
#define WCNVRT(md,wt,p) (DTOR(md,wt,p)) /* Current conversion choice */
/* #define WCNVRT(md,vt,p) (md) */ /* Current conversion choice */
#define WTOMD(mO,g,w) ((mO)*exp((g)*(w))) /* Dimn'less mass to dry mas
#define MDTOH(md,vt,p) ((md)+(wt)) /* Dimn'less mass to total mas */
#define MDTOV(md,vt,p) (((md)+(wt))/(p)) /* Dimn'less mass to volume */
#define MDTOR(md,wt,p) pow(3.0*((md)+(wt))/(4.0*MPI*(p)),(1.0/3.0))
* Conversion factors for number density n(w) to n(*)
#define NWCNVRT(md,gam,wt,wp,p) (NWTONR(md,gam,wt,wp,p)) /* Current conver. */
#define NWTONND(md,gam,wt,wp,p) (.0O/((gam)*(md))) /* to dry mass */
#define NWTONH(md,gam,wt,wp,p) (1.0/((gam)*(md)+(vp))) /* to total mass */
#define NWTONV(md,gam,wt,wp,p) ((p)/((gam)*(md)+(wp))) /* to volume */
#define NWTONR(md,gam,vt,wp,p) (pow(36.0*MPI*(p),(1.0/3.0))*pow(((md)+(vt)),(2.0/3.0))/((gam)*(m(
* function Display Version 2.0 November 11, 1193
* Tim Resch MIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Last modified: January 5, 1994 (other than changing conversions)
* Purpose: This routine writes data about the current distribution to
* file (*fp) as indicated by the flags flabel and fmode:
* if flabel = 1, output columns are labeled with headers. Otherwise,
* the data is unlabeled, but suitable for input to an analysis program.
* The distribution features output are chosen by the mode flag:
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* if (mode & 1) print out number densities (actually dN/d(log x))
* if (mode 2) print out mass fractions, water content, and density
* if (mode 4) print out variances
* if !(mode 7), illegal display option
* For formatting purposes, the field widths are determined from both the
* chosen field width/precision and the width of the column label.
* _---_____------_-------------- --- */
void Display(FILE *fp, int flabel, int mode, struct aer *Dist,
struct props *Data, struct info *Misc)
double eta, md, p, x_val, y_val, duml, dum2;
int i,j,k,l,ND, tot;
* Check for valid display request, print header
----------------------------------------
ND = Dist->NODES;
if ((modek7)==O) fprintf(stderr,"Unrecognized display request.\n");
if (flabel) (
fprintf(fp,"\n.=================\n");
fprintf(ifp,"Aerosol Distribution after %lg seconds\n",Misc->Time);
fprintf(fp,"…. .\n\n");
}
/* ---------------------------------------------
* Write number density distributions to output file
if (mode&1) (
if (flabel){
fprintf(fp,"Number density\n");
fprintf(fp,"--------------\n");
fprintf(fp,"%*s%s'/,*s dN/d(ln x)\n",(WIDTH-strlen(SIZE))/2,"",SIZE,
(WIDTH-strlen(SIZE)+1)/2 + 1,"");
for(i=O;i<WIDTH;i++) fprintf(fp,"-");
fprintf(fp," ");
for(i=O;i<WIDTH;i++) fprintf(fp,"-");
fprintf (fp, "-\n");
}
for(i=O;i<ND;i++){
md = WTOHD(Dist->Mmin,Dist->Wgam,Dist->NMASS[i]);
if (i+1 < ND)
wp = (Dist->NWTRi+ ]-Dist->NTRi] ) / (Dist->NMASS i+1]-Dist->NKASS i]);
else wp = (Dist->NWTR[i]-Dist->NWTR[i-1])/(Dist->NMASS[i]-Dist->NMASS[i-1]);
x_val = WCNVRT(md,Dist->NWTR[i] ,Dist->NDEN[i] );
yval = NWCNVRT(md,Dist->Wgam,Dist->NWTR[i],vp,
Dist->NDEN [i] )*Dist->NNOFM[i];
fprintf (fp,"%-*. *lg -*.*lg\n",WIDTH, PREC, xval,WIDTH, PREC,xval*yval);
}
if (flabel) for(i=O;i<2*WIDTH+3;i++) fprintf(fp,"");
fprintf (fp, "\n");
/ }
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* Write mass fractions, water content, and particle densities to output
if (modek2) 
fprintf(fp, "\n");
if (flabel){
fprintf (fp,"Composition Information\n -----------------------\n");
k = (strlen(SIZE)<WIDTH) ? (WIDTH-strlen(SIZE)) : 0;
fprintf(fp,"Node %*s%s.*s",k/2,"", SIZE,(k+1)/2,"" );
for(i=tot=O;i<Misc->NSPEC; i++) 
k = ((l=strlen(Data[i].Name))<WIDTH) ? (WIDTH-i) : 0;
tot += l+k+1;
fprintf (fp," /.*s %s%*s" ,k/2,"",Data[Ci].Name, (k+1)/2);
k = (WIDTH>S) ? WIDTH-S 0;
1 = (WIDTH>7) ? WIDTH-7 : 0;
fprintf(fp," %*sWater%*s %*sDensity%*s\n",
/2,"",(k+l)/2,"", 1/2,"",(1+1)/2,"");
fprintf(fp,"---- ");
for(i=O;i<WIDTH;i++) fprintf(fp,"-");
for(i=O;i<Misc->NSPEC;i++) {
fprintf(fp," ");
if ((k=strlen(DataCi] . ame))<WIDTH) k = WIDTH;
for(l=0;1<k;l++) fprintf(fp,"-");
}
fprintf(fp," ");
for(i=O;i<WIDTH;i++) fprintf(fp,"-");
fprintf(fp," ");
for(i=O; i<WIDTH;i++) fprintf(fp,"-");
fprintf (fp, "\n");
}
for(i=O;i<ND;i++){
if (flabel) fprintf(fp,",-4d",i);
duml = Dist->Mmin*exp(Dist->Wgam*Dist->NMASS [i);
dum2 = duml + Dist->NWTR[i];
dum2 = pow(3.0*dum2/(4.0*M_PI*Dist->DEN[i] ),0.33333333);
duml = (duml+Dist->NWTRCi])/Dist->NDENCi]-l.Oel2*Dist->NWTR i];
duml = pow(3.0*duml/(4.0*MPI), .33333333);
md = WTOMD(Dist->Mmin,Dist->Wgam,Dist->NMASS i]);
xval = WCNVRT(md,Dist->NWTR[i],Dist->NDEN C[i);
k = (WIDTH >= (l=strlen(SIZE))) ? 0 : 1-WIDTH;
fprintf (fp," %*s%-*. *lg*s",k/2, " ",WIDTH, PREC ,x_val, (k+1)/2,"");
for(j=O;j<Misc->NSPEC;j++) {
= ((l=strlen(Dataj].Name))<WIDTH) ? 0 : 1-WIDTH;
fprintf (fp," *s%-*. *lg*s",
k/2,"",WIDTH,PREC,Dist->NXI[j*ND+i ],(k+l)/2,"");
}
k = (WIDTH>S) ? 0 : 5-WIDTH;
1 = (WIDTH>7) ? 0 : 7-WIDTH;
fprintf (fp," %*s%-*. *lg%*s %*sY.-*. *lg\n" ,k/2,"", WIDTH, PREC,
/* dum2/duml,(k+1)/2, "" ,1/2, "" ,WIDTH ,PREC ,Dist->NDEN [i ); */
Dist->NWTR [i/md, (k+1)/2,"" ,1/2,"" ,WIDTH ,PREC, Dist->NDEN Ci]);
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}
if (flabel) for(i=O; i<tot+16+2*WIDTH+Misc->NSPEC;i++) fprintf(fp,"=");
fprintf (fp,"\n");
}
* Write standard deviation in mass fractions to output
* _--_--- ___--- - - _ ---------- --- -- --- --- - /
if (mode4) (
fprintf (fp,"\n");
if (label){
fprintf(fp,"Standard deviations\n-------------------\n");
k (strlen(SIZE)<WIDTH) ? (WIDTH-strlen(SIZE)) : 0;
fprintf (fp,"Node %*s%s%.*s",k/2,"", SIZE, (k+i)/2,""');
for(i=tot=0; i<isc->NSPEC; i++) {
k = ((l=strlen(Data[i).Name))<WIDTH) ? (WIDTH-I) : 0;
tot += l+k+1;
fprintf(fp," %*s%s%*s",k/2,"",Data i].Name,(k+l)/2);
}
fprintf (fp,"\n---- ");
for(i=O;i<WIDTH;i++) fprintf(fp,"-");
for(i=O;i<Misc->NSPEC;i++) (
fprintf (p," ");
if ((k=strlen(Data[i.Name))<WIDTH) k = WIDTH;
for(1=0;1<k;l++) fprintf(fp,"-");
}
fprintf (fp, "\n");
}
for(i=O;i<ND; i++){
if (flabel) fprintf(fp,"%-4d",i);
md = WTOND(Dist->min,Dist->Wgam,Dist->NMASS[i]);
xval = WCNVRT(md,Dist->NWTR[i],Dist->NDEN i]);
k = (WIDTH >= (l=strlen(SIZE))) ? 0 : 1-WIDTH;
fprintf(fp," %*s%-*.*lg%*s",k/2,"", WIDT, PREC,xval, (k+ )/2, "'");
for(j=O;j<Misc->NSPEC;j++) {
k = ((l=strlen(Dataj].Name))<WIDTH) ? 0 : -WIDTH;
fprintf (fp," %*s%-*. *lg.*s",
k/2,"",WIDTH,PREC,Dist->NSI[j*ND+i], (k+i)/2, "");
fprintf (fp, "\n");
if (flabel) for(i=O; i<tot+5+WIDTH+Misc->NSPEC; i++) fprintf(fp,"=");
fprintf(fp,"\n");
fflush(fp);
/* 
* Function restart Version 2.0 March 24, 1994
* Tim Resch MIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Last modifies: June 15, 1994
,
* Purpose: Writes aerosol distribution dimensions, mass range, and
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* nodal values to a binary restart file 'name'.res.
*
* Variables
* fname :base filename
* Misc :structure of miscellaneous information
* aerosol :distribution values at nodes (mass,n,density,w,x[i],st[i)
* fres :file pointer to file resname = 'fname.res'
* __ _ ___------ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __-- ----- ---- _ /
void WriteRestart(char *fname, struct info *Misc, struct aer *Dist,
double *aerosol)
{
FILE *fres;
char resname[303;
/*-
* Open (binary) runfile
--------------------- /
strcpy(resname, fname); strcat(resname,".res");
if ((fres = fopen(resname,"wb")) == NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,"Unable to open binary restart file %s\n",resname);
exit(1);
}
* Write minimum mass, mass range factor, number of
* nodes, number of species, and time of restart file
----------------------------------------
fwrite(&Dist->Mmin, sizeof(double), 1, fres);
fwrite(&Dist->Wgam, sizeof(double), 1, fres);
fwrite(&Dist->NODES, sizeof(int), 1, fres);
fwrite(&Misc->NSPEC, sizeof(int), 1, fres);
fwrite(&Misc->Time, sizeof(double), 1, fres);
/*
* Write aerosol vector
-------------------- /
fwrite(aerosol, sizeof(double), Dist->AER, fres);
l __________________________________________ F ile N odes.c
#include <math.h>
#include "NRprog.h"
#include "aerosol.h"
#define ERR 1.Oe-3 /* error bound for ODE solver */
void HodeFunc(double w, double *dum, double *dIdw);
/* 
* Function file odes.c Version 2.0 June 8, 1993
* Tim Resch MIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Last modified: January 18, 1994
* Purpose: The routine in this file calculates three total distribution
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* quantities: total number density, total particulate mass, and the
* total mass of water suspended in aerosol droplets.
--ll-------- ---- --------
void odes(double *Ntot, double *Mtot, double *Wtot)
{
int i;
double mode[3];
for(i=O;i<3;i++) mode[i] = 0.0;
ODE2(mode,3,0.0,1i0,ERR,0.02,1.Oe-12,odeFunc,rkqs);
*Ntot = mode[O];
*Mtot = modeil];
*Wtot = mode[2];
void odeFunc(double , double *dum, double *dIdw)
{
extern struct aer Dist;
double eta, mass, n_w, water;
int al, Node;
/* -
* Determine the element containing V and calculate the local coordinate.
* Calculate properties at V using cubic splines evaluated at local coord.
* ----------------------------------------
Node (int) (w/Dist.DW);
eta = w/Dist.DW-Node;
if (Node==Dist.NFED )( Node--;eta=1.0;}
al = 4*Node;
nw = exp(Dist.NUN[al] + eta*(Dist.NUN[al+1 + eta*(Dist.NUM[al+2 +
eta*Dist.NUM[ai+3)));
water = Dist.WTR[al + eta*(Dist.WTR[al+1l + eta*(Dist.WTR[al+2 +
eta*Dist.WTR[a1+3));
mass = water + Dist.Mmin*exp(w*Dist.Wgam);
dIdw [0 = nw;
dIdw[1] = mass*nw;
dIdw[2] = (water>0.0) ? water*nw : 0.0;
File Timesteps.c
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "NRutil.h"
#include "NRprog.h"
#include "aerosol.h"
#define DTSTEP 0.10
#define NMIN .Oe-10
/* 
* Timesteps.c Version 2.2 October 23, 1993
* Tim Resch MIT Department of Chemical Engineering
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Last revised: Oct. 12, 1994
Purpose: The two routines in this file integrate the general dynamic
equation for aerosols through time using two general techniques.
SemiImplicit uses the semi-implicit time stepping method, where
variable values are taken at the new time whenever possible (ie. if
they are outside of an integral) and evaluated at the old time for
other cases, ie. variables within nonlinear functions and integrals.
The second routine, TimeOde, serves only to set up a vector such
that the GDE is solved using an ODE solver. Current choices are
Runge-Kutta and Bulirsch-Stoer.
* Functions
* CalcCoel
* CProd
* CRem
* Growth
* Removal
* Emission
* ODE2
* DtCalc
*
Variables
Structures
Dist
Misc
Vectors
Intl
dxdts
Sinks
Adsorb
Doubles
Dt
mass
tstep
Mvars
Integers
i,j,k,n
NS
NC
NL
If :Calculate cubic spline coefficients
:Calculate the first coag. integral for each variable
:Calculate the second coagulation integral
:Calculate effects of changes in particle size
:Calculate the particle removal rate (washout, deposition)
as :Calculate the rates of particle emissions
:ODE solver (Runge-Kutta or Bulirsch-Stoer method)
:Calculate dn/dt, dxi/dt, dsi/'dt vctor
:Contains distribution dimensions, pointers to node values
:Holds most other miscellaneous global distribution info
:Production integral
:holds dn/dt, etc. for ODE
:Fractional loss rate, 1/s
:Aerosol growth by uptake
:Size of time step
:Particle mass, g
:length of one time step
:structure to pass info to
Int2 :Consumption integral
dnxdt :current ODE vector values
Sources :aerosol production vector
t :Current ODE time
xt :sum of all mass fractions
ODE solver
:counters nDT :number of time steps
:number of species NN :number of nodes
:number of spline coefficients per variable
:total length of composition-dependent vectors
* Procedure - SemiImplicit
* i) Allocate and initialize temporary vectors
* ii) Calculate number of and length of time steps required
* iii) At each time step,
* 1) Calculate coagulation integrals
* 2) Calculate growth/evaporation vectors
* 3) Calculate removal vector
* 4) Calculate source vectors
* 5) Update aerosol node values
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';
*
*
*
*
*t
* 6) Update coefficient vectors for n(w), xi(w), si(w)
* 7) Update aerosol node values
8) Update coefficient vectors for n(w), i(w), si(w) using a
* semi-implicit formula:
* n(w,t) + dt*(Intl+Sources+Growth)
* n(w,t+dt) =
* 1.0 + dt*(Int2 + Sinks)
* n(w,t)Xi(w,t) + dt*(Int3+Sources+Growth)/m(w)
* Xi(w,t+dt) =--
* n(w,t+dt)*(1.O + dt*(Int2 + Sinks))
* where Intl is the coagulation production integral for number
* density, Int3 the prod. integral for composition variables,
* and Int2 is the coagulation consumption integral.
* iv) deallocate temporary storage
* Procedure - TimeOde
* i) Allocate and initialize temporary vectors
* ii) Calculate number of and length of time steps required
* iii) Calculate vector entries for n*m*xi, n*m*si
* iv) For each time step, call ODE solver using Dtcalc
* (type = 0: use Bulirsch-Stoer, type = 1: use Runge - Kutta)
* v) Deallocate temporary storage
*
* Procedure - DtCalc
* i) Calculate mass fraction and variance vectors from n*m*xi, n*m*si
* ii) Update coefficient vectors
* iii) Calculate coagulation integrals
* iv) Calculate time derivatives dn/dt, d(n*xi)/dt, d(n*si)/st
----------------------------------------
void SemiImplicit(double Dt, struct aer *Dist, struct info *Misc)
{
double *Adsorb, *Intl, *Int2, *Sinks, *Sources, dum, mass, tstep, xt;
int i, j, k, n, nDT, L, NN, C, S;
* Allocate and init. integral, source, sink, and adsorptive growth vectors
----------------------------------------
NN = Dist->NODES;
NS = isc->NSPEC;
NC = Dist->NCOEF;
NL = (1+2*NS)*NN;
Intl = dvector(O,NL-1);
Int2 = dvector(O,NN-1);
Sinks = dvector(O,NN-1);
Adsorb = dvector(O,NL-1);
Sources = dvector(O,NL-1);
for(i=O;i<NN;i++) Int2[i] = Sinks[i] = 0.0;
for(i=O;i<NL;i++) Intl[i] = Sources[i] = Adsorb[i] = 0.0;
/* 
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* Calculate number and length of time steps
nDT = (int) (Dt/DTSTEP);
ii ((nDT*DTSTEP)<Dt) nDT++;
tstep = Dt/nDT;
* For each time step,
* 1) Calculate coagulation integrals
* 2) Calculate growth/evaporation vectors
* 3) Calculate removal vector
* 4) Calculate source vectors
* 5) Update aerosol node values
* 6) Update coefficient vectors for n(w), xi(w), si(w)
---------- -- __------/
for(n=O;n<nDT;n++) (
fprintf(stderr,"Time %= lf",n*tstep);
if (Misc->COAG > -1) {
CProd(Intl, Dist);
CRem(Int2, Dist);
}
if (isc->GROW) Growth(Adsorb, Dist, isc);
if (Misc->SINK) Removal(Sinks,Dist,Misc,2,2,0.5,3000.0);
if (isc->SOURCE) Emissions(Sources,Dist,HMisc);
for(i=O;i<NN;i++) (
mass = Dist->Mmin*exp(Dist->Wgam*Dist->NASS[i]);
if (Adsorbi]>0O.O) if ((Intl[i] =
(Dist->NNOFM [i+tstep*(Intli] +AdsorbCi]+Sources[i ))/
(l+tstep*(Int2[i]+Sinks[i]))) < NMIN) IntlCi] = NMIN;
else if ((Intl Ci] = (Dist->NNOFM[i]+tstep*(Intl Ci +Sources Ci ) )/
(l+tstep*(Int2[i]+Sinks i]+AdsorbCi]/Dist->NNOFMCi]))) < NMIN)
IntlCi] = MIN;
for(j=O,xt=O.O;j<NS;j++) {
k = NN*j + i;
if ((dum = (Dist->NNOFMCi]*Dist->NXI[k +
tstep*(IntlCNN+k]+Adsorb[NN+k )/mass)/
((1.O+tstep*(Int2[i]+Sinks[i]))*ntl[i])) < 0.0) dum = 0.0;
xt += Dist->NXI[k] = dum;
Dist->NSI[Ck = (dum>O.O) ? (Dist->NNOFM[i3*Dist->NSI[k +
tstep*(Intl[C(+NS)*NN+k]+Adsorb[(I+NS)*N+k])/mass)/
((1.O+tstep* (Int2Ci]+Sinks i]))*Inti Ci) : 0.0;
}
xt = 1.O/xt;
if (fabs(xt-1.0)>0.0001) for(j=O;j<NS;j++) {
Dist->NXICNN*j+i] *= xt;
Dist->NSICNN*j+i] *= xt;
}
Dist->NNOFMCi] Intl[i];
IntlCi] = 0.0;
}
/* 
* Update coefficient vectors
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'J. 
-------------------- - --..- */
CalcCoeff(Dist->CMAT,Dist->NNOFM,Dist->NUM,NN,NC,1);
for(j=O;j<NS;j++) {
CalcCoeff(Dist->CMAT,&(Dist->NXI NN*j ),(Dist->XI NC*j ),NN, NC,O);
CalcCoeff(Dist->C_MAT,&(Dist->NSINN*j]),ak(Dist->SI[NC*j]),NN,NC,O);
}
}
* Free temporary storage
* ---------------------- /
free_dvector(Intl,0,NL-1);
free_dvector(Int2,0,NN-1);
free_dvector(Sinks,0,NN-1);
freedvector(Adsorb,O,NL-1);
free_dvector(Sources,O,NL-1);
return;
}
#undef DTSTEP
#undef NMIN
/4========== FUNCTION TO INTEGRATE USING ODE SOLVER =========== */
#define ERR 1.0e-3
#define DTSTEP 600.0
#define NMIN .0e-10
struct {
double *Intl; /* vector for second coagulation integral
double *Int2; /* vector for first coagulation integral */
double *Sources; /* vector for particle source terms
double *Sinks; /* vector for particle removal rates */
double *Adsorb; /* vector for so-called condensational growth */
} Mvars;
void DtCalc(double t, double *dnxdt, double *dxdts);
void TimeOde(double Dt, struct aer *Dist, struct info *Hisc, int type)
{
double *dnxdt, tstep, mass;
int i, j, n, nDT, NL, NN, NS;
/*…
* Allocate integral and coefficient vectors,
* assign pointers into aerosol nodes vector /----------------------------------------
NN = Dist->NODES;
NS = isc->NSPEC;
NL = (1+2*NS)*NN;
dnxdt = dvector(O,NL-1);
Mvars.Intl = dvector(O,NL-1);
M_vars.Int2 = dvector(O,NN-1);
Nvars.Sinks = dvector(O,NN-1);
Mvars.Adsorb = dvector(O,NL-1);
Hvars.Sources = dvector(O,NL-1);
for(i=O;i<NN;i++) M_vars.Int2[i = M_vars.Sinks[i] = 0.0;
for(i=O;i<NL;i++) M_vars.Intl[i] = M_vars.Sources[i] = Mvars.Adsorb i] 0.0;
/* -
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* Calculate number and length of steps
* ------ --_------  ----------- - /
nDT = (int) (Dt/DTSTEP);
if ((nDT*DTSTEP)<Dt) nDT++;
tstep Dt/(float)nDT;
* calc. n*m*xi, n*m*si vectors amounts
* ----------------------------------- /
for(i=O;i<NN;i++) {
mass = Dist->Hmin*exp(Dist->Wgam*Dist->NNMASS[i]);
dnxdt [i] = Dist->NNOFM [i];
for(j=o;j<NS;j++) {
dnxdt [i+(l+j)*NN] = mass*Dist->NXI i+j*NN] *Dist->NNOFM [i];
dnxdt Ci+( +NS+j )*NN = mass*Dist->NSI [i+j*NN]*Dist->NNOFM [i];
}
/*-
* call ODE solver with time step tstep
------------------------------------
for (i=O;i<nDT;i++) {
if (type) ODE2(dnxdt,NL,O.O,tstep,ERR,O.O,l1.Oe-4,DtCalc,rkqs);
else for(n=O;n<nDT;n++)
ODE2(dnxdt,NL,O.O,tstep,ERR,O.1,1.Oe-4,DtCalc,bsstep);
/…
* Deallocate temporary vectors
freedvector(dnxdt,O,NL-1);
freedvector(Mvars.Int2,0,NN-1);
freedvector(Mvars.Intl,O,NL-1);
free_dvector(M_vars.Sinks,O,NN-1);
freedvector(M_vars.Adsorb,O,NL-1);
free_dvector(NM_vars.Sources,O,NL-);
/* 
* ROUTINE TO CALCULATE TIME DERIVATIVES OF N, Xi, Si, ... ---------------------------------------- */
void DtCalc(double t, double *dnxdt, double *dxdts)
{
extern struct info Misc;
extern struct aer Dist;
double dum, mass, xt;
int i,j,NC,NN,NS;
fprintf (stderr,"Time = %lg\n",t);
NN = Dist.NODES;
NC = Dist.NCOEF;
NS = Nisc.NSPEC;
* calc. mass fraction, variance vectors
for(i=O; i<NN; i++) Dist. NNOFCi =dnxdt[i];
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for(i=O;i<NN;i++) if (Dist.NNOFM[i] > NMIN) {
mass = Dist.Nmin*exp(Dist.Wgam*Dist.NMASSCi]);
for(j=O,xt=O.O;j<NS;j++) {
xt += Dist.NXI[NN*j+i] = dnxdt[(i+j )*NN+i]/(Dist.NNOFM[i]*mass);
Dist.NSI[NN*j+i] = dnxdtC[(+NS+j)*NN+i]/(Dist.NNOFM[i]*mass);
}
xt = 1.0/xt;
if (fabs(xt-1.O)>O.0001) for(j=O;j<NS;j++) {
Dist.NXICNN*j+i] *= xt;
Dist.NSICNN*j+i] *= xt;
}
} else Dist.NNOFM[iJ = NMIN;
/* ---
* Update coefficient vectors
CalcCoeff(Dist.CMAT,Dist.NNOFM,Dist.NUM,NN,NC,1);
for(j=O;j<NS;j++) {
CalcCoeff(Dist.CHAT, k(Dist.NXI[NN*j]),(Dist.XIENC*j]),NN,NC,O);
CalcCoeff(Dist.CHAT,k(Dist.NSICIN*j]),&(Dist.SI[NC*j]),NN,NC,O);
}
* Calculate coagulation integrals, removal term, growth
* term, and source term as requested in the input file.
for(i=O;i<NN;i++) vars.Int2[i] = 0.0;
if (Misc.COAG > -1) {
CProd(Mvars.Intl, &Dist);
CRem(M_vars.Int2, Dist);
}
if (Hisc.GROW) Growth(HMvars.Adsorb, &Dist, Misc);
if (isc.SINK) Removal(M_vars.Sinks,&Dist,k&isc,2,2,0.5,3000. );
if (Misc.SOURCE) Emissions(Mvars.Sources,&Dist,kMisc);
for(i=O;i<NN;i++) Mvars.Int2 i] = (M_vars.Int2 i] + M_vars.Sinks[i )*Dist. NNOFM i];
/*
* Calculate time derivatives
--------------------------
for(i=O;i<NN;i++) {
mass = Dist.Nmin*exp(Dist.Wgam*Dist.NMASS i] );
dxdtsCi] = vars.IntlCi] + Mvars.Adsorb[i] + vars.SourcesC[i - Mvars.Int2[i];
for(j=O;j<NS;j++) {
if ((dxdts[(l+j)*NN+i = vars.Intl (l+j)*NN+i +
MHvars.Adsorb[(l+j)*NN+i] + Mvars.Sources[(l+j )*NN+i -
mass*Dist.NXINN*j+i]*Mvars.Int2[i]) < 0.0) dxdts[(l+j)*NN+i] = 0.0;
dxdtsC[(+NS+j)*NN+i = Mvars.Intl C(+NS+j)*NN+i]
+ Mvars.Adsorb C(+NS+j)*NN+i] + Mvars.Sources (Ic+NS+j)*NN+i
- mass*Dist. NSICNN*j+i]*Hvars.Int2 [i];
}
}
#undef ERR
#undef DTSTEP
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#undef NMIN
File Coagulation.c
#include <math.h>
#include "NRutil.h"
#include "NRprog.h"
#include "aerosol.h"
#define ERR 2.0e-3 /* error bound for ODE solver */
#define FAC 0.620350490901 /* (3/4pi)-(1/3) */
double Kern(double R, double S, double T, double P);
void RemInt(double Y, double *dum, double *dIdY);
void Prodint(double Y, double *dum, double *dIdY);
double *XCoag;
/* …_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
* Function file Coagulation.c Version 3.0
* Tim Resch MIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Last modified: January 18, 1994
*
June 1, 1991
* Purpose: The routines in this file calculate the production and loss
* integrals for coagulation with respect to number density and particle
* composition. The integrals are evaluated through the use of an ODE
* solver since methods such as quadrature proved inadequate for real
* coagulation kernels. This file contains six routines:
* 1) CRem :controls the removal integral evaluation
* 2) CProd :controls the production integral evaluations
* 3) RemInt :calculates the removal integrands
* 4) ProdInt :calculates the production integrands
* 5) Kern :calculate the coagulation kernel
* 6) vdWaals :calculate the van der Waals enhancement factor
*
Variables
Structures
Dist :distribution dimensions, pointers into node, coefficient vectors
Misc :Miscellaneous model information
Vectors
Intl :nodal values for coagulation production integrals
Int2 :nodal values for coagulation removal integrals
dIdV :Integrand evaluated at W, V
ntgl :Temporary integral holder for production integrals
XCoag :External vector to take particle radii or mass to ODE routines
Doubles
A :van der Waals material constant y :R/S ratio (>1)
R,S :radius of particles 1, 2 T,P :system temp., pressure
W,V :dimensionless mass of 1, 2 Wp :W(M(W)-M(V))
lambda :mean free path of air kernel :coagulation kernel
b,c,d :polynomial coefficients for van der Waals curve fit
Wend :upper integration bound for production integrals
etaW, etaV :local coordinates for each particle
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-
* Wn, Vn :number densities corresponding to masses W and V
* Wd, Vd :density of particles ""
* WV, Vw :water content (in grams) ' "
* rW, sV :particle radius " "
* xiv, xiv :current species mass fraction " "
* siW, siv :current variance in mass fraction " "
* mWp, mV :particle mass (in grams) " "
* Counters
* al, b :start of coefficients for cubic splines of particles 1, 2
* nV, nW :number of element containing mass V, W
* nvar :number of integrals to be calculated
* i,j :node and species counters
*
* Storage in integral vectors:
* Int2[i] -> n(w)
* Intl[i] -> n(w) => ntgl[O]
* Intl[(l+j)ND+i] -> mass fraction of j => ntgl[l+j]
* Intl[(l+NS+j)ND+i] -> variance of j => ntgl[l+NS+j]
* (NS = # of species, ND = # of nodes, ND = # of coefficients,
* j = species number, i = node number)
* Procedure:
* Removal - (all nodes at once)
* 1) Calculate particle radius for each node
* 2) Calculate integral at all nodes simultaneously (RemInt)
* :: RemInt
* 1) Assign pointers into coefficient vector
* 2) Determine the element, local coordinates for V
* 3) Use cubic splines to get n(x), tr, and density at V
* 4) Calculate s(V) and integrand: dI[i]/dv = B(r[i],s(v))*n(v,t)
* where s(V) = [(3Ho exp(-V*G)+wtr)/(4*pi*d)]^(1/3)
* Production - (for each node)
* 1) Calculate upper integration bound (1/2 particle mass)
* 2) Calculate integrals for all variables at this node (ProdInt)
* 3) Store results in Intl vector
* :: Prodint
* 1) Assign pointers into coefficient vector
* 2) Calculate W' from , V and check if in distribution range
* 3) Determine the element, local coordinates for V, W'
* 4) Use cubic splines to get n(x), wtr, and density at V,W'
* 5) Calculate r'(W'), s(V), and following integrands:
* B(r,s)n(W')n(V)
* n(W) => dIO/dv = -
* 1-exp [G*(V-w)
* xi(W) => dI(l+i)/dv = dIO/dv*[exp(W'G)Xi(W') + exp(VG)Xi(V)]
* si(W) => dI(l+N+i)/dv = dIO/dv*[exp(W'G)Si(W') + exp(VG)Si(V)]
- -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ … _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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* CALCULATION OF COAGULATION REMOVAL INTEGRALS
void CRem(double Int2, struct aer *Dist)
{
int i;
* Calculate particle radius at each node and call ODE solver
-_________________- ----------- 
-------- -/
XCoag = dvector(O,Dist->NODES-1);
for(i=O;i<Dist->NODES;i++)
XCoag[i] = FAC*pow((Dist->Mmin*exp(Dist->Wgam*Dist->NMASS[i]) +
Dist->NWTR[i])/Dist->NDEN[i],(1.O/3.0));
ODE2(Int2,Dist->NODES,O.O,1.0,ERR,0.02,1.0e-12,RemInt,rkqs);
freedvector(XCoag,O,Dist->NODES-1);
}
void RemInt(double V, double *dum, double *dIdV)
{
extern struct aer Dist;
extern struct info Misc;
double eta, Vn, Vd, V, sV;
int i, al, nV;
/* 
* Determine the element containing V and calculate the local coordinate.
Calculate properties at V using cubic splines evaluated at local coord. /----------------------------------------
nV = (int) (V/Dist.DW);
eta = V/Dist.DW-nV;
if (nV==Dist.NFED ){ nV--;eta=l.O;}
al = 4*nV;
Vn = exp(Dist.NUM[al] + eta*(Dist.NUH[al+l] + eta*(Dist.NUM[a1+2 +
eta*Dist.NUMCal+3])));
Vd = Dist.DEN[al + eta*(Dist.DEN[al+l] + eta*(Dist.DEN[al+2] +
eta*Dist.DEN [al+3));
Vw = Dist.WTR[ali + eta*(Dist.WTR[al+l] + eta*(Dist.WTR[al+2 +
eta*Dist.WTRC[a+3));
/* 
* calculate particle radius s(v), integrand value dI/dv /----------------------------------------
sV = FAC*pow((Dist.Hmin*exp(V*Dist.Wgam)+Vw)/Vd,(1.0/3.0));
for(i=O;i<Dist.NODES;i++)
dIdV[i] = Kern(XCoag[i],sV,Misc.Temp,Nisc.Press)*Vn;
}
/…
CALCULATION OF COAGULATION PRODUCTION INTEGRALS
void CProd(double *Intl, struct aer *Dist)
{
extern struct info Misc;
double *ntgl, Wend;
int i,j,nvar;
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* Allocate temp. vectors based on coagulation flag
XCoag = dvector(0,1);
nvar = (MHisc.COAG) ? 2*Nisc.NSPEC + : 1;
ntgl = dvector(O,nvar);
/* ----- - --- -------__ _ _ _ _ ____---_____________
* Calculate upper integral bound, call ODE solver, and map into Intl vector
* -- ------- - -------- - -- _-------- - - - - - - --/
for(i=O;i<Dist->NODES;i++) {
for (j=O;j<nvar;j++) ntglEj] = 0.0;
Wend = XCoag[O] = Dist->NMASS[i];
Wend -= log(2.0)/Dist->Wgam;
ODE2(ntgl,nvar,O.0,Wend,ERR,0.02,le-12,Prodint,rkqs);
Intl [i] = ntgl[O];
if (Misc.COAG) for(j=O;j<Hisc.NSPEC;j++) {
Intl[(+j)*Dist->NODES+i] = ntgl[l+j];
Intl (l+Misc.NSPEC+j)*Dist->NODES+i] = ntgl[l+Misc.NSPEC+j];
}
freedvector(ntgl, 0,nvar);
}
void Prodint(double V, double *dum, double *dIdV)
{
extern struct aer Dist;
extern struct info Misc;
double etaW, W, Wp, Wn, Wd, Wv, mWp, rW, xiv, siw;
double etaV, Vn, Vd, Vv, mV, sV, xiv, siv;
int al, bl, i, nV, nW, nvar;
/* 
* Determine length of coagulation integrals and get particle 1 mass
----------------------------------------
nvar = (Misc.COAG) ? 1+2*Nisc.NSPEC : 1;
W = XCoag[O];
/*…
* Determine mass Wp of second particle. Determine the elements
* containing masses Wp and V, and their local coordinates. Use these
* with the cubic splines to obtain the appropriate properties at V, Wp
----------------------------------------
Wp = (W>V) ? log(exp(W*Dist.Wgam) - exp(V*Dist.Wgam))/Dist.Wgam : -1.0;
if(Wp>O.O) {
nV = (int) (V/Dist.DW);
nW = (int) (Wp/Dist.DW);
etaV = V/Dist.DW - nV;
etaW = Wp/Dist.DW - nW;
if (nV>Dist.NFED) { nV--; etaV=l.O;}
if (nW>Dist.NFED) { nW--; etaW=l.O;}
al = 4*nW;
bi = 4*nV;
Vn = exp(Dist.NUM[bl] + etaV*(Dist.NUM[bl+l] + etaV*(Dist.NUM[bl+2 +
etaV*Dist. NU[bl+3 ) ) );
Vd = Dist.DEN[bl] + etaV*(Dist.DEN[bl+l] + etaV*(Dist.DEN[bl+2 +
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etaV*Dist.DEN[bl+3));
Vw = Dist.WTR[bl + etaV*(Dist.WTR[bl+l + etaV*(Dist.WTR[bl+23 +
etaV*Dist. WTR bl+3));
Wn = exp(Dist.NUMC[ai + etaW*(Dist.NUMC[a1+1 + etaW*(Dist.NUM[a1+23 +
etaW*Dist.NUM [a1+33)));
Wd = Dist.DEN[aj] + etaW*(Dist.DENE[al+1 + etaW*(Dist.DEN[a1+2 +
etaW*Dist.DEN [i+33));
W = Dist.WTR[al + etaW*(Dist.WTR[al+l] + etaW*(Dist.WTR[al+23 +
etaW*Dist.WTR[al+3));
/* ------------------ ------ ---- -- --- --- --_ --
* Calculate radii r(W') and s(V), integrand dI/dV
* …---------/
mWp = Dist.Mmin*exp(Dist.Wgam*Wp);
mV = Dist.Mmin*exp(Dist.Wgam*V);
rW = FAC*pow((Dist.Hmin*exp(Wp*Dist.Wgam) + W)/Wd,(1.0/3.0));
sV = FAC*pow((Dist.Nmin*exp(V*Dist.Wgam) + V)/Vd,(1.0/3.0));
dIdV[0]=Kern(rW,sV,Misc.Temp,Misc.Press)*Vn*Wn/(-exp(Dist.Wgam*(V-W)));
/* ------
* If composition changes requested, calculate d(n*xi), d(n*si)
----------------------------------------
if (Hisc.COAG) for(i=O;i<Misc.NSPEC;i++) {
xi = Dist.XI[al] + etaW*(Dist.XI[al+ll + etaW*(Dist.XI[al+2 +
etaW*Dist.XI[al+3));
si = Dist.SI[all + etaW*(Dist.SI[al+l] + etaW*(Dist.SI[a1+2 +
etaW*Dist.SI[al+3]));
xiv = Dist.XI[bl] + etaV*(Dist.XI[bl+l] + etaV*(Dist.XI[bl+2 +
etaV*Dist .XI bl+3]));
siv = Dist.SI[bl] + etaV*(Dist.SI[bl+l] + etaV*(Dist.SI[bl+2 +
etaV*Dist.SI[bl+3]));
if (xiw<O.O) xiw=O.0;
if (xiv<O.O) xiv=0.0;
if (siw<O.O) siw=O.0;
if (siv<O.O) siv=O.0;
dIdV[C+i] = dIdV[O]*(mWp*xiw+mV*xiv);
dIdV[l+Misc.NSPEC+i] = dIdV[O]*(mWp*siv+mV*siv);
al += Dist.NCOEF;
bi += Dist.NCOEF;
}
} else for (i=O;i<nvar;i++) dIdV[i = 0.0;
}
/.
c* CALCULATION OF COAGULATION KERNEL AND VAN DER WAALS EFFECT
#define LAMB 6.6e-2 /* um */
#define LTEMP 293.15 /*K */
#define LPRES 1013.25 /* mb */
#define KBOLZ (1.380662e-16) /* in cgs units (erg/K) */
#define VISC(t) (3.63e-5+(t)*4.944e-7) /* g/cm-s, t in K */
#define ALPHA(l,r) (1.257+0.4*exp(-1.1*(r)/(1))) /* slip factor term */
#define AVDW 3.370 /* A = pi-2*Q/6kT, van der Waals effect */
#define BETAO (1.Oe-7) /* cm'3 um/s, for analytic solution comparison */
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double vdWaals(double A, double y);
/* --------------------------------------
* Calculate the coagulation kernel for Brownian diffusion for particles of
* two given radii, R and S or return the constant BetaO for comparison with
* analytical solutions.
* 2kT / 1 1 / alpha(r ) alpha(s) \\
* Kbr(r,s) = ----------- (r+s)l -+ -+ lambda*l -------- + -------- II
* 3*visc(air) \ r s \ r-2 s'2 //
*…m--…_______________________-- _------------------------- -m-mm- -mmm …/
double Kern(double R, double S, double T, double P)
{
double lambda, kernel, y;
lambda = LANB*LPRES*T/(P*LTENP);
kernel = 2.0*KBOLZ*T/(3.0*VISC(T))*(R+S)*(1/R+i/S+
lambda*(ALPHA(lambda,R)/(R*R)+ ALPHA(lambda,S)/(S*S)));
y = (R>S) ? R/S : S/R;
/* return(BETAO); */
/* return(4.0*MPI*BETAO*(R*R*R+S*S*S)/3.0); */
return(kernel*vdWaals(AVDW,y));
}
double vdWaals(double A, double y)
double b, c, d;
d = log(y);
b = exp(-1.5423+d*(-0.08236+d*(0.011378*d-0.17733)));
c = -exp(-4.08744+d*(-0.10894+d*(0.01495*d-0.20976)));
return(i.O+b*sqrt(A)+c*A);
File Growth.c
#include <math.h>
#include "NRutil.h"
#include "aerosol.h"
#define NMIN le-8
* Growth.c Version 2.0 July 12, 1994
* Tim Resch NIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Last modified: July 12, 1994
* Purpose: This routine calculates the rate at which the number densities
* and composition of aerosol particles change as a result of species
uptake. The routine calls function Growthfunc to calculate the mass
rate at which each species is added to an aerosol particle of the
* specified size. The changes in number density and composition are
c* calculated from the following:
dn(w,t) d[Iw*n(w)] dw
* ------- = - ---------- where Iw = -- = sum(Ii)/m*gamma
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dw dt
I* d nxi] dn / dxi dsi
* ------ = xi --I - n(w)l I(g*xi + ---) + ai(g*si + ---)
* dt dtlG \ dw dw
* d[nsi] dnl / dsi dxi
* -…--.. = i -- I - n(w)l Iw(g*si + ---) + ai(g*xi + ---)
* dt dtG \ dw dw
*
- g*I_i 
- g*ai I
* where xi = mass fraction of i, si = variance cf i, g = range factor
*' gamma, ai = variance in growth rate, Ii = uptake rate for species i,
* and I is the total growth rate with the growth rates in terms of w.
* Variables
* Structures
* Dist :distribution dimensions, pointers into node, coefficient vectors
* Misc :Miscellaneous model information
* Vectors
* Adsorb :Vector of changes in number density and total species masses
* Grow :Vector of growth rates of each species and total rate
* ncof :Pointer into coefficient vector for number densities
* wcof :Coefficient vector for total growth rates
* Ii :Individual growth rates at the current node
* Isi :Change in variance due to uptake at current node
* Counters
* NC :Number of cubic spline coefficients in distribution
* ND :Number of nodes in distribution
* NS :Number of species in distribution
* ne :Current element number
* Node,n :Current node number
* Reals
* dIl :dIw/dw
* mass :Particle mass
* w :Dimensionless mass
* fac :Factor to convert calculated derivatives to dx/dw
* eta :Local coordinate value within element
* num :Number density at current node
* dn :dn/dw at current node
* xj :Nass faction of component j in a particle at the current node
* sj :Variance of component j in a particle at the current node
* dxj :dxj/dw, gradient in mass fraction at the current node
* dsj :dsj/dw, gradient in variance at the current node
* Procedure -
* i) Initialize vectors for growth rates, spline coefficients
* ii) For each node, call routine to calculate the uptake rate of each
* species in the particle. Add all of them and convert to get Iv
* ii) For each node,
* a) Call routine to calc. the uptake rate of each species.
* b) Convert the growth rates into terms of w.
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dt
* c) Add them up to get the total growth rate.
* d) Calculate the cubic spline coefficients for I(w).
* iv) Calculate the changes in number density and composition variables:
* a) Calculate dn/dw and use to calculate dn/dt.
* b) Based on w, determine the element number and eta for node.
* c) Determine starting point of spline coefficients.
* d) Calc. local coord. derivatives, dx/dn = al + 2n a2 + 3n'2 a3,
* for mass fractions, etc. and convert to d/dw.
* e) Evaluate the growth terms as indicated in the header.
-_ --_____ 
_---- 
---------------- 
/
extern void Growthfunc(int Node, int NS, double *Ii, double *Isi,
struct aer *Dist);
void Growth(double *Adsorb, struct aer *Dist, struct info *Misc)
{
int aO, j, n, ne, NC, ND, NS;
double *Grow, *ncof, *scof, *wcof;
double dIl, w, mass, fac, eta, num, dn, xj, dxj, sj, dsj;
/* -___________________---
* Initialize vectors for growth rates, spline coefficients
----------------------------------------
/
ND = Dist->NODES;
NS = Misc->NSPEC;
NC = Dist->NCOEF;
Grow = dvector(O,(1+2*NS)*ND);
wcof = dvector(O,NC-1);
/* --------------------------------------
* For each node, call routine to calc. the uptake rate of each species in
* the particle. Convert the growth rates into terms of w, add them up to get
* the total growth rate, and calc. the cubic spline coefficients for Iw(Y).
for(n=O;n<ND;n++) {
Growth_func(n, NS, k(Grow[ND+NS*n]), t(Grow[ND*(NS+I)+NS*n]), Dist);
fac= 1. O/(Dist->Wgam*Dist->Mmin*exp(Dist->Wgam*Dist->NMASS n]));
for(j=O,Grow n]=O.O;j<NS;j++) {
Grow[ND+NS*n+j] *= fac;
Grow[ND*(NS+1)+NS*n+j] *= fac;
Growfn] += Grow[ND+NS*n+j];
CalcCoeff(Dist->C-_AT,Grow,wcof,ND,NC,O);
/* ----------------------------------------
* Calculate dn/dt, d(nxi)/dt, and d(nsi)/dt terms: Based on v,
* determine the element number and eta to get the starting point
* for the spline coefficients. Use the spline coefficients to get
* the local coord. derivative, dx/dn = al + 2n a2 + 3n'2 a3, and
* convert to d/dw. For each species, calc. dxi/dw and dsi/dw, and
* evaluate the growth terms as indicated in the header.
* ---------------------------------------- /
for(n=O;n<ND;n++) {
w = Dist->NMASS[n];
num = Dist->NNOFM[nJ;
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mass - Dist->Mmin*exp(Dist->Wgam*W);
ne = (int) (t/Dist->DW);
eta = /Dist->DW - noe;
aO = 4*ne;
ncof = (Dist->NUMtaO]);
dn = num*(ncof [1J+eta*(2.0*ncof[23+3.O*eta*ncof [3) ))/Dist->DW;
dvw = (cof [aO+1 +eta*(2.O*wcof [aO+2]+3. 0*eta*wcof aO+33 ) )/Dist->DW;
Adsorb[n] = -(Growvn]jdn+num*dlw);
for(j=O;j<NS;j++) 
xj = Dist->NXI[J*ND+n3;
sj = Dist->NSI[j*ND+n ;
ncof = (Dist->XI j*NC+aO]);
scof = &(Dist->SI[j*NC+aO] ) ;
dxj = (ncof ] +eta* (2. 0*ncof [23 +3. 0*eta*ncof 33 ) ) /Dist->DW;
dsj = (scof t[1+eta*(2.0*scof t[2+3.0*eta*scof [33 ))/Dist->DW;
Adsorb[(l+j)*ND+n] = mass*(xj*Adsorb[n]
- num*Grow[n]*(Dist->Wgam*xj + dxj) - num*Grow[ND*(NS+1)+NS*n+j]*
(Dist->Wgam*sj + dsj) + num*Dist->Wgam*Grov[ND+NS*n+j]);
Adsorb[(l+NS+j)*ND+n] = mass*(sj*Adsorb[n]
- num*Grow n]*(Dist->Wgam*sj + dsj) - num*Grow[ND*(NS+l)+NS*n+j]*
(Dist->Wgam*xj + dxj) + num*Dist->Wgam*Grow[ND*(NS+)+NS*n+j]);
}
free_dvector(wcof,0,NC-1);
freedvector(Grow,0, (1+2*NS)*ND);
}I
File GrowthFunc.c
#include <math.h>
#include "NRutil.h"
#include "aerosol.h"
#define NHIN le-8
/*
* GrovthFunc.c Version 1.0 July 12, 1994
* Tim Resch NIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Last modified: July 12, 1994
*
* Purpose: This is an example of the user-defined routine that calculates
* the mass rates for particle growth, as required by the Groth()
* function.
* Variables
* Dist :distribution dimensions, pointers into node, coefficient vectors
* Ii :Individual growth rates at the current node
* Isi :Change in variance due to uptake at current node
* mass :Particle mass
* radius :Particle radius
*
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* Procedure-
* For each node that has a 'significant' number density, calculate
* the mass rate at which each component is taken into or lost from
* the particle. Using the expansion for mass fractions in these rates,
* also calculate the change in variance due to this growth.
The index for the jth component at node i is given by
XXC j*Dist->NODES + i 
w* here X Dist->NXI (mass fraction), Dist->NSI (variance) j=O,#comp-1
* = Dist->GAN (activity coefficient) j=O,#simple electrolytes-1
-*…- ________ ___…m--__-m -- …mm-----------…-- *1-- m-m m---mm-------- /
void Growthfunc(int Node, int S, double *Ii, double *Isi, struct aer *Dist)
{
int j;
double mass, radius;
if (Dist->NNOFM[Node > HIN) {
mass = Dist->Mmin*exp(Dist->Wgam*Dist->NASS[Node));
radius = pow(3.0*mass/(4.0*MHPI*Dist->NDEN[Node), (1.0/3.
Ii[Co = .Oe-S*mass/radius;
Ii t[ = 1.Oe-6*mass*(O. -Dist->NXI [Dist->NODES:Node]);
Ii[2] = 0.0;
Isi[CO = 0.0;
Isi[1C = .Oe-6*mass*(Dist->NSI[Dist->NODES+Node]);
Isi[2] = 0.0;
#if O
for(j=O;j<NS;j++) {
/* Ii[Cj = O.O0*mass*Dist->NXI[j*Dist->NODES+Node]; */
/* Isi[j] = O.Ol*mass*Dist->NSI[j*Dist->NODES+Node]; */
Ii[j] = O.01*mass;
Isi[j] = O.01*mass;
}
#endif
} else for(j=O;j<NS;j++) Ii[j] = Isi[j] = 0.0;
}
File Removal. c
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "NRprog.h"
#include "aerosol.h"
* Removal.c Version 2.0 April. 1, 1994
* Tim Resch MIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Last modified: June 24, 1994
* Purpose: This collection of routines calculates the removal rates of
* aerosols by sedimentation, dry deposition, diffusiophoresis, and
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* washout by clouds, rain, or snow. The dry deposition and sedimentation
* velocities are divided by a characteristic height to obtain a removal
fraction. In a model with vertical aerosol profiles, these velocities
* would be used to modify vertical convective effects.
*
Functions
Removal
Vfunc
Vt
newt
ODE2
rkqs
Vwfunc
Edry
Eveg
Erain
Esnow
:Calculates contribution of each mechanism to aerosol removal
:Residual function for terminal velocity when O.1<Re<500
:Calculate the terminal velocity of a sphere in air (in cm/s)
given radius R in um, density (Dens) in g/cm'3, pressure P
in mbar, and temperature T in degrees Kelvin.
:NRinC newton-based nonlinear equation solver
:NRinC adaptive stepsize ODE solver
:NRinC RK stepping routine with error checking
:Integrand function for washout coefficient - assumes
Khrgian-Mazin distribution for cloud droplets,
Marshall-Palmer distribution for rain/snow precipitation
:Collection efficiency for deposition to a smooth sruface
:Collection efficiency for deposition to vegetation
:Collection efficiency of raindrops and cloud droplets
:Collection efficiency of snowflakes
* Variables
* Structures
* Dist :distrbution dimensions, pointers into node, coefficient vectors
* Misc :Miscellaneous model information
* Vectors
* Sinks :Vector of particle removal fractions (dn/dt = -Sinks[i]*Num [
* dPsida :Integrand of wet removal coefficient dPsi/da
* Flags
* Dmode :Indicates dry deposition options (O=none, 1=smooth, 2=vegetatil
* Wmode :Type of wet deposition (O=none, 1=cloud, 2=rain, 3=snow)
* Reals
* A,a :cloud droplet radius, um
* amax :maximum droplet/melted snowflake radius, um
* amin :minimum droplet/melted snowflake radius, um
* cl,c2 :constants used in Vt for cases with Re>500 (solve nonlinear eq
* Dens :Particle/droplet density
* dGas :Fluid (gas) density
* Diff,D :Aerosol particle diffusivity, cm^2/s
* Ed :Total collection efficiency
* Ediff :Collection efficiency for diffusion
* Eimp :Collection efficiency for impaction
* Eint :Collection efficiency for interception
* Et/Eta :dynamic viscosity of air, g/cm-s
* kappa :Ratio of aerosol radius to droplet radius
* na :Number density of droplets/raindrops/snowflakes
* Nu :kinematic viscosity of air, cm^2/s
* Pe :Peclet number, Pe = RV/D
* Psi :Wet removal coefficient
* R :aerosol particle radius, um
i])
on)
i)
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*
*
*
*
*
* Rb
* Re
* Sc
* Slip
* St
* StC
* U
* V
* v
* Va
* Vr
:Rebound fraction
:Reynolds number of sphere Re = VR/Nu
:Schmidt number, nu/D
:Cunningham slip flow correction factor
:Stokes number, St = tU/R with t=Vt/g
:Critical Stokes number
:Wind velocity, cm/s
:Ratio of dynamic viscosities (water/air)
:current value of terminal velocity (Vt routine)
:Falling velocity of droplets, cm/s
:Falling velocity of aerosol particle, cm/s
Procedures:
Removal (Calculate removal fraction)
i)Calculate kinematic viscosity, mean free path of air
ii)Calculate particle mass, radius, diffusivity, and settling velocity
iii)If Dry flag set, calc. Vd for smooth surface(1) or vegetation (2)
iv)if Wet flag set, calc. Vet
v) Add all terms
Vt (Terminal velocity calculations)
i) Calculate Nu, velocity for stokes flow, and corresponding Re
ii) If Re>O.1, solve nonlinear equation to get Vt
iii) If new Re>SO0, solve Vt for constant drag coefficient
Drag coefficients
Re<O.1 Cd = 12/Re (Stokes law)
O.l<Re<500 Cd = 12/Re(1.0+0.2415*Re'0.687)
Re>500 Cd = 0.44 (constant)
*/
--------------------------------------------------------
__-------------
* CONSTANTS - general
* KBOLZ :Boltmann's constant, in cgs units
* G :Gravitational acceleration, cm/s^2
* CONSTANTS - dry deposition calculations
* HEIGHT :Height scale in cm
* UWind :Reference wind speed, cm/s (44.7*mph)
* U_F :Friction velocity, cm/s
* BETA :empirical constant for smooth surface deposition
* CD :Total drag coefficient
* UhUr :ratio of wind speeds at h(veg) and h(ref)
* GAMMA :empirical constant for deposition on vegetation
* HDOT :mass flux of vapor to surface/density, mm/hr
* CvCd :Ratio of viscous drag to total drag
* F :Fraction of particles collected by 'small' collectors
* AO :Length of 'small' collectors, in um
* Al :Length of 'large' collectors, in um
* B_Reb :Empirical rebound fraction parameter
* CONSTANTS - wet removal routine
* CLOUD-SNOW :Flag values for wet removal mechanism
* PR :Density of raindrop, g/cm^3
* PS :Density of snowflake, g/cm'3
* SFAC :Ratio of snowflake equiv. radius to melted redius
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*
*t
*t
* AA.KM, B_KM :Khrgian-Mazin distribution parameters, in
* cm'-3 um'-3 and /um, respectively (cloud droplets)
* P_MPR, PHPS :Rain, snow precipitation rates, mm/hr
t* N_MPR :Marshall-Palmer parameters for rain, cm^-3 um--1
* -------------------------------------- -- /
#define G 980.0
#define KBOLZ 1.380662e-16
/* ========= Dry deposition constants ======== */
#define F 0.01
#define AO 10.0
#define U_F 22.4
#define BETA 0.4
#define A1 .0e3
#define MDOT 0.0
#define BReb 2.0
#define GAMMA 2.5
#define UhUr 0.35
#define CD (5.0e-3)
#define HEIGHT 1.Oe5
#define UWind 447.0
#define CvCd 0.33333
/* W========== et deposition constants ========= */
#define CLOUD 1
#define RAIN 2
#define SNOW 3
#define PR (1.0)
#define PS (0.2)
#define SFAC 5.0
#define AKM 1.6
#define B_KM 0.2
#define P_MPR 10.0
#define PMPS 10.0
#define N_MPR (1.6e-5)
/* ----------------------------------------
* MACROS :T in K, P in mbar, r and 1 in um
* NU(T) :kinematic viscosity of air, cm-2/s
* PG(T,P) :air density, g/cm-3
* ETA(T) :dynamic viscosity of air, g/cm-s
* Etw(T) :dynamic viscosity of water, g/cm-s
* LAM(T,P) :mean free path of air, um
* SLIP(r,l) :Cunningham slip flow correction
* Dr(r,T,l,Nu) :Diffusivity of a particle, cm^2/s
* NSt(Vt,U,R) :Stokes number, St = tU/R with t=Vt/g
* NRe(R,V,Nu) :Reynolds number, Re = RV/Nu
* NPe(R,V,D) :Peclet number, Pe = RV/D
* SCrit(Re) :Critical Stokes number, S*
* MACROS - wet removal routine
* N_MPS :Marshall-Palmer number density parameter
* snow in units of cm-3 um^-1
* G_NPR, G_MPS :Marshall-Palmer distribution width
* parameter for rain and snow, in um^-1
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* ------- --------------- --------- ---- */
#define NU(T) ((T)*8.9e-4 -0.1081)
#define PG(T,P) (3.38e-4*(P)/(T))
#define ETA(T) (3.63e-6+4.944e-7*(T))
#define LAM(T,P) (0.066*1013.24*(T)/((P)*293.15))
#define SLIP(r,l) (1.0+(1.267+0.4*exp(-1.l*r/1))*l/r)
#define NRe(R,V,Nu) (1.Oe-4*(R)*(V)/(Nu))
#define Dr(r,T,Slip,Nu) (KBOLZ*(T)*Slip/(6.Oe-4*MPI*(Nu)*(r)))
#define NSt(Vt,U,R) ((Vt)*(U)/(G*1.Oe-4*(R)))
#define NPe(R,V,D) (1.Oe-4*(R)*(V)/(D))
#define Etw(T) (0.104766-3.22031e-4*(T))
#define SCrit(Re) ((1.2+log(1.0+(Re))/12.0)/(i .O+log(.0+(Re))))
/* WET REMOVAL MACROS========= */
#define GMPR(P) (8.2e-3*pow(P,-0.21))
#define NPS(P) (7.6e-6*pow(P,-0.87))
#define G_MPS(P) (5.le-2*pow(P,-0.48))
/* ======= Collection efficiency and other function prototypes */
double Vt(double R,double Dens,double dGas,double Nu,double Et,double Slip);
double Eveg(double R, double Nu, double D, double V, double U);
double Edry(double Nu, double D, double V, double U);
double Esnow(double R, double A, double Nu, double Diff, double Vr, double Va);
double Erain(double R, double A, double Nu, double Diff,
double Vr, double Va, double V);
/* ====== Structure to pass data to wet removal integrand routine ======== */
struct 
int WHMode;
double lambda,R, Pr, Pg, Nu, Eta, Diff, Vr, V, Slip;
double cl, c2;
) Rem;
/* REMOVAL FRACTION CALCULATION ROUTINE =========:====== */
void Removal(double *Sinks, struct aer *Dist, struct info *Misc, int Dmode,
int Wmode, double amin, double amax)
{
void Vwfunc(double a, double *dum, double *dPsida);
double mass, Ed, Vd, Psi;
int i;
* Calculate kinematic viscosity, mean free path of air
Rem.WMode = Wmode;
Rem.Nu = U(Nisc->Temp);
Rem.Eta = ETA(Misc->Temp);
Rem.V = Etw(Hisc->Temp)/Rem.Eta;
Rem.Pg -PG(Misc->Temp, Misc->Press);
Rem.lambda = LAM(Misc->Temp,Misc->Press);
for(i=0;i<Dist->NODES;i++) {
* Calculate particle mass, radius-, diffusivity, and settling velocity
--- -- --- -- -- *…------ -- …__ _ _ _ --- - --- ------- I -- -- /
Rem.Pr = Dist->NDEN[i];,
mass = Dist->Mmin*exp(Dist->Wgam*Dist->NMASS i]);
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Rem.R = pow(3.0*(mass+Dist->NWTR[i])/(4.0*MPI*Rem.Pr),1.0/3.0);
Rem.Slip = SLIP(Rem.R,Rem.lambda);
Rem.Diff = Dr(Rem.R,Misc->Temp,Rem.Slip,Rem.Nu);
Rem.Vr Vt(Rem.R,l.Oe12*Rem.Pr,Rem.Pg,Rem.Nu,Rem.Eta,Rem.Slip);
* If Dry flag set, calc. Vd for smooth surface(1) or vegetation (2)
* -- …-- - - - - --- m------------~--
if (Dmode == 1) {
Ed = Edry(Rem.Nu,Rem.Diff,Rem.Vr,U_Wind);
Vd = UF*UF*Ed/(BETA*UWind);
} else if (Dmode == 2) {
Ed = Eveg(Rem.R,Rem.Nu,Rem.Diff,Rem.Vr,UWind);
Vd = CD*UWind/(1.O+UhUr*(1.-Ed)/(Ed+sqrt(Ed)*tanh(GAMMA*sqrt(Ed))));
}
* if Wet flag set, calc. wet removal coefficient
* ----------------------------------------
Psi = 0.0;
if (Wmode) {
ODE2(&Psi,l,amin,amax,1.Oe-3,0.1,1.Oe-4,Vwfunc,rkqs);
Psi *= 1.Oe-8*MPI;
}
* Add all terms
Vd += Rem.Vr + MDOT*0.1/3600.O;
Sinks[i] = (Vd>O.O) ? Vd/HEIGHT + Psi : Psi;
}
}
/* ROUTINE CALCULATING WET REMOVAL INTEGRANDS ============ */
void Vwfunc(double a, double *dum, double *dPsida)
double Ed, na, Va, Aslip;
Aslip = SLIP(a,Rem.lambda);
if (Rem.WNode == SNOW) {
Va = Vt(SFAC*a,PS,Rem.Pg,Rem.Nu,Rem.Eta,Aslip);
Ed = Esnow(Rem.R, a, Rem.Nu, Rem.Diff, Rem.Vr, Va);
na = NMPS(PKPS)*exp(-GMPS(PMPS)*a);
} else {
if ((a<50.0) II (a>2900.0)) Va = Vt(a,PR,Rem.Pg,Rem.Nu,Rem.Eta,Aslip);
else if (a<700.0) Va = -27.2692 + a*(1.0262884 - a*3.480768e-4);
else Va = 155.6745 + a*(0.6134914 - a*1.233392e-4);
Ed = Erain(Rem.R, a, Rem.Nu, Rem.Diff, Rem.Vr, Va, Rem.V);
if (Rem.WMode == CLOUD) na = AKM*a*a*exp(-BKN*a);
else na = NMPR*exp(-GMPR(P_MPR)*a);
dPsida[O] = a*a*Va*na*Ed;
}
/* =============== TERMINAL VELOCITY CALCULATION ROUTINE ================ /
double Vt(double R,double Dens,double dGas,double Nu,double Et,double Slip)
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void Vunc(int n, double *v, double *f);
double Re,v;
int i;
v = 2.0e-8*G*Dens*R*R*Slip/(9.O*Et);
Re = NRe(v,R,Nu);
if (Re>O.1) {
i=O;
v *= 0.6;
Rem.cl = 2.0e-8*G*Dens*R*R/(9.O0*Nu*dGas);
Rem.c2 = 0.2415*pow(1.0e-4*R/Nu,0.687);
newt(kv,1,i,i.Oe-5,Vfunc);
Re = NRe(v,R,Nu);
}
if (Re > 500.0){
Rem.cl = sqrt(2.0e-4*Dens*G*R/(0.33*dGas));
Re NRe(Rem.cl,R,Nu);
v = (Re>SO0) ? Rem.c : 0.5*(v+Rem.cl);
}
return(v);
}
void Vfunc(int n, double *v, double *f)
{
f[O] = v[O]*(I.O+Rem.c2*pow(v[O ,0.687))-Rem.cl;
/* VEGETATION COLLECTION EFFICIENCIES =========== /
double Eveg(double R, double Nu, double Diff, double V, double U)
double Ed, Ediff, Eimp, Eint, Rb, Sc, St;
Sc = Nu/Diff;
St = NSt(V,U,Al);
Ediff = CvCd*pow(Sc,-0.6667);
Eint = CvCd*(F*R/(R+AO)+(1.O-F)*R/(R+A1));
Eimp = St/(1.O+St*St);
Rb = exp(-BReb*sqrt(St));
Ed = Rb*(1.0-(1.O-Edifif)*(1.0-Eint)*(1.0-Eimp));
return(Ed);
/* ======= SOOTH SURFACE DEPOSITION COLLECTION EFFICIENCIES ========= */
double Edry(double Nu, double Diff, double V, double U)
double Ed, Ediff, Eimp, Sc, St;
Sc = Nu/Diff;
St = NSt(V,U*U,Nu);
Ediff = pow(Sc,-0.6667);
Eimp = St/(i.O+St*St);
Ed = 1.0-(1.O-Ediff)*(1.0-Eimp);
return(Ed);
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/* ==.===st SNOW - AEROSOL COLLECTION EFFICIENCIES = -=t- */
double Esnow(double R, double A, double Nu, double Diff, double Vr, double Va)
double Ed, Ediff, Eimp, Eint, Re, Sc, St, StC;
Sc = Nu/Diff;
Re = NRe(A,Va,Nu);
St NSt(Vr,Va,A);
StC = SCrit(Re);
Ediff = pow(Sc,-0.8667);
Eint = 1.0 - exp(-R*R*(l+sqrt(Re))/(A*A));
Eimp = (St>StC) ? pow((St-StC)/(St-StC+0.66667),1.) : 0.0;
Ed = 1.0-(1.O-Ediff)*(1.O-Eint)*(1.O-Eimp);
return(Ed);
/* RAIN - AEROSOL COLLECTION EFFICIENCIES */
double Erain(double R, double A, double Nu, double Diff,
double Vr, double Va, double V)
{
double Ed, Ediff, Eimp, Eint, kappa, Pe, Re, Sc, St, StC;
Sc = Nu/Diff;
Re = NRe(A,Va,Nu);
Pe = Re*Sc;
St = NSt(Vr,Va,A);
StC = SCrit(Re);
kappa = R/A;
Ediff = 4.0*(1.0+0.4*sqrt(Re)*pow(Sc,0.333333))/Pe;
Eint = 4.0*kappa*(kappa+(1 . 0+2.0*V*kappa)/(l.O+V/sqrt(Re)));
Eimp = (St>StC) ? pow((St-StC)/(St-StC+0.66667),1.5) : 0.0;
Ed = 1.0-(1.O-Ediff)*(1.O-Eint)*(1.O-Eimp);
return(Ed);
__________I_______________________________ File Iissions.c
#include <math.h>
#include "aerosol.h"
#define NO 1.Oe2 /* Particle emission rate, cm--3 s-1i */
#define MO 1.Oe-19 /* Average mass of emitted particles, g */
* Emissions.c Version 1.0 August 1, 1994
* Tim Resch NIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Last modified: October 12, 1994
* Purpose: This routine provides the emission rates of new particles into
the region of concern: number density, and total composition rates
(i.e. n*m*xi, n*m*si).
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* Variables
* Sources :Vector of changes in number density and total species masses
* Dist :distribution dimensions, pointers into node, coefficient vectors
* Misc :Niscellaneous model information
* ND :Number of nodes in distribution
* NS :Number of species in distribution
* fac :Factor to either convert n(m) to n(w) or to weight xi's
* i :Current species number
* mass :Current particle mass
* n :Current node number* Procedure-
* Currently, only a simple example of an emissions routine is provided:
* the emitted distribution is exponential in mass with a total emission
* rate of NO particles per second, with average particle mass MO grams.
* The particles are assumed to have an average composition containing
* equal masses of all simple electrolytes and non-electrolyte materials
* in the existing distribution, with a simple (if nonrealistic)
* variance assigned to the the compositions.
----------------------------------------
void Emissions(double *Sources, struct aer *Dist, struct info *Misc)
{
int i, n, ND, NS;
double fac, mass;
ND = Dist->NODES;
NS = isc->NOTHR+Misc->NELEC;
* For each node, call routine to calc. the uptake rate of each species in
* the particle. Convert the growth rates into terms of , add them up to get
* the total growth rate, and calc. the cubic spline coefficients for Iw(w).
---------------------------------------- */
for(n=O;n<ND;n++) {
mass = Dist->Mmin*exp(Dist->Wgam*Dist->NMASS [n );
fac = Dist->Wgam*mass;
Sources n] = ((mass/MO) < 100) ? fac*NO*exp(-mass/MO)/MO : 0.0;
for(i=O;i<NS;i++) {
fac = (NS>1) ? (1.O/(double)NS) : 1.0;
Sources[(l+i)*ND+nJ = mass*fac*Sources[n];
Sources [(I+NS+i)*ND+n] = mass*O. l*fac*mass*(1.O-fac)*Sources n];
}
File PhaseScreen.c
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
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#include "NRutil.h"
#include "NRprog.h"
#include "aerosol.h"
#define TCHANGE 0.5
#define MASSTOT 1000.0
#define CN3.TO.UH3 (1.Oe-12)
#define EPS (1.0e-5)
#define IEPS (MASSTOT*EPS)
#define NEPS (1.0e-12)
* function PhaseScreen Version 3.0 April 20, 1994
* Tim Resch MIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Last modified: July 13, 1994
*
* Purpose: For each node in an aerosol distribution, determine if a
* significant fraction is composed of electrolytes. If it is, use
* the composition and relative humidity to a) calculate the deliq. point
* for each pure electrolyte possible, b) estimate the deliquescence point
* for the mixed particle, c) determine if the particle must be dry,
* completely dissolved, or if could be a mixed phase, and d) determine
* the phase distribution and water content of the aerosol.
* Functions:
Drh
CalcHdp
MixedParticle
Solids
* Variables -
* soluble
* present
* duml/2
* idum
* Mdp
* Node
* Nsp
* mass
* Wtr
* i,j,k
* al, cl
:Calculate the deliquescence point for a particle of
given electrolyte composition
:Determine solids probable at deliq. point and call Drh.
:Determines phase and water content of aerosol.
:Determines solids most likely to be present in dry particle
see Variables.h
:vector containing mass fractions of only soluble species
:vector of soluble species present in significant amounts
:dummy variables for miscellaneous temporary storage
:ivector to track species present, etc.
:deliquescence point of the mixed particle
:current node number of aerosol distribution
:number of soluble species present
:mass of particles at current node
:aerosol water content (to be calculated)
:counters/indicies
:starting point for anions, cations in various vectors
* ::Procedure -
* i) Calculate deliquescence points for electrolytes and complexes.
* ii) Create vector to contain mole quantites.
* iii) Identify electrolyte possibly present (composed of ions present).
* iv) Identify complexes present.
* v) Form vector of mole quantites from mass fractions.
* vi) Add up total amount of each ion present.
* vii) Calculate DP for mixed particle
* viii) If Rh >= Hdp call routine MixedParticle to determine phase, water
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*t
*c
*t
* content, else the particle is dry - Solids determines composition
* ix) Convert vector of mole quantites back into mass fractions.
* x) Free allocated storage space
void PhaseScreen(double Rh, double Temp, struct aer *Dist, struct info *Misc,
struct props *Data)
struct Droplet Dropinfo, Drop;
static double LastTemp;
double dum!, dum2, EP, Mdp, Wtr;
int *idum, i, j, k, Dryflag, cl, fsol, ND, Nep, Nion,Nip, Node, Nsol;
* Allocate vectors, initialize constants, etc.
--- ____- -________ --- /---- - -
Dryflag = 0;
ND = Dist->NODES;
Drop = &Dropinfo;
c = Hisc->NELEC+Misc->NCMPX;
Nion = Misc->NCAT+Misc->NANI;
Nsol = Misc->NSPEC-Hisc->NOTHR;
idum = ivector(O,Nsol-1);
* Construct elements of Droplet structure Drop
* /---------------------------------------- /
ConstructDroplet(Drop,Misc);
Drop->Temp = Temp;
* If the temperature has changed since the last time this routine was
* called, calculate deliquescence points for electrolytes and complexes
if (fabs(Last_Temp-Temp)>TCHANGE) {
dum2 = 1.0;
Drop->Ncp = Drop->Nap = 1;
Drop->Zj = (Drop->Zi[1]);
Drop->Cfj = (Drop->Cf [1);
Drop->Isj = &(Drop->Isf [1]);
Drop->Nxp = Drop->Nc[O] = Drop->Na[0] = 0;
for(k=O;k<Misc->NELEC;k++) {
Drop->Id[O] = k;
Drop->Cid[O] = Misc->Vc[k];
Drop->Aid[O] = Misc->Va[k];
GetChrg(Drop,Data,Misc);
GetKmq(Drop,Data,isc);
GetMu(1,Drop,Data,Misc);
Data[Misc->NEl+k].Dp = Drh(1,&duml,&dum2,Drop,isc);
/* printf("Deliq. point of .%s = %51f with a concentration of %lOlf M\n", */
/* Data[Misc->NEl+k] .Name,Data[Misc->NE+k] .Dp,duml); */
}
Drop->Nxp = 1;
Drop->Ncp = Misc->NCAT;
Drop->Nap = Misc->NANI;
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Drop->Zj &t(Drop->Zi CEisc->NCATj);
Drop->Cfj - &(Drop->Cf CHisc->NCAT));
Drop->Isj = &(Drop->Isf C[isc->NCATJ);
for(i=O; i<isc->NCAT;i++) Drop->Cidlij i;
for(iO;i<Misc->NANI; i++) Drop->Aid ti] i;
for(i=O; i<Misc->NELEC; i++) {
Drop->IdCi] = i;
Drop->NcCi] = Misc->VcCi3;
Drop->NaCi] = Misc->Va[iJ;
}
GetChrg(Drop,Data,Misc);
GetKmq(Drop,Data,isc);
for(k=O;k<Misc->NCHPX;k++) {
duml = 1.0;
Drop->Xid[O] = k;
GetHu(Misc->NELEC,Drop,Data,Misc);
Data[Misc->NXi+k] .Dp = Drh(O,kduml,&dum2,Drop,Misc);
/* printf("Deliq. point of %s = %Slf with a concentration of %10lf M\n", */
/* Data[Misc->NXl+k].Name,Data[MHisc->NXl+k].Dp,duml); */
}
LastTemp = Temp;
/*-----
* For each node calculate particle mass, scale factor, and mark ions present
----------------------------------------
for(Node = ND-i;Node>=O;Node--) {
for(i=O;i<Misc->NELEC;i++) Dist->GAMCi*Dist->NODES+Node = 1.0;
Drop->Mass = Dist->Hmin*exp(Dist->NHASS[Node]*Dist->Wgam);
Drop->Scale = HASSTOT/Drop->Mass;
for(k=O;k<Nsol;k++) {
idum[k] = O;
Drop->Soluble [k] = MASSTOT*Dist->NXI [(Misc->NEl+k)*ND+Node]/Data[Misc->NEl+k]. MW;
for(k=fsol=O;k<Nsol-Nion;k++) if (Drop->Soluble [k]>IEPS) {
for(i=O;i<Nion;i++) idum[i] += Misc->Vk[k] Ci];
fsol++;
}
for(i=O;i<Nion;i++) if (Drop->Soluble[k]>IEPS) idum[i] = 1;
for(i=Drop->Ncp=O;i<Misc->NCAT;i++) if (idum[i]>O) Drop->Cid[Drop->Ncp++ = i;
for(j=Drop->Nap=O;j<Misc->NANI;j++) if (idum[MHisc->NCAT+j]>O) Drop->Aid[Drop->Nap++] = j;
Nep = Drop->Ncp*Drop->Nap;
Nip = Drop->Ncp+Drop->Nap;
if (Nep) {
/*
* Identify solids (electrolyte, hydrates, mixed solids)
* that may be present (composed only of ions present)
---------------------------------------- /
for (i=O,k=O;i<Drop->Ncp;i++) for (j=O;j<Drop->Nap;j++) {
Drop->Nc[k] = i; Drop->Nat[k = j;
Drop->Id [k++] = Misc->IonmaptDrop->Cid [il[ Drop->Aid[j ;
I
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for(kaO;k<Misc->NELEC;k++) idum[k] O;
for(k=O;k<Nep;k++) idum[Drop->IdCk]] = 1;
for(i=Drop->Nxp=O;i<Nisc->NCMPX;i++) {
for(k=O,j=i;((j) k& (k<Hisc->NELEC));k++) if (Misc->Vx[itk]>0) j m idum[k];
if (j) Drop->Xid[Drop->Nxp++] = i;
}
for(i=O;i<Nip;i++) Drop->IonsCi] = Drop->SolubleCcl+i];
for(k=O;k<Nep;k++) {
j = Drop->Id[k];
for(i=0;i<Drop->Ncp;i++)
Drop->Ions i] + isc->Vk [j] [Drop->Cid[i]3*Drop->Soluble [j];
for(i=O;i<Drop->Nap;i++) Drop->Ions[Drop->Ncp+i +=
Misc->Vk [j3 C[isc->NCAT+Drop->Aid i]] *Drop->Soluble rj];
}
for(k=0;k<Drop->Nxp;k++) {
j = isc->NELEC+Drop->Xid[k];
for(i=O;i<Drop->Ncp;i++)
Drop->Ions Ci] += isc->Vk [j] tDrop->Cid i] ]*Drop->Soluble [j];
for(i=O;i<Drop->Nap;i++) Drop->Ions[Drop->Ncp+i +=
Hisc->Vk tj3[MHisc->NCAT+Drop->Aid Ci]] *Drop->Soluble [j];
/* ----------------------------------------
* Initialize constant elements of Droplet structure
* and calculate volume of insoluble materials.
------------------- /---------------------
Drop->Zj = &(Drop->Zi[Drop->Ncp]);
Drop->Cfj = &(Drop->Cf [Drop->Ncp]);
Drop->Isj = &(Drop->Isf [Drop->Ncp]);
Drop->Wet = &(Drop->Ions[Nip]);
GetChrg(Drop,Data,Misc);
GetKmq(Drop,Data,Misc);
GetHu(Nep,Drop,Data,Nisc);
for(k=O,Drop->VIns=O.0; k<Misc->NTHR;k++)
if ((duml=Dist->NXI[k*ND+Node])>EPS)
Drop->VIns += duml*Drop->Hass/Data[k].SG;
if (Drop->VIns>O.O) fsol=i;
/* ----------------------------------------
* Calculate MDP for particle (if possible)
---------------------------------------- /
Mdp = CalcMdp(&Wtr,Drop,Data,Misc);
/* printf("HDP >= %lf, Wtr = lg\n",Ndp,VWtr); */
/* printf("CP = %lf\n",CritPoint(Drop)); */
if (CritPoint(Drop) < Rh) {
Dist->NNOFM[Node] NEPS;
Dist->NWTR[Node] = 8.0*Drop->Mass;
/* ----------------------------------------
* If no solids are present, the particle is completely dissolved until the
* relative humidity drops below the particle's effluorescence point. Else if
* the humidity is below the deliquescence point, the particle is dry.
*…____ _ else _/
} else {
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.-. 
it ((Rh<Mdp) I (lieol)) {
Wtr 0.0;
or(i=O; i<ip; i++) Drop->Wet Ci Drop->Ions ti;
if (ifsol) {
EP EfPoint(Mdp);
it (Rh > EP) {
Wtr = Water(Drop->Wet,fh,Drop);
}
}
if (tr>O.O) {
fsol = -1;
} else {
fsol = Dryflag = 1;
for(i=O;i<Nep;i++) idum[iJ = 1;
for(i=O;i<sol;i++) Drop->Solubleti] = 0.0;
Solids(i,idum,Rh,Wtr,Drop->Soluble,Drop,Data,Nisc);
}
/* ---------- __--- - -
* If the particle might be dissolved, call routine phase
* to complete screening and call NLP solver if necessary.
---------------------------------------- -/
} else {
if (!Dryflag) {
MixedParticle(fisol,&Wtr,Rh,Drop,Data,Misc);
ii (Wtr<EPS) Dryflag = fsol = 1;
if (Dryflag) Solids(l,idum,Rh,O.O,Drop->Soluble,Drop,Data,Misc);
/* ----------------------------------------
* Write new particle compositions as called for by fsol flag:
* fsol = -1 => Particle completely dissolved
* fsol = 0 => Two phase particle
* fsol = 1 => Particle is dry.
* /----------------------------------------
for(k=O;k<Nsol;k++) Dist->NXI [(isc->NEl+k)*ND+Node] = 0.0;
if (fsol >= 0) { /* Write out solids */
for(i=O;i<Nep;i++) {
k = isc->NEl+Drop->IdCi];
Dist->NXI [k*NL+ode] = Drop->Soluble [i]*DataCk]. W/KASSTOT;
}
for(i=O;i<Drop->Nxp;i++) {
k = isc->NXl+Drop->Xid[i];
Dist->NXI[ k*ND+Node =
Drop->SolubleNep+i]*Data[k]. NW/MASSTOT;
}
if (fsol) {
Wtr = Dist->NWTRENode = 0.0;
Dist->NDEN [Node =
1.Oe-12*(Drop->Hass)/(Drop->VIns+Drop->VSol);
}
}
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if (fsol 4< O) { / Write out ions */
for(iO;i<Drop->cp;i++) {
k isc->NC1+Drop->Cid[ti;
Dist->lXI kelD+lode] Drop->Wet [ijDataCk] .MW/NASSTOT;
}
for(iuO;i<Drop->lap; i++) {
k = Misc->NAi+Drop->Aidi3;
Dist->lXI [k*ID+Xode] =
Drop->Vet tDrop->Ncp+i] Data [k .MVW/NASSTOT;
}
Wtr = Dist->lWTRNode] = 1000.0*Vtr/Drop->Scale;
Drop->Fac = GetCfac(1, tr, Drop, Misc, Data);
Dist->NDEN[Node) = 1.Oe-12*Drop->Dens;
for(k=O;k<Nep;k++) {
i Drop->Nc[k]; j = Drop->Natk3;
Dist->GAM [Drop->Id [k]* Dist->NODES+Node] = Drop->gmix ti3 [j];
}) }
}
/4 ----------------- -- m -- --- - -- __
* Destruct Droplet structure elements
* _____---_-------- - /
DestructDroplet(Drop, isc);
free_ivector(idum,0 Nsol-1);
}
File DrhA.Water.c
#include <math.h>
#include "lRutil.h"
#include "NRprog.h"
#include "aerosol.h"
#define EPS (le-5)
#define IEPS (.Oe-6) /* minimum allowable ion molality */
#define FOUR(x) (SQR(x)*SQR(x))
* File DrhAwWater.c Version 3.0 January 18, 1994
* Tim Resch MIT Chemical Engineering
* Last modified: ay 2, 1994
* Purpose: This file contains the routines dealing with the calculation
* of water activities for mixed electrolyte solutions. This includes
* determination of the deliquescence point of a mixture particle.
These routines include:
* CalcNdp :Determine the deliquescence point of a mixed electrolyte
* Drh :Determine the solution concentrations for which the
c* specified solids are in equilibrium with the ionic state
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* by solving mu(s) a mu(t) for allequilibrium species using
* a newton type nonlinear equation solver
DrhFunc :Calculates the residual for the Drh estimation
+* AwHix :Calculate the water activity of a multicomponent
t* electrolyte solution using eissner's correlation
* AwFunc :Integrand required by Aix
* Water :Calculate the water content required to generate a solution
* of dissolved ions Ions that is in water vapor equilibrium
* with the surrounding atmosphere (aw = Rh).
* WaterFunc :Residual required by Water (R = aw - Rh)
* EftPoint :Returns the effluorescence point of a particle
*
* Functions =>
* Solids :Solve LP to get guess of solids present
* Meissner :Calc. activity coefficients for mixed electrolyte solution
* GetCfac :Calculate the curvature factor for water vapor pressure
* GetChrg :Obtain charge vector for ions present
* GetKmq :Get eissner parameters for all possible electrolytes
* Gethu :Calculate standard state chemical potentials
* GetIsf :Calculate ionic strength, ionic strength fractions
* GetCf :Calculate charge fractions
* ODE2 :Integrate integral of Gibbs-Duhem eqn. for water activity
* newt :Nonlinear equation solver (Newton based, discrete J)
*
* Variables - ee Variables.h
* Wtr :pointer to pass out min water value for DP
* Hdp :current MDP value
* w :current water content
* wl,w2 :temporary storage variables
* Holes :vector of assumed solid phases
* cflag :flag if species at DP have changed
* fail :convergence failure flag on LP-Drh calculation
* n :number of solids possible
* map :vector indicating current set of assumed solids
* xdrh :structure of miscellaneous variables used in DrhFunc
* mole :number of moles of each species in particle (O,Nsp)
* Np :number of electrolytes in equilibrium (Np <= Nep)
* Nsp :number of solids in equilibrium (Nsp = Np+Nxp)
* fopt :flag indicating if more than one set of solids is possible
* Gk :Gradient vector, Gk[k] = dmu[k]/dnWkX
* mt :electrolyte molalities adjusted for dissolved complexes
* Awvar :structure to pass additional variables to integrand calculation
* logAw :loglO of water activity for mixed solution
* lawk :vector of water activities for pure solutions (O,Nep)
* check :flag indicating success of newton solver (O = converged
* I = failed, -2 = singular matrix (dry particle))
* scale :scaling factor to set total number of dissolved moles to 10
* x-wtr :misc. variables required by WaterFunc function
* Awmix :water activity of current solution
* wtr :water amount, kg
*
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* :: Procedures
* CalcMdp -
* i) Initialize constants, flags. Allocate k initialize vectors/matrix.
* ii) Set initial Mdp guess to min(dpi) and set all ions as dissolved.
* iii) Repeat following until convergence flag ndicates success:
* a) Calculate water content based on amount of dissolved ions.
* b) Determine probable set of solids at Mdp
* c) Look for changes in solids: Set map vector, flag if changes.
* d) I species changed, try to determine Drh.
* e) If Drh calculation successful, determine new dissolved vector
* iv) Deallocate temp. storage, set water value, return Mdp.* Drh -
* i) Allocate vectors and matrices.
* ii) Get Heissner parameters, ion charges, and std. chemical potentials.
* iii) Set map vector to indicate solids that are present.
* iv) Set external xdrh structure values as needed.
* v) Initialize molality vector to initial (arbitrary) value. Note:
* a relatively low value tends to work better, particularly with
* hydrates (ie. Na2S04 goes to wrong answer for high initial guess)
* vi) Solve set of nonlinear equations using NRinC newton method
* vii) Check that resulting concentrations are all positive.
* viii) Modify mk to reflect all species (m=O for absent species)* DrhFunc-
* i) Allocate vectors and matrices.
* ii) Form total molality vector from dissolved electrolytes and
* dissolved complexes.
* iii) Use this vector to calculate ion molalities.
* iv) Calculate ionic strength, ionic fractions, and activity coefficients
* v) If this calculation is for a single complex (might be a hydrate),
* calculate water activity. For mixed particles, convergence problems
* occur if the water activity is recalculated each time, so it is held
* fixed at an arbitrary (but hopefully low) value
* vi) Calculate the gradient for all possible species
* v) Form residual vector from species gradient in the mapping vector
* vi) Deallocate vector and matrix storage
*  AwMix -
* i) Assign values to external structure and allocate vectors
* ii) Calculate ionic strength, ion fractions, and charge fractions
* iii) Calc. loglO(Aw,k) for each electrolyte present and form mixed solution
* water activity using mixing rule of Patwardhan and Kumar, AIChE J. 39.
* ln(Awmix) = Sum[(i,j), (Isf [i]*Cf[j]+Isf[j]*Cf[i)*ln(Aw[ij])]
* iv) Deallocate vectors and return water activity* Water -
* i) Assign structure elements to passed variables, allocate storage
* ii) Get charges, q matrix, calculate scale factor, scale ion vector
* iii) Call newton nonlinear equation solver to calculate w, checking
* flag for convergence and rescaling water and ion mole amounts.
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* (Calculate the value of A-Rh required by newton solver for
* water.content routine, using AwMix to calculate Aw(mix))
* iv) Deallocate temporary vectors and return water content (in kg).
* ……__ __ ____---- -- ____ _--- -------- ---- -- */
double CalcMdp(double *Wtr, struct Droplet *Drop, struct props *Data,
struct info *Misc)
double Mdp, w, wv, w2, *Moles, Molal, *save;
int cflag, fail, i, j, k, Nt, Nep, Nion, Nsol, *map;
/*- -------
* Initialize constants, flags. Allocate & initialize vectors/matrix.
-----------------
/------
cflag = 1; fail = 0;
Nep = Drop->Ncp*Drop->Nap;
Nion = Drop->Ncp + Drop->Nap;
Nt = Nep + Drop->Nxp;
Nsol = Nt + Nion;
map = ivector(O,Nt);
Holal = dvector(O,Nt);
save = dvector(O,Nsol);
Moles = dvector(O,Nsol-1);
for(i=O;i<Nt;i++) map[i] = 0;
for(i=O;i<Nsol;i++) save[i] = 0.0;
/* 
* Set initial dp guess to min(dpi) and set all ions as dissolved.
for(k=O,Mdp=1.0;k<Nep;k++)
if ((w2=Data[Misc->NE1+Drop->Id[k]].Dp)<Mdp) dp = w2;
for(k=O;k<Drop->Nxp;k++)
if ((w2=Data[Nisc->NXl+Drop->Xid[k]].Dp)<Mdp) Mdp = w2;
for(i=O;i<Nion;i++) Drop->Wet [i = Drop->Ions i];
wi = Mdp;
Mdp = EPS;
* Repeat following until convergence flag indicates success:
* 1) Calculate water content based on amount of dissolved ions.
* 2) Determine probable set of solids at Mdp
* 3) Set map vector, flag if solid species change.
* 4) If species changed or previous Drh failed, try to solve Drh.
* 5) Form new aqueous ion vector
while (cflag) {
w = Water(Drop->Wet,-wl,Drop);
Solids(O,map,Hdp,w,Moles,Drop,Data,Misc);
/* 
* Look for changes in solids indicated.
--------------------------------- /
for(i=cflag=O;i<Nt;i++)
if ((map[i]) && (Moles[i]<EPS)) {
mapCi] 0;
cflag = 1;
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} else if ((!map[i]) & (Moles[i]>EPS)) map[i] = cflag = 1;/ ----------------------------------------
* Solve set of nonlinear equations (DP calculation) and check for
* convergence. May also need to make sure that assumed equilibrium
* solid phase is not oscillating (if it is, use lower Mdp for safety).
* If convergence achieved, determine new dissolved vector
*/----------------------------------------
if (cflag) 
wl = Mdp;
Mdp = Drh(Nep,Molal,Moles,Drop,Misc);
if ((Mdp < EPS) II ((Mdp>wl) k& (wl>2*EPS))) fail=1;
if (fail) {
Mdp = wl;
w = (dp < 10*EPS) ? 0.0 : w/10.0;
cflag = 0;
} else {
wl = Hdp;
for(k=O;k<Nt;k++) save[k] = Molal k];
for(i=O;i<Nion;i++) Drop->Wet i] = 0.0;
for(k=O;k<Nt;k++)
if ((Molal[k]>O.O) && ((w2=MolesEk]/Molal[k])<w)) w = w2;
for(k=O;k<Nep;k++) if (Molal[k]>O.O) {
i = Drop->Nc[k]; j = Drop->Na[k];
Drop->Wet i] += VCp(k,i)*MolalCk]*w;
Drop->Wet Drop->Ncp+j] += VAp(k,j)*Holal tk *w;
}
for(k=O;k<Drop->Nxp;k++) if (Molal[Nep+k]>0.O) {
for(i=O;i<Drop->Ncp;i++)
Drop->Wet i] += VXCp(k,i)*Molal[Nep+k *w;
for(j=0;j<Drop->Nap;j++)
Drop->Wet Drop->Ncp+j] += VXAp(k,j)*Molal[Nep+k]*w;
}
for(i=O;i<Nion;i++) save[Nt+i] = Drop->Wet i];
}
}
}
for(k=O;k<Nt;k++) Molal[k] = save[k];
for(k=O;k<Nion;k++) Drop->Wet[k] = save[Nt+k];
* Deallocate vector/matrix space, set water to correct value, return Mdp.
*Wtr = w;
if (w>O) Drop->Fac = GetCfac(1,1000*w/Drop->Scale,Drop,Misc,Data);
else Drop->Fac = 1.0;
freeivector(map,O,Nt);
free_dvector(Holal,O,Nt);
freedvector(save,0,Nsol);
free_dvector(Moles,O,Nt+Nion-1);
return(Mdp*Drop->Fac);
}
/ = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
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* ROUTINE DRH - CALCULATE DELIQUESCENCE POINT OF SPECIFIED SOLIDS
*/…/* -- _-- ------ m-------mm-m---------------- -- _-- - _---m-- - -- -----
* Structure to pass additional variables to residual calculation.
* Variables are the same as local/passed variables of the same name with
* the following exceptions: Np2 is the number of electrolytes in solid -
* ion equilibrium (as in map vector), Nx2 is the number of hydrates or
* complexes in equilibrium at HDP, and Np is the sum of the two.
* if check != O, no solution was found -> set MDP=O. If solution found,
* calculate MDP = Aw of electrolyte solution and clean up memory used.
* ----------------------------------------
struct {
struct Droplet *XDrop;
struct info *XMisc;
int *map;
int Np2, Nx2, Np;
} xdrh;
void DrhFunc(int Nt, double *ink, double *Rk);
double Drh(int Np, double *mk, double *mole, struct Droplet *Drop,
struct info *Misc)
{
int fopt, i, k, check, Nip, Nep, Nsp, Nt;
double Aw;
/* 
* Calculate constants and allocate memory for mapping vector.
----------------------------------------
Nip = Drop->Ncp+Drop->Nap;
Nep = Drop->Ncp*Drop->Nap;
Nsp = Nep+Drop->Nxp;
xdrh.map = ivector(O,Nsp);
/* 
* If more than one set of solids can exist, the mole vector will contain
* O-value entries for phases assumed to not be present. If this is the
* case, the map vector is filled with the indicies corresponding to the
* solids present. Otherwise, the map vector entries are just the indicies.
fopt = ((Nsp>=Nip) && Np) ? 1 : 0;
if (fopt) {
xdrh.Np2 = xdrh.Nx2 = 0;
for(k=O;k<Nep;k++) if (mole k]>O.O) xdrh.map[(xdrh.Np2)++] = k;
for(k=O;k<Drop->Nxp;k++) if (mole[Nep+k]>O.O) {
xdrh.map[xdrh.Np2+xdrh.Nx2] = k;
xdrh.Nx2 ++;
}
} else {
for (k=O;k<Nsp;k++) xdrh.map[k] = k;
xdrh.Np2 = Np;
xdrh.Nx2 = Drop->Nxp;
Nt = xdrh.Np2+xdrh.Nx2;
/*…
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* Set external xdrh structure values as needed.
- --- ----------------------------------- -
/
xdrh.Np = Np;
xdrh.XMisc = Misc;
xdrh.XDrop = Drop;
/ ---------- ________________--_____-- ------
* Initialize molality vector to initial value of 0.5 (arbitrary).
* Solve set of nonlinear equations using NRinC newton method
* and check that resulting concentrations are all positive.
* ---------- ---- _---------- */
for(k=O;k<Nt;k++) mk[k] = 0.6;
newt(mk,Nt,&check, 1.Oe-3,DrhFunc);
for(k=O;k<Nt;k++) mk[k] = fabs(mk[k]);
* If not all solids are present, modify mk to reflect all
* species, assigning zero molalities to absent species
* ----------------------------------------
if (fopt) {
for(k=Nt;k<Nsp;k++) mk[k] = 0.0;
for(k=Nt-1,i=O;((!i) && (k>=xdrh.Np2));k--)
if (Np+xdrh.map[k] != k) {
mk[Np+xdrh.mapEk]] = m k Ek];
mk[k] = 0.0;
} else i++;
for(k=xdrh.Np2-1;((i) && (k>=O));k--)
if (xdrh.map[k] != k) {
mk xdrh. map kk] = mk k];
mkEk] = 0.0;
} else i++;
/* 
* if check != 0, no solution was found -> set MDP=O. If solution found,
* calculate MDP = A of electrolyte solution and clean up memory used.
----------------------------------------
if (check) Aw = 0.0;
else Aw = AwMix(Drop);
freeivector(xdrh.map,0,Nsp);
return(Aw);
}
* ROUTINE TO CALCULATE RESIDUALS FOR NONLINEAR EQUATION SOLVER
* ======================================== /
#define VXKd(kx,k) (xdrh.XMisc->Vx [xdrh. XDrop->Xid[kx] [xdrh.XDrop->Id [k] )
#define VCd(k,i) ((double)xdrh. XMisc->Vk [xdrh. XDrop->Id k][ xdrh.XDrop->Cid [i] )
#define VAd(k,j) ((double)xdrh.XHisc->Vk[xdrh.XDrop->IdEk]] [xdrh.XMisc->NCAT+xdrh.XDrop->Aid[j] )
void DrhFunc(int Naill, double *mk, double *rk)
{
int i, j, k, Nep, Nip, Nsp;
double *Gk, *mt, Aw;
* Allocate memory for electrolyte concentrations, gradient (residual).
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* ------------------------------- - /
Aw = 0.50;
Nip = xdrh.XDrop->Ncp+xdrh.XDrop->Nap;
Nep xdrh.XDrop->Ncp*xdrh.XDrop->Nap;
Nsp = Nep + xdrh.XDrop->Nxp;
mt = dvector(O,Nep);
Gk = dvector(0,Nsp);
* Form total molality vector from dissolved electrolytes and
* dissolved complexes. Use this vector to calculate ion molalities.
*-------- --- __--m---- -/-----------
for(k=O;k<Nep;k++) mt[k]= 0.0;
for(k=O;k<xdrh.Np2;k++) mt[xdrh.map[k]] = fabs(mk[k]);
for(k=O;k<xdrh.Nx2;k++) for(i=O;i<Nep;i++)
mt i] += VXKd(xdrh.map xdrh.Np2+k],i)*fabs (ink [xdrh.Np2+k);
for(k=O;k<Nip;k++) xdrh.XDrop->mi[k] = 0.0;
for(k=O;k<Nep;k++) (
i = xdrh.XDrop->Nc[k];
j = xdrh.XDrop->Na[k];
xdrh.XDrop->miEi] += VCd(k,i)*mt[k];
xdrh.XDrop->mi [xdrh. XDrop->Ncp + j] += VAd(k,j )*mt [k];
I
for(i=O;i<Nip;i++) if (xdrh.XDrop->mi [i<0.0) xdrh.XDrop->miCi] = IEPS;
/* 
* Calculate ionic strength, ionic fractions, and activity coefficients
* for current solution. If this calculation is for a single complex
* (might be a hydrate), calculate water activity. For mixed particles,
* convergence problems occur if the water activity is recalculated each
* time, so it is held fixed at an arbitrary (but hopefully low) value
----------------------------------------
GetIsf(xdrh.XDrop);
Meissner(xdrh.XDrop);
if (xdrh.XDrop->Nxp==1) Aw = AwMix(xdrh.XDrop);
/* 
* Calculate the gradient for all species (electrolytes,
* complexes) possible in the system. Form residual vector
* from the gradient for each species in the mapping vector
Gradient(Nep,Gk,Aw,xdrh.XDrop,xdrh.XHisc);
for(k=O;k<xdrh.Np2;k++) rk[k] = Gk[xdrh.map[k]];
for(k=O;k<xdrh. Nx2;k++) rk[xdrh.Np2+k = Gk[Nep+xdrh.map[xdrh.Np2+k]l;
/* 
* Deallocate vector storage
freedvector(mt,0,Nep);
freedvector(Gk,O,Nsp);
}
t* ROUTINE AwMix - CALCULATE WATER ACTIVITY FOR ELECTROLYTE MIXTURE
void AwFunc(double Itot, double *duml, double *IdlogG);
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struct {
int Nep;
struct Droplet *XDrop;
double AHix(struct Droplet *Drop)
{
int i,j;
double logAw, *lavk;
* Assign values to external structure and allocate vectors
* ------- ----- ____ _-- -7-- ----- - - - -- */
Avwvar.XDrop = Drop;
Avwvar.Nep = Drop->Ncp*Drop->Nap;
lavwk = dvector(O,Aevar.Nep);
/----
* Calculate charge fractions for the solutions, calc. loglO(Aw,k) for each
* electrolyte present and form mixed solution water activity using mixing
* rule of Patwardhan and Kumar, AIChE J. 39.
* ln(Awmix) = Sum[(i,j), (Isf [i]*CfCj]+Isf[j]*Cf[i])*ln(Aw[ij])]
* ---------------------------------------- /
GetCf(Drop);
for(i=0;i<Awvar.Nep;i++) law_kCi]=0.0;
ODE2(lawk,Awvar.Nep, 1.Oe-4*Drop->Itot,Drop->Itot, 1.Oe-3,0.5,0.00,AwFunc,rkqs);
for(i=O,logAw=O. 0; i<Drop->cp;i++) for(j=;jDrop->Nap;j++)
logAw -= 0.0360376* (Drop->Isf Ci]*Drop->Cfj [j]+Drop->Isj Cj] *Drop->Cf [i] )*
(Drop->Itot/(Drop->i *Drop->Zii]*Drop->Z[]*LNIO)laki*Drop->Nap+j]);
/* -
* Deallocate vectors and return water activity
freedvector(lawk,0,Awvar.Nep);
return (pow(10.O,logAw));
}
INTEGRAND CALCULATION ROUTINE - IdlogG(km)
* */
/*…
,"
*
dlogG q*B*I*(1+0.1 I)^(q-1) 0.5107(Sqrt I]+0.069(C-1)I^4)
I ----- = ------------------------
dI 1OlnlO[l+B(+0O.1I)^q -B] (l+C*Sqrt [I] )^2
Note: If q=O, the first term is zero.
* /----------------------------------------
void AwFunc(double Itot, double *duml, double *IdlogG)
{
int i,j;
double b,c,d,e;
for(i=O;i<Aw_var.XDrop->Ncp;i++) for(j=O;j<Awvar.XDrop->Nap;j++) {
e = (Awvar.XDrop->Kmq[i][j] == 0.0) ? 0.0 : 1.0;
b = BMK(Awvar. XDrop->Kmq[i] Cj]);
c = CMK(Aw_var.XDrop->Kmq[i] [j],Itot);
d = pow((1.0+0.1*Itot),(Awvar.XDrop->Kmq[i] [j]-1.0));
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IdlogG[i*Aw_var. XDrop->Nap + j] = Aw.var. XDrop->Kmqi] E[j]*b*Itot*d*e/
(10.0*MLNIO*(i.O+b*d*(1.0+0..*Itot)-b))-0.5107*
(0.5*sqrt(Itot)+0.069*FOUR(Itot)*(c-1.0))/SQR(1.0+c*sqrt(Itot));
}
}
* ROUTINE Water - CALCULATE WATER CONTENT FOR EQUILIBRIUM SOLUTION
void WaterFunc(int N, double *wtr, double *fvec);
* Structure to pass additional variables to residual calculation.
* Variables are the same as local/passed variables of the same name with
* the following exceptions: logrh = loglO(Rh), scale = ion scale factor.
* */----------------------------------------
struct {
struct Droplet *XDrop;
double logrh, scale;
double *Ions;
int fCurv;
} xwtr;
double Water(double *Ions, double Rh, struct Droplet *Drop)
{
double wtr[2];
int check, k, Nion;
* Assign structure elements to passed variables, allocate storage
----------------------------------------
Nion = Drop->Ncp + Drop->Nap;
x_wtr.Ions = Ions;
xwtr.XDrop = Drop;
if (Rh<O) {
x_wtr.fCurv = 0;
Drop->Fac = 1.0;
Rh *= -1;
} else xwtr.fCurv = 1;
x-wtr.logrh = loglO(Rh);
* Calculate scale factor and scale ion vector
*/----------------------------------------
for (k=O,x_wtr.scale= O.O;k<Drop->Ncp;k++) x_utr.scale += O.1*Ions[k];
for (k=O;k<Nion;k++) Ions[k] /= xwtr.scale;
* Call newton nonlinear equation solver to calculate w, checking
* flag for convergence and rescaling water and ion mole amounts.
*/----------------------------------------
check = 0;
wtr[O] = 1.0;
newt(wtr,1,&check, 1.Oe-3,WaterFunc);
if (!check) tr[O] *= xwtr.scale;
else if (check == -2) wtr[O] = 0.0;
else wtr[O] = -1.0;
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for (k=O;k<Nion;k++) Ions[k] * x.wtr.scale;
* Return water content (in kg).
* ----- ------
return (wtr[O);
}
* RESIDUAL CALCULATION ROUTINE - IdlogG(km)
/* ----------------------- _________________
* Calculate the value of Aw-Rh required by newton solver for
* the watercontent routine, using AwMix to calculate Aw(mix).
* */----------------------------------------
void WaterFunc(int N, double *wtr, double *fvec)
{
extern struct info Misc;
extern struct props *Data;
double Aw_mix, sfac;
int k;
if (wtr[O]<IEPS) wtr[O] = IEPS;
for(k=O;k<xtr.XDrop->Ncp+xvtr.XDrop->Nap;k++) xwtr. XDrop->mi k] = xwtr.Ions k]/wtr [0];
GetIsf(x_tr.XDrop);
Awmix = AwHix(xtr.XDrop);
if (xwtr.fCurv){
sfac = (*wtr)*1000.0*xwtr.scale/xwtr.XDrop->Scale;
if (tr[O] > 2.0*IEPS)
xtr.XDrop->Fac = GetCfac(O, sfac, xtr.XDrop, kNisc, Data);
}
if (Awmix<IEPS) Awmix = IEPS;
fvec [O] = loglO(xwtr.XDrop->Fac*Awmix) - wtr.logrh;
double EffPoint(double Mdp)
return (0.333333*Mdp);
}
#define H_WTR (18.0152)
#define RgCGS (8.31441e7)
#define TRDEN (1.0)
double CritPoint(struct Droplet *Drop)
{
double A, B, sigma, Mlons;
int i;
for(i=O,Ions=O. 0; iDrop->Ncp+Drop->Nap;i++) HIons += Drop->Ions[i];
sigma = 76.10 - 0.155*(Drop->Temp-273.15);
A = 2.0*MNWTR*sigma*l.Oe4/(RgCGS*Drop->Temp*WTRDEN);
B = 3.0*NWTR*HIons*l. Oel2/(Drop->Scale*4. 0*MPI*WTR_DEN);
return(exp(sqrt(4.0*A*A*A/(27.0*B))));
}
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I - ·
File GetlsfEtc.c
#include <math.h>
#include "NRutil.h"
#include "aerosol.h"
#define TREF 298.16
#define dHwv (-241.818) /* dH for water vapor, kJ/mole */
#define dHwl (-285.830) /* dH for liquid water, kJ/mole */
#define dGwv (-228.672) /* dG for water vapor, kJ/mole */
#define dGwl (-237.129) /* dG for liquid water, kJ/mole */
#define Cpwv (33.577) /* Cp for water vapor, J/mole K */
#define Cpwl (75.291) /* Cp for liquid water, J/mole K */
#define ALOGlO(x) pow(1O.0,(x))
#define Gstar(c,I) (-0.6107*sqrt(I)/(1.O+(c)*sqrt(I)))
#define Zfrac(zi,zj) (((zi)+(zj))*((zi)+(zj))/(2.0*(zi)*(zj)))
* File GetIsf.c Version 1.5 March 14, 1994
* Tim Resch MIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Last modified: March 14, 1994
* Purpose: This file contains miscellaneous small functions to get
* various solution properties, such as Meissner parameters, ionic
* fractions, etc.
* GetIsf :Calculates ionic strength, ionic strength fractions
* GetCf :Calculates charge fractions
* GetChrg :Fills charge vector for all ions present
* GetKmq :Calculate temperature-corrected Heissner parameters
* GetMu :Calculate the standard state chemical potential of all
* species involved (elec., complexes, ions, water)
* Heissner :Calculate activity coefficients via. the eissner method
* for pure or mixed electrolyte solutions
* GetCfac :Calculates the water activity factor due to curvature
* for small solution droplets Variables-
* ion :summation total of ionic strength
* ctot :total charge of cations (or anions)
* logGp :activity coefficient for a pure electrolyte solution
* suml, sum2 :running totals for mixture values
---------------------------------------- /
void GetIsf(struct Droplet *Drop)
double ion;
int i, Nion;
/* 
* I = Sum[i, Mi*Zi'2/2], i -> all ions, Isf[i] = I[i]/Itot
----------------------------------------
lion = Drop->Ncp + Drop->Nap;
for(i=O,ion=O.O;i<Nion;i++)
ion += (Drop->Isf i] = Drop->mi i]*Drop->Zii] *Drop->Zi i]);
if (ion<=O.O) errors("Non-positive ionic strength error in routine XS");
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for(i-O;i<Nion;i++) Drop->Isf Ci /= ion;
Drop->Itot ion/2.0;
}
void GetCi(struct Droplet *Drop)
{
double ctot;
int i;
* Ctot Sum[i,Ni*Zi],i -> cations or anions, Cf[i] = MiZi/Ctot
* _______-- -_______- ---------- - - - - - - - - - - /
for(i=O,ctot=O.0;i<Drop->Ncp;i++)
ctot += (Drop->C [i] = 2.0*Drop->Isf [Ci *Drop->Itot/Drop->Zi Ci]);
for(i=O;i<Drop->Nap;i++)
Drop->Cfj i] = 2.0*Drop->Isj Ci]*Drop->Itot/(Drop->Zj [i]*ctot);
for(i=O; i<Drop->Ncp;i++) Drop->Cf i] /= ctot;
}
void GetChrg(struct Droplet *Drop, struct props *Data, struct info *Misc)
{
int i;
for(i=O;i<Drop->Ncp;i++) Drop->Zi[i] = (double) DataCHisc->NCl+Drop->Cid[i]].Chrg;
for(i=O;i<Drop->Nap;i++) Drop->Zj i] = (double) Data Hisc->NA1+Drop->Aid i]].Chrg;
}
/* */
void GetMu(int Nep, struct Droplet *Drop, struct props *Data, struct info *Nisc)
{
double fl, f2, 3;
int k, ki, Nsp, Ntp;
Nsp = Nep + Drop->Nxp;
Ntp = Nsp + Drop->Ncp + Drop->Nap;
/* 
* Calculate property factors fl, f2, and f3::
* u = dG*(T/To)+dH*(1-T/To)-Cp*To*(l-T/To+(T/T o)ln(T/To))
* = fl*dG + f2*dH - f3*Cp*To
*/----------------------------------------
fl = Drop->Temp/TREF;
f2 = 1000.0*(i.0-fl);
f3 = (1.0 - fl + fi*log(fl));
fl *= 1000.0;
/* -__ _ _
* Calculate chemical potentials: /------------------------------
for (k=O;k<Nep;k++) { /* electrolytes */
kl = isc->NEl + Drop->IdCk];
Drop->Mu k] = fl*Data [kl].DGf+f2*Data kl].DEHf-f3*TREF*DataC kl].Cp;
}
for (k=O;k<Drop->Nxp;k++) { /* complexes */
kl = Hisc->NX + Drop->Xid[k];
Drop->uC[Nep+k] = fl*Datakil].DGf+f2*Data[kl].DHf-f3*TREF*Data[kl].Cp;
}
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for (k=O;k<Drop->Ncp;k++) { /* cations */
ki =- isc->NC + Drop->CidEk];
Drop->Hu[Nsp+k = fl*Data[kl].DGf+f2*Data[kl3 .DHf-f3*TREF*Data[kl.Cp;
for (k=O;k<Drop->Nap;k++) { /* anions */
kl = Hisc->NAI + Drop->Aid[k];
Drop->Mu[Nsp+Drop->Ncp+k] =
fl*Data[kl].DGi+f2*Data [kl].DHi-f3*TREF*Data[kl]. Cp;
}
Drop->Mu[Ntp] = fl*dGwl+f2*dHwl-f3*TREF*Cpwl; /* liquid water */
Drop->Mu[Ntp+l = fl*dGwv+f2*dHwv-f3*TREF*Cpwv; /* water vapor */
}
void eissner(struct Droplet *Drop)
{
int i,j,k;
double b,c,sumI,sum2;
double **logGp;
logGp = dmatrix(O,Drop->Ncp,O,Drop->Nap);
/* ----------------------------------------
* logG(pure) = log[l+B(i+O.iI)q-B] + logG* where log(G*) = Gstar(c,I)
---------------------------------------- /
for(i=O;i<Drop->Ncp;i++) for(j=O;j<Drop->Nap;j++)(
b = B_MK(Drop->Kmq[i] [j]);
c = CMK(Drop->Kmq[i][j] ,Drop->Itot);
logGp[i] [j] = loglO(1.O+b*pow((1.0+0. i*Drop->Itot) ,Drop->Kmq[i] [j] )-b)
+ G_star(c,Drop->Itot);
}
* zi xj (zl+zj)^2
* logG(mix) = -----*Sum[------------ logG(ij),{j}
* zI+z2 2 z zj
* z2 xi (zi+z2)^2
*I ----- *Sum[------------ logG(i2),{i}]
* zl+z2 2 zi z2 /----------------------------------------
for(i=O;i<Drop->Ncp;i++) for(j=O;j<Drop->Nap;j++){
for(sumi=O.0,k=O;k<Drop->Nap; k++)
suml += Zfrac(Drop->Zi Ci] ,Drop->Zj [k] )*Drop->Isj [k]*logGp Ci] [kl;
for(sum2=0.0,k=O;k<Drop->Ncp;k++)
sum2 += Zfrac(Drop->Zi [k] ,Drop->Zj [j] )*Drop->Isf Ck] *logGp k][j];
Drop->gmixE i] Cj = ALOGIO(Drop->Zi Ci]*Drop->Zj [j]* (Drop->Zi Ci] *sumi
+ Drop->Zj [j *sum2)/ (Drop->ZiCi]+Drop->Zj [j ) );
}
freedmatrix(logGp,O,Drop->Ncp,O,Drop->Nap);
}
void GetKmq(struct Droplet *Drop, struct props *Data, struct info *Misc)
{
int i,j,k;
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* q(T) q(TREF)*(1 + q*(T-To)/(Zi Zj))
for(i=O;i<Drop->Ncp;i++) for(j=0;j<Drop->Nap;j++) {
k = isc->Ionmap[Drop->Cid[i]3 [Drop->Aid[j3;
Drop->Kmqli] [jJ (1.0 + Data[ Hisc->NEI+k.Kmql*(Drop->Temp-TREF)/
(Drop->Zi li3 *Drop->Zj [j ) )*Data[Misc->NEI+kj .KmqO;
}
}
double GetCfacCint flag, double water, struct Droplet *Drop, struct info *Hisc, struct props *Dat
{
double denk, Fac, massij, mij, psiij, radius, stension, volume, wij, w;
int i, j, k, kp;
/* - _-- - - -
* Get charge fractions
-------------------- /
w = 1000*water*Drop->Scale;
if (w==O.O) return(1.0);
if (flag) for(i=O;i<Drop->Ncp+Drop->Nap;i++) Drop->mi i] = Drop->Wet i]/w;
GetIsf(Drop);
GetCf(Drop);
for(k=0,volume=O.0;k<Drop->Ncp*Drop->Nap;k++) {
i = Drop->Nc[k]; j = Drop->Na[k];
kp = Nisc->NE1+Drop->Id[k];
psiij = (Drop->Isf [i]*Drop->Cfj [j] +Drop->Isj [j]*Drop->Cf [i);
vij = water*psiij;
mij = 2. 0*Drop->Itot/(SQR(Drop->Zi [i] )+SQR(Drop->Zj [j]));
massij = .001*wij*mij*Data[kp] .MW;
denk =
Datatkp].SdenO+exp(-Data [kp . Sdenl*Drop->Itot)*(1. O-Data[kp].SdenO);
volume += (mass_ij+wij)/den_k - massij/Data[kp].SG;
}
Drop->Dens = (Drop->Mass+water)/(volume+Drop->VIns+Drop->VSol);
radius = po(0O.75*(volume+Drop->VIns+Drop->VSol)/MPI,O.333333333333);
/* 
* Calculate surface tension:
* sigma = sig(water) + Itot*sum(i,j)(XiYj+XjYi)Bij
* where
* sig (water) = 76.10 - 0.155 T(in C) dyne/cm
* and
* Xi = Ionic fraction, Yi = charge fraction,
* Bij = linear factor for surface tension concentration dependence /----------------------------------------
stension = 76.10 - 0.155*(Drop->Temp-273.15);
for(i=0;i<Drop->Ncp;i++) for(j=0;j<Drop->Nap;j++) {
k = Misc->Ionmap [Drop->Cid i][ Drop->Aid [j]];
stension += (Drop->Isf[i]*Drop->Cfj [j +
Drop->Cf i] *Drop->Isj [j)*Data[Misc->NEl+k].Bst*Drop->Itot;
}
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* Calculate curvature factor:
* Fac = exp(2*Mw*surftens/(RT*soln.density*radius))
* where Mv is the molecular weight of water (18)
Fac = exp(2.0*18.0*stension/(1.e7*Rg*Drop->Temp*Drop->Dens*radius));
return(Fac);
}
void ConstructDroplet(struct Droplet *Drop, struct info *Misc)
int Nion, Nsol;
Nion = Misc->NCAT+Misc->NANI;
Nsol = Misc->NSPEC-Misc->NOTHR;
Drop->Zi = dvector(O,Nion-1);
Drop->mi = dvector(O,Nion-1);
Drop->Mu = dvector(O,Nsol+l);
Drop->Cf = dvector(O,Nion-1);
Drop->Isf = dvector(O,Nion-1);
Drop->Ions = dvector(0,2*Nion-1);
Drop->Soluble = dvector(O,Nsol-1);
Drop->Nc = ivector(O,Misc->NELEC);
Drop->Na = ivector(O,Misc->NELEC);
Drop->Cid = ivector(O,Misc->NCAT);
Drop->Aid = ivector(O,Misc->NANI);
Drop->Id = ivector(O,Nisc->NELEC);
Drop->Xid = ivector(O,Misc->NCMPX);
Drop->Kmq = dmatrix(O,Misc->NCAT,O,Nisc->NANI);
Drop->gmix = dmatrix(O,Misc->NCAT,O,Misc->NANI);
void DestructDroplet(struct Droplet *Drop, struct info *Misc)
r
int ion, sol;
Nion = isc->NCAT+Misc->NANI;
Nsol = Misc->NSPEC-Nisc->NOTHR;
freedvector(Drop->Zi,O,Nion-1);
freedvector(Drop->mi,O,Nion-1);
freedvector(Drop->u,O,Nsol+l);
freedvector(Drop->Cf,O,Nion-1);
freedvector(Drop->Isf,O,Nion-1);
freedvector(Drop->Ions,0,2*Nion-1);
freedvector(Drop->Soluble,O,Nsol-1);
freeivector(Drop->Nc,O,Misc->NELEC);
freeivector(Drop->Na,O,Misc->NELEC);
freeivector(Drop->Id,O,Nisc->NELEC);
freeivector(Drop->Cid,O,Misc->NCAT);
freeivector(Drop->Aid,O,Misc->NAII);
freeivector(Drop->Xid,O,Misc->NCNPX);
freedmatrix(Drop->Kmq,O,Misc->NCAT,O,Misc->NANI);
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free.dmatrix(Drop->gmix,O,Nisc->NCAT,O,Misc->NANI);
I I
File Solids. c
#include <math.h>
#include "Rutil.h"
#include "NRprog.h"
#include "aerosol.h"
#define EPS (.Oe-8)
/* - ------ -- -- -- --- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- --
* File Solids Version 2.0
* Tim Resch HIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Last modified: July 3, 1994
*
May 2, 1993
Purpose: This file contains routines to determine the set of solids most
likely to be present for the given water content, relative humidity,
and electrolyte amounts.
Solids :Given the water content, relative humidity, temperature,
and amounts of dissolved and solid phase ions, determines
the set of solids most likely to exist by solving an LP
LPsetup :Initializes the simplex tableau for LP with ion
balances and chemical potentials
Functions ->
* simplex
* GetIsf
* Meissner
*
:NRinC routine to solve LP with simplex method
:Claculate ionic strength and ionic strength fractions
:Calculate activity coefficients for electrolyte mixture
* Variables - see Variables.h
* a
* v1,v2,wl,w2
* sflag
* fopt
~* flag
* Wtr
* i,j,k
* n
:simplex matrix
:miscellaneous temporary values
:flag set on failure of LP solution
:flag if more than one set of solids is possible
:indicate mode of LP (-i=ionic, 0=2 phase, 1=solid)
:water content in system
:cation/anion/electrolyte counters, indicies
:total number of solids in particle
* ::Procedures
* Solids -
* 1) Initialize constants, flags. Allocate & initialize vectors/matrix.
* 2) Set up and solve LP to select initial set of solids.
* 3) Distribute ions to electrolytes since only one possible set.
* 4) Note that only electrolytes can be present if opt not needed.
* LPsetup -
* 1) Enter stoichiometry in simplex matrix
* 2) Zero simplex matrix and enter ion totals
* 3) If aqueous phase indicated (flag = -1 or 0),allocate and fill
* vectors and matrices for ion charges, ionic fractions, ion
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*
*
*
r-
. .
* molalities, Meissner parameters, and mixed solution activity
coefficients. Includes lines to ensure electroneutrality.
* 4) Allocate memory and calculate standard state
* chemical potentials for solids, ions, and water
* 5) Enter chemical potentials into simplex matrix
* 6) Deallocate vectors, matrices
* ----------------------------------------
void LPsetup(int flag, int *map, double Rh, double Wtr, struct Droplet *Drop,
struct info *Misc, double **a);
void Solids(int flag, int *map, double Rh, double water, double *solvec,
struct Droplet *Drop, struct props *Data, struct info *Misc)
{
double **a, wl, w2;
int i, j, k, Nion, Nep, Nsol, Nt, sflag, fopt;
/* 
* Initialize constants, flags. Allocate initialize vectors/matrix.
----------------------------------------
Nion = Drop->Ncp + Drop->Nap;
Nep = Drop->Ncp*Drop->Nap;
Nt = Nep + Drop->Nxp;
Nsol = Nt + Nion;
fopt = (Nt>=Nion) ? 1 : 0;
a = dmatrix(1,Nion+2,1,Nt+l);
if (fopt) {
* Set up and solve LP to select initial set of solids.
-----------------------------------------
LPsetup(flag,map,Rh, ater,Drop, Misc,a);
sflag = 0;
simplex(a,solvec-1,Nion,Nt,O,O,Nion,&sflag);
if (sflag) errors("Simplex failure in MDP");
for(k=Nt;k<Nsol;k++) solvecEk] = 0.0;
} else {
* Distribute ions to electrolytes since only one possible set.
* Note that only electrolytes can be present if opt not needed.
for(k=O;k<Nep;k++) {
i = Drop->Nc[k]; j = Drop->Na[k];
if ((wl = Drop->Wet [i/VCp(k,i)) < (w2 = Drop->Wet[Drop->Ncp+j]/VAp(k,j))) {
solvec[k] = wi;
Drop->Wet [i] = 0;
Drop->Wet [Drop->Ncp+j] - VAp(k,j)*vl;
} else {
solvec[k] = w2;
Drop->Wet [i -= VCp(k,i)*w2;
Drop->Wet[Drop->Ncp+j] = 0;
}
for(k=Nep;k<Nsol;k++) solvec[k] = 0.0;
}
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for(k=O,Drop->VSol=O.O;k<Nep;k++){
i Misc->NEl+Drop->Id[k];
Drop->VSol += solvec [k]*Datai] .MW/Datai]. SG;
}
for(k=O;k<Drop->Nxp;k++) {
i = Misc->NXi+Drop->Xid[k];
Drop->VSol += solvec[Nep+k]*DataEi3.MW/Data[i. SG;
}
Drop->VSol /= Drop->Scale;
freedmatrix(a,l,Nion+2,1, Nt+);
}
* ROUTINE TO INITIALIZE LP SIMPLEX MATRIX FOR SOLIDS DETERMINATION
void LPsetup(int flag, int *map, double Rh, double Wtr, struct Droplet *Drop,
struct info *Misc, double **a)
int i, j, k, Nt, Nep, Nion, Nsol;
double v, v2;
Nep = Drop->Ncp*Drop->Nap;
Nion = Drop->Ncp + Drop->Nap;
Nt = Nep + Drop->Nxp;
Nsol = Nion + Nt;
/* 
* Zero simplex matrix and enter ion totals /----------------------------------------
for(i=l;i<Nion+3;i++) for(j=l;j<Nt+2;j++) aiC[j] = 0.0;
for(i=O;i<Nion;i++) a[2+i] [l = Drop->IonsCi];
/*
* Enter stoichiometry in simplex matrix
for(k=Q;k<Nep;k++) {
i = Drop->Nc[k]; j = Drop->Na[k];
a[2+i] [2+k] = -VCp(k,i);
a[2+Drop->Ncp+j] [2+k] = -VAp(k,j);
}
for(k=O;k<Drop->Nxp;k++) {
for(i=O; i<Drop->Ncp;i++) a[2+i C[2+Nep+k] = -VXCp(k,i);
for(j=0;j<Drop->Nap;j++) a[2+Drop->Ncp+j] [2+Nep+k] = -VXAp(k,j);
* If aqueous phase indicated (flag = -1 or O),allocate and fill
* vectors and matrices for ion charges, ionic fractions, ion
* molalities, Meissner parameters, and mixed solution activity
* coefficients. Includes lines to ensure electroneutrality.
----------------------------------------
if (flag<1) {
for(i=O,vl=O.0;i<Drop->Ncp; i++) v += Drop->Ziti]*Drop->Ions i];
for(j=Drop->Ncp,v2=0.O;j<Nion;j++) v2 += Drop->Zi[j]*Drop->Ions[j];
v2 /= vl;
for(i=O;i<Drop->Ncp;i++) Drop->Ions [i *= v2;
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for(i=O;i<Nion;i++) Drop->mi[iJ = Drop->Wet i]/Wtr;
GetIsf(Drop);
Meissner(Drop);
/* --- ___________________
* Enter chemical potentials into simplex matrix Note: Need
* to calc. mole fraction of water vapor for solid phase
-________________--- ---
/------- 
----- -
for(k=O;k<Nep;k++) { /* electrolytes */
if (flag<l) { /* aqueous phase */
i = Drop->Nc[k]; j = Drop->Natk3;
vl = -a[2+i][2+k]; v2 = -a[2+Drop->Ncp+j] [2+k];
a [1i 2+k] = -(Rg*Drop->Temp*(vl*log(Drop->mi [i]+EPS) +
v2*log(Drop->mi[j]+EPS) + (vl+v2)*log(Drop->gmix[i C[j])) +
vl*Drop->Mu[Nt+i] + v2*Drop->Hu[Nt+Drop->Ncp+j]);
}
if (flag >= 0) { /* solid phase */
vl = -Drop->Hu[k]; v2 = a1] [2+k];
if (map[k] II flag) a1][2+k] = vl;
else aC[1]2+k = (vl>v2) ? v : v2;
}
for(k=O;k<Drop->Nxp;k++) { /* complexes/hydrates */
vl = Misc->Vx[Drop->Xid[k]] [MNisc->NELEC];
if ((flag == 1) II (Wtr = 0.0)) {
v2 = 1.0 - 373.16/Drop->Temp;
v2 *= 13.3815 + v2*(-1.976 + v2*(-0.6445 -v2*0.1299));
a[1Ci 2+Nep+k] = -(Drop->Mu Nep+k - vi*(Drop->Mu Nsol+l]+Rg*Drop->Temp*(v2+log(Rh))));
} else a [1] 2+Nep+k] = -(Drop->Hu[Nep+k] - vl*(Drop->NMuNsol]+Rg*Drop->Temp*log(Rh)));
File Gradient.c
#include <math.h>
#include aerosol.h"
#define EPS (1.Oe-6)
* function GK Version 2.2 October 22, 1993
* Tim Resch HIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Last modified: October 22, 1993
* Purpose: Calculate the gradient for solid - ionic equilibria for
* a system of electrolytes, hydrates, and complexes
t* dG
* gk =------- = muO(k,s) - muO(k,I) - RT*sum[(i=l,#ion)vi*log(mi*gi)]
t* dn(k,s)
*
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* Variables - see Variables.h
* vi, v2 :cation and anion stoichiometric coefficients
* i,j,k,n :indicies and counters
* …_-- - -------  mmm */
void Gradient(int Np, double *Gk, double Aw, struct Droplet *Drop, struct info *Misc)
int i,j,k,n;
double v,v2;
/*… …,-------------------- 
* Calculate chemical potential for ionic phase electrolytes -
* mu(I) = muO(I) + RTln(mlivl m2'v2 g2^(vi+v2))
* and fill gradient vector with its negative
------------------- */---------------------
n = Np + Drop->Nxp;
for(k=O;k<Np;k++) {
i = Drop->Nc[k]; j = Drop->Na[k];
vi = VCp(k,i); v2 = VAp(k,j);
Gk[k] = -(vl*Drop->Hu[n+i]+v2*Drop->Mu n+Drop->Ncp+j +
Rg*Drop->Temp* (vl*log(Drop->mi[i]+EPS) +
v2*log(Drop->mi [Drop->Ncp+j]+EPS)+(vl+v2)*log(Drop->gmix[i] j] )));
/*
* Calculate chemical potential for ionic phase complexes from
* ionic phase electrolyte and complete electrolyte gradient
*/----------------------------------------
for(k=Np;k<n;k++) Gk[k] = 0.0;
for(k=O;k<Np;k++) {
for(i=0;i<Drop->Nxp;i++) Gk[Np+i] += VXKp(i,k)*Gk[k];
Gk[k] += Drop->NuEk];
* Complete complex gradient by adding in solid phase potential
* and waters of hydration.
----------------------------------------
for(k=O;k<Drop->Nxp;k++) Gk[Np+k] += Drop->Mu[Np+k -
((double)Misc->Vx [Drop->Xid [k] ][Misc->NELEC] )*
(Drop->Mu[n+Drop->Ncp+Drop->Nap] + Rg*Drop->Temp*log(Aw));
___________________________________________ File KixedParticle. c
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "NRutil.h"
#include "NRprog.h"
#include "aerosol.h"
#define EPS (le-8) /* Min. number of (scaled) moles allowable for solid */
#define FREERETURN {freeivector(mapl,O,Nt); free_ivector(map2,0,Nt); free_dvector(wmol,0,Nsol-1:
/* _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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* Routine MixedParticle Version 3.0
* Tim Resch MIT Chemical Engineering
*
January 18, 1994
* Purpose: Given a the composition of an electrolyte particle, determine
* the water content and distribution of ions between dissolved
* and various solid phases (electrolyte, hydrate, etc.)
* Functions =>
Water :Calculate the water content required for a solution
containing specified amounts of each ion in water vapor
equilibrium at the given relative humidity.
Solids :Determine set of solids likely to be present.
PhaseCalc :Solve NLP to determine aerosol phase, water content
Variables
Wtr :Pointer for new water content
dpi :Single species deliquescence points
w,wl :Temporary holders for water estimates, etc.
wmax :Hax. allowable water (all electrolytes dissolved)
wmin :Minimum possible water content for aqueous phase to exist
wsave :Water content of last successful NLP solution
nwet :Dissolved ions vector
wmol :Dissolved electrolytes vector
wet :ions known to be in solution (dpi<rh)
save :Temporary storage of last successful NLP solution
ct :NLP solution iteration counter
cflag :Flag to check that solid species haven't changed
fopt :Flag if more than one set of solids is possible
i,j,k,n :Indicies and counters
Neq,Nxq :Number of electrolytes, complexes assumed in equilibrium
Ndry :Number of species that might be solid at rh (drp[i]>rh)
mapi :Mapping of solids present in system
map2 :Happing from reduced vector to full soluble vector
::Procedure -
* i) Initialize constants, flags. Allocate & initialize vectors/matrix.
ii) Calculate water required to dissolve all ions
* iii) Repeat following until convergence flag is set:
a) Determine probable set of solids
b) Set map vectors and flag if set of solid species changes.
c) If species haven't changed, then Done. Otherwise:
d) For each solid indicated
1) Determine minimum amount of water required for it to
dissolve with the water equil. condition.
2) If rh>drh, add to dissolved ions and increment aqueous counter
3) If rh<drh, enter index in solids map.
* e) If at least one species might be in solid phase then solve NLP
* f) Use map vector to recover original length mole vectors
g) Make sure that LP-NLP solutions are not oscillating.
h) If solution is oscillating, recover previous iteration as solution.
* i) Otherwise, save current solution and continue.
* ----------------------------------------
void ixedParticle(int *Fsol, double *Wtr, double Rh, struct Droplet *Drop,
struct props *Data, struct info *Misc)
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double dpi, w, wi, max, wmin, wsave, *wmol, *wet, *save;
int cflag,fopt,i,j,k,Neq,Nxq,Nt,Ndry,Nep,Nion,Nsol,*mapl,*map2;
/*…
* Initialize constants, flags. Allocate initialize vectors/matrix.
* /--- 
cflag = 1;
Nep = Drop->Ncp*Drop->Nap;
Nion = Drop->Ncp + Drop->Nap;
Nt = Nep + Drop->Nxp;
Nsol = Nt + Nion;
fopt = (Nt>=Nion) ? : 0;
mapl = ivector(0,Nt);
map2 = ivector(O,Nt);
wmol = dvector(O,Nsol-1);
save = dvector(O,Nsol-1);
wet = (wmol[Nt]);
for(i=O;i<Nt;i++) mapl[i] = map2[i] 0;
for(i=O;i<Nsol;i++) save[i] = wmol[i] = 0.0;
for(i=Nt;i<Nsol;i++) save[i] = Drop->Ions i];
* Calc. water required to dissolve all ions
for(i=O;i<Nion;i++) Drop->Wet i] = Drop->Ions i];
wsave = 1.1*(wmax = Water(Drop->Wet,Rh,Drop));
w = 0.S*wmax;
if (wmax<0.0) {
*Fsol = 1;
*Wtr = 0.0;
FREERETURN
}
/*
* Repeat following until convergence flag is set:
* 1) Determine probable set of solids present.
* 2) Set map vectors, flag if solid species change.
* 3) If species changed, solve NLP.
* 4) Form new aqueous ion vector /----------------------------------------
while (cflag) (
Solids(O,mapl,Rh,w,Drop->Soluble,Drop,Data,Misc);
/* 
* Look for changes in solids indicated.
------------------------------------- /
for(i=cflag=O;i<Nt;i++) 
if ((!mapl[i]) &k (Drop->Soluble[i]>EPS)) mapl[i] = cflag = 1;
else if ((mapl[i]) && (Drop->Soluble[i]<EPS)) mapl[i] = 0; cflag ++; }
if (cflag) {
for(k=O;k<Nsol;k++) wmol[k] = 0.0; /* includes *wet entries */
* See if each electrolyte is present. For those present, determine if
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* water required to dissolve all of it is less than min (replace min)
* -…-------------------------------… --… */
for(k=Neq=O,min=max;k<Nep;k++)
if (mapi[k]) {
i = Drop->Nc[k]; j = Drop->Na[k];
Drop->Soluble Nt+i] = VCp(k,i)*Drop->Soluble [k];
Drop->Soluble[Nt+Drop->Ncp+j = VAp(k,j)*Drop->Soluble k];
wi = Water(&(Drop->SolubleNt]) ,Rh,Drop);
if ((wvimin) t& (wl>EPS)) nmin = wi;
/* 
* If rh>drh, add to dissolved ions and increment aqueous counter
* if rh<drh, enter index in solids map.
* ….----------------------------------------------------- -.*/
if (Drop->Fac*Data[Misc->NEl+Drop->Idk] ].Dp<Rh) {
wet i] += Drop->Soluble[Nt+i];
wet[Drop->Ncp+j] += Drop->Soluble[Nt+Drop->Ncp+j];
Drop->Soluble[k] = 0.0;
} else {
Drop->Soluble[Neq = Drop->Soluble[k];
map2[Neq++] = k;
}
Drop->Soluble[Nt+i] Drop->Soluble[Nt+Drop->Ncp+j = 0.0;
/* 
* Repeat exactly the same steps, but this time for the complexes/hydrates.
* ---------------------------------------- /
for(k=Nxq=O;k<Drop->Nxp;k++)
if (Drop->Soluble[Nep+k]>EPS) {
for(i=O;i<Drop->Ncp;i++) Drop->Soluble[Nt+i] =
VXCp(k,i)*Drop->Soluble[Nep+k];
for(j=0;j<Drop->Nap;j++) Drop->Soluble[Nt+Drop->Ncp+j] =
VXAp(k,j)*Drop->Soluble[Nep+k];
w = Water(&(Drop->Soluble[Nt]) ,Rh,Drop);
if ((wi<min) && (wi>0.0)) min = wl;
dpi = Drop->Fac*Data [Misc->NXI+Drop->Xidk] .Dp;
if ((dpi>O.O) tk (dpi<Rh)) {
for(i=O;i<Drop->Ncp;i++) wetCi] += Drop->Soluble[Nt+i];
for(j=0; j<Drop->Nap;j++)
wet Drop->Ncp+j] += Drop->Soluble[Nt+Drop->Ncp+j];
Drop->Soluble[Nep+k] = 0.0;
} else {
Drop->Soluble[Neq+Nxq = Drop->Soluble Nep+k];
map2[Neq+Nxq] = k;
Nxq++;
}
}
Ndry = Neq + Nxq;
if (!Ndry) {
for (k=O;k<Nion;k++) Drop->Wet k] = Drop->Ions[k];
*Fsol = -1;
*Wtr = wmax;
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FREERETURN
}
/* ----- _- ____________ _-_
* At least one species might be in solid phase - solve NLP
* …------ ------- -/---
for(i=O;i<Nt;i++) wmol[i] = 0.2*Drop->Soluble[i];
w = PhaseCalc(Neq,Nxq,map2,wmol,wet,Rh,w,wmin,Drop,Misc);
if (w>wmax) w = nmax;
cflag = (w>0.0) ? fopt : 0;
for(i=O;i<Nion;i++) Drop->Wet[i] = wet i];
/* 
* Use map vector to recover original length mole vectors
* ----------------------------------------
i = O;
for(k=Ndry;k<Nt;k++) mol[k] = Drop->Soluble[k] = 0.0;
for(k=Nt;k<Nsol;k++) Drop->Soluble[k] = 0.0;
for(k=Ndry-1;(k>=Neq);k--) {
Drop->Soluble[Nep+map2[k]] = Drop->Soluble[k];
wmol[Nep+map2 k]] = mol k];
Drop->Soluble[k] = wmol[k] = 0.0;
}
for(k=Neq-i;((!i) t& (k>=O));k--)
if (map2[k] != k) {
Drop->Soluble map2[k]] = Drop->Soluble[k];
wmol map2 [k] = wmol k];
Drop->Soluble[k] = wmol[k] = 0.0;
} else i++;
/* 
* Make sure that LP-NLP solutions are not oscillating. When this is
* happening, either water content increases or vanishes. If solution
* is oscillating, recover previous iteration as solution. Otherwise,
* save current solution and continue.
if ((fabs(w-vsave)<O.OOl*wsave) II (w>1.O00*wsave)) {
w = wsave; cflag = 0;
for(k=O;k<Nt;k++) Drop->Soluble[k] = save k];
for(k=O;k<Nion;k++) wet[k] = save[Nt+k];
} else if (w<EPS) { w = 0.0; cflag = 0;
) else {
wsave = w;
for(k=O;k<Nt;k++) save k] = Drop->Soluble[k];
for(k=O;k<Nion;k++) save[Nt+k] = wet[k];
}
*Wtr = w;
if (w>0) {
*Fsol = 0;
for(k=O;k<Nt;k++) Drop->Soluble[k] = (save[k]>EPS) ? save[k] : 0.0;
/* printf("Predicted water content = %lg kg\n",w); */
for(k=O;k<Nion;k++) Drop->Wet[k] = wet[k];
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/* for(k=O;k<Nep;k++) printf("%20s %10lg\n",
Data [Misc->NEl+Drop->Idk] ].Name,Drop->Soluble [k);
for(k=O ;k<Drop->Nxp;k++) printf("%20s %01lg\n",
Data [Misc->NX+Drop->Xid k]].Name,Drop->Soluble[Nep+k]);
for(k=O;k<Drop->Ncp;k++) printf("%20s %1Olg (%lOlg)\n",
Data[Hisc->NC1+Drop->Cid[k]].Name,Drop->Wet[k]/w,Drop->Ions k]/w);
for(k=O;k<Drop->Nap;k++) printf("%20s %lOlg (%lOlg)\n",
Data[Hisc->NAl+Drop->AidEk]].Name,Drop->Wet[Drop->Ncp+k/w,Drop->Ions[Drop->Ncp+k]/w);*/
} else {
*Fsol = 1;
*Wtr = 0.0;
FREERETURN
File PhaseCalc.c
#include <math.h>
#include "NRutil.h"
#include "NRprog.h"
#include "aerosol.h"
#define TOL (1.0e-4) /* tolerance for newtonian solver convergence */
#define WTOL (5.0e-3) /* tolerance for water content convergence */
#define MEPS (1.Oe-8) /* minimum allowable molality for ions */
#define AFAC (1.0e2) /* weighting factor for ion balance residuals */
#define CMAX 50 /* maximum number of NLP solutions permitted */
#define VOFX(kx,k) (xNLP.XMisc->Vx[xNLP.XDrop->Xid[kx] [xNLP. XDrop->IdEk]])
#define V_C(k,i) ((double) xNLP.XMHisc->Vk x_NLP.XDrop->Id k] ] [xNLP.XDrop->Cid i] )
#define VA(k,j ) ((double) xNLP.XMisc->VkExNLP .XDrop->Id [k] E[xNLP. XMisc->NCAT+xNLP.XDrop->AidI
/* 
* Structure to pass additional variables to integrand calculation.
* Variables are the same as local/passed variables of the same name.
* ----------------------------------------
struct {
struct Droplet *XDrop;
struct info *XMisc;
int n, n2, *map;
double rh, water, *mions, *wet;
} x_NLP;
/*
* functions PhaseCalc, PhaseFunc
* Version 3.0
* January 25, 1994
* Tim Resch
* HIT Department of Chemical Engineering
* Purpose: Minimize the Gibbs free energy of an aqueous? electrolyte
system using a newtonian solver to directly solve for
* optimality conditions. The (constrained) residuals are
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* calculated in routine phasefunc.
* Variables
* (passed/exteral)
* Data,Misc,Drop :external structures of misc. data, properties
* ni, n2 :number of electrolytes, complexes in solid phase
* map :map potential 2-phase species to total species
* ndry, nwet :number of moles of species in all, ionic phases
* wet :ions (moles) known to be dissolved (rh>drh[i])
* Rh :relative humidity
* wmin/wtry :minimum, current guess for water content
* (local)
* wO,wl,w2,dw,dwl :various guesses of water, changes in water content
* Nip, Nep, Nsp :number of ions, electrolytes, soluble species present
* fCON/wflag/flagl:flag w convergence/dry particle/newt convergence state
* ct,k :counters
* ----------------------------------------
double PhaseCalc(int ni, int n2, int *map, double *nwet, double *wet, double Rh,
double wtry, double wmin, struct Droplet *Drop, struct info *Misc)
{
void PhaseFunc(int n, double *w, double *fvec);
double d, dw1, wO, wl, w2;
int ct, fCON, flagl, flag2, k, Nip, wflag;
* assign values to external structure and allocate vectors
----------------------------------------
wO = wtry;
Nip = Drop->Ncp+Drop->Nap;
xNLP.rh = Rh;
xNLP.nl = ni;
x_NLP.n2 = n2;
xNLP.map = map;
x_NLP.wet = wet;
xNLP.XDrop = Drop;
xNLP.XMisc = Hisc;
xNLP.mions = dvector(O,Nip);
* Initialize dissolved vector, convergence flags, counter.
for(k=O;k<nl+n2;k++) net[k] = 0.8*Drop->Soluble[k];
flagl=fCON=ct=wflag=flag2=O;
* Repeat nonlinear equation solution -- water calculation until converence
while (!fCON) {
xNLP.water = wO;
ct++;
/*
* Solve NLP for durrent water guess & calculate new water content.
* Ensure that water doesn't decrease by more than 25% and check
* that water is not below minimum possible water.
* ----------------------------------------
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net (nwet,nl+n2,kflagi,TOL,PhaseFunc);
for(k=O;k<nl+n2;k++) netEkJ = DMAX(fabs(nwet[Ek),MEPS);
if (!flagl) flag2++;
wi = Water(xNLP.mions,Rh,Drop);
d = w1-w0;
if (fabs(dw/w0)>0.25) {wi = 0*(1+0.25*fabs(dw)/dw); d = wi-O;}
if ((wl<wmin) II (ct>=CMAX)) { wi = (flag) ? 0.0 : wmin; wflag++;}
if (fabs(dw/wO)<WTOL) {wO = i; CON++; }
else if ((wl<wmin) 11 (flagl == -2)) { xNLP.water = 0.0; fCON++; }
else {
/* ----------------------------------------
* Solve NLP for durrent ater guess & calculate new water content.
* Check for: convergence of water content, NLP success, excessive
* change in water content. If none of these, revise water content
* using Stephenson's method of accelerating convergence. (Check)
* ---------------------------------------- -/
x_NLP.water = wl;
ct++;
net (nwet,nl+n2,&flagl,TOL,PhaseFunc);
for(k=0;k<nl+n2;k++) nwetEk] = DAX(fabs(nwet[k]),HEPS);
if (!flagl) flag2++;
Y2 = Water(xNLP.mions,Rh,Drop);
dwl = w2-wi;
if (fabs(dw1/wl)<WTOL) {w = 2; fCON++;}
else if (flagi) wO = 0.5*(wl+w2);
else if (fabs((dwl-dw)/dw) <WTOL) {O = 0.S*(wl+w2);fCON++;}
else if ((fabs(dw)-fabs(dwl))>0.0) {
du = dw*dw/(dwl-dw);
if ((fabs(d/wi)>0.25) (fabs(dw/wO)>0.2S)) 0 *= (1.0-0.25*fabs(dw)/dw);
else wO -= d;
} else if (fabs(dwl/w1)>0.25) O = 1*(1.0+0.25*fabs(dwl)/dwl);
else O = w2;
if (Ocwmin) wO = wmin;
/* ----------------------------------------
* Save water content and check that NLP converged correctly. Store
* dissolved ions in *wet and remove from total ions vector.
/* if (!flag2) wO = 0.0; */
if (O>0.0) {
for(k=O;k<Nip;k++) wet[k3 = fabs(xNLP.mions[k );
for(k=O;k<nl+n2;k++) Drop->Soluble [k -= (nwet[k] = fabs(nwet[k]));
for(k=O; k<nl+n2;k++) if (Drop->Soluble [k] <0.O) Drop->Soluble [k] =0.0;
} else for(k=O;k<Nip;k++) wet[k] = 0.0;
/* ------------------------------
* Clean up vectors and return W.
------------------------------ /
freedvector(xNLP.mions,O,Nip);
return(wO);
}
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void PhaseFunc(int N, double *Nwet, double *Rk)
{
double *gk, *mt, *ntot;
int *active, i, j, k, Nip, Nep, Nsp;
/*----
* Initialize constants, vectors
----------- /------------------
ntot = xNLP.XDrop->Soluble;
Nip = xNLP.XDrop->Ncp+xNLP.XDrop->Nap;
Nep = xNLP.XDrop->Ncp*xNLP.XDrop->Nap;
Nsp = Nep + xNLP.XDrop->Nxp + Nip;
mt = dvector(O,Nep);
gk = dvector(O,Nsp-i);
active = ivector(O,N);
/* 
* Reduce dissolved complexes to component single electrolytes
for(k=O;k<Nep;k++) mt[k] = 0.0;
for(k=O;k<xNLP.nl;k++) mt[xNLP.map[k]] = fabs(Nvet[k]);
for(k=O;k<x_NLP.n2;k++) for(i=O;i<Nep;i++)
mt[i] += VOFX(xNLP.map[xNLP.nl+k],i)*fabs(Nwet [xNLP.nl+k]);
* Form vector of ion moles, molality from *wet, *nwet
for(k=;k<ip;k) xP.mions
ior(k=O;k<Nip;k++) xNLP.mionstk] = xNLP.wet [k];
for(k=O;k<Nep;k++) {
i = xNLP.XDrop->Nck];
j = xNLP.XDrop->Na[k];
xNLP.mions[i] += VC(k,i)*mt[k];
xNLP.mions[xNLP.XDrop->Ncp + j] += VA(k,j)*mt[k];
for(k=O;k<Nip;k++) xNLP.XDrop->mik] = x_NLP.mions k]/xNLP.water;
for(k=O;k<Nip;k++) if (x_NLP.XDrop->mi [k]<HEPS) x_NLP.XDrop->mi k] = MEPS;
* Calculate ionic fracions, ionic strength, activity coeff., gradient
*/----------------------------------------
GetIsf(x_LP.XDrop);
Meissner(xNLP.XDrop);
Gradient(Nep,gk,x_NLP.rh,x_NLP.XDrop,xNLP.XMisc);
/*
* Update active constraints - flag constraints as active/passive
for(k=O;k<x_NLP.nl;k++) {
i = xNLP.mapCk];
if (ntot[k] <= Nwet[k]) {
if (gk[i]>O) active[k] = 1;
} else if (Nwet[k] <= 0.0) {
if (gk[i] < 0.0) active[k] = -1;
} else active[k] = 0;
}
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for(k=O;k<xNLP.n2;k++) {
j = xNLP.nl + k;
i = Nep + xNLP.map[j];
if (ntot[Cj <= Nwet[j]) {
if (gk[i]>O) active[Ej = 1;
} else i (wet[j] <= 0.0) 
if (gkEi < 0.0) active[j] = -1;
} else active[j] = 0;
/*-
* Fill residuals vector - appropriate gradient entry if not constrained,
* otherwise a weighted difference between constraint and current value.
for(k=O;k<xNLP.nl;k++) {
i = xNLP.map[k];
if (active[k]>0) Rktk] = AFAC*(ntot k]-Nwet[k]);
else if (active[k]<0) RkEk] = AFAC*Nwet[k];
else Rk[k] = gkCi];
}
for(k=O;k<x_NLP.n2;k++) {
j = xNLP.nl+k;
i = Nep + xNLP.map[j];
if (active[j]>O) Rk[j] = AFAC*(ntot[j]-Nwet[j);
else if (active[j]<O) Rk[j] = AFAC*Nwet[j];
else Rk[j] = gk[i];
}/ -----------------
* Clean up vectors.
freedvector(mt,0,Nep);
free_dvector(gk,O,Nsp-1);
freeivector(active,O,N);
}
File data.dat
This file contains the mapping information for ions, simple electrolytes,
and other ionic solubles as well as the pertinent physical and
thermodynamic data for all species (including non-electrolytes).
Ion list:
cat Vc anion Vk electrolyte
H 1 C1 I HC1
H I N03 1 HN03
H 2 S04 I H2S04
Na 1 C1 1 NaCl
Na I N03 1 NaN03
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2 S04 1
I Cl 1
1 103 1
2 S04 1
Na2S04
NH4C1
NH4N03
(NH4)2S04
Complex list:
# of electrolytes el e2 ... en #el #e2 ... #en #H20 complexname
1 Na2SO4 1.0
2 NH4N03 (NH4)2S04
2 NH4103 (NH4)2S04
2 NaN03 Na2S04
2 (NH4)2S04 H2S04
2 Na2SO4 (NH4)2S04
2 Na2S4 H2S04
2 (NH4)2S04 H2S04
! 2 (NH4)2S04 H2S04
0
10.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
4.0
1.0
0.5
0.5
1.5
Na2S04*10H20
1.0 0.0
1.0 0.0
1.0 2.0
1.0 0.0
1.0 4.0
0.5 0.0
0.5 0.0
0.5 0.0
3NH4N03*(NH4)2S04
2NH4N03*(NH4)2S04
NaNO3*Na2SO4*2H20
4(NH4)2S04*H2S04
Na2SO4*(NH4)2S04*4H20
NaHS04
NH4HS04
(NH4)3H(S04)2 !
physical data:
species: name of electrolyte/ion/insoluble compound
type: e = simple electrolyte, c = cation, a = anion,
x = complex electrolyte, o = other
M.W.: molecular weight
den: density of pure standard state, g/cm^3
dHf: enthalpy of formation 298.15 K, in kJ/mole
dGf: Gibbs free energy of formation 298.15 K, in kJ/mole
Cp: heat capacity at 298.16 K, in J/mole K
(for electrolytes only)
q: Kusik-Meissner parameter for activity coefficient determinations
ql: temperature dependence coefficient for K-H parameter
B':
pO:
pl:
(for ions
z:
Ion name
H
Na
NH4
Cl
N03
S04
surface tension parameter
1st solution density parameter
2nd solution density parameter
only)
absolute value of the charge
type M.W.
c 1.0080
c 22.9898
c 18.0387
a 35.4530
a 62.0049
a 96.0616
dHf
0.00
-240.12
-132.51
-167.159
-207.36
-909.27
dGf
0.00
-261.905
-79.31
-131.228
-110.63
-744.53
Cp z
0.0
46.4
79.9
-136.4
-86.6
-293.0
1
1
I
1
1
2
Electrolyte name
!HC1
type H.W.
e 36.4610
den dHf
1.187
dGf Cp qO ql B'
-92.307 -95.299 29.12 6.00 -0.0027 -0.38
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Na
NH4
NH4
NH4
end
!
e 63.0129 1.503
e 98.0776 1.841
e 58.4428 2.165
e 84.9947 2.261
e 142.0412 2.680
e 53.4917 1.527
e 80.0436 1.725
e 132.1390 1.769
Compound name type H.W. den dHf dGf
note: at the moment, weight contribution o water to hydrates
and the density compensated so that the volume is equivalent
Cp
is deducted
Na2SO4*10H20
2NH4N03*(N84)2S04
3NH4N03*(NH4)2S04
NaN03*Na2SO4*2H20
4(NH4)2S04*H2S04
Na2SO4*(NH4)2S04*4H20
NaHS04
NH4HS04
(NH4)3B(S04)2
OC
ACETONE
ISOPRENE
DUMI
Dznri
DUM3
end
x 142.0412
x 292.2262
x 372.2698
x 227.0359
x 626.6336
x 274.1802
x 120.0594
x 115.1083
x 247.2473
o 12.0110
o 30.0263
o 70.000
o 70.000
o 70.000
o 70.000
0.6454 -4327.26
2.000 -1900.80
2.000 -2264.22
1.22 -2474.69
2.000 0.00
1.684 -3739.80
2.435 -1125.5
1.780 -1026.96
2.000 -1730.
2.267
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
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HN03
H2S04
NaCl
NaN03
Na2S04
NH4C1
NH4N03
(NH4)2S04
-174.10
-813.989
-411.153
-467.85
-1466.80
-314.43
-365.57
-1180.85
-80.71
-690.003
-384.138
-367.00
-1272.68
-203.44
-183.87
-902.87
109.87
138.91
60.60
92.88
128.20
84.1
139.3
187.49
2.20
0.65
2.43
-0.662
-0.32
0.72
-1.21
-0.20
-0.0027
-0.0027
0.0036
-0.025
-0.0027
-0.0035
-0.0086
-0.0083
-0.488
0.218
1.65
1.26
0.927
0.943
0.55
0.72
-3646.85
-1275.85
-1460.71
-2118.30
90.00
-3130.816
-992.8
-823.00
-2207.
128.2
466.0
605.4
221.8
10.0
316.
85.
127.5
315.
Appendix F
A Note on Field Approximation by
Empirical Karhunen-Loeve Series
Expansion
Menner A. Tatang, Timothy J. Resch, Peter S. Wyckoff, and Gregory J.
McRae
The Karhunen-Loeve series expansion is widely known for its optimality property in approx-
imating fields, especially when there is a strong correlation between points in the field. For a
field with complicated structure, the closed form Karhunen-Loeve series expansion does not give a
good representation, therefore an empirical type of that expansion is studied and differences from
previous similar work are described.
Two examples are provided to show the use of empirical Karhunen-Loeve series expansion for
reducing the dimensionality of the problem and for extracting the underlying structure of a field
which can be assigned as a prior information.
Key words
Field approximation, Karhunen-Loeve, empirical eigenvalue, empirical eigenfunction, inverse
problem, random vector representation
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F.1 Introduction
The use of computational modeling in predicting air quality is growing more and more
common in the drive to understand the impacts of proposed policies prior to actual imple-
mentation. Unfortunately, due to deficiencies in regional emissions data, predicted pollutant
fields may differ significantly from observed values. It may be possible, however, to correct
these discrepancies by solving the inverse problem: determine the emissions levels that are
most likely to produce the observed fields when input to the model. This problem may be
formulated as the optimization problem
min (jlCm(E(x,t), X, t)- Co(x, t)n ) (F.1)E(x,t)
minimizing some norm of the error between observed concentration field (Co) and that
predicted by the model (C,) using the emissions fields as the design variables. The difficulty
in conducting such an optimization is that the emissions fields in grid based airshed models
consist of tens of thousands of data points for each species of interest. With each iteration of
the model solution requiring nearly 1 CPU hours on a CRAY-YMP (single processor), an
optimization over all emissions is clearly unaffordable unless the number of design variables
is reduced by several orders of magnitude.
One method of reducing the number of variables in a field is to represent the field by an
orthogonal expansion, such that the new design variables are the expansion coefficients. In
addition, the expansion should retain as much of the field structure as possible and require
the fewest number of terms possible. These requirements suggest the use of the Karhunen-
Loeve procedure with empirical eigenfunctions.
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F.2 Empirical Karhunen-Loeve series expansion
Consider a field E(x, t) which is to be approximated. The Karhunen-Loeve series expansion
of such a field has the form:
N
E(x, t)= co(t)ln(x) (F.2)
n=1
where c, is the square root of the n-th eigenvalue, ac(t) is the n-th temporal eigenfunction,
and ,n(x) is the n-th spatial eigenfunction of correlation function of E(x, t). According to
Karhunen-Loeve series expansion properties, those eigenfunctions should satisfy the normal-
ity conditions:
IIYn=(t)l1 -= fT 2 (t) dt = 1 (F.3)
IIn(X)112 =RD 2i(x) dx = 1 (F.4)
and also the orthogonality conditions:
JIE(xt)fn(t) dt = cnn(x) (F.5)
(x, E  ) x x) dx = cnan(t). (F.6)
The last two equations are obtained by considering the eigenfunction as an element of a
complete set of the orthonormal functions in the T x D space. From the above equations
the relationship between the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions may be derived as
J C(t, s)QCn(s) ds = c ,n(t) (F.7)
J K(x,y),ln(y) dy = cn,2n(x) (F.8)
where C(t, s) is the correlation matrix of the ield in the temporal domain and K(x, y) is
the correlation matrix of the field in the spatial domain. They are defined by
C(t, ) = J E(x,t)E(x,s) dx (F.9)
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K(x, y) = j E(x, t)E(y, t) dt. (F.10)
When the spatial dimension is much larger than the temporal dimension, the first integral
equation is clearly preferable to the second one. Assuming the first integral equation is solved,
one next needs to obtain the spatial eigenfunctions. The answer to this actually comes from
equation (F.5). This paper follows a similar technique from Sirovich and Everson [68] who
use a snapshot method to calculate the spatial eigenfunctions,
/3(x) = E(x,t)a,(t) dt. (F.11)
However, instead of using equation (F.11), we use equation (F.5) directly to calculate the
spatial eigenfunctions. This approach seems more appropriate if one wants to ensure the
Karhunen-Loeve series expansion properties in (F.5) and (F.6).
The empirical Karhunen-Loeve series expansion implies the use of empirical eigenfunc-
tions in the temporal and spatial domains, instead of closed forms. These empirical eigen-
functions are matrices of values of the eigenfunctions at each point in T x D space, and
provides a further advantage: singular value decomposition may be used to obtain the tem-
poral eigenfunctions and eigenvalues and the first integral equation above need not be solved
directly. The Karhunen-Loeve series expansions can be considered as the orthogonalization
of a field, such that the terms in the resulting expansion are uncorrelated, analogous to
the singular value decomposition. Thus, the correlation matrix in the temporal domain is
decomposed into uncorrelated terms as follows:
N
C(t,s) = C, (t)a(s). (F.12)
n=1
The values of c2 and ac(t) are the diagonal and orthogonal matrices resulting from applica-
tion of the singular value decomposition method to the correlation matrix:
C(t,s) = U WVT (F.13)
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where W = diag {c}~N= 1 and the n-th column of the orthogonal matrix U contains the
values of eigenfunction an(t) at times t, i = 1,..., N. Thus, the eigenvalues and temporal
eigenfunctions are obtained from orthogonalization of the temporal correlation matrix.
The next step is to calculate the spatial empirical eigenfunctions. Using equation (F.5),
we can generate the spatial empirical eigenfunctions,
n(X) = f E(x, t)an(t) dt (F.14)
which are self-normalized,
Pn(X)- fD I2(x) dx (F.15)
These spatial empirical eigenfunctions along with their temporal counterparts and related
eigenvalues can now be used as the Karhunen-Loeve series expansion of the field.
Now, let us analyze the error of approximation. First we would like to see if the error goes
to zero as we increase the number of terms in the expansion. We will use the second norm for
evaluating the error since the Karhunen-Loeve series expansions produce an approximation
with minimum mean-square error (to be discussed later). By definition the second norm
error is
IIE(x,t)- EN(x,t)lltx = [I E(x,)- c ()(x dtd (F.16)
where EN(x, t) denotes the N-term approximation of the field by empirical Karhunen-Loeve
series expansions. By assuming that
00oo
E(x, t) = CE cfa(t)3n(x) (F.17)
n=l
we have
IIE(x, t) - EN(x, t)llt,x = E Cn (F.1)
n=N+I
Theoretically, we can list c2 into a decreasing sequence. It means that as N oo the right
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hand side of equation (F.18) goes to zero.
The mean-square error of the Karhunen-Loeve series expansion approximation of field
E(x, t) using N terms is
22
EN = [ CnCan(t)/n(X)J. (F.19)
n=N+l
The goal now is to minimize the mean-square error in the T x D space subject to the
orthonormality constraints of a'n(t) and Pf(x). First, let us look at the minimization with
respect to the ,n(x), and then move to the a,(t). By substituting equation (F.6) into
equation (F.19) above and integrating it over the domain we obtain
JTIDN dX di= D JJ (z, y),(Z)n (Y) dz dy (F.20)n=N+l
with normality constraints as expressed by equation (F.4)
JD /3m(y)B/m(y) dy = 1; m = 1,... o. (F.21)
Since the above constraints are convex, we can use Lagrange method to get the stationary
condition, therefore, the Lagrange equation for this objective function and constraints call
be written as follows:
00
L = I ID K(z, Y)1n(Z)n(y) dz dy -
n=N+I
E Am / m(y),3m(y) dy- ] (F.22)
a=l
where Am is the Lagrange multiplier for the m-th constraint. Differentiating equation (F.22)
with respect to fi(y) and setting the result equal to zero gives
ID K(z,y)1i(z) dz dy- Ai J/ D i(y) dy = 0 (F.23)
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which is satisfied when
ID K(z, y)i(z) dz Aii(y) (F.24)
and it is clearly satisfied by equation (F.8) as a property of the Karhunen-Loeve series
expansion itself. Similarly for the case of a(t), by substituting equation (F.5) into equation
(F.19) above and integrating it over the domain we obtain
IJD 1 dx dt = , C(s, u)a,(s)Q,(u) ds du (F.25)
n=N+I
with constraints
JT am()m(s) ds = 1 m = 1,..., oo. (F.26)
Hence, the Lagrange equation for this objective function and constraints becomes
00
L = I 1 C(s, u)an(S)an(u) ds du -
n=N+l
Am JT am(S)Cm(S)ds- 1 . (F.27)
m=l
Differentiating equation (F.27) with respect to cai(s) and setting the result equal to zero
gives
j C(s u)ci(u) du - A ai(s) ds = 0 (F.28)
which is satisfied when
JT C(s, u)ai(u) du = Aii(s) (F.29)
and once more it is satisfied by equation (F.7) as a property of Karhunen-Loeve series
expansion itself. It should be noted that Ai is c2 in that pair of integral equations (F.7- F.8).
F.3 Example
The idea of empirical Karhunen-Loeve series expansion has been used to solve various prob-
lems, from statistics, and operator theory to atmospheric modeling [5, 7, 36, 66]. They all
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have common grounds, either to reduce the dimensionality of the problem such as the use of
principal component analysis in statistics, or to extract the underlying structure of a model
such as the use of proper orthogonal decomposition and empirical orthogonal functions in
operator theory and meteorology respectively.
The first example in this paper, which is an inverse problem, requires both utilities of
the empirical Karhunen-Loeve series expansion. We need to reduce the dimensionality of the
problem and incorporate all prior information as well. The large dimensionality arises from
the discretization of a field, and the prior information of the field comes from the knowledge
of the field structure and from observations.
F.3.1 Example of inverse problem
Along with the idea stated in the introduction for validating the emission field in the envi-
ronmental problem, we try to provide a simple example which still retains the spirit of that
problem. The complete emission field problem will be studied in the future paper.
A nonlinear operator problem in three dimensions is shown in figure (F-1). The operator
equation of this problem can be written as follows:
T(x,y,z) = nh( z) T(x, y,0). (F.30)
sinh 7rv/
For this example, we will consider two cases. The first case has a smooth input field which
is represented by the following expression
Ttr.,e(x, y, O) = sin irx sin ry, (F.31)
and the contour plots of this true input field and its first five eigenfunctions can be seen in
figure F-2. On the other hand, the true input field of the second case will not be smooth.
Suppose that the input field at z = 0 can nob be measured directly or is difficult to obtain
accurately. However, we may have a limited information on the structure of such a field,
for example, it should be symmetric with respect to the middle point, and the field shoudl
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zFigure F-1: Example of nonlinear algebraic operator problem.
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vanish at the boundaries, and we may also have a crude observation of that field. The goal
is then to be able to predict the true field by using several accurate measurements or data
of T(x, y, z), let say, at z = 0.2.
To approximate this continuous field, we discretize the domain into 20 by 20 grid points.
The simplest approach to predict the true discretized field is by using an error minimization
strategy which will have dimensionality equal to the number of data points at z = 0.2. Since
the operator equation is linear with respect to x and y, this approach is limited to prediction
at grid points where data is available. Unless the number of such grid points is large, the
use of a common interpolation procedure for obtaining values at other grid points may not
give a good prediction. Therefore, we need a better scheme which not only captures our
prior knowledge or information, but can also reduce the dimensionality of the minimization
problem.
Since obtaining accurate data at a specific grid point may be expensive, we need to
minimize the number of measurements. In practice, one may do a measurement design, or
for this example, our limited information on the structure of the input field suggests that we
use symmetric data points. Therefore, we choose 17 data points as shown in figure (F-l).
For the first case, we shall assume that we have a. crude observation of the input field.
The observed field contains noise which is around 10% of signal. The objective is then to
reduce the noise of the observed input field on 400 grid points by only measuring accurately
17 grid points at z = 0.2. Since our prior knowledge of the input field is in the observed
field, we use empirical Karhunen-Loeve expansion to obtain the coherent structures of this
observed field. These coherent structures become our prior information for generating the
optimized input field. Figure (F-3) shows the contour plots of the observed field and its first
five empirical eigenfunctions or coherent structures.
We incorporate our prior knowledge or information in terms of the first five empirical
eigenfunctions and the operator model into the optimization scheme. For our example, we
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Figure F-2: True input field and its first five eigenfunctions for the first case
choose the L2-norm of error as our objective function.
min
{Cn n= 1 i=l
(Tdata(xi, y, 0.2) - Tcaic(xi, yi, 0.2)
1
where
Tcalc(xi, yi, 0.2) sinh rV2(1 - 0.2)
sinh -r; Tpior(Xi, y°, O)
Tprior(xi, Yi, O)
5
= cncn(Xi)1 3n(Yi),
n=1
and Ca,(x),(y) represents the n-th empirical eigenfunction from the observed input field.
The optimization scheme yields a set of optimal coefficients, {cn}5=l, which in turn can be
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(F.32)
and
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Figure F-3: Prior or observed input field (obtained by randomly perturbed the true input
field with noise to signal ratio around 0.1) and its first five eigenfunctions for the first case
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Figure F-4: Optimized input field (using 17 points at z = 0.2 and BFGS variant of DFP
minimization method to get optimal coefficients) and its first five eigenfunctions for the first
case
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Figure F-5: True input field and its first five eigenfunctions for the second case
used to generate the posterior or optimized input field.
5
Tposterior(x ,,o) - ^ C/ nan(X)/n(Y)
n=l
It is clear from equation (F.32) that the dimensionality of the optimization depends only
on the number of coherent structures we use as our prior information. For this example,
the dimensionality of optimization is 5, and we use the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno
(BFGS) variant of Davidon-Fletcher-Powell (DFP) minimization method to obtain the op-
timal coefficients [58].
The posterior input field for the first case can be seen in figure (F-4). As we can see
from this figure, the optimization scheme acts as a filter to the noise. This result could
also be obtained by using the Fourier expansion and retaining only the first few coefficients.
Therefore, it would be of interest to see whether the empirical Karhunen-Loeve expansion
could be used in the optimization of a smooth prior input field when the true input field is
400
Figure F-6: Prior of observed input field and its 1st five eigenfunctions for the 2nd case
actually not smooth.
Figure (F-5) and (F-6) show the contour plots, for the second case, of the true input
field and the prior information of input field and their first five empirical eigenfunctions
respectively. We see that the prior input field is smoother than the true input field. For this
case, the use of Fourier expansion or other filtering techniques will not give us a better input
field than the prior one. Therefore, we use the similar procedure as in the first case, and
the contour plots of the optimized input field can be seen in figure (F-7). We notice that,
in the second case, the second empirical eigenfunction of the optimized field is almost the
same as that of the true input field. This means that the second empirical eigenfunction is
important for defining the field.
It should be noted that the optimization procedure can be done iteratively in order to
update the prior input field. Therefore, the posterior input field at the j-th cycle becomes
the prior input field for the j + 1-th cycle. Figures (F-7) and (F-4) are actually obtained
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Figure F-7: Optimized input field (using 17 points at z = 0.2 and BFGS variant of DFP
minimization method to get optimal coefficients) and its first five eigenfunctions for the
second case
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after conducting 3-cycle optimization.
F.3.2 Example of correlated Gaussian random variables
Reducing the dimension of a correlated random vector is one of major issues in any simulation
processes. Therefore, the second example shows the use of empirical Karhunen-Loeve series
expansion to reduce the dimensionality of representing correlated Gaussian random variables.
The most common method for simulating n correlated Gaussian random variables, {xi(w))}=,
is the Cholesky decomposition method [64].
{i(w)}U=l = {i}=l + C j()jl
where E = C CT is the covariance matrix of {x}, {#i}= is the vector of mean values, and
{(j(w)}j 1 are n independent standard Gaussian random variables.
It is clear that the dimensionality of the problem increases linearly as the number of cor-
related Gaussian random variables increases. Therefore, when we have, let say, 25 correlated
Gaussian random variables in the system, we need to generate 25 standard independent
Gaussian random variables. The question now is how can we reduce the number of stan-
dard independent Gaussian random variables needed to represent those correlated Gaussian
random variables?
The objective is to approximate 25 correlated Gaussian random variables with covariance
matrix E using the minimum number of standard independent Gaussian random variables.
The covariance matrix for this problem is given in the following expression.
ij= exp (- Rli-j); i,j=1,..,25
where R represents the rate of correlation decay. We will investigate the number of standard
independent Gaussian random variables needed to achieve a level of accuracy as a function of
the rate of correlation. Therefore, the M-order approximation means that only M < 25 stan-
dard independent Gaussian random variables are used for representing those 25 correlated
403
Gaussian random variables.
M
{Xi(W)'1- = {fiu5} + E/ ij (w); A < 25j=l
where Aj and crj are the j-th empirical eigenvalue and eigenfunction of covariance matrix E
respectively from the following relationship
Caj = Aj aj; j=1,...,25.
For the case M equal to n, or 25 in our example, this type of representation is also called as
the canonical expansion of a random vector [60].
When we use only M < 25 number of standard independent Gaussian random variables,
there is an error of approximation. For this example the L2-norm error of approximation
can be defined as follows:
L ( ij M)),2 
Figure (F-8) shows the error of approximation as a function of the number of standard
independent Gaussian random variables used. It also shows that as the rate of correlation
decreases (R increases), the number of standard independent Gaussian random variables
needed to achieve the same level of accuracy increases. The reason for that comes from a
simple analysis that we need to use 25 standard independent Gaussian random variables to
represent 25 uncorrelated (independent) Gaussian random variables.
Another measure of the goodness of fit or the level of accuracy is the fractional vari-
ance [68]. Sometimes this measure is also called as the "energy" of approximation,
EM1 M 
j=l
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Figure F-8: The L 2-norm error of approximation for different values of R as a function of
number of standard independent Gaussian random variables used
where
25
E = E Aj.
j=1
Figure (F-9) shows the "energy" of approximation as a function of the number of standard
independent Gaussian random variables used. For this example, it seems that a practical
and sufficient level of "energy" is around 95%. From this figure, we can see that correlated
Gaussian random variables with R = 2.0 can still be sufficiently approximated by using only
a half of the 25 standard independent Gaussian random variables.
F.4 Discussion and conclusion
In general we can use the empirical Karhunen-Loeve series expansion to approximate any
field accurately. Since the complete set of eigenfunctions from that expansion spans the
L2 space [5], an arbitrary regular field in L2 space then can be theoretically approximated
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Figure F-9: The "energy" of approximation for different values of R as a function of number
of standard independent Gaussian random variables used
using the same set of eigenfunctions. In other words, in practice, chemical or physical
phenomena with similar underlying structure may be represented by the same set of empirical
eigenfunctions [4, 40, 41, 63, 75]. Based on this fact, we can incorporate our prior knowledge
of a field and use it to generate a better prediction.
Retaining only the coherent structures with higher energy as our prior information in the
optimization scheme suggests that we put more weight in keeping the structure of the field.
Similarly, we could also put more weight to a specific coherent structure by adding constraints
to the optimization problem, for example, the coefficient associated with the first empirical
eigenfunction should be greater than others. Other constraints which describe the limit of
physical or chemical phenomena could also be added to the problem. As an example, if we
deal with concentration of species then we can specify that the posterior field of concentration
will be greater than zero for all grid point.
From two examples above, we see that the empirical Karhunen-Loeve series expansion
can help us reducing the dimensionality of the problem, or transforming the original dimen-
406
sionality to another measure of dimensionality. Since truncating the exact representation
introduces an error of approximation, a sensitivity analysis of the result to the number of
coherent structures used should be conducted. The second example shows that one suitable
measure for assessing the sensitivity is the "energy" or fractional variance of approximation.
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